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SU/DIARY

Streets-in-the sky is a fora of multi-atoray working class housing
which is important in today's society for two reasons.

Firstly, because street-deck housing became especially popular during

the post-war rebuilding of British cities following the inter-war

introduction of the idea and the successful development of the Park Hill

scheme in Sheffield in the 1950 1 s. In the 1960 1 s, especially in the mond

half of the decade, the design professions, several leading local authorities,

and central government undertook the development of street-deck housing

throughout the United Kingdom. It proved to be especially popular, outside

London, in the economically declining or static regions of England; relatively

little being built in Scotland, Wales or Northm an Ireland. Hence streets-in-

the-sky tended to be developed in those English regions where the basic

export industries of coal, iron and steel, shipbuilding and textiles were

subject to the most comprehensive state-controlled restructuring. The large-

scale public investment and labour resistance to change associated with

industrial restructuring were therefore often partnered by a fora of high

density housing more acceptable to the financially overburdened local
authority and the 'anti-flats' culture of the English than the economically
and socially unpopular tower block.

Following the building programme there was a decline in the fortunes

of modern architecture, the labour movement and the United Kingdom economy.
With that decline came a pronounced reduction in the quantity and quality of

this type of urban housing. In the 1970 1 s, the poor construction, difficult

access, anti-social use of the 'street' ant the stigma attached to living

on the estates uspally led to the schemes becoming especially difficult-to-let.
Thus, in a quarter of a century, this particular housing form had changed

from being a central element in the modern architectural urban utopia to its
opposite - a microcosm of the problems facing British cities in their decline.

Secondly street-deck housing is important because its history-brings

to light the contradictions between different ideas and different political

and economic interests, and reveals how these contradictions can be

temporarily overcome by the development of a particular form of urban housing.
These patterns of conflict and consensus are not fully comprehended by

existing "counter-revolutionary" and "revolutionary" theories of urban form
and change. In the former case we have tried to show how the assumptions of
so called *postmodernism" are incorrect. And in the latter, how a far broader

interpretation of the totality (base and superstruoture) is necessary aaK a
basis to knowledge and action.
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INTRODUCTION OD AC.1210,12.DGLEIITS 

This is a study of a fora of multi-storey housing which has been

central to mcbrn architecture and urban design and particularly important

in the history of post-war British urban working-class housing renewal.

The importance of so called streets-in-the-sky or deck access housing (we

will usually refer to it as deck housing) lies in two faotors. Firstly,

unlike other forma of multi-storey local authority housing it was intended

to allow for the achievement of both social and economic objectives. The

upper level street-deck supplied space for community development away from

ground level traffic and provided, mainly through the high ratio of dwelling

units per lift shaft, the possibility of low cost, low rent, high standard

accommodation for all types and sizes of household.

Secondly, it is important because, in the vast majority of oases, the

rPoently comrleted deck housing schemes have proved to be extremely
unpopular with tenants and local authorities. There have been four causes;
firstly, the freouently poor construction leading to excessive problems of

water penetretion and condensation with consoeuknt high heating costs;
secondly the difficult access to ground level due to the poor provision of
lifts; thirdly the anti-social use of the dec'.., that is, the presence of

vandalism, litter and noise making it unsuitable for children's play tad
community development and fourthly, the inhuman appearance of many schemes
with the associated stigma attached to livin b in such an environment. In

fact in a smel l number of cases the new housing estates have proved 80

difficult-to-let and difficult-to-live-in, that, following tenant protests,

they have been almost completely, vacated and even demolished. The
situation is fast becoming anaemia' scandal (1).

Thus, the original ideal of creating the modern city without the
depravity, inequality, inefficiency, ugliness and social alienation which
characterised the urban form and. culture of tle nineteenth. century has,

in this important case, collapsed. The recent history of deck housing has

meant a return to the conditions it was intended to combat; that is,

those extreme social, economic and politic.l problems and inequalities which

characterise capitalist society.

At the same time, behind the rise and fall of this type of multi-storey

housing lies the fact that the definitions of "success" and "failure" have

tended to be influenced by the state, the media and the professions. There

has been a tendency for a self-fulfilling prophecy of success when the

estates were first opened - everybody said they were model housing schemes,

therefore they were seen as such - to be replaced by a self-fulfilling prophecy

of decline- everybody says they are problem housing schemes, therefore they

are labelled in that way. In the tenants eNperience, while they were probably



not their ideal homes when they moved in, they are not always today, as

intolerable an environment as in suggested. Bence	 the small number
of deck housing estates that are still surviving may cease to provide an

acceptable home as the definition of problems continues to be imposed from

above in the interests of government, the press and television and the design

professions.

Hence, the purpose of this research into the past dream and present

nightmare of the planner (if not necessarily the tenants) is to uncover not
only the political and economic but also the ideological forces behind the

phenomenan of deck housing. The theoretical position underlying this aim
is discussed in Chapter 1. The empirical content of the study, the facts
discovered in the course of the research, are then described in Parts 1 and

2, awarding to the hypotheses established in the first chapter.

However, this is not simply a process of fitting the faots to the theory
because, in general, it has been difficult to obtain much of the information
necessary to the study. Neither the architectural profession nor the
government provide any offioial data relating specifically to deck: housing.

Hence, the only way to obtain details about the projects designed by the

founders of the Modern Movement (for Chapter 2) was to consult as many of

the relevantlexts and journals as possible. Also, in the case of discovering

and gathering information about the deck housing estates designed and
sometimes built in the United Kingdom after the second world mar (for Chapter
4), a similar:procedure was used initially. This was then followed by direct
contact with representatives of the central and regional offices of the
Department of the Environment and over fifty local authorities. Once it
had been established where the relevant exapples might be located, the site
was visited and basic information obtained, where possible from local authority
officials; these were usually members of the Architects Department.

Representatives of the other local authority departments, the building
industry, trade unions and tenant associations were not contacted in most
cases because their contribution was secondary to our task of establishing
the regional pattern of deck house building and the basic information about
conditions On the estate. An inspection of cuttings from the local press
(in the local library) usually provided valuable additional information about
the background to the building project and the problems confronting the local
authority and occupants of the estate. At the same time, it gave occasional
insights into media coverage and distortions.

In conclusion, this study almost certainly excludes, by default, some
deck housing schemes sbioh should be included (apart from those developed
in the post war period in other parts of the world which are deliberately

excluded). Nevertheless we are confident that all the major projects have

been catalogued. Also, it should be noted that the survey of local authority



estates was completed. in 1980, eighteen months before this research

terminated. However, conditions have almost certainly only deteriorated
further given the unpopularity of the building form and the decline of new

house building by local government, while the location and number will not,

of course, have altered.

The one scheme where the information is much more up to date and

comprehensive in character is the Park Hill estate in Sheffield. A case

study was made of Park Hill because it was the principal model for deck
housing and for high density urban development, when slum clearance and

redevelopment were at their height in tee period from the early 1960's to
the early 1970 1 s. even in this example we did not attempt to interview
every person remotely connected with the building project or the present

day problems. Also we have not undertaken a sample survey to discover

residents' °Anions. Instead it was decided that a far more direct and
significant insight could be gained from active involvement in the life of

the estate. Nearly three years were spent living at Park Hill, from early
1978 to late 198U. During this period a, personal oommittment was established
in challenging the character of the local press publicity of the area, in a

new youth club being founded in the Park district ('Club 819 as a school
governor, of the middle school, and in the controversy surrounding the
keeping of pets, especially dogs. This last issue eventually led to our

leaving the estate. keanwhile, research into the history of Park Hill wee
taken up by detailed study of the vast amount of literature published about
the estate and a comprehensive reading of the council minutes, press reports,

archives and local history material in general.
The analysis and information contained in the whole study are divided

into two parts following Chapter 1. Fart 1, A History of the Idea of Deck

housing (Chapters 2 to 4) and Part 2, A Political Economy of Deck Housing
in the United Einbdom (Chapters 5 to 7). ChWer 2 describes the
architectural history of deck housing over the first half of the century.

This is folio-ad by a chapter which looks at the intellectual culture of

the 1950's and the place of the Park Hill project it that period. Chapter 4.

describes the history of decx:housing in the 1960's and 1970's and the

realisation of the idea in the 140 estates, 75,000 dwellings, scattered

throughout the United kingdom, including details of the problems now
confronting local authorities and tenants. The next chapter provides an

analysis of the reaeons for the budding and apparently successful occupation
cf Park Hill, Chapter 6 builds upon the findings of the previous chapter

to present an explanation for the rise and fall in the popularity of deck
housing. And finally Chapter 7 draws together some conclusions.

The whole reseuroh project would not have reached even this limited
and interim stage of development without the generous and encouraging



assistance of Roy Darks of the Department of Town and Regional Planning

and Professor Anthony Sutcliffe of the Department of Economic and 'Social History
As tutors for this doctoral thesis undertaken at Sheffield University from

June 1978 to 1981, they were always as helpful and encouraging as a

research student would wish. A number of long essays I submitted at early

stages of the study were subject to the kind of detailed criticisms which
are essential to progress. And in particular they provided the necessary
correctives to my excesses of theory and, later, descriptive work.

The development of the study was also helped enormously by the open-

handed assistance offered by two of the architects of Park Hill, Jack:Lynn

and J.Lewis Womersley, the resident social worker, on Park Hill from 1959-62,
Mrs.J.F.Bevan (then Mrs.J.F.Demers) and the friends and neighbours on the

Park Hill estate, notably the members of the Jones-Fairbrother households.
Many other people have been encouraging and supportive in a number

of ways. They include- Dr. Michael Cuthbert of the Department of Town and

Country Planning, Beriot-Watt University, who first put forward the idea

of a detailed study of the Park Hill estate, Councillors Harold Lambert,
J.W.Sterland and David Skinner, LP's Fred. Mulley and Frank Hooley, F.G.Jones,
the City Treasurer from 1952 to 1974, Henry Smith, the Manager of the Council's

Public *orks Department from 1946 to 1973 and Mr.H.Rowley, the Housing Manager
at Park Hill,

Outside Sheffield many central and local government officials gave the
generous support without which this research project would have been almost

impossible. In particular I would mention Alison and John Curtis of the
Department of the Environment. Also, towards the end of the study, several
of the architect-planners who had played an important part in the history of
deok housing consented to an interview. I would therefore like to thank
(in alphabetical order) Walter Boro.Oliver, 	Cox, Ken Campbell, Whitfield Lewis,
Bertold Lubetkin and Alison Smithson for their kind assistance.

Among friends who actively sustained Ay efforts in one way or another
therelere Chris Holmes and Denise Harrison in Sheffield, Roy and Judy Dunn

in Liverpool, Paul Winter in Manchester, Gordon Dabinett in Newcastle,

Ges Baker in Glasgow and Peter Totterdill in Nottingham. gy mother very
kindly typed the thesis, an effort which deserved an honorary degree in
itself,mhile my father supplied encouragement in various ways. Enid Kent,
the dog, provided the welcome company essential to the inevitably lonely life

of a research students Finally Barbara Waugh made the whole thing possible.
Without her support this investigation would never have materialised, no matter

how obliging other people were during the four years study. I always knew
that if I failed to complete the research she would never forgive me:
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C11APT2 1. THEORUICAL BACKGROUND 

The aims, methods and problems behind the comprehension of the

condition and form of a particular building change with the social circum-

stances of the study and with the build up of knowledge and understanding

over time. When this investigation began in mid ;978 its purpose was to
discover why the apparently unusual Park Hill estate, the famous "streets-in-

the-sky" housing scheme, had been so successful. This was undertaken through

an attempt to place the building form within the context of a history of
ideas about urban renewal and architectural practioe. On this basis its

example could be used to inspire new confidence for the rebuilding of inner

city areas recently declared to be in a state of 'crisis'. However, as

the research progressed it became apparent that Park Hill had aotually been

the leading model for new urban working class housing in the 1960's and

that a great many of the resulting building projects were proving to be very
unpopular with residents; the idea of streets-in-the-sky was therefore

seen as part of the problem, not part of the solution. How then can we

explain the rise and fall of the idea of deck housing and link this to the

contemporary 'urban crisis' whose seriousness has been growing over the

period of the study?

Most existing explanations of urban form and design problems can be

divided into status quo, counter-revolutionary and revolutionary theories (1)

The former tend to be represented by those supportive of the idea of planning

and detailed empirical study of the history and problems of urban design and
planning (2). The latter two represent the right and left wing of the
political spectrum; put simaply, the monetarist and the marxist respectively.
Counter revolutionary theories concentrate on the history of the supposedly
rationalist and social/Socialist and thereby utopian ideas behind the Modern
Movement and its partnership with the 'state socialism' fostered by post war

labour governments (3). Today this type of comprehensive and idealistic urban
planning seemingly has to be minimised in favour of a free market approach

providing greater freedoms for the individual, leading apparently to a more

complex, open ended, dynamic and thus emotionally and economically rewarding

urban environment(4) This account takes the tower block, found in striking

form at the centre of Le Corbusier's Contemporary City (1922) as the
archetypal example of inhuman modern housing whose influence can be traced
to the unpopular oharacter of urban renewal in the 1960'8. Thus housing form

born of a social conscience had decidedly anti-social results; the tower
block symbolises the need for an end to the Modern Movement and the founding
of a “postmodernist" architecture and urban planning practice.

This view has done two things. Firstly, it has tended to omit the
history of deck housing, whether as part of, for example Le Corbusier's
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designs (which proposed. just such a building form surrounding the central
towers of' the Contemporary City, whioh were actually for business use only)
or as part of the post war development of British architecture. Secondly,
it has neglected to mention the anti-ftuictimallst inspiration behind the
Modern Movement. The idea of deck housing, whose purpose was to provide
architecture which went beyond any simple technological solution to the
problem of mass housing could be seen in this context. All told, from our
perspective, a critique of this type seemed. to misinterpret the history of
the Modern Movement so as to justify a new postmodernist architecture, one
which advocated the escapism of contrived picturesque housing design, and
the Beat= Arts pm Edwin Lutyens Monuments-11am. Hence elitist aesthetic
interests combined with an anti nationalist architectural practice is now
gaining ground under the rhetoric of a new humanism and realism (that is
facing up to what people rea.11y want - decoration of buildings). Hence the
worst features of the rodern Movement, which had originally evolved in
opposition to the sham and. waste of nineteenth century ornamental architecture,
but which nevertheless incorporated irrepressible 'bourgeois' aesthetic)
tastes, is in essence becoming well established while in appearance these
characteristics are criticised. and dismissed as mistakes of the past or
the present but not of the future.

Existing neo-marxist theories or the 'urban question' offer little
resistance to the new architectural ideology (by which we mean a system of
illusory beliefs) and little insight into how to understand the history of
streets-in-the-sky. That is, a history of architectural and urban design
ideas is largely absent in spite of claims as to the 'relative autonomy' of

the ideological superstructure from the economic base, and thus of the
importance of a history of such ideas about the urban question. Thus, fbr
example, Castel's .. study of urban sociology and "urban culture" in The
Urban Nestion (1976) or Harvey's "Liberal formulations" in .Sooial Justice 

and. the City (1973) contain few of the details about urban design to be
found in Hanle 'liberal' text ;Urban end ReRional Plaxininf (1974) . while,
more recently, Dunleavy's neo-sarxist study of The Politics of Mass 
HousinP (1981) is world's apart from the history of' modern architecture to
be found in Booker's The City of Towers (1979) (5)

Moreover, as the research expanded to consider, on the one hand, other
relevant facts and on the other hand, other relevant theoretical works
(traditional British historical and arriainal neo-marrdst studies of society),
it became apparent that other elements of the superstructure plus the
economic base itself, had played a vital role in the history of deck housing.
Thus, central and local government, the labour movement, national culture and

the media had all seemingly had. a positive determining (and not just
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"mediating" or "regulating") influence, while changes in the industrial
sector were clearly linked to the quantity, quality and distribution of

deck housing. And thus it was only by developing a broader understanding
of the totality that a history of streets-in-the-sky could be formulated

in opposition to the ideology of post modernism.

Existing neo marxist urban studies have not even located the problem.

They tend to see urban planning, including post modernism, as a mechanism
principally for temporarity resolving or obfuscating the housing question.

Marx's original assessment of the housing problem placed the emphasis

on the economic base and allowed urban planning a focus for social reform.

he stated:

"The ultimate connection between the pangs of hunger suffered
by the most industrious layers of the working class, and the
extravagant consumption, coarse or refined, of the rich for
which capitalist accumulation is the basis, is only uncovered
when the economic laws are known, It is otherwise with the
housing situation. Every unprejudiced observer sees that the
greater the centralisation of the means of production, the
greater is the corresponding concentration of workers within a
given space; and therefore the more quickly capitalist
accumulation takes place, the more miserable the housing
situation of the working class" (6)

Urban planning evolved, in part, to overcome this contradiction

between contrived capital accumulation and the housing situation. however,

now that an 'urban crisis' is upon us and one supposedly due to the

collapse of 'state socialism', we are presented with the most remarkable
circumstance. The "miserable" housing situation, such as that apparently

due to the development of the tower block, is now emphasised and indeed often
defined by postmodernist culture, regardless of the circumstances, so as

to justify the latest presoriptions for better architecture and planning.
Thus every "unprejudiced observer" now often fails to see the economic

laws of capitalism because of the establishments new definition of the

modern housing situation as a socialist disaster. Marx's insight has

thus been turned on its head. Far from being a threat to the system, the
definition of the housing problem is a threat to socialism and a means
thereby of hiding or stabilising the effects of the development of the
"economic laws". Postmodernism, as a set of beliefs shared by the experts
and the general public, thus acts as a determining ideological force on

the evolution of ampitalism. New marxist theories provide an alternative

but not a oritiqut.
How then do we propose that a history of deck housing can be undertaken

and developed in opposition to the new ideology of architecture and urban

planning? What is our theory of this particular 'urban question' relative

to the existing one?
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Streets-in-the-lky and the Urban  Suestion

Existing neo-marxist studies of the 'urban question' tend to
provide too limited and narrow a theoretical framesork. There is a

certain "poverty of theory" which derives from an "Althusserian-
structuralist" approach to Marxism (7). This leaves critical sooialist
explanations deficient in an historical, superstructural and empirical

understanding of the totality. And these shortcomings have, peculiarly,

led both to a neglect of the economic base (industrial and finance

capital) as a determinant of urban social change and a neglect of the
knowledge which has been at the very centre of mailer attempts to

resolve the urban problem (hence, giving rise to the 'urban question')

- the urban design utopias. In sum, there has been a tendency in urban

studies to negate the very raison d'etre of Marxism: its claim to

comprehend, using facts and hypothesis, the whole of society (base and

superstructure) as a dialectically structured system whose inherent

contradictions lead to an historical process of motion and change (8)
We, therefore, share the aims and focus (upon the particular qualities of

the 'urban') of contemporary theories but find the elucidation of the
basic philosophy and definition of the relevant concepts less acceptable.

Hence this study agrees with Castello - the leading theoretician (9)

- that the city produces particular problems and performs particular

functions within society and that the aim of urban planning and design

has been to act as a 'relatively autonomous' superstructural element over

and above the economic processes underway in the city. Also, it shares

Castello' basic purpose. As he notes:

"an elucidiation of the 'urban question' is becoming urgent not
only as a moans of demystifying the ideology of the dominant
classes, but as a tool of reflection for the political tendencies
which, confronted by new social problems, oscillate between the
dogmatism of general formulations and the apprehension of these
questions in the (inverted) terms of the dominant ideology:(10)

From our perspective the present dominant ideology in urban design is

post modernism; its influence is such that neo-marxist studies often for-

mulate questions about urban form in these too general and/Or inverted

terms. A study of streets-in-the-sky can specify the history of a particular

urban form and counteract any tendency to criticise this type of working

class housing in the dismissive and dogmatic manner typical of post

modernism.

The problem arises, in the case of Castello, from two things: firstly,

the attempt to oomprehend existing 'liberal' theories of urban culture from

the standpoint of urban sociology; and secondly, the attempt to produce

a new theory by marrying the complex ahusserian system of three levels -
the economic, political and ideological - with the physical phenomenon



of the city and city-region.

In the first case Cas tells understanding of the overlap between
social processes and spatial forma (like Hargey's view of "Liberal

formulations") is ahistorical and divorced from the attempts to change

modern industrial culture by means of changes in urban form. There is
no attempt to comprehend the totality or the social context of a

particular city or building at a particular point in its development.
Thus we find, for example, that Young and Wilmott's classic study of

Family and Kinship in Last London is of interest only insofar as it
helps to answer the abstract theoretical question: "Is there an 'urban'

behaviour pattern characterising social life in the residential units?"(11)

From our point of view it is of greater relevance to ask: rhat part did
this study play in the overall context to the building of Park Hill?
(see Chapter 3) And, as a study sympathetic to the interests of working

class communitien, how were its ideas and proposals carried into policy?

What can the labour movement learn from the success or failure of this

critical investigation?

Castells limited understanding of the significance of "urban culture"

is tied to the failure to comprehend the importance of the social conscience/

socialist movements attempt to change this product of capitalist society;

and thus link this to the contemporary attack on such an historical legacy

by the postmodernist culture. Engels original insight into the social

conditions of the nineteenth century city were of a kind to inspire the

reformist aims of urban planning and design. He stated:

"After ramming the streets of the capital a day or try , making
headway with difficulty through the human turmoil and endless
lines of vehicles, after visiting the slums of the metropolis,
one realises for the first time that these Londoners have been
forced to sacrifice the best qualities of their human nature, to
bring to pass all the marvels of civilisation which crowd their
city; that a hundred powers which slumbered within them have
remained inactive, have been suppressed in order that a few might
be developed more rally and multiply through union with those of
others. The very turmoil of the streets has something repulsive,
something against which human nature rebels. The hundreds of
thousands of all classes and ranks crowding peat each other, are
they not all human beings with the same qualities and powers, and
the same interest in being happy? And have they not, in the end,
to seek happiness in the same way, by the same means? And still
they crowd by one another as though they had nothing in common
	 And, however mucli one may be aware that this isolation of
the individual, this narrow self-seeking is the fundamental
principle of our society everywhere, it is nowhere so shamelessly
barefaced, so self-conscious as just here in the crowding of the
great city. The dissolution of mankind into nomads of which each
one has a separate principle and a separate purpose, the world of
atoms, is here carried out to its utmost extreme". (12)

The origins of British urban planning lie in the socialist ideas of
William Morris and the municipal sooialist policies of the Fabians (Wells
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Carpenter and Chew) supported by the planners suoh as Ebenezer Howard, Ray-

mond Unwin and tl.R.Lethaby. In addition these reformers looked to the

radical American social criticisms of Henry George, Thorstein Veblen and

Edward Bellamy (13). The source of the Modern Movement can be traced
to the Russian and German-Weimar revolutionary cultures. Two outstanding

figures from these events, Bertold Lubetkin and Arthur Komoame to Britain
in the 1930's and headed the new band of reformist sometimes left-wing

architect-planners. In the post war period many leading professionals were
active supporters of the Labour movement up until the late 1960's. (10
One result of these historical developments was deck housing.

As we shall see in Chapter 3, the idea Was born of a socialist-liberal

respect for the urban working class community and carried into practice

through the Labour movements desire to sapeort the modernisation of the
United Kingdom economy and encourage the regeneration of industrial capital,
especially in the cities.

The problem has been that these critioa and constructive social
practices have teen diluted, misinterpreted, their weaknesses developed,
and then in this form, incorporated into the existing social relations.

When this process is completed, the 'new' movement can be used as an

alternative to radical socialist policies while publicly presented as a
far-reaching reformist practice. Then as social conditions continue to
worsen in one way or another, the original socialist aims and ideals can
be referred to as the reason for the further economic or political collapse
of society; it can be used to legitimate a turn away from socialist policies,
and instead a further strengthening of th economic and political resources
of the dominant claws.

The second problem created following Castells theoretical investigations
foliose the added division of the economic level into three parts:
production, consumption and exchange. This produces a total of five
categories including the political and the ideological. It is then proposed
that each one corresponds to or describes the function of factories and
offices, housing and recreation, means of transportation, urban administration
and the 'urban symbolic' respectively. Two further prepositions are than
made. Firstly, it is argued that the urban system is not merely a
microcosm of the total system but that it performs a specific function in
relation to that system, namely consumption or the reproduction of labour

power through the provision of housing etc. Secondly, it is suggested that
contradictions arise within and between each leve‘ sach that one of the
three levels has to perform a dominant role, one of ensuring the unity of
the "social formation" (to use Althussiers terminology). Our oontemporary
society or "structure in dominance" is ordered at the political level.
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Thus we arrive, given these two propositions, at a definition of
urban planning as:

"the intervention of the political in the specific articulation
of the different instances of a social formation within a
collective unit of reproduction of labour power with the aim of
ensuring its extended reproduction". (15)

The outcome of these divisions and definitions of urban planning
is a theoretical framework which, according to one recent study, can
"simplify and 'purify' a complex reality in order to make it amenable
to analysis" (16). The problem is that such a simplifaCtion seriously
distorts the analysis in a way we shall describe in due course.
Before that we should note that this is the case with another defidtion
of urban planninc, one supplied by Lefobvre (17) and shared by Harvey
(18). The former has noted:

"urban redevelopment plays the part cf a secondary process
parallel to that of industrial production. It is a compensating
process: when the surplus value created by industry sinks to
a lov level, surplus value created by construction and specula-
tive development Uses instead, Urban planning masks this
raationship and in so doing prevents not only a clear under-
standinc of urban phenomena, but also the proper use of the
city itself". (19)

In the first definition ,the one supplied by Castells' I urban planning
is unnecessarily confined to the pblitioal and consumption categories
when it baa important functions within the other parts of the economic
level and the ideological level. And in the second definition, it is
unjustifiably restricted to a secondary process, playing no part in the
fortunes of industrial capital. We propose to argue, firstly, that
urban planning and design have played a vital role in the national
economy and, secondly, that at the crucial ideological level, it has had
important political and economic, functions. As with urban culture, urban
design has to be seen in a far broader context, one in which the super-
structure and the base have important influences within the totality. The
position can be summarised in the followine table.
WOWS	 ideological	 political consumption production

Here we illustrate an attempt to compraend the totality rather than a

series of divisive 'levels'. Baoh letter represents either an additional
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area of interaction (A to E) or an expanded definition of the subject
(F and Cr). Thus, in our view, there is in the first place no simple
correspondence between the ideological level and the 'urban symbolic'
the political Ulm]. and 'urban administration' etc. Instead, urban
form as an expression of the ideological level, will have important political
(A) (reference the history of urban culture and post modernism), economic-
consumption (B) and economic - production and exchange (C) functions;
the political level will have important functions for production and
exchange (D) and the associated building industry will not simply be
important in relation to consumption but will perform a valuable function
in promoting and controlling the production of commodities (b). In the
second place, we also propose to argue for a Greater understanding of the
urban symbolic as a history of urban desIgn (F) and for a broader
interpretation of the politics of consumption by considering the role of
the media, the Latour movement and local culture (Cr). In fact part 1 of
this study is concerned with (F) and part 2 with (A) to (E) and (Cr).
Both are assembled into detailed theoretical statements later in this

chapter. For the present we will concern ourselves with the relevance of
each level for part 2 only, looking first at the economic - production and
exchange level, then the political and ecianomic - consumption levels and
finally the ideological level.

Thus in the example of the production and exchange of commodities
D and E) the present neo-sareist approach den:es the role which urban

design and planning, housing, the building industry and the city as a
whole perform as active forces in the productive modernising or "restructur-
ing" of the national state-controlled economy, whose changes arise from
the forces of international competition. For much of this century the
competition between firms operating in the market plaoe, which typified
the "liberal" phase of capitalist development, has been replaced by
international competition between nation states (20) Hence when a
'crisis' has occurred, due to a failure to compete at this level, each
/relatively autonomous' government has attempted through growing corporate
control of the economy (that is, centralised physical and economic
planning of the public and private sectors) to resolve the contradictions
and minimise the soverse costs arising from the cycle of production,
consumption and (private) accumulation. Also the struggle between
individual firms, fractions of capital and sections of society has been
halted or resolved if possible before it disrupts the competitive ability
of the whole mechanism. And competition between local authorities for
scarce supply of land, labour and capital has been encouraged and
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ocntrolled as far as is feasible, so as to ensure that each unit

makes the TanYinallia possible contribution to the whole country's inter-
national fortunes.

Urban planninc has therefore acted as a modernising force, aiding
both industrial production and speculative development. Clearly urban

redevelopment cannot be a "secondary process" because (referring to Lefeb-

vre's definition) construction is a form of industrial production, demand
for which is created by plans for renewal of the city fabric. The taak
of urban planning has been to 'balance' the contradictory forces in
the urban system so that economic growth - and thus capital accumulation -
at all spatial levels can proceed.

These factors are not considered in leading analyses of the problem

of working class housing. In a well knownessay by Michael Ball (21) the
attempt is made to show that a relatively low rate of accumulation of

surplus value, or low productivity in the building industry, lies behind the
problem: that is, how to reproduce labour at the minimum cost to capital.
For this purpose building is mistakenly taken out of its context in the
national economy. The figures provided are not explained in terms of the
rise and fall of production in building as the economy was expanded and con-
tracted (for example, the downturn 1960-65 and 1971.-73, upturn 1949-55 and
1966-71) and no comparison made with the declining sectors of manufacturing
industry. As a result the reason for and the failure of the attempt to
introduce industrialised building methods in the 1960's is not seriously
tackled because this venture was part cf the attempt to regenerate the
national economy and so outside the scope of Bent s analysis.

Behind these influences at the economic- ptoduotion and exchange

level lies a conflict at the political level which is not open to study
from the urban structuralist position. This is the struggle between
industrial and finance capital for control of the state-run economy, the

termer supported in large measure by the Labour movement (either at the

local level, for example in Sheffield - see Chapter 5 - or at the national

level through corporate alliances) and the latter by the dominant olass.
In fact, the history of urban planning as a modernising force has been
closely tied to the rise and fall of industrial capital; its rise being

promoted especially by the Labour party (included under interaction (D) ). The

fele of the Labour party here follows the evolution of attempts to 'correct'
urban culture summarised earlier and pigeonholed as interaction. (A)

The modernising of the economy would not have proceeded without the influ-
ence over public opinion occasioned by the successful development of the Labour
part, and the media (especially the local prers). That is, the local sense
of tradition and pride of place symbolised by new urban form as
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intact reted by those respective institutions; the politics of
0011SUSE. tiOn (G) had a vita role to plea in the successful production
of new comeedities.

Investigation of the 'urban systolic' is a neglected subject.
CasteLls 1 co.:sent& on the "unexplored them.." of the "language of forms"(22)
while a recent British study noted that the zolitical economy of Cesign
"is probably the most underdevelopea dieenzion in the entire analysis
of the h usin, question" (23). A history of urban design and architecture
in terna of the different imeees it has produced, their place in the overall
social context end function within urb - renewa, is completely absent from
Castells' work. thus we find that his aim:melon of the urban planniztg
and design behind the New brans plan for London contains no details about
the character and inadequacies of the too plans for the capital itself (24.).
1-art 1 of this research proposes to remedy this shortcoming amongst other
thins.

Just as im, rtant, there is no ecnsideration of the relationship
b tween the ide logical and the political level (e). Thus we find that
any understerd4n3 of the role of new urte.n form in answering the problems
of urban culture is absent. For exai le,it wa.s precisely the aim of
British deck housing and the street-deal cite to remove the social
isolation and aeration of the modern c t r so ably described by Castells.
he states:

"The. ideolo„ical integration of the rear d.n. class Into the
doxinant iaeolctor goes side by side with the separation
experienced between work aotivity, residential activity and
'leisure' activity, a separation that underlines the
functiona Boning of the metropolis. The hi,;k1 value placed on
the n-clear family, the importance of the mass media, and the
domin tion of the individualist ideology all encourage an
ato-isation of relations and a fraL7.entation of interests in
m000rdanoe with particular strata-les, which at the spatial
level, is ex.oressed by the dispersal of individual dwellings,
whether in the isolation of the at:burl-an house or in the
solitude of a block of flats". (25)

The design of the street-deck also had an important function at the
economic level. It was a means of resolving two 'urban' problems, one
related to consumption (B) the other to production and exchange (C)

lirstly, due to the relative powerlessness of labout 'in the struggle
for resources eithin the urban area, a contradiction appears between the
desire to house low income community-centred groups and the provision of
anti-social and expensive housing; in the post war period the unsuitable
housing has taken the form of high rise blooLs located on expensive urban
land. The social and economic advanta as of deck housing ensured a
unique answer to tills problem. It promised greater stability of the labour
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foroe by providing for women, children and older oitisens - indeed a

complete comnunit/ . at the same time lowering the costs to the state

and industry of repeoducing labour, keeping down housing costs as an

element in wage costs. In addition it meant that the demand for slum

clearance and improved working class housing conditions could be

answered because densities comparable to those achieved with high rise

developments were possible without some of the disadvantages of the

tower block.

Secondly, a contradiction arises between the need to stimalate the

economy using local authority housing (through subsidy levels and interest
rates on loans) and the extremely limited amount of resources available
to workin, class housin5. That is, the 'oriels' leading to the state-
controlled cycle of feverist production, glut in the market and contraction

means a restructurina of the urban econoey in which local authority
housing hos a crucial but relatively disadvantaged function. Ihgels

explained the problem when he outlined the circumstances of the 'housing
shortage' prior to large scale state intervention. He stated:

"The period in which an old civilized country makes such a
transition from manufacture and small scale production to
large scale industry 	 is also predominantly the period
of the 'housing shortage' 	 On the one hand, masses of
rural workers are suddenly drawn into the big towns which
develop into industrial centres; on the other hand, the
building plan of these old towns does not any longer conform
with the conditions of the new larger scale industry and the
corresponding traffic; streets are widened and new ones out
through, and railways run through the °entre of the town.
At the very time when masses of workers are streaming into the
town, workers dwellings are pulled down on a large scale". (26)

In the post war period in Britain a problem of land supply arose as

the demand for labour and the rate of population growth increased while the

needs of industry, commerce and especially vehicular traffic expanded.
Deck housing could save not only the short supplies of labour and capital

(as we have already noted in regard to consumption) but also land. This

was achieved by lifting the pedestri.n away from the congested ground
level thereby providing more space for traffic, industry etc. Thus streets-

in-the-sky was, in fact, housing for	 multi-level city where there need

be no housing shortage.

We have thus, so far, outlined sevt.ral shortcomings in the neo-marxist

theory of the 'urban question' put forward by 	 and others. These

have led to a failure to confront the doninant ideology of urban design and

planning. And it is for these reasons that we cannot look to the leading
etu4r of multi-storey local authority housing from a structuralist position,
Patrick Dunleavy's The Politics of Las e= Fotoilv (1981) for an explanation
of deok housing or post modernism. This is not to ow that our interests
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do not, on occasion, overlap. He does conclude his research with a
similar theme to ours. Thus he states:

"finally, and most significantly of all, the high-rise housing
boom cast a sizeable blight on the public image of post war
council housing. The policy lent itself to analysis in terms
of the inhorent inefficiency, bureaucratic indifference and
unresponsiveness of state intervention compared with market
provision. The orientation of public housing in the 1960's
towards unpopular and high cost forms of accommodation seems
to have slowly but quite decisively reduced. thelevels of
public support for council housin„ and to have strengthened
support for 1.rivr...te blouse ownership". (27)

however, the post modernist "blight on the public image of post war council
housin," is not challenged by Ounleavy. indeed he remains largely ignorant
of the history of ideas which post modernism hes distorted and seems to
share its wholesale criticism of multi-storey local authority housing.(28)

Instead Dunleavy's principal argument regerding the high-rise boom is
that it ras due to the power of, and the state's support for, the demands of
large building contractors. In Aummury	 suggests a hierarchy of influenees
beginning with that of private capital. Thus the:

"most important influences on the development of high-rise
policy were the pressures from the construction industry
directed at both the 14114 and at local authorities the influences
from the planning system on UHLG policy and the influence of the
ZIG on local authorities". (29)

Behind this political relationship lay private capitals investment in various
high rise house building techniques, ones which had been perfected some time
before the boom:

"high rise markets were dominated in general by large national
contractors and displayed a markedly higher degree of industrial
concentration than other public housing markets. In view of the
high degree of concentration in public housing as a whole vie-a-viz
other new construction...thil finding suggests a quite remarkable
process of concentration associated with the high rise boom. In
our view it is this, rather than awe major or modern technological
changs which oonstituted the fundamental industrial innovation of
high rise'. (300

And the state bowed to pressure from tbas section of the building industry

not because it meant it could embark upon positive steps to encourage
economic growth but so that:

"a direct attack could be mounted on inner city housing conditions
without altering the planning system, the local government structure
or the existing balance of social forces". (31)

In view of this interpretation of the history of multi-storey housing
it is not surprising to find that Dwaleavy denies the architectural or

planning profession any significant role in promoting high-rise housing:
"Contrary to the prevail ing conventional wisdom on the high-rise
period, the design professions could not be seen as important
national influences on the level of hiEh flat building". (32)
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Lor does he attempt to link different looal authorita r policies to the
character of the local economy. The absence of the ideological and economic
Levels in the analysis leads to shortcomings in explaining the politics of
mass housing. he notes:

"Given that local decision-makers are closer to the "grassroots"
and in particular were clearly aware of tenant resistance to
high rise, the uncontroversiality of the topic and the absence of
an, developed political activity around it poses a prima facie
problem". (33)

It is a peculiar coincidence that Dunloavy's three case studies should be in
three of the fen urban areas of Illgland There no deck housing was built
(that is, Derha. in London, Birmingham and Bristol) and where, in the latter
two cases, ecenomLo growth was secure ft to the absence of declining basic
export industries. In our view deck homing was a special desim whose
application was determined by local ane national pelitical and economic forces.

From our perspective punleavy takes multi-storey housing out of the
context of urban rlannirg and design sod the building industry out of the
context of state economic planning. In total he does not consider the
phenomenon in question in a broad soolal-historical context within which the
ideologicali government and economic forces are each determining factors.
Instead the state is seen as part of the supportive superstructure, merely
preserving the cohesion of the social kystem within which private capital is
dominant - although this theoretical position is not made clear at first.
Instead from a political science standeoiat facts are recorded and then
attempts made to fit a theory or mixture of theories to those fact's, as if they
had not already been selected according to epeeifio preconceptions. And in
contrast although the investigation is sub-titled "a study of corporate power

and rrofessional influence in the welfare state" there is actually no
consideration of the nature and growth of corporate power in the welfare state

nor a study of the full scope of professional influence. These are issues
which we aim to detail in this st4y of deck housing.

In the remaining sections of this chapter we will argue, in direct
contrast to Dunleavy that, at least in the case of deck housing, government and
not prir. te capital was behind the introduction of new types of multi-storey
housing in the 1960's and that the design professions were an important
influence upon the development of deck housing because of the nature of the
ideas involved. In the former case the struggle between industrial and finance'
()vital determined the nature and score of government action; and in the
latter case the struggle be twos different conceptions of urban planning and
design. These specifics theories are based upon the more general explanations

of the political economy of the UmUedbangdom and the history of ideas and
culture to be found in well established traditional British neo-maraist studies.
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A. need for the unequalled transformation of the national economy
arose in the early 1960's. Its appearanoo was due to the historically
dominant role of finance capital in the development of the United Kingdom,
that is, capital itself as oontrolled by tho tionking community and the
multi-nationals. The international purpose and scope of finance capital had
come into direct conflict with the domestic orientatIon of industrial capital,

capita concerned with the produotivity and competitiveness of home baaed

industry, especi ally after the second wad war (34). The radical change
in the economic situation in the 1960's was meant to overcome the decline

in productivity and competitiveness of the United Kingdom relative to that

of other davanced capitalist countries, consequent upon that dominance.
Fini_noe capital became established in a preeminent position because

of the lead this country gained in the process of industrialistation, using

this lash to secure large areas of esreci.11yprofitabl.e overseas development

to the benefit of sterling. Home production gradually suffered because of
its relatively lower level of profitability. in contrast the finance and
industrial cap1t1.1 of most of our competitors, who had to break into the

world market joined forces for that purpose. They thereby moved from
strengtq to strength relative to the British economj.

This division in Britibh capital was, and is, of a contradictory nature.
That is, insofar as the state has supported and does support the demands of
the City for a strong pound through the offices of the Bank of England and the
Treasurj, this can eventually so undermine the viability of industrial capital
that the continued existenoe of British finance capital itself comes into

question. The nature of this contradiction which led to a political and
economic crisis in the early 1960's followed by reorganisation and expansion
and then farther reorganisation and contraction of the economy can be
summarised by reference to the relevant soquence of events.

In the immediate post war period up until the early 1960'n, as the
free flow of capital continued to override the free flow, especially the
exporti of manufactured goods, industry was starved of capital and long term
security. As a result productivity decreased, goods became obsolescent and

expensive to produce and industry declined. Exports than decreased, imports
and the rate of inflation increased and finally the balance of payments was
permanently destabilised. The decline in the growth rate of the economy,
In Gross National Product and productivity per man, became so serious that
it threatened to produce a permanent deficit in the balance of payments, and
hence a fundamental weakening of the position of finance capital as well as
the nation; And this meant a "crisis" because the very legitimacy and
viability of the state anOapital Tare threatened.
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Ono eoonomio historian hes desoribea the situation in the early
1960's at follows:

"The difference, the striking gep between the sluggish growth
in output in Britain and the very much faster growth elsewhere,
was so wide that the leading continental countries, which for
centuries had had much lower incomes ant:: produotivity per capita,
began to catch up with and overtake Britain in absolute levels by
the early 1960's. It was at thet t..,me that the poor growth
performance of the United Kingdom became one of the main pre-
occupations of economists and policy makers and the main index of
Britain's economic shortcomings". (35)

Aarametio change occurred in government policy. Another economic historian
has notod:

"The change in the mood of Government in the early 196u 'a bore
all the alers of one of those meld n ideological eaves which
perioeically seem to sweep through aitehall. The excesses of
merkot worship in the 199's had been of a similar type. But now
the doctrine of the 'invisible heed' 	 ma entirely out of
favour. The Tories declared theeselv-s for "planning" 	 The new
eiproach of the 1960s was based on the long view. It was a
rebellion aLainst the tecluelque of ad,iristratIon by short-term
expedient which had been given an extended run over the previous
doaaae." (36)

The short-term "step-go" monetary policies of the 1950's were designed to
ensure that there was the correct balance of payments required for the
favourable operations of finance capital. If a deficit appeared then to
halt the witharaval of caeital :ton the Cite, especially short-term
speaulative "hot money', a "stop" on the national economy would be instituted
through a contraction of credit. The rise in interest rates would halt the
flow of captal out of the country's banks and restore confidence. This
would also reduce demand at home, espec i e l-w for council house building,
and Snore se unemployment as production fell. buch a situation was, however,
socially and economically unacceptable in tle post war period up to the mid
1970s due to the waste of resources and the resistance of the trades unions.
hence a minor "go" would be induced by a relaxation of credit restrictions.
Shia would lean to increases in wages, imports and the rate of inflation.
The cycle of control would therefore have to be repeated.

The problem was that, as we have already noted, such a policy worked
to the detriment of the long term investaent and increasing profit levels
required by industrial capital. lurthereore increasing interest rates

to institute a "stop" could only once more fuel inflation. Az each succeed-
ing "go" failed to help industry, and imports and wage demands increased
so each "atop" only further increased the rate of inflation so exacerbating
the problem. A halt had to be called before it was too late (37)

Hence eeynsian-like methods for boosting and controlling the economy
were introducod in the 1960s to counteract the s piral of decline. Anew
type of market economy was developed by the state:
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"In the private sector the violence of the market has been tamed.
Competition, although it continues to be active in a number of
areas, tends to be increasingly regulated and controlled. The
effort to secure an enlarged area of predictability for business
management, in a period in which technological change is very
rapid and indiviaual business investments are both larger in
size and take longer to mature, has encouraged long-range
collaboration between firms. Governments in their anxiety to
inorease the area of the predictable for purposes of economic
planning have encouraged firms within an industry to evolve egreed
policies on the basis of their long-range interests. The
classical market of the textbooks in which firms struggle with
ono another and disregard any possible effect that their actions
may have on the market as a whole has become more remote than
ever". (38)

In economic planning this change led to the setting up of the
National Lconomac Development Ccnnoil in 1962 am the pursuit of the so-
called Four Per Cent flan, 1962-64. This was followed in 1964 by the

addition of a specific government department, the Department of Economic
Affairs, whose purpose was to implement at a regional level a National
Plan published in 1965. In both cases representatives of government,

industry and labour came together to plan centrally the whole economy,
including wage levels through an acceptable incomes policy. (39)

Later plans were referred to as The Task:Ahead 1968-9, the Industrial

Review 1977 and the laanning Agreements and i%ational Enterprise Board
initiatives of the 1974-79 Labour government. (40) Reforms followed in

physical planning principally through the 1968 Tom and Country Planning
Act and the 1974 Tiooal Government Reform Act. The "systems theory"

techniques which came into the substantive an& procedural parts of urban
planning from the mid 1960's, were an im-ortant element in the attempt
to see things as a whole an be able to contrcl incremental aspatial
developments towara the desired objectives of economic growth or contraction(41

This central and local corporate planning process had, however, have-

to overcome serious difficulties if it were to be successful. If the state

was to aid the process of production, circulation and exchange, and attempt
to ensure the optimum turnover of commodities in relation to cost and

the maximum profit to capital, then there bad to be a substantial increase

in public expenditure. This could lead to an unacceptable increase in
imports, in wage levels, in the revenue required from industry and
eventually to a return to a balance of payments deficit.(42) In the

United Kingdom this was especially the case because the required growth
rate had to be faster than our competitors if we were to catchup and.
not fall behind once more. Finance capital was therefore all the more
sensitive to satisfactory conditions for investment at home. Monetarist,

short-term stop-go economic management
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techniques were always in competition with the new ideas regarding

economic and Aysical planning.
in the event productivity did not increase at a sufficient rate to

keep pace with the growth in public aveneiture and hence prove satisfactory
to finanoe capital regarding the security and profitability of its loans.

A long term 'stop' was demanded in place of the long-term 'go'. In July

1966 under pressure from the hank of analand ana the Treasury, the most

savage set of deflationary measures since the war were announced. One

critic noted at the time that amongst other thinge, as a result of this

reversal of policy:
"linem,leyment will rise; productIon will stagnate or fall,
the amount of idle machinery will inore n se, and productive
investment, so neceseary for the future, will dwindle. While
this traeio waste of resources takes place, the balance of
preyeents will improve temporarily as imorts fall away. Once
aeain the economy is being sacrificed on the altar of the
pound sterlir, but this time it in a labour high priest who
is performirc the ceremony". (43)

:ven so the confidence of the City was not restored. A year later the
pound as devalaed and then stringert r-strictive policies were introduced
in the 1968 budget with the bank rate increasing to 8 per cent, the highest
since 1914. The early Felsdon Phase oP the new Tory Government 1970-74
was an attempt to continue this restrictive policy of the late 1960's with
a return to a free market doctrine. Ane from the late 1970's, especially
since Lay 1979, the return to pure monetarist pelicies represents a
oorclete victory-for finance capital over industrial capital. A. planned
contraction of the economy in the name of an anti-planning return to
laissez-faire, represents a long-term attmpt to make the United Kingdom
as profitable for finance capital investment as any area of the world. The
only alternative is to prevent British finance capital operating abroad,
with complete freedomiby imposed controls. In either case it would appear
that the growinc corporate centralised power of the state will continue;
in the former case behind an ideology of the free market, in the latter

case behind an ideology of reformist socialiam. The common social value
is that of a nationalistic desire for cooperation and order in the drive
for a new rate of economic growth based upon a sound industrial base. (44)

The aim of this study is to shoe- that the rise and fall of deck housing
in the iinited Kingdom, its design, location and problems, have been
determined in part by the dominance of finance capital in the country's
state-run economy. This is attempted in Part 2.
A History of A rchitectural and Urban lilzmninfaibas 

The oopica context or culture surrounding a particular urban and
building form and a particular type of architecture and urban planning
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movement has to be understood as a stole if its products are to be
explained. This means that OA many features as possible in the superstructure
have to be comprehended sociology, philosoph4 literature, painting as
well as architecture and planning - and related to the development of the
base. As =lams states, we need to recognise the 0iddissoluble connec-
tions batmen material production, political and cultural institutions
and activity") and consciousness". (45)

Given this approach two patterns emerge when studying the history
of ideas. Firstly the broad superficial changes in culture. Thus, for
example, the expansion and theft later contraction of the snowy will be
partnered by different ideas and interpretations of reality. Secondly,
the co-existence of contradietory beliefs and theories with their
temporary union achieved as a synthesis or 'balance'. These will
partner, for examrle, the conflict betoeen finance and industrial capital,
the former usually promoting an ideology*: the free market and the latter
811 ideology of the planned market. It is an especially noticeable feature
of urban planning that its legitimacy is often seen as resting upon its
ability to :resit', opposites. Hewes a mildle path or synthesis is claimed
of the dualisms, private and public interest, individualist and eocialist„
idealist and emliricist, anti-rationalist and rationalist, spiritual and
functional and partial and comprehensive; although one of them is usually
dominant.

How are we to make intelligible tlese changes and syntheses in ideas?
Twrilliams provides some useful pointers. (46) He proposes the division of
a culture into three elements, the domineat, residual and emergent. These
can be used to point to the "dynamic interrelations, at everypoint in the
process of historically varied and variable elements". (4 .7) Dominant

refers to the determinant features offs cultural system. However:
"In authentic historical analysis it is necessary at every point
to recognise the complex interrelations between movements and
tendencies both within and beyond a speeifie and effective dom-
inance. It is necessary to examine how these relate to the whole
Cultural process rather than only to the selected and abstracted
dominant grates". (48)

This is where the two other concepts are useful. Thus ni1140m4 states:
"The residual by definition, has been effectively formed in the
past, but it is Still motive in the cultural process, not only
and often not at all as an element of the past, but as an
effective element of the present". (W)

And for the second concept he states:
"By 'emergent' I mean, first, that new meanings and values,
new practices, runrreaetionships and kinds of relationship are
continually being created". (50)

Thus elements maybe a threat ore steblising factor within the dominant
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system. Thus in regard to the latter Williams notes:
"it is exceptionally difficult to distinguish between those
which are really elements of some new phase of the dominant
culture..... .and those which are sUbstentially alternative
or oppositional to it". (51)

The relationship between these and the dominant features of the
cultural system can be highlighted by ping Harvey's classification of
theories, that is, status quo, counter-revolutionary and revolutionary.
The main features of the three fold classification is as follows: (52)
(1) status quo - grounded in the reality it seeks to portray,

serving to perpetuate that reality.
(2) counter-revolutionary - may or may not appear grounded in reality

but obscures our ability to comprehend reality due to its logical
or aesthetic appeal. Diverts attention from fundamental to
superficial issues.

(3) revolutionary - offers real choices for the future and holds out
the prospect for creating truth.

From this perspeotive our task is "revolutionary negation" - "taking
counter-revolutionary theory and exposing it for what it really is". (53)

Using the concepts of Williams and Harvey we can classify urban
planning as fellows:
paturq qf Cultural klament 	 Arproaoh to the Twentieth Centarmatz

Past	 Present
Emergent/Counter Revolutionary (1) Urban Planning	 (5) Anti-Urban Planninc
Residual/Status Quo 	 (2) Anti-Urban Planning (4) Urban PumAng

Definition (3) refers to post modernism and (4) to the present advocates of
planning such as Peter Hall and more recently Lord Esher's history of post
war urban renewal, The Broken Wave (1981) The past anti-urban planning (2)
has a tradition going back to C.F.A. Veysey, with later influential exponents
including Jane Jacobs, Christopher Alexander and Charles Lindblom. (54.)

Using the same concepts of Williams and Harm we can divide
(1) past urban planning into what we term the premodernist and modernist
views. These gradually converge, leading to areas of overlap or
agrement as the merits of the anti-urban planning approach are discovered.
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This diagram summarises two aspects of the history of urban p laming ideas.

Firstly, the beginning with two opposed movements (1), gradually converging

as the realities of public and. private interests, the market and the

history of localities made their presence felt. As a result, in the periods

(2) and (5) some consensus occurred in ideas and policies. Indeed as we

hope to show in Chapter 3 it was only because of the shared aims and values

that deck housing became the model for urban multistoreyhousing. Secondly,

the Modern Movement was always in the ascendant and radical position vis-a-vis

pre modernism, until the arrival of post modernism after 1970

Given these changes and syntheses of opposed ideas what exastly was the

nature of pre modernism and modernism? And following from this, New

Brutalism, Pioturesque Modernism and Cultural Modernism? We can consider the

former question by referring to their contrasting views about streets-in-the-
sky within the context of the dominant cultural element, Romanticism (that
is the all pervading ideas of Hume, Rousseau and Hegel) (55).

Premodernism and Modernism grevrftom different interpretaidons of
Romanticism, what we will term 'reflective romanticism' and 'realist
romanticism' respectively. Behind these contrasting approaches to the
city lay differences in culture. Pro modernism was 'Anglo-American' and
in favour of the low density, decentralist (basically two-storey housing)
urban form. Modernism was continental and advocated the high density,

compact, centralist multi-storey city. However, the essence of the
opposition between the two types of urban planning lay in their preconceptions
about the aims and methods Of urban planning and design.

Pre modernism looked to medieval and classical periods for a mixture

of satisfying social and. artistic forms, archetypes derived from a past



golden age when a communal and natural environment existed; for example,

the two storey cottage house. However, it also rejected the imposition of
any generalised or rigid plan on place and people. All proposals had to be

based upon a detailed survey of local cultural and physical conditions to

establish the sense of tradition, place and community. Only then could a
'third way' between the extremes of laissez-faire and total planning be

found and a plan for a sense of order and a sense of wholeness be designed

by the architect to guide future development. The aim of the planning
process was "to know in order to forsee and forsee in order to provide" (56)

This type of planning was above all a "positivist" movement closely tied

to the collection of positive facts as a basis to constructive action.
Premodernism was, therefore, too conservative in its aims and methods

to produce such a radically new conception of urban form as streets-in-the-

sky; it kept to a remodelled form of the traditional street and house known
as the "Radburn" design. In fact the premodernist conception of the street
grew from a desire to recapture, by design, a sense of community which had
been lost in the big city. The physical environment had to be rearranged
to aid "gemeinsohaft" or oommunity and halt the growth of "gesellsohaft"
or association. (57) This led to a concentration on suburban rather than

urban forms; that is, on pre-industrial examples. It was a sociological

exercise tied to evolutionary biology for its scientific status, concepts

and aims. In the hands of Patrick Geddes in Britain and Robert Park in the

United States (58) along with the fact-finding tradition of Charles Booth,

it developed the very raison d'etre of premodernist planning, the ability

to see things as a whole. On this basis it was possible to plan ahead for
social and economic well being in place of the individualism of the present.

The Modern Movement was very different. It was intent upon using the
opportunities presented by the new "machine age" to liberate man from
laissez-faire policies and from the superfioial, sham, false feelings and

utopian tb4nIci ric of the premodernists. Only with this Approach could man
be brought into a complete union with his fellow man and with nature. If
architecture was to be beautiful and useful it had to come from an honest
and clear understanding of the present age. It was up to the architect

to use his imagination, his feeling for the tines, to give a wholeness and

thus a sense of meaning to the material world; that is, the otherwise
unconnected and destructive products of science and technology. Ay" making
the completely new forms which expressed the spirit of the age or

zeitgeist, perceiving them as only the exceptionally talented and well-

trained observer could do, the spiritual needs of the period could be

answered.

Modernism therefore sought a new kind of community, the growth of, as
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Durkheim expressed it, the "organic" as opposed to "mechanical" type of

solidarity (59). The latter described a relative homogeneity of the

population, a uniformity of beliefs, opinions and conduct; the former was

obtained when a population was mentally and morally heterogeneous, when

there was a diversity of beliefs, opinions and conduct; the new machine age

made this diversity possible as never before.

This type of urban planning was especially divided by anti-rationalist

and rationalist methods and aims. To some, reason, theory, was sufficient

in itself and to go further was to "satisfy the Braving of architects for

individual expression, the craving of the public for the surprising and

fantastic, and for an escape out of reality into a fairy world". (60)

However, to many others it was, above all, the ability of the modern
architect and artist to go beyond the fundamentals established by reason

and achieve a kind of complex mystic unity of the simple elements which

made up the fundamental bullOi ng blocks of society. THs would seem to have
been the main criteria of modernism because of its overall intellectual

context. On the one hand painting was always the guiding light of new ideas;

that is, Impressionism, Expressionism, Surrealism, Dadaism and Abstract Art.

In the latter case for example, the use of plain forms and colours was

inspired by their spiritual significance. For example the leaders of the

De Stijl movement, Piet Mondrian, Theo. van Doesburg and J.J.P.Oud were all

Theosophists who found a potential for the good of the whole of society

in modern forms. Thus the first modern house designed by the De fSt1,11 member'
Bernt Reitveld , the Schroeder House of 1924, was actually a monument to

Theosophist beliefs. These were profoundly anti-rationalist and Bomantio.(61)

Hence we find at the turn of the century, when the Modern Movement was

emerging, a revolt againat positivism as a purely scientific deterministio

practice and a "recovery of the unconscious" (62). The belief in "intuition"

WS a means of moving beyond a machine-like understanding of the human world

guided the leading philosophers of the period suoh as Bergson, Crooe and

Dilthgy. And, in another form, led to Jung's interest in the "collective

unconscious" • James definition of pragmatism and later the phenomenological
and existentialist philosophies of Hussein! and Heidegger respectively. A

connection between many of these philosophical works and modernism can be

found in the work of T.B.Hulms. (63)

Streets-in-the-sky were, therefore, born of a desire for a completely

new housing form for a completely new age. They were meant to satisfy the

desire for rational urban development and the innermost emotional' needs

denied by the traditional city and its congested streets. Their design

came from a technical knowledge gained by the architect in order to express

the spiritual and material needs of the community.
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These different philosophical and epistemological approaches to the

city were, in fact, opposites providing a materialist and idealist
understanding of social phenomenon. The positivist reflective-romanticism

of premodernism was directly contrary to the anti-positivist realist-

romanticism of modernism. In the first of his Theses on FerWbach Marx

notes his objections to these two theories of knowledge:

"The chief defect of all previous materialism (including Feuerbach's)
L. that the object, actuality, sensiousness is conceived only
in the form of the object or perception, but not as senetous human
activity, practice, not subjectively. Hence in opposition to
materialism the active side was developed by idealism - but only
abstractly since idealism naturally does not know actual sensuous
activity as such,"

hence between the premodernist traditional street-form and the modernist

street-in-the-sky there lay a fundamental gap. In the former the problems
of the modern street were not fully grasped and in the latter, the actual

object, the two-sided complex street was not comprehended. In each case,

instead of trying to prove in practice the usefulness of the idea, the

problem of social alienation in the city led to thefetishisation of the
commodity" • The two utopias, the past golden age and the future machine
age were given a life of their own. A "social re;ationship between things"
was meant to replace a "material relation between persons".(64)

However, from the 1940's onwards this separation of the two approaches

began to fade as the 'reality' of the market monomy and the social history

of a particular place began to appear. In accord with the unavoidable need

to "prove the truth" the radical and critical stance of each approach was
modified. By the early 1950 1 s premodernism had become a movement trying to
give an English picturesque treatment to the'inhuman t modernist buiMing
forms. Meanwhile Modernism had begun to incorporate notions of tradition,
place and community, to become what was caned "New Brutalise". By the mid
1960% when urban planning came into its own, the premodernist and
modernist forms were sometimes indistinguishable.

Conclusions.

This study rests upon specific ideas regarding counter-revolutionary

and revolutionary theory. These are:

(1) A history of deck housing povides an opportunity to oppose the
theory of post modernism. This is because, as an example of
modern urban housing form, its history highlights the Romantic origins
of urban design and planning (and not the purely functionalist or
inhuman tendencies) while its political and economic history reveals
the role of finanoe capital in the fortunes of urban renewal (and
not the dominance of the labour movement). Part 1 deals with
the first issue, Part 2 with the second.
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(2) A. neo-marxist theory of the 'urban question' has to be developed
which rwoognises the historioal/ auporstructural and empirical
understanding required of the totality. This means that each of'
the five levels has to be coeprehonded in interaction with the other
levele instead of °enfilading the ideologioal to a narrow oonoeption
of the urbaesymbolio l , the political level to a limited conception
of urban planning and consumption, production end exchange to an
inadequate recognition of the function of housing and factories
and roads respectively in the urban system. Instead urban design
and planning, local authority housing and the building industry,
with the Labour movement often bettind them, have to be understood
as active modernising :braes worLin, in the "primary circuit' of
production and economic growth; the role of urban design in
resolving the problems of the economic level, and the history of
urban design and the politics of that tradition, have to be
comprehended in full while other factors behind the politics of
consumption need to be recognised as important influences.



PART 1

A HIST.ORY OF THL IDEA OF DECI HOUSING
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In this charter we will consider the contrasting modernist and

premodernist K. roaches to architecture andurba planning, and thus

community planning, by looking at the respective conceptions of deckhousin

esitively recognisable designs for etreets-in-the-sky were forthcoming

from six types of modernism, each one representing a stage in the evolution

of the movement as a whole during the first half of this century. These

were Futurism, Ispressionism, Early Modernism, .Focialist Modernism, Purist

Modernism and Brutalist Modernism. The architects responsible were Italian,

Dutch, Austrian, Russian and gviss-Freneh with an additional design

produced by a Jugoslavian. Each 'ahem, tliereby related not only to its

true period but the social-urban eonte t. That is, respectively, the

architecture of Milan, Amsterdamitotterdus, Vienna, Moscow, rads/MarseiLles

and Zagreb.

Over the same period premodernime produced two important city and

regional plans. These were the Currey and Ilan for New York and its !A/wizens,

1923-32 and the two plans for London and its region, published in 194.3 and

1944 (1). In the former case some modernist-like ideas were und. to ixopcse a super

decked city but without any results for new housing form. In the latter

case pseudo-modernist ideas incorporated in the plans failed to produce

any suggestion of multi-level or deck-access communal housing form. This

type of urban planning therefore successfully resisted any incursion of
pure modernist policies and designs at tais stage of its development.

Futurism; The Italian Mann le 

Between 1909 and 1914 Antonio Sant'l=a, an architect who was a

number of the Futurist circle i.n Milan, led by F.T. Marinetti, produced

designs for The hew City and Milan. rvo A.D.(2) These were the first
illusimetions of new urban form. As we can see from 111us 1 (p.35)

they included proposals for wide upper level street-like galleries,

giving access to multi-storey housing. The kanifesto of )outurist Arihitecture 

made it clear that the old architecture and. with it, the typical city street,

would no longer be tolerated. It stated:

"Thus this art of expression and synthesis has became in
their hands a vacuous stylistic, exercise, a stirring-about
of half-baked formulae to camouflage modem buildings in the
routine pas eist stupidities of brick and stone. As if we,
seoumalairs and generators of movement, with our medianical
aids and extensions, the noise and speed of our lives, could
live in those same streets that were designed for their own
needs by men of four, five or six centuries ago".

On the one ik.nd this meant that the new street "will plunge atoms

dee? into the earth, gathering up the traffic of the metropolis" while
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1. The Rousing of the Futurist City, 1909-1914..
Souroe: Banham, R. RIBAJ February 1957
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on the other "we must exploit the roofs" and "raise the level of the

city". The result would be an architecture:

"of calculation, of temerous boldness and simplicity;
the architecture of reinforced concrete, iron, glass,
cardboard, textile fibres, and all those replacements
for wood, stone and brick that make for the attainment
of maximum elasticity and lightness".

For all that, the new architecture will not be:

"an arid combination of practicality and utility but remains
an art, that is, synthesis and expression".

Bence Futurism must be understood:

"as the power freely and boldly to harmonise environment
and man, that is, to render the world of things a direct
projection of the world of the spirit".

It was this new spirit that was to guide the other designs for deck housing

forthcoming after the first world war.

Expressionism: The Dutch Example 

Between 1914 and 1923 an avowedly anti-rationalist tendency emerged

in modernism. It was fashioned principally in Amsterdam and Berlin by

Michel de Klerk (1884-1923) and Eric Mendelsohn (1887-1953) respectively (3).
The Spongen estate (Illus. 2 and 3) (pt37) designed by M6R.Brinkman

(1873-1925) and built in Rotterdam in 1918, was a product of de lark's
school of thought. The absence of pure forms and modern materials and
the presence of a variety of data fling and the predominant use of brick
gave the buil aing all the attributes of expressionist design.

Hence one English commentator noted in 1922, with regard to the
"abundant vitality and intensense individualism" of de fork's funotionless
design work:

"The most striking and praiseworthy characteristics of deKlerk's
buildings are their magnificent breadth of handling, and the
extraordinarily fine brickwork, which is laid withperfect
craftmanship and handled with an ingenuity which, however, at
times abuses the function of the material, employing it as mere
surface texture and not as a unit of construction(4)

Revertheless, the movement which Brinkman and de Klerk represented

was still able to introduce a truly remarkable innovation in what was
primarily a functional, that is, socially and economically useful, type
of access to four storey housing; a second floor external deck, linking

the whole housing scheme together as a communal unit. The entrance to

the estate, the Internal aspect of the deck and the generous provision of
ground level gardens for residents of ground floor flats, all gave the
tenant a feeling of importance and security which the attractive detailing
or ornamentation served to reinforce. Furthermore, the one road penetrating
the site, which occupied two blocks of the street-grid, was designed to
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pass underneath arches at each end and divide at the centre to pass

underneath two other arches; through traffic could not, therefore,
reach speeds which could threaten the safety of the pedestrian or

disrupt the community.

Early Lodernism: The Austrian. Example 

In 1927 the Deutscher Werkbund, directed by Mies van der Rohe,

organised the lieiSsenhof exhibition in the suburbs of Stuttgart.

Architects from all over Europe were, for therfirst time, invited to

design detached houses or small groups of flats, to produce a model

garden suburb. The outcome revealed an underlying unity of design
principles which later earned the title, the 'International style'.

This was in direct contrast to the individualism of the Expressionist

designs.

The suburban co -munity was originally conceived 83 several

serpentine terraces of more or less continuous buildings of similar
heights, following the contours of the site; the result would, apparently

have been a sequence of "pedestrian through ways opening into squares". (5)
In the event, the freestanding buildings still exhibited a common desire
to include pedestrian spaces by using terraces or roof gardens. The idea

of the hollow perforated rectangular box, containing a series of linked
but different spaces, which conspicuously drew together the various
designs, consistently led to the inclusion of an exterior upper-level

space for the use of the family. If the original site for the exhibition

had been in the city centre where high density, in w cost housing was

required, these principles and features may well have led to the use of

an upper level street.

This was apparent from a publication entitled City Architecture (6)

produced in 1927 by one of the participants in the exhibition, Ludwig

Hilberseimer. Here current ideas for new pedestrian levels devised in the

United States by Hugh Ferris and R.J.Neutra were discussed and a proposal
made by the author for the redesign of Berlin following these principles.
More important for our purposes, Hilberseimer discussed a number of designs
for blocks of maisonettes with high level gallery access to all the two

level dwellings. Details of Aplaitman's Spangen estate and Le Corbusser's

"cellular block" were provided amongst others.
These early modernist ideas provide the context for the first concrete

proposal for streets-in-the-sky using the International style. Adolf Loos,
recognised as a pioneer of the Modern Movement (but one who was not

invited to the exhib.tion), produced a suitable design for the Municipality
of Vienna in 1923 (Illus.40 (P. 40
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Two large blocks, reaohing up to a ra.ximum of scvanstoreys and
linked at first floor level only, had external decks in the form of
terraces on every seoond floor. These Tr:Added access to maisonettes.
At the rear, balconies on every floor except the top two, provided
access to flats. In contrast to the Epangen estate, the deck was
incorporated by using the roof of the lower level maisonette. The
design represented an extension of lloos's earlier middle class housing
architecture where the staggered fora made possible the use of the roof
of the lower block as a roof garden.

The scheme was never built probably partly beoause of the questionable
standard of the aocommodation; most of the dwellings were effectively
'back to back's', with no through ventilation, possible and residents of
the higher maisonettes would have to climb through three or five storeys
before reaching their access level, no lifts being incorporated in the
design.

Loos described the terraces as "high level roads" (7). They mead
provide each maisonette with "it's own entrance, with its ORT1 loggia,
where one may sit at night in the open overlooking the road". (8) The
inkiration behind the project was sociological in nature:

"It was always a dream of mina to beild a block set back on
terracing for working class housing. The fate of the proletarian
child, from the age of one until he saes to school, seems to
me very hard. For the child kel t at home by his parents, the
shared terrace opens up his domestic prison cell, since it allows
the neighbours to keep an eye on him". (9)

A sense of responsibility for the usefulness of the house as a shelter
and a home was a prerequisite to good architecture:

"A house has to please everybody, in contrast to a *ark of
art which need not please anybody. The work of art is the
artist's private affair. The house is not. The work of art
is born without any existing need. A house fulfills a need.
The work of art is responsible to nobody; the house to everybody.
The artist has to serve only himself, the architect the
community". (10)

But how does the architect serve the community? Principally, Loos
would reAy, by living in the present and by trying to bring others out
of the past, away from the sham and falsity of revivalist, artistically
minded doctrines.

In the modern age it was felt that to use ornament was to live in
the past. Only artists who pretended to be architects wasted resources
on decoration when they could be used instead to provide good quality
materials, solid workmanship and "high level roads". Ornament in a building
was a crime to the present and a negation of the tenets of "cultural
evolution".(11) Accordingly, on his gravestone Loos asked to be placed
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the inscription: "Adolf Loos, who freed mma from mnecessary work". (12)
This problem of waste was really part of a much more important

problem: the failure of architecture to find a language which made
possible a clear and concentrated process of creativity. Loos comments:

"Lack of ornament has pushed the other arts to unimagined
heights. Beethoven's symphonies would never have been
written by a man who was obliged to go about in silk,
velvet and lace 	 His (modern man's) individuality is
so strong that he does not need to express it any longer
by his clothing. Lack of ornament is a sign of spiritual
strength. Modern man uses the ornaments of earlier and
foreign cultures as he thinxs fit. Be ooncentrates his
oen powers of invention on other things". (13)

Many of Loos' Irponese friends also strove for a new language which

ensured an absolute accuracy of expression and a show of spiritual strength.
Those of greatest consequence were Schonberg in music, Kraus in journalism,
Aokosahka in painting and Wittgenstein in ph ilosophy. The latter figure,
for 0:temple in his famous Traotates Logic.° - Fhilosoohicus published in
1921 was intent upon confining language to the simplelogical entities
instead of the convoluted terms whioh we mistakenly use to try to picture
a complex world. The tmk of philosophy was to clarify thoughts, to show
that "what can be said at all can be said clearly, and what we cannot
talk about we must pass over in silence" (14) Wittgenstein's modern house,
which he built between 1925 and 1928 was the three dimensional expression
of this philosophy:

"The building is his work down to the smallest detail and
is highly characteristic of its creator. It is free from
all decoration and marked by a severe exactitudein measure
and proportion. Its beauty is of the same simple and static
kind that belongs to the sentences of the Tractatus". (15)

If we wish to go beyond the limitations of the languw of , say,
architecture, we must look beyond reason: "Feeling the world as a limited
whole - it is this that is myetica1"(16) and "There are, indeed things
that cannot be put into words. They make themselves manifest. They are
what is mystical" (17) The demand of Loos was, according to a close friend:

"to be silent where one cannot speak; to do no more than
design a building with technical correctness, guided by the
right human approach, and leave the right and truly modern
form to emerge spontaneously". (18)

The modern form encountered in the deck housing design for the
Municipality of Vienna emerged from this desire for "technical correctness"
and the "right human approach". It was symptomatic of a determination to
concentrate on the real basis of architecture - to provide a shelter and a
home - and leave aside the questions of the artistic composition associated
with decoration and ornament and the understanding of the complex "whole"
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associated with the creation of an ideal city. In contrast to the

Futurist and the Dutch Expressionist architects, who had or desired

almost complete control over the repluning and rebuilding of their cities(19)

this Austrian-Viennese movement aimed to confine itself to the .

develolment of a modern building form. As one fellow architect put it:

"What Kraus, Loos and Wittgenstein have in common iff
their endeavour to separate and divide correctly. They
are creative separators. It is understandable that they
should arouse fierce resistance since their endeavour was
counter to the desperate (and justified) instinct of their
age, which seeks to overcome division in all fields. Yet
division can be overcome only thrngh a new unity built in
fresh foundations, never through/Bidiscrimate mixture of
polluted and deformed debris, the detritus of once living
cultural values". (20)

Thus Loos 'a streets-in-the-sky were no more purely rationalist in origin

than Futurisms " world of the spirit" or expressionism's anti-rationalism.

And in the work of the Russian modern architects we find a similar origin

of ideas in "the supremacy of feeling in art" - as Maleadv-described the

all-important suprematist movement (21) - combined with a determination

to build the new socialist post-revolutionary society.

Soviet_ Modernism and Collective Housing Schemes

Following the revolution in 1917 there was little development of new

architecture until the mid 1920's. In 1925 the Organisation of Contemporary

Architects (0.S.A.) was formed by Moses Ginsburg and the Vesnin brothers.

This was to be the most successful and internationally well-known school

of modern Russian architecture.

Five years after its formation El Lissitsky, the well-travelled

leader of Soviet modern art, whom Banham later described as "one of the

great ideas-men' of the Modern Movement",(22) published a work summerising

the progress of the architects in the 0.S.A. and other lesser known groups

and individuals. It was entitled Russia: An Architecture for World Revolution

Here Lissitsky emphasised that the aim of Russian revolutionary architecture

was to build the new society:

"Its task is to comprehend the new conditions of life, so
that by the creation of responsive building design it can
actively participate in the full realisation of the new
world. Thus the thrust of Soviet architecture is directed
towards the goal of reconstruction." (23)

In the new social conditions the private client had been replaced by the

so called "social commission". The emphasis had shifted from "the intimate

and the individual to the public and the Universal" (24). The physical

structure and the social relationships of the old society were to be swept

away;

"In our country all existing differences in housing accommodation,
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from a hole in a basement for the worker in a large city,
a multi-room high rise apartment to a private villa, have
been abrogated. The Soviet architect was given the task
of establishing a new standard of housing by devising a new
type of housing unit, not intended for single individuals in
conflict with each other as in the west, but for the masses". (25)

The leading group involved in designing the new so called "social condensers"

was the 0.S.A. or as Lissitsky described them the "Building Committee of the

Economic Council of the RSFSR". Some of their designs for autonomous

housing communes, the so called Stroikom Units, published by Lissitsky

are reproduced here (Illus. 5 to 7) (14.45-7/They introduce the full-length
"corridor" as the crucial structuring element, linking the dwelling block

with the community centre, kitchens, dining-rooms, reading halls, recreation

rooms and children's playrooms. In large measure they appear to be derived

physically from Fourier's rhalanstery and its crucial architectural

innovation, the street-gallery, although there the sim i larity ends (26)
Lissitsky emphasised the importance of the communal space joining the

separate facilities together.

"It is not important whether the scheme favours a horizontal
(corridor) or a vertical (staircase) system; the important
thing is that the housing block, which up to now has merely
represented the algebratcsum of self-contained private
apartments, has now been transformed into a synthetic complex
for total communal living".(27)

However, it was the horizontal corridor and especially the F type living

unit (Illus 5) (p.45 ) which was dominant in the designs produced between
1927 and 1930. Ginsburg noted:

"For us a particularly important aspect of the type F
unit is that such an apartment offers its occupants new
possibilities of enriching social experiences. The
well-lit access corridor could become a sort of forum,
a setting for the development of purely collective functions

gigeniWylxahniingx of one room type F apartments is a
new organism that will lead us toward a socially superior
mode of life - the communal house. The presence of the
horizontal artery - the external corridor makes it possible
to link such units organically with a communal dining room
and kitchen, recreation rooms, baths and so on, indeed all
the facilities that must become an inseparable part of our
new housing". (28)

The only building actually completed according to these principles

was the Narkomfin apartments in Moscow 1928-29, by Ginsburg and I.Milinis
(Illus.7) (p.47) It consisted of a large housing block raised on stilts
with type F and K interior corridors or streets plus a roof garden.
Also included were a canteen, kitchen, gymnasium, library and day-nursery.

Unfortunately following this breakthrough the Soviet architects

became preoccupied with a debate about the 'correct' type of urbanisation

that Russia should embark upon. Ginsbury favoured complete deurbanisation
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7. The Narkomfin Apartments, MOWDOW, 1929
Source: Kopp, A. Town and Revolution. 1967



while others demand the complete rebuilding of existing cities.

The leader of 0.S.A. found Le Corbusier, who visited in 1928, too
conservative:

"We are making a diagnosis of the modern city. We say:
yes, it is sick, mortally sick. But we do not want to
cure it. ffe prefer to destroy it and intend to begin
work on a new form of human settlement that will be free
of internal contradictions and might be called socialist".(29)

By 1930 the Central Committee of the Bolshevik Communist Party

decided that the debate regarding urbanism had to cease. Furthermore,

due to their neglect of other subjects, German, Dutch and French

architects had to be called in to design the new housing and the

new settlements. The outcome was a departure from the idea of

the communal house and its characteristic: corridor, and from 1932, an
end to the use of modern architectural forms as a whole (although they

did actually continue to be used in many areas of the country).

These changes were not necessarily unwelcome to architects or the

public. One historian of the period has noted that the members of the

"were themselves to criticise the communal house for
its noisy and dirty inside corridors, its institutionalised
dining rooms, and the de-personalising effect of bring
people in a huge anonymous mass, which made the end result
seem more like a barracks or an anthill than the collective
of work, culture, and community interests it had been
intended to create". (30)

And in regard to the reactions of those living in the new housing, be

noted:

"It is true that the abandonment during the thiDties
of all research and construction along the lines laid
down by the Stroikom team was partially justified by
the widespread unpopularity of that type of unit". (31)

However, this was not simply due to the design. The underlying idea

of the housing communes had been to reduce costs, increase production and

free women from domestic labour so that they could work in the factories

and that included the factories producing the industrialised construction

elements of the housing communes. By grouping together a large number

of housing units there could be a reduction in the number of stair wells

and savings lin the horizontal and vertical services that formed the
determining elements of the design. Thus:

"The oacupants were to enjoy services that the old landlords
could never provide, namely a whole series of collective
facilities to make up for savings achieved at the expense
of the individual dwefling units". (32)
While the Russian streets-in.the-.817 were not therefore, very successful,

the ideas developed by them do seem to have had considerable influence
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outside the country. Le Corbusier would, more than any other architect
take up the idea of the oommunal house and the upper level oorridor or
street, in his plans and designs of the 1930's. But unlike the Soviet
architects he did not believe in a simple rationalism, To Lissitsky
functionalism was the only basis to modern architecture:

"In these times we must be very objective, very practical,
and totally unromantic, so that we can catch up with the
rest of the world and overtake it". (33)

And this meant that:
"The artist, or the creative worker, invents nothing; there
is no such thing as divine inspiration. Thus we understand
by the term "reconstruction" the conquest of the unresolved,
of the "mysterious" and the chaotic', (34)

But was Lissitsky really being consistent here? As the leader of Russian
art and architecture be had been profoundly influenced by Male7itoh
one of the pioneers of the Modern Movement as a whole. lalevitch
as we have already noted, characterised modernism by the pre-eminent
role it gave to the subjective side of man; be concentrated on the
"non-objective world". To Lissitsky, as with Valevitch	 all that
was left were certain elementary forms. Benham credits the Russian
with introducing the crucial idea of "elementarism" to the Continent;

it was defined by one practitioner in the following sentence:
"Elementary is the art that does not philosophise, but is
built out of its own proper elements alone". (35)

It was on the basis of this rejection of reason that Lissitsky invented
the fundamental element, the nProun' (which has parallels with Nittgenstein"

"simple logical entity".) Thus we are not surprised to find the Soviet

artist also advocating a rather mystical approach to architecture:
"What we demand from the Soviet architect is that as an artist
and because of his perceptive intellect, he will fully comprehend
and amplify the faintest ripple of developing energies much sooner
than the masses - who tend to be shortsighted as far as their own
growth is concerned - and that he will transform this energy into
tangible architectural form". (36)

In this situation socialism and mysticism tended to overlap. Hence the
utopia could be created for the masses according to subjectively symbolic and
objectively functional principles instead of proceeding by the dialectical
process Lissitsky himself had insisted upon: "to arrive at the affirmative
by negation (37). It was a similar blurring of the lines between socialist-
like rationalism and mysticism that guided Le Corbusier.
Le Corbusier and the C.I.A.M. 

Following his return from Russia Le Corbusier recorded his impressions:
"The interior street has existed in embryonic form, in two or
three apartment houses built last year in Moscow. It was
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considered undesirable to continue its application, because
'children made a deafening racket in the corridors mad the
neighbours could see directly into the apartments, opening on
to the corridors. Certain circles in Moscow, subdued by this
failure, are th i nking of abandoning the principle of the
interior street and coming back to that of the separate stairway
for every two apartments. The time of dangerous decisions has
come; let's remain calm, let's react against panic: so the
interior street did not work in Moscow? I say: lets not give
up the principle of the interior street but instead, let's try
to create the VOW organ which is the interior street; a new
problem for architecture has cone up here. Bow can we organise
the interior street? That is at we must work out; we must
create that organ." (3e)

Why was the idea of the interior street 30 important? Because it
ensured a radical reduction in the size of the city and freed the ground
level for traffic and open *ace. In existing urban areas housing
arranged on its longditudinal axis adjacent to roads took up to three

times more space than when dwellings were positioned "depth-wise" to the
street. Or when they were located about a central courtyard, the same
anount of unnecessary 'sprawl' occurred. With upper level 'streets'
providing access to a vast number of 'depth-wise' positioned dwellings
the land area taken up by housing and traditional streets was radically
reduced. The density of the city was increased while its size diminished,
at the same time increasing the flow of traffic, el i m inating road accidents,
and, because of the increased space between buildings, letting more light
and air into the new 'city in the park' .(39) Thus the new teehnology of
the machine age made possible an ideal environment for modem man.

These were the kind of ideas which brought together the protagonists
of the new achiteoture and urban planning, in 1928, under the title
Congreskterutknaur eArchitecture Moderns. A year after the failure to
organise a proper international body at the Stuttgart exhibition, a group
was thereby tOrmed which would meet five times over the next ten years,
prior to the second world war. In 1928-30 they concentrated upon the
problem of housing for the "lower income classes", in 1930 on how to
organise whole groups of dwellings into neighbourhood units in such a way
that "human needs ()could be satisfied" and from 1930 to 1937 they looked
at the so called Functional City. This lead to the issuing of the
-"Athene Charter's :" in 1933. That document summarised the basic principles
of modern architecture and urban planning, including the division of the
collective life of cities into four categories: dwelling, recreation,
work and transportation. In each case the development of the modern
machine had proceeded within the old city framework. In order to control
the machine and use it flor positive purposes the city had to be re-designed
according to holistic principles of interdependence. Only on this
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founaation could. man be liberated. from urban chaos and an environme.nt

produced which satisfied his emotional and meterial need.s. (40
lie Corbusier was the leading figure within the C.1.A.M. Shortly

after the first world war he had appreciated, tie need for architecture

t) control the mach i ne. At the beginning of his first major work

published in 1923 and translated. as Towards a New Architecture, the
theme of his life's work was stated as fhllows:

"The Engineer's Aesthetic and Architecture, are two things
that march together and follow one from the other: the one
being now at its full height, the other in an unhappy state
of retrogression.
The Rngineer, inspired by the law of economy and_ governed by
mathematical calculation puts us in concord with universal law.
He achieves harmony.
The Architect, by his arrangement of forms, realises an order
which is a pure creation of his spirit; by forms and shapes
he affects our senses to en acute degree and. provokes plastic
emotions; by_the relationships which he creates he wakes
profound echoes in us, he gives us the measure of an order
which we feel to be in accordance with that of our world.,
he determines the various movements of our }mart end. our
understanding; it is then that we expert enc e the sense of beauty".

The very raison d.'etre of architecture was, therefore, its ability

to go beyond reason - the law of economy and mathematical calculation -
and. strike at the very source of our sense of harmony with the universe

of man and nature; when we "experience the sense of beauty" we are a t

one with the world, around us.

To achieve this, the buila i ng must be designed without ambiguity:

"It is because we see clearly that we can read, learn and
feel their harmony. I repeat: clear statement is essential
in a work of art." (41)

The vertie al mad the horizontal, the right angle and the "regulating
line", these are the "severe and pure functioning elements" (4.2) of the
machine which the architect needs in order to move us. But they are not
enough:

"Architecture is a thirE of art, a phenomen of the emotions,
lying outside questions of cons true tion and. beyond them. The
purpose of construction is to make things hold. together ; of
architecture to move us". (4.3)

Architecture is "spiritual mechanics" (44); it is the "happy conjunction

of passion and knowledge". (4.5)

How was this "happy conjunction" to be realised? By means of the plan,
which is the "generator" of order and sensation. The most important
characteristic required of the modern city plan (and even the plan of' a
building) was:

"Uniformity in detail and variety in the general effect (the
exact opposite of what we do today: a mad variety in details,
and a deadly uniformity in the setting out of our streets and
towns)" (4_6)
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In other passages the "variety" in the general effect becomes
"chaos, disorder and wild varietv" (47), a "sense oViscvement" (48) and

a "magnificent "tumult" "(49). But first it was essential to realise

that the "condition of the whole city lies in the condition of each of

its cells" (50). Each cell or element of the city had to function
efficiently and properly as part of the "machine age". Therefore the
old "corridor street" had to be replaced by a machine for the rapid
and safer circulation of traffic and the house, first and foremost, bad
to be a "machine for living in". A uniformity in these cells would
facilitate their cheap and efficient mass production. Therefore a
"uniformity in detail" was essential to the machine-like efficientty of
the whole city and to prevent the mind from being "bewildered and worn
out and indisposed for its task".(51) The F mad variety in details"
taused man to live "in a perpetual state of instability, insecurity,
fatigue and accumulating delusions". (52) Once the work of the
engineering side of the architect had ensured that the city would "hold
together", then a variety in the arrangement of forms could be devised
to make the community of residents "experience the sense of been

This was the context to the "machine age" development of the idea

of streets-in-the 84. The idea was extended and changed from the 1920's,
when these principles were established (53) through four different types
of urban plan until the building of the Unite block in Marseilles in the
period 1947-52 and the several other si m i lar blocks developed later.
The different urban forms can be summarised as follows:
1920's : The Geometric Form; The Contemporary City 1924

and the Volson Plan for Paris 1925 (Illus 3 and 10) (P. 54, and 59)
1930's : The Curvilinear Form; The Plan fbr Algiers 1931-34 (Illus.9) (p.58)

and South American cities; The Green or Radiant City 1931-34.
and the Plan for Paris (1936-37) (Illus.11-16) (4)09'45)
The Insular Housing Block Form and the Plan for Nemours.

1940's : The Insular Housing Block Form and the Plans for Saint Die-
and	 (1946) (Illus.19) (F.70) Marseilles, Meaux and others.
1950's

In all these plans, the deck housing Le Corbusier designed contrasted
with the work of his modernist colleagues on three counts. Firstly, it was
designed on a far greater scale (the monastery and the ocean going liner
were a direct source of inspiration) and was only one element of the new

multi-level urban form. Secondly, it was to be mass produced Ming

concrete, steel or iron, and glass, and was to incorporate all the modern
services available mich as central beating, waste disposal mechanisms,

lifts, etc. Thirdly, the street-deck was neverseally the primary means

of pedestrian movement. All deck housiEg was part of the "City in a Park"
and in this ideal arrangement the old fashioned corridor street had been
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replaced by what we might call the "street in a parkft(even if that
appears to be -a_ contradiction in terms. )

The plan for a Contemporary City (Illus. 8) (p. 54) was the outcome

of a "theoretical" exercise. At the middle was the Great Central Station
where the two main tracks for fast motor traffic crossed. Around the station

were the giant sky-scrapers for business use only. Le Corbusier noted:

"Family life, therefore, will be definitely banished from the
centre of our city. It seems east probable, as things are,
that the sky-scraper cannot adequately provide fbr family
life; for its internal economy demands so elaborate a system
that if one of these structures is to pay, only business can
afford the cost: while the means of getting about in what is
practically a series of superimposed stations, is so elaborate
that it could never be appropriate to family life". (54)

Hance family life would be confined to the twelve storey corridor or deck

access "set backs" (Illus.12) (p.60) and "cellular" blocks (Illus.30) (p.59)
To the east were garden cities for industry, warehouses etc. and

to the north west sports facilities. The whole city is raised on stilts

and is thus set within an "immense park" surrounded by a "protected zone"

with a formal park laid out to the west.
The purpose of this theoretical plan was to express the principles of

urban planning to be followed in order to eliminate the chaos of the present.

These were:

"(1) We must decongest the centres of our cities;
(2) We must augment their density;
(3) We must increase the means of getting about; and
(4) We must increase parks and open spaces."

The proficiency with which these principles were followed would determine

above all, the effectiveness of "business". The first and third would allow
an increase in the volume and speed of traffic; "speed and the struggle

for speed", the rhythm "which accentuates business." The second provided
greater space and ensured "the close contact demanded by business". And
the fourth was, the "only way to ensure toe necessary degree of health and
peace to enable men to meet the anxieties of work occasioned by the speed

at which business is carried on". (55)
For Le Corbusier these principles would answer "the very first problem

of town planning", namely that, "the centres of the great cities are like
an engine which is seized". (56) The original skeleton of the city, the
"Pack Donkey's Way", was "paralyzing its growth". Hence the "centres of

our cities must be pulled down and rebuilt". This would overcome the second

problem of town planning: "How to create a zone free fbr development".(57)
The Voisin Plan for the centre of Paris represented the first attempt

to found an ideal Contemporary City: "A Model City for Commerce". (58)
Here (Illus 8) (p54 ) the space requirements of business and traffic would
have dwarfed the provision for housing. It is difficult to recognise
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as street-life what Le Corbusier described in a famous essay published

in 1929 (59)

"I should like to draw a picture of "the street" as it would
anpear in a truly up-to-date city. So I shall ask my readers
to imagine they are walking in this new city, and have begun
to acclimatize themselves to its untraditional advantages.
You are under the shade of trees, vast lawns spread all round
you. The air is clear and pure; there is hardly any noise.
What, you cannot see where the buildings are? Look through
the charmingly dispersed arabesques of branches out into the
sky toward those widely-spaced crystal towers which soar
higher than any pinnacle on earth. These translucent prisms
that seem to float in the air without anchorage to the ground -
flashing in summer sunshine, softly gleaming under grey winter
skies, magically glittering at nightfall - are huge blocks of
offices." (60)

And in answer to one French architect who bemoaned the "immense geometrical

barracks" people would have to live in and move amongst, making them 'long
for 'disorder' w , Le Corbusier stated;

"These immense geometrical barracks are designed to introduce
a quite new variety into the urban sone, and to replace the
"corridor street" as it exists in every large town by able
perspectives, through the play and interplay of projections
and recessions, "set-backs", cel3a3 PD constructions and the
great skyscrapers. If any one nal examine carefully my plan
for a Contemporary City, and imagine that he is taking a walk
through the town and keeping in mind the great increase in
height of the bindings, he will see that the scene changes
with each step and is never repeated; that the "corridor street"
is gone and is replaced by a scheme where space and an infinite
architectural variety are possible." (61)

There is no mention of the streets-in-the sky in these writings of the
1920's. What was obviously of greater interest was the new ground
level "street" experiences made possible by the "machine age" technology.
The "crystal towers" of commerce and man-made or unspoilt "nature" could
be worshipped through the medium of an architecture taken out of its
"unhappy state of retrogression".
The Streets-in-the ekland the new ideal cities. 

Following the criticism of these forays into utopian planning, Le
Corbusier began to search for, relatively speaking, more humane and realistic
types of modern architecture and city planning; and the appearance of the
idea of upper level 'streets' was part of that general trend (62). From
what conditions did these new plans emerge?

The geometric plan of the 1920's went beyond what any engineer would
have and did, as far as we know, propose, probably because such a trained
and disciplined individual would be limited not only by the "law of economy"
and "mathematical calculation" but also by the untutored imagination. In
contrast the "pure creation" of Le Corbusier's "spirit" produced archetypes
of functionalist megalomania which went beyond engineering in so far as



they extended the principles of the machine to almost unimaginable extremes.
Architecture, this 'phenomenon of the emotions", did not produce the
experience of a sense of beauty, but a sense of incredulity and outrage.
Le Corbusier not only failed to get "the measure of an order which we feel
to be in accordance with that of our world", he actually awoke the opposite,
the feeling of an order profoundly in discothnce with that of our world.

The reason for the fantastic character of the contemporary eity plan
and proposals would appear to be in a fetishism of the commodity, and the

simplicity and clarity attached to the product of the "machine age". This

can be explained by reference to his basic building framework.

Hence the most important breakthrough in be Corbusier's career, as an

architect and urban planner, was made with his invention of the structural
framework known as the Domino System. This was a reinforced concrete unit
consisting of three equally spaced horizontal rectangular slabs connected

together by six smooth columns, near the edges of the slabs. A staircase
provided access to each level. Do internal or external walls were required

for any structural puruose and no foundations, as the whole unit could be

raised above ground on the six columns. Therefore, in contrast to the

traditional house there was a real freedom for design on four levels,

including the ground and flat roof. Moreover the principle could be

applied to a whole new urban design; hence all buildings, including roads,

in the Contemporary City were raised on stilts to free the ground level
for pedestrian movement.

And yet such an essential technique for the realisation of be Corbusier's

plans "with neither rib-beams nor column splay, would have been difficult

if not impossible to construct" (63) when it was completed in 1914. This was
because:

"the smooth, simple forms of the slab and column were the
result of a purely formal or aesthetic decision - made,
in spite of, rather than because of, structural or
practical considerations". (64)

And this was, in fact, the "only truly distinctive(and unprecedented)
characteristic of the Domino System" (65) be Corbusier had made "an
uncompromising formal decision to strip the structural elements down to
their most generalised forms, a pure slab and a pure column"(66) before
this was technically feasible.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that many of his early buildings
tended to be sham "machine age" structures. They were neither as efficient

as the "machine for living in" was supposed to be (67) and nor were they
constructed throughout with new techniques and new materials:

"The Le Corbusier houses of the twenties are, generally speaking,
as hand-made as other buildings of the time; the walls are not



even of reinforced concrete, as the elevations might imply,
for construction generally is reinforced concrete frame with
bLocle...,infill, all stu000ed and painted to try to give it the
precision both of machine products and cubist paintings. The
machine admired in Verb tine architecture was shiny and
metallic, but it was not practical to make houses like motor-
cars in the twenties, so Le Corbusier l s houses of the time can
almost be regarded as traditional buildings designed to look
machine-made. Almost. But not quite". (68)

The reaction against this obsession with machine-made architecture led, not
to the alteration of building design but to the acceptance of unusual

site oonditions at Algiers (Illus 9) (p.58, even though the needs of
business and traffic were still paramount; the moving of housing to the

centre of the Radiant City (with business to the north, industry to the

south) ,and the acceptance of the need for greater variety in urban form

overall. Hence we find the crescent shapes at Algiers, the variety of

interrelationships of the "set backs" in the Radiant City and the break
up of the oontinuous built environment altogether at Nemours, Saint Die
and others.

Probably most important, however, was the reconsideration of the
fetishisation of nature and thus the experience found at ground level, in
the Contemporary City. So vast were the open spaces created by raising
all buildings on pilotis that Le Corbusier feared the resident would be
disorientated. and unwilling to use them to their full potential.

"I was filled with great anguish lest the immense open spaces
that I was creat5eg in our imaginary city, spaces dominated
br the wide sky oh all sides, should be "dead" spaces; I was
afraid that they would prove full only of boredom, and that the
inhabitants of such a city would be sized by panic at the sight of
so much emptinese.
It has taken me eight years of worrying for me to find out where
I should go to look for the answer to the problem." (69)

The answer was, above all, to fill the open spaces of the Contemporary City
with all the sports facilities and general amenities imaginable on the
premise that the individual would soon be able to "work in order to live"
and not vice versa; this was the background to the development of the
Radiant City (Illus.11) (p.59)

The conception of an "open air street" and an "interior street"
were part of the new emphasis on the needs of the individual and the
community in the Radiant City. The former would be used when the "set
back" had a north-south orientation, the latter with an east-west orientation.
Bence apartments would be on the south side, or facing both east and west.
As the "set-back" moved through 900 , so the "street" would move from the
outside to the inside of the housing block. In contrast, at Memours,
an interior street would provide access to the independent housing blocks
only, with no continuous upper level system of pedestrian movement. At
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Algiers there was to be a proper sidewalk adjoining the new upper-level

highways plus interior street access to dwellings.

The most remarkable exercise in the design of a continuous street-in-

the sky was undertaken for the slum clearance housing area No. 6 in Paris

In 1936. In applying the principles established for the Radiant City to
a new plan for the urban area Le Corbusier was lad to consider the

below-standard heusiug to the east. He took one irregular shaped site
adjacent to the super-highway leading to the new business centre and tried
to show, by example, how the city could be gradually redeveloped with
modern housing blocks. If the replanning and rebuilding of Paris had

gone ahead on these lines, the result would have been an urban form of

unusual complexity relative to the designs for the Radiant City and its

application to places like Antwerp in 1933. Furthermore, Le Corbusier

designed a variety of three-bay units with external and internal "streets"

(Illus. 14 and 15) (p63,64) for this project. If all of them had been
used (with apartments however, facing in all directions) at least a

suxprising and complementary variety of upper level street architecture

could have been provided at low cost.

The business-centred supra-rational Vorsin plan of 1925 had, therefore,

been superseded in a little over tan years by relatively more complex, •
generous and realistic proposals for a community centred city; a programme

far more likely to express Le Corbusier's basic aim, to "give us the
measure of an order which we feel to be in accordance with that of our

vorld." (70)

However, it remained a fact that in the late 1930's Le Corbusier
had still not really departed from a worship of the machine and nature.
The ideas of Descartes and Rousseau are still clearly evident in his vision
of the ground level experience to be found in a Scheme such as that for

housing area No. 6 in Paris (Illus.13) (p62). however, in the next tan
years, after which he would be allowed to build a small, supposedly working
class, housing scheme on a vacant site in Marseilles, the second world war
would fundamentally alter his aesthetic outlook.

Over the same period the Corbusian design for streets-in-the-sky was

to catch fire and spread across Europe and the world and forma basic

component of many visions of the Functional City. Thus, at the same

time as the Fifth Congress of 	 held under the auspices of Le Corbusier

in Paris, a plan was published for the extension of Zagreb, Jugoslavia, by
L.Neidhardt, an architect (Illus.17) (PAS) It proposed a number of
freestanding blocks set at 900 to one another. Each slab of housing for
400 families with 6 lifts would reach up to 18 storeys, rest onpilotis

and have roof garden facilities. On every third floor a wide external
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"street" would provide upper level amenities for the whole community

while the angled form of the external glass 'skin' would ensure that

maximum sunlight could reach each deck and enable the growing of plants

etc. The whole scheme would be a "city in a park" with a grid of urban

freeways cries-crossing the site (71). The machine technology was being

used to liberate man from the confines of the old city framework.

After the second world war the street-deck seemed to be especially

popular in the vast new public housing schemes of South America and United
States (72). One of the apparently most effective adaptations of existing

high-rise housing was that undertaken by Hellmutt, Yamasaki and Lein:weber

for the Pruitt Igoe estate in St.Louis (Illus.18) (p.67) The design,
coleeleted in 1951, was understood to be a breakthrough in overcoming the interior
lighting and limited social facilities of the traditional American cross-plan

apartment blocks. Exterior galleries on every third floor would provide

unequalled amenities for each group of twenty families, providing laundry,

storage and play facilities near the home. The architects stated:

"Galleries are 11 ft. deep by 85 ft. long and will be oriented
south. These areas are to be used as play and lounge areas
for wheel toys, perambulators, play pens and occasionally
outdoor dining. .Critics of multi-storey public housing
projects always object to distance of play areas for small
children from mothers' supervision, also to the fact that
children must use elevators. These objections are avoided
here; mother can be doing the laundry within sight and
hearing of the child playing in the sun. And all this is
not too far away from whatever maybe cooking in the
apartment store." (73)

At ground level there would be roads, parking, recreation areas and a

"river of open space" winding through the project. It was a typical

modernist formula, adapted to building conditions in the United States.

In the same year, 1951, Le Corbasier's Unit( block at Marseilles

was nearing oompletion.

The Unite d' Habitation at Marseilles 

There were three innovations behind this building project (Illus.20
and 21) (p.71172) The first was the formulae introduced for the measurement

and arrangement of architectural forms. As Le Corbusier noted:

"The Marseilles Bleak was of 'appropriate size' That
was its great quality. Every undertaking has its proper
soale. It is as bad to err on one side as the other. The
Marseilles Block was cons truoted with the help of the
1Modulor'. That is how this vast structure was kept comely,
smiling, graceful and human". (74)

The Modulorpras Le Corbusier's "proportioning grid" which he was working on

throughout his life but especially after the second world war and up until

the mid 1950's. It was an attempt to define A set of absolute measurements
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drawn from the human figure and appropriate to the design of any "machine",
a means to the creation of objects "which we feel to be in accordance
with that of our world". The grid therefore combined, as never before,
the uniformity necessary to efficient mass production with the variety

of shapes and sizes required by the architect as a means toward the

"pure creation of his spirit".

The second new departure was in the finish of the roof and ground
level elements. The "cells" had precast concrete cladding but the
sports equipment, amenities and services located on the roof plus the
stilts or pilotis on which the giant structure rested had a surface
derived directly from the wooden shuttering of the mould into which the
concrete had been poured. This was 'beton brut", a direct opposite
to the machine smoothness of earlier buildings. Le Corbusier apparently

revelled in the symbol-taloa. of the irregularities of the concrete finish:
"The defects shout at one from all parts of the struoture: Faults are
human; they are ourselves, our daily lives." (75) Following the enthusiasm

of the "master", "It was beton brut that was photographed, written about
and oppiein . (76) Moreover, the whole external face of the building had a
sculptural and not machine-smooth quality. This allowed the building to
use the site and sunlight to best advantage; Unite is orientated so that
each apartment gets sunlight sometime during the day, but not an excessive
amount due to theitese-soleil" which keep the high sun out in the summer

and let the low winter sun penetrate the home.
The other innowaizn was the atteml_t to cater for as many of the

needs of the individual and the community as was possible in this fragment

of the Insula Housing Block:Plan (Illus.19) (p.70) The huge 18 storey
slab block contained 23 different types of apartment with a total of 337
aaisonettes for the 4600 inhabitants. Access was via a block of lifts
at one end and a series of internal streets, usually on every other floor.
Aside from these basic facilities there were, in the building, "twenty-six
communal services to free the housewife from domestic drudgery, enabling

her to give her time and energy to bringing up her children". (77)
The typical maisonette, which faced east-west while the axis of the

block was orientated north-south, catered for four persons. It was roughly

IL° shaped and on two floors, except where the upper floor had been

discontinued to allow for a high ceiling. This provided a spacious living
area, including the balcony, with full glazing to admit the maximum sunlight.
The long narrow apartment (3.66 m. by 24.5m) with low ceiling (2.26m height)

contained a kitchen/dining/living room or bedroom/living room, with balcony
at one end and two children's bedrooms at the other and with another balcony.

Eathroom and cupboards were in the centre, underneath or above the central
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"street".
This type of dwelling design entailed a serious lack of privacy

in the parents' bedroom because it was next to or open to the living
area. Only the narrow children's bedrooms (whose central "wall" could

be removed) could provide some privacy. Furthermore, the long dark
central corridor inevitably created noise and disturbance within the
dwelling unit. The communal needs therefore tended to outweigh those

of the individual.

The whole building did not, however, satisfactorily supply the
needs of the com.unity; it was too limited and restrictive (78) The

central corridor was not a "street", the roof not a satisfactory sports
and general amenity area (the space beneath the pilotis unusable) and

the shoiping area inadequate for the residents needs. Tenants, or
owner occupiers, have tended to leave the building for most communal
activities and, indeed, may 	 have left for the individual needs

of privacy and relaxation.

In contrast to these living conditions the unmaohine-like architectural
effect was, by general agreement, stunningly-beautiful in its overall form
and its use of texture, colour, relief, light ard shade. Bence, although a

workable and habitable environment had been created, it was by no means
the ideal synthesis of the scientific and aeasthetic or the psychological

and andel needs of humanity. There was plenty of room for improvement by

the British modernists who were seeking to continue their country's tradition
of humane and popular housing.

Premodernism and the Planning of New York

The giant highways, horizontal and vertical 'streets' found in the

Contemporary and Radiant cities and the work of	 were originally
proposed mainly as an alternative to the incomparably disorganised and

irrational character of urban growth in the rapidly developing areas of

the United States, notably the New York region. The leading advocate of

the low rise and low density premodernist city Raymond Onwin, who visited

New Yore in 1923, was also upset by the chaos present in the city (79).
There was, he proposed, a direct causal connection between increased height

and increased pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Le Corbusier would have

agreed with the contention that:

"increase in height of buildings necessarily involves augmented
street traffic; that where the traffic bas already reached the
comfortable capacity of the streets, any further increase in height must
cause or increase congestion, with consequent loss of thte and effic-
ienoy for the users of the street. Further, that this increase cannot
in practice be met by street widening, because the utmost that can
be done in this direction can barely cope with the other causes whit*
in all growing modern towns are tending to swell the volume of
street traffic". (80)
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Hut, in practice, this problem could be met by street widening
according to H.W.Corbett (1873-1990 an American architect participating

in the production of the Survey and Plan for New York and its Environs (81).
By bringing pedeatrians to an upper level, sometimes using the set-backs of
the giant skyscrapers, and leaving the ground including the area underneath
buildings free for the growth of vehicular traffic, an ordered and habitable
environment could be created. The city could become a multi-level high
density mixture of work-place and homeolace:

"You can see what a square in New York might be like. There is
a constant cornice line at the first setbao4, and it is turned
into an upper sidewalk. below this point would be business,
carried on practically in all-glass buildings. Above that
point would be residents, bringing together residence and business,
which are now gradually tending to drift apart, making the problem
in New York that of transporting about half the population twice
daily. People could move about for their shopping, small shops
being on the upper section; and when a man left his office he
would take the elevator and go to his residence. Movement would
be free, traffic would be divided into its natural subdivision
and 1 think it wild make a very liveable and attractive city (82)
(Illus 22) (p.710

Here, almost, are residential streets-in-the-sky.

Such ideas came from Corbett's interest in the opportunities presented

by new materials and structures, that is, the steel frame, and in his
acceptance of the realities of the zoning laws. These required high

structures to be set back at various heights to allow adequate light and air
to enter the building and the city as a whole. The laws, tended, therefore,
to dictate the form of the building. Moreover, the speed at which relatively
new buildings were being demolished and replaced by larger ones convinced
Corbett that the ideals he had formulated could be realised in the not too

distant future.

Corbett's associate on the project, Hach Ferriss (1889-1962) made

futuristic sketches of the "machine age" New York where the architect had
been at work in the "spirit of today", as a "sculptor of building masses".
And the architect's design for the separation of pedestrians and vehicles
wm4WL provide a city as satisfying as the masterpieces of the medieval period:

"The city would be a sort of modernised Venice, in whiRththe canals,
instead of being filled with water, would be fillediTipadly moving
automobiles, and their tops would be seen glistening in the sun as
they passed. The pedestrian would look down on the traffic. The
plazas and open spaces would be lifted to the level of the side-walk,
and beneath these plazas would be parking space for automobiles". (83)
This picture of the tops of motor cars "glistening in the sun" was

symptomotic of Corbett and Ferriss's enthusiasm for modernist-like ideas

and images; but it was a new urban form precisely the opposite to the

Modern Movement city designed by Le Corbusier. In the former pedestrians
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22. H.W.Corbett i s proposals for New York, 1928:
Source: RIBA.) . February 1928
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were placed over vehicles while in the latter vehicles were placed over

pedestrians who had the complete control over and freedom to use ground

level. One represented an acceptance of the dominant role of the motor

car and the need to adapt existing circumstances, the other demanded a
revolution in urban design so that the community and "nature" were given
priority over the machine. Le Corbusier considered the vision of "The
pedestrian in the air, the vehicles hogging the ground" a "picture of

anti-reason itself, of error, of thoughtlessness, madness" (84.) Corbett

and Ferries never freed themselves from the limitatione of their Beaux Arts

architectural background. If they had then the possibility of different

types of streets-in-the-sky may have appeared, and in a more definite and
realistic form.

To Thomas Adams, General Director of the 1-lan for New Yore, the analysis

and recommendations of twirl/land Corbett represented two extremes. His

task was to find a middle path between them, rather than to hold to definite

principles of urban planning:

"One school of thought would solve it by setting MD liMit to high
building and instead adjusting the street system, by widening and
super-decking to achieve a super-skyscraper city. Proponents of
this school are just as much in the clouds and as regardless of
realities as those who dream that it is possible and desirable to
recreate cities so that every home may have a garden and every
building may be orientated to secure the maximum of sunlight". (85)

In order to achieve an effective compromise Corbett 's ideas were

reduced in scale end scope; nothing approaching the form of residential
streets-in-the-sky wiew included in the final plan. However upper level
walkways were recommended for use in the busiest parts of the centre of New York.

The Survey and Plan for New York did propeee a new street-form for
residential areas in view of the growth of vehicular traffic. This was to take

the fora of a hierarchy of road widths, with a network of main traffic routes
surrounding *neighbourhood units" of various densities, depending upon
distance from the city centre. Each unit would contain a network of relatively

narrow, winding roads providing access to the houses, community centre, shops,

open space etc. These units would overcome the social and physical disorder
of the present environmenti a protective enclave against the destructive
tendencies of the "machine age".

These ideas and principles were extended by Clarence Stein (1882 -
woreing, independently but contemporary with the New York Plan. Hs grasped
the principle that in local residential areas the need above all was to
segregate the pedestrian routes used for local journeys, especially by
housewives and children, from the routes used by car traffic. In a new town

development at Radburn, New Jersey in 1933, he applied these ideas, confined
to ground level, by develoring a seperate system of pedestrian ways, reached
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from the baek doors of the houses, which pass through communal open

space areas between the houses, and thence cross under the vehicle streets.

The vehicle streets were designed according to a hierarohical principle,

with:main primary routes giving access to local distributors and then in

turn to local access roads designed on the cul-de-sac principle, serving

small groups of houses.

Premodernism and the P1 in of london

The two war-time plans for London contained no reference to, or

proposale for, a multi-level city of ark/ description (86). However, they

did introduce, for the first time, prorosals for the inclusion of a large

amount of multi-storey working class housing in the new city. This was
partly beoause when modern architectura entered the United Bangdom in the

1930's it we typified., above all, by nay designs for high rise housing.

That had previously been rejected in all but the most unusual of circumstances

was now practically welcomed as a neceasary and healthy departure from

traditional architecture and urban planning (87).

Overall, however, the work of Jai. orshaw and Patrick Abercrombie in
London represented a continuation of premoaernist ideas and their development

In the United Mates in the 1920's. The introduction of the Modern Movement

while reinforcing the need for an awareness and thorough understanding of

everyday contenvorary human needs, had on entering Britain won been placed

in the context of the Gothic traaition of pusint Sitte, the Arts and Crafts

Movements, that is, the Gothic town aim the picturesque landscape aesthetic.

By this means the tendency for modem:dam to %pear simAy supra-rational,
materialistic and international could be overcome and its forma given a

regional interpretation (88) It was considered essential that the individual
history and culture of place should set the framework for the use of new forms.
Design should provide "a fusion of these two tendencies: an architecture that

is free and natural without being unmoral, and in tune with the mechanical
world, without being inhumanly exclusive". (69) The "anti-utopian" picturesque

sentiment had to meet with the "exaotness and order similar to that of the

Renaissance". (90) It vas tlithtily' typical of premodernism; an intention to

fuse the ideas of the leaders of the two movements, especially Patrick Geddes

and Le Corbusier, into an empirical practical programme.
hence the proposals for London wore based uron a desire to travel the

middle path between the "extreme" plans for the metropolis. These were, on

the one hand, the utopian work of the Modern Arohitectural Research Group

(.A.R . L.) and on the other hand the continuing Beaux Arts tradition and the
Town and Country Planning Association (91). In particular, the County of

London Plan of 1943, formulated its proposals for various "neighbourhood units"
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in oppozition to the effects of the Bressey and Lutyens Highway plan
for London published in 1937. It was essential to realise that there was

"a living and organic structure still persisting in spite ofovergrowth
and decay". (92) The plan continues:

"It consists of a collection of units or communities, fused
together; thlough their boundaries have been lost, their
centres are often clearly marked, lhaving descended from
ancient villages; and in addition to the physical grouping
there is found a strong local loyalty to each community
whether large or small. It should be one of the first objectives
of the planner to disengage these communities, to mark more •
clearly their identities, to preserve them from disturbing
intrusions such as streams of through traffic ana generally to
reconstruct them where reconstruction is necessary owing to war
damage or decay". (93)
The reconstruction was to proceed, principally in the Bast End:
"to make the industrial boroughs of London so attractive that
people whose work is there will not be forced out to distant
subarbs for pleasant houses, gardens, open spaces, schools
with playing fields and safe shopping centres". (90

It was necessary, as in all premodernist rlans, to calculate the capacity
of the land and buildings in the city and region for population and economic

activity, putting forward specific design and replanning proposals to ensure
an efficient and satisfying environment.

The population capacity of the County of London was based upon the

establishment of three concentric density zones, moving from 500 ppha
(200 ppa) in the city centre, through a 340 rpha (136 ppa) zone to a suburban
250 ppha (100 ppa) zone. This ordering would raclace the mixture of unhealthy
high densities in the centre, e.g. 1000 ppha (4.00 ppa) and unpopular sprawl

at low densities in the outer areas. Housing and industry would be separated
along with family housing from business and cultural activities in the city

centre; the 500 ppha area was to include non-family multi-storey housing only.

The other zones would include a percentage of two storey houses for large

and medium size families. Any population and employment which could not be
found room in the new city would be moved out into expanded towns or new towns.
The final pattern was to be that of a large number of improved settlements

of varying size set within a mainly protected countryside, the whole system

connected by a much improved transport network.

In the final analysis what all this replanning rested upon was how many
families there were in the industrial boroughs and how many could be satisfac-
torilyhoused at 250 -340 ppha. If an inexpensive type of high quality working

class housing had been available, one which could provide satisfactory family
accommodation at around 500 ppha, with space available for parks, roads and

neighbourhood facilities, then quite possibly no decentralisation would have

been necessary. Although Le Corbusier's work had produced precisely this
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kind of urban form the London plans chose to ignore it; as a culmination

of the premodernist suburban-based movement they bad no positive conception

of truly urban housing design other than an extension of balcony-access

pseudo-Georgian pseudo-modernist MaXiM4M ten storey flatted housing.

And even if this type of housing was being introduced on a new scale it

was still considered unsaitable for families.

In the event, as we argue in detail in 4pendix 1, the ti o plans

seriously underestimated the number of families in the working class boroughs,
the space required inside and outside the multi-storey housing, the loss of

land space through "inefficiency" in redevelopment, the land required fbr

neighbourhood amenities including open siace and the number of areas of the

capital in need of decentralisetion of population ) In total, the plans under-
estimated the demands upon the land and thus ;laced the required density of
Landon on too high a level given the type of housing which could be provided.
If an acceptable and smaller amount of premodernist multi-storey hoeing had
been 	 ana the industrial boroughs made "attractive", over 50 per cent
more than the proiosed quantity of "regro.ped population" (1,053,000) should

have been planned for aispersal (i.e. 1,6151 '00 people); that is 3.6 per
cent and not 10 percent of the Greater London population. Otaerwise, instead
of nearly 40 per cent in multi-storey houeing in London and 16 per cent in
GreaterLonaon, nearly 50 percent and 25 per cent respectively would have been
inevitable, if other demands Ilion the land rere to be satisfied.

lhas even efter dispersal of popalation, comprehensive redevelopment
in the industrial boroughs to ensure maximum population capacity, the reduction
of population from between 21 per cent and 50 per cent of the pre war figure,

the break ui of the community and the creation of an alien one-class

environment below acceptable standerds (end comparable in its effect to Le

Corbusier's Voisin Ilan for karis 1925, there was still a need for the new
Woof high density family housing being developed on the continent. The
pros:demist tradition of urban planning which bad developed in Britain and

especially inglana with the purpose of controlling tie decentralisation of the
urban population into garden suburbs and garden cities simay could not cope

with the demands upon the land in the central area. Here, at the very heart

of the eroblom of the modern city, British urban planning failed to achieve

its objectives and facilitate the creation of an humane environment. In these
circumstances the work of the lodern movement was no longer incidental or

misconceived; it was an essential innovation if the viability of the modern
city and the authority of caraern urban planning was to be preserved.

Premodernism had oevendifferent types of modernist deck housing to
choose from if it wished to continue to oombine social and economic, functional
and spiritual objectives. These were the Lila% Seongen, Viennese,
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Pario Eoucinc, (roe Po.6, Zagreb and Unit6 schemes. In the event it detached
itself from this legacy of new housing form, concentrated upon the Unitil
model and chose to develop, in cooperation with the British architectural

avante garae, its own type of streets-in-the-sky. And, as we shall see,
this new type of decA housing was developed, firstly, by an extension of the

Romanticism in thoderniam and secondly, by following the British, and especially
English tradition of opposition to the 3rovision of multi-storey housing for

The cultural traditions in the United Kingdom of liberalist

anti-utopian humane urban housing form, found in premoderism was

continued in post war modernism. Unlike any other country streets-in-the-sky

represented a means of continuing the peculiarly accomplished tradition of

British urban planning.
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Clarnt 3.	 (3-Ca", O	 C H UFIrr IL Tr ItIT_D KL4GDO1!

In the post-war period up until the early 1960's the premodernist
and modernist st proaohes to arehitecture and urban planning continued in
the guise of &picturesque modernism and a new type of anti-functionalist
modernism .ar New Jrutalism, as its s.p afters chose to define it. Each
alteration of the interior ideas brom_ht the previously opposed doctrines
closer tegetier so that areas of comae acroemont arose. The design of the
Pare Lill estate in Lheffield in particalar brought the two sides together
in an a parently unique manner. The fi-moes Loehaepton mixed development
estate built by the LCC in the 1950's only ensured consensus because it
was divided into twos Alton Last was rioturesque modern (designed by
Oliver C x Cleeve Lart and others) while 421ton eest was Brutalist, ins,ired
kettle unite block in Larseilles, (desiznen by Colin Lucas, W.G.howell and
others) (1)

The overlap of ideas was helped by otLer factors. Crucial soeiological
and literary studies of the period seamed to support many of the notions

behind the canoe t of streets-in-the-sky. Also a new importance was
attached to the market economy as a basis for a healthy development of

architecture and the city. The critical work of Jane Jacobs thereby found
a good deel of sup ort from the alternative interpretations of modern
arcadtecture, partly because it grew fro the same rejection of the inter-war

master-planning perspective.

In this chapter we will firstly detail these intellectual and cultural
(level° merits and then look, in the second halfi at the evolution of the Park

Hillproject. This will explain why a consensus, albeit fragile and short-
lived,

 oould have emerged and ensured the schemes model status in the 1960's.

Thorewl.....dsvnism 

In 1951 at the 8th meeting of	 aria then especially at the 9th

meeting two ye re later a group of yome, architects voiced their dislike

or the ,rimil les encla,sulated in the It) ens Charter. This, as we have

noted, had b en arawn up in 1933 as the vement's founding document. The
prileOpel causes of disquiet in the ran. of this still rather avant garde

	

group, we the arparently	 and rural functional view of the
mbjeet. The division of the city into four subject areas, living, working,
recreation and transportation and the use co,. the "rational layout"
represented an over-ordering of urban Thenomenon. Housing schemes were
built just like "filing cabinets"; the alvironment produced by modern

architecture mad' have been healthy, but it was inhuman aria ohartecterless,

leering in opuortunities for "spiritesa growth".

The lath and llth oonzrebso., of	 in 156 and 1959 received
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but did not bend to these criticivas, .s a result it disbanded in 1959.

The new group which was formed in l953, @aline itself, not surprising/Y,
Team 1' 9 continued to meet until the mid 196 0 s (2).

The British members of the new type of modernists included Alison and
Peter anithson (3). Others, such as Jomcs ctirling and Theo Crosby and
the one-time members of k.A.h.S. or associated groups, Arthur KO% Denys
Lasdun, Maxwell nay and Jane Drew, appear to have supported many of
the new rinoi.los laid down by the group. These were, in a nutshell,
that in opposition to C.I.A.L.'s "generalised man" architecture had to discover
real social "patterns" the "human structure in each particular place" by
means of survey before 1.].an (4.). This cultural modernism also rejected
the pioturesoue movements romanticism, the use of ideas from a past,

sui posedly, golden ego. It was essential to look for "living patterns
not arohiteotural ones". (5) Theory and practice must be tied to local

culture and local problems if a usefal, meaningful and beautiful built fora

was to emerge. According to the SmithsoOM , in this realisation ley the
contemporary pro bramme for aronitecture:

"zaoh generation feels a new aissatisfection, and conceives of
a new idea of order.
This is architecture.
Youog architects today feel a monumental dissatisfaction with
tLe bv i ldirgs they see going u, arouna
For them, the housing estates, the social centres, and the
blocks of flats are meaningless and irrelevant. May feel that
the m4ority of architects have lost contact with reality and
are building yesterday's dreams when the rest of us have woken
up in today. They are dissatisfied with the ideas these
buildings represent, the ideas of the Garden City Lovement and
the Rationalism of the thirties". (6)

Moreover, the now dated type of arc itecture could not comprehead. a
"situation of growth and change, which is the fundamental thing that happens
to our communities".:

"A discipline of &cloth has to be evolved - do a certain thing
in this place and it influences something else somewhere. It
is pragmatism not cartesian; it doesn't lay out a city in
advance in great parallel lines, but it grows from point to point and
it follows the flow of communications. It responds to a new scale
of motorways; it responds to a new sort of social set up and it
doesn't place much value on classical aesthetics". (7)

This "flow of comeunicutions", this common thread or "fix" was the
street-deck and the motorway. These ample forms could ensure that there
was a flexible response to the demands of the site and the community:
a "close mit, comelioated, often moving aggregation, but an aggregation
with a distinct struoturen (8) The new urn area, tne so called "cluster

city", would not have one centre but many, not one ;lace of work and one

forkome, but an overlappinz of these fun r-tions, not one series of density
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rings, but a variety of densities at a variety of points. The process

of "extending and renewing the existing built oom:lexes" would be an

open-ended activity:

"Any new de velopment exists in a complex of old ones. It must
revalidate, by modifying them, the forms of the old communities.
The architect is no longer the social reformer but a technician
in the field of form, who cannot rely on community centres,
communal laundries, community rooms etc. to camoflage the fact
that the eettlement as a whole is inoomyrenenaiole, lam is
generated in part by response to the existing form, and in
part by response to the Zeitgeist, rhich cannot be preplanned.
ivory aaAtion to a community, every chanze of circumstances,
will generate a new response 	
ghat i- being proposed hc,re is the abolition of planning as
we know it; the disappearance of the'manter plan' and all
detailed town-form planning". (9)

Terevalidate" the forms of the old communities, to develop a form which

was modern but generated in part by resuonse to the existing form, it was

necessary to reaiscover the idea of the street. This idea meant "the

creation of effective group spaces, fulfilling the vital function of

identification and enclosure, making the socially vital life-of-the-streets
possible" (le) The type of vertical livin„ commonly found in the bnited
Kingdom, especially Angland, derived t-e family of an essential outdoor

life. Contact with other families:

" is difficult if not impossiole on the narrow balconies and
landings that are the sole means of conversation and communication.
Furthermore, outside one's immediate neighbours (often limited to
three in point blocks) the possibilities of forming the friendships
which constitute the extended family are made difficult by the complete
absence of horizontal communication at the same level and the
ineffectiveness of vertical communication". (11)

The streets-in-the eAy represented the means of achieving the full social
muipolitical communication of an open society. They would relace the
sprawling constraining and regimental pit', built following the rule of

the abstract ideolo by of arcUtecture and the state, with a personalised,
identifiable and contemporary comtdex urban environment. It would be contained,
high density, unoongested and multi-level, combining modern amenities with
&profusion of parks and open spaces. The new building form would make

possible the "re-identification" of man with his environment - the houses,

the street, the community, the city and the countryside. The Smithsons
therefore emphasised the need for identity and individuality:

"At all densities such 'streets' are made possible by the creation
of artria street-dec4 in the air, each decA having a large number
of people dependent on it for access, and some decks being
thoroil&fares leading to places - so that they will each acquire
special characteristics.
Be identified in fact.
Each part of eacn deck should have sufficient people accessed from
it to become a social entity and be within reach of a much larger
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neieber at the same level.
Decks would be places, not corridors or balconies: thoroughfares
where there are 'shops' post boxes, telephone kiosks.
there a deck is purely residential the individual house and yard.
garden will provide an equivalent life pattern to a true street
or square; nothing is lost and elevation is gained.
2ho flet block disaepears and vertical living becomes a reality.
The refuse chute takes the place of the village pump". (12)

In 1952 the emithsons designed their first malti storey local authority
housine scheme as one section of a future street-deck city. This was for the
L.C.C's Golden Lane competition. Althoaeh the design was not accepted, the
idea had at least reached the stage of the dreaini, board. To the members
of Team 10 this WL.15 the first concrete evidence of "the measure of an order
which we feel to be in accordance with that of our world". As the new
modernists undertook to buile, in the Corbesian tradition, for a sense of
harmony with the spirit of the age, it wes believed that 'spiritually dead
houses can be bulldozed into contour relief reaey for our new bones to
look out on".(13)

The work of Le Corbusier, as he moved further and further away from the
geometric form of the 1920'S) especiallyin the post war period pas the most
direct influence on the young and angry modern architects. The unit
Chabitatien in Larseilles was Ixeortant because it was "the most significant
building of our time", emboeyene 'the weele tot Le Corbusier's doctrine in
its purest fern" (14). Its faults were not insignifioant: "man scurries

along from victorian lifts down gloom/ corredors to the solitary confinement

of his private drawer". However it did prove:

"beyond all doubt that the vertical openly spaced green city
is possible and can provide a way of lift in many respects
superior to that provided in the best horizoneel garden city.
Privacy is assured, sun penetrates, balconies make family
life possible, shone are not far awey, mechanical equipment is
excellent, the View is superb and will remain superb, as will
the acres of surrounding garden". (15,

And, what is not mentioned here, the honesty and thus brutality of the
structure and materials - baton brut - were admired, above all. In the

best tradition of modern architecture the emithsons were existentialists
first and foremost. It was of paramount indortance to avoid sham or false
feelings drawn from the past or to look to purely rational holistic

scientific means of comprehending the present. Proper and rewarding
architecture only came from a deep and committed feeling for the present (16).
The "end of ideology" catch phrase of the 195n l e and the 1960's was behind
the demand for a new oeen city; one built aroand the conteneorary
memenication structures.

To the emitbsons evidence of the eresmet could be gleaned from the
life-of-the-streets found in the kest And of eondon i from the new images



produced by was advertising, and above all from the work of painters
such as Jackson lollock. In 1949 "we saw the first manifestation of the
new orderin,, in the paintinz. of Jackson Pollock". (17) Pollock Was the
leader of the American "abstract expressionists". Hie paintings were
informl abstractions based ona technique of itApping and smearing
paint on to the canvas, laid on the ground. Here the new avante garde saw
a "continuous djaamic" born of the spirit of the times. It was painting
characterised iv its continuation of the anti-intellectual basis of
modernism. As Pollook stated:

"Ion I am in the painting I'm not aware of -diet I'm doing.
It is only after a. sort of 'get aoruaintea' period that 1 see
%hat I have been about. I heve no fears about makin g changes,
destroying the image etc. becaus the pAnting has a life of
its own. I try to let it come th-ougk. It is only when I lose
contact with the painting that tbe result is a mess. Ctherwise
ti ere is pure harmony, an easy Live and ta_e, and the painting
comes out well". (18)

}or the omithsons the city also h-d a wlIfe of its own" which should
not be held back by any kind of academic preconceptions. Buildings and
whole urban areas should be "primative r in their honesty, a cross between
&warehouse and luxury clinic aesthetic.

To follow up the full implications of these views the so called
Indikeydent Group was founded at the Institute of Contemporary Arts. It met
for the first time in 1956, the same year that Team 10 was formed. The Group
included, eulists, critics and architects, amongst them the Smitheons„ James

Iduardo Paolo:mi. (who was interested in bittgenstein's philosophy)
Reinet Bomb= (who was to be the primat e advocate of the Park Eill scheme)
and Richard Eamilton (who was arguab1y the feunder of pop art, an extremely
"realist" kind of modern art). These modernists held an exhibition in the
same year entitled Tbis is Tomorrow, vd_ose purpose it was to bring to the
attention of the public the reality of the present, the populur urban culture
of the day. This was notable for its "transience, expendability, wit,
mudneee, ginmihry and glamour". (19) Art, it was suggested must be "low cost,
mass proauced, yaung and Big Business". (2L)

however, the continuation of the principles of the Modern Jovement
expressed by the New brutalism were not carried into perpetuating the theory

of urban plann.--nt, established by Le Corbarier. Fiz first problem of town
pluming was that "the centres of the great cities are like an engine which

is seized". This was because the "Pack Donkey's Tay" was paralyzing its growth.
The :siemens' solution was an upper lev-1 rather disorganised communication
system equivulent to the winding rack Donkey's way. Ana the second problem
lbwic create a zone free for development" gave way to a call for relatively
gnaw.). renewal.
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erreovyr the foe', princiyles 1si11	 n b. tLe "muster for
doconostion of the city c ntre:- aug o Ur tee density, increasing the
means o gettinc about and ieoreasin, r r a and open eyeoes w rE interpreted
to moan in roving living conditions an imize, laentit.) to the eh rawl of
the modern city. There is no reference in the sithann'e writings to the
needs of comn roc, industriel devell .ea nt arid n tional economic development
whioh ael be f und in Loos and ,e eoro ei r for exam ]e. Loos noted in
regard to the need t omit ornement:

I' 80 r.ced 1.1.4te8 4re very de-r, h.Le the plain white china
that the mom: m_n like is che. n man eccumel . tes savings,
the other debts. So it is with eh le nations. hoe to the country
t'ae, lass beh i nd in culture]. &Teel m nt: Tee english became
rich rand we p orer: (21)

Similarly the c lien e to establish pro, ...r interests found in the
writings of i.e Corbusier is absent. me le ler of the modern movement

noted in the 1 2 's:
"„atabliehed property rests on inheritance and its hiLhest
aim is a state of inertie, of no anor e and of maintaining
the status quo.' (22)

2nelamalord eeoepes the rough warfare of ceep etition; his rroperty is not
fmnul on the open market.

"And so the neoeesary builaing is n t cone. But if existing

	

pro.ert, errengeaents were cha.,„ed 	 the, are changing, it
would be po csible to build; trere would be an enthesiasa
for building, and we should avoid rev lutian". (23)

be Corbusier's cell in The qa lent gitz Per the "mobilisation of the land
for the oomeon ,00d" is anoth r examt le 0: t. is, by now, radioel opposition
to thessusp04 power isf landed capital.

Three other crucial areas of modernist urben planning were missing
from the more of Team 10, thereby und rlining its deperture from the
political and economic critique behin in r-wer developments. Firstly the
crucial "plan as generator" idea, rhere j a uniformity in the "part" was
conk sentary to a variety in the "ciao", had been lost. And, therefore
the industrial reduction necessary to build the "house machine" was not
possible. It was now considered adviseble to have a i;ariety in the "part"
as well as in tre "whole". houses and decen would wary in type, in dimensions,
so as to provide some individuality. Luilding a complex, ever-changing
street-deck city seamed to demand an unparallelled flexibility and ability
to innov-te in the construction industry. Ane yet there was no mention
of this aifficult iseue in the Smithscr, writinge.

Secondly the rejection of the zed-1°r, of the system of "regulating
lines" which combined beauty with the adlati to mass produce the items in
question, partaerea the abeenoe of the l _lan ar generator' theory. To Le
Corbesier modern built form was generat d b memo of tLe modular and the
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zeitgeist, to Team 10 neither formulas nor abstract feelings guiding the

"plum creation of the spirit" were sufficient. It was a far more open-ended

affair and therefore far less closely tied to practical consideration of

Industrial production.

Thirdly, the Domino structural system, which not only made the roof

available for community needs - not followed up by any of the New Brutalists -
but enabled the whole city to be lifted upon stilts, is regated by TemA10

theories. Instead of allowing pedestrians the complete freedom of ground

level they are confined to the deck system. This was almost equivalent

to the "anti-reason" Le Corbusier saw in the super-decking designs for New

York in the 1920's. And just as in that earlier case it represented an

alternative to the complete redesign and rebuilding demanded by Le Corbusier,
so now there was, behind the new urban form, a desire to be adaptive, and

not to challenge the status quo if possible. However, the new designs were

no less utopian or more realistic. In the Smithson' proposals for the
centre of Berlin, submitted in 1958, there was to be a giant pedestrian
Wgastructure' built over the road and parking areas. Also the London

Roads study of the late 1950's involved a gradual but total rebuilding of

the capital, equivalent in many ways to the functionalist MARS plan for the

oityproduoed twenty years before. As Peter Smithson noted, "In the and we

mx0A1 probably destroy everything stage by stage" (24)
Overall it appeared that the new modernists, especially the bmithsons

had, on the one band, become less critioa and tied more closely to the

status quo, while on the other hand many of the proposals were even more
impractical or revolutionary than their predecessors. This led to several
definite contradictions. While there was a desire to be libertarian, it

was proposed to force people to accept a new motorway system and to use a

building form which denied them the freedom of ground level movement. Also
in spite of the belief in using only modern ideas the 'reflective romanticism'
associated with the golden age of the pre-war life-of-the-streets was

encouraged by the new building design. In essence the street-deck was not an

innovation which grew from a democratic grass-roots movement but came primarily

flemarohitecture itself. The idea of the street deck city and the obsession
with beton brut was no less an academic preconception, an ideology, than its
predecessors. The building of a number of deck housing estates (IlluscpEhld 25.

would have been just as much an example of architectural megalomania and.

use of dictatorial state powers as the Corbusian blociis of housing are No. 6

in Paris in 1936 (which in large part-inspired them). The difference was that
any Jew Brutalist building project would get underway on the basis of re-
establishing community life and the sense of place and history, and in the

name of helping the development of the "open society". Such claims could
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easily appear dishonest. However, there can be no doubt that the Smithsons

were ready and willing to build their utopia. The only realised housing

project at Robin Hood Gardens in the East End of London, 1963-7), provides

useful evidence of the alien world that could have resulted (Illus. 44 and 4.5)
(p.138 and 139).

Other members of Team 10, or post war C.I.A.14 were not quite so

revolutionary. Denys Lasdun was mainly responsible for the design in the

mid 1950's of the so-called "cluster-block" in Bethnal Green. The 16 storey

block contained 56 3-roomed maisonettes and 8 bed-sitting room flats with the

result that the whole site was developed at approximately 400 ppha (163 ppa)

avoiding in the process any necessary decanting of the resident population.

The design of the high block was meant to represent a "cluster" of housing

units. Hence the area was given a clear phybical identity. Llso the public

balcony joining all accommodation on each floor could serve a community

purpose and continue the life-of-the-streets found there before redevelopment

dna the apparent mass of the block was reduced, and its separate elements

expressed; that is, by 	 it up into wings connected by bridges to a

central service core containing stair, lifts and laundry drying area. The

block was fully centrally heated and the ground floor contained boiler-room,

oil storages transformer chamber and tenants' stores. Note, in particular,

the way in which the desire to be "honest" in the exposing of the separate

elements of the structure was combined with a sociological purpose. Neither

aims appear in a similar but traditional housing block designed by a well-

known firm of what we define as Picturesque kodern architects (Illue.26) (p31)

It is worth recalling here how similar Wawa 's philosophy of architecture

was to the Smithsons. One critic noted in regard to the background ideas

to his work:

"The most significant of these is the idea of architecture as
urban landscape. The work shows an increasing deslry to give
architectural expression to an open and responsive attitude
to nature and the city. Buildings are considered not simply
as isolated objects but as an intrinsic part of their
surroundings and are made to seek a vital and mutual relationship
with what lies nearby". (25)

And in turning to consider the decade in question:

"The work of the 1950's onwards exhibit & a gradual departure
from the influence of predecessors. A quest emerges for a
more complex architectural order, concerned with flux and
context, which is "anti-diagrammatio" in that it recognises
that architecture refers to what lies deep in our nature". (26)

James Stirling, who worked with James Gowan from 1955 to 1960, designed

the irutalist" flats at Haa Common in 1955 and the Preston housing in 1957
(iliwi. 27) (p.92) which incorporated an upper level walkway or narrow

street-deck. Although it was a far less ambitious affair than the bmithson's
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The West Hill Estate (above)

. Cluster Block and. West Hill estate. Comparison of Picturesque Modern
and New Brutaliot design, late 1950's.
Source: Cleeve-Barr, Ad. Public Authority Housing, 1958
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27. Stirling and Gowan's Preston Housing, 1957.
AAnnometic section, ground, first and second floor plans of
three-storey terraces and site plan.
Source: Architects' Journal June 1961
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or even Lasdun's it followed the same principles of exposed structure

and relation to place and tradition. The architects stated

"In 19th century industrial 'by-law' towns you pass perhaps
twenty or more front doors before coming to your own, with
children playing in the roads, parents chatting on the
pavement and sitting in doorways, and the old peering through
windows. This horizontal approach through the neighbourhood
to get to your house seems to be reason for the friendliness
and sense of community which exists in these work towns and
the 19th century solution seems more dynamic than later
planning solutions for urban mass housing. The quality of a
society is formulated to a great extent by the buildings it
inhabits. In this project we tried to retain the spirit of
the alley, yards and street terraces that the new development
was replacing and from which its occupants were being moved.
The density of the new development is twice that of the old". (27)

Arthur In% who taught at the prestigious Architectural Association from

190-64, looked to the it of Stirling and Gowan as symptomatic of a

forthcoming golden age of British or English architecture. In 1959 he stated:

"Anew generation of architects is appearing in England, and
for the first time in twenty years I find that a mutual
response and understanding exists. And so, too, after this
long interval, can we speak again of English architects on an
International level 	 It is their courage and conviction
which allies them to the avant-guardists on the Continent in
the 1910's. They believe that architecture is the reflection
of a way of life and of a society in transition creating new
activities, new social structures, that architecture sanctifies
our daily lives". (28)

Besides these two developments, important new modernistic residential

building projects were Theo Crosby's Fulham Itudy, 1963, and the Park Hill

scheme by Jack Lynn and Ivor Smith. We will consider the latter example at

length in the second half of this chapter.

Before leaving the subject of the new modern urban planning we can note

the contribution made by N.J.Habraken, a Dutchman, who in 1961 published

Supports: an alternative to mass housing.

Habraken objected to the idea of forcine people into "perfected barracks".

This denied them the oppertunity to use individual initiative and personal

creativity. The old slum areas had permitted the possession of the home

and the making of a personal sign on the dwelling, that is, "to take it in

our hand, touch it, test it and put our stamp on it". (29) The modern city

missed this crucial element: "It is not the result of the growing process of

a living organism". (30)

To enable the natural process of adaptation and alteration to proceed,

"a dwelling should be capable of being altered, remodelled, pulled down and

rebuilt without affecting any other dwelling" (31) At the same time the city
must be compact and allow traffic-free circulation. The answer was "support

structures", a series of constructions which provided "building ground up in
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the air and one permanent like streets". (32) /fere, therefore, the idea
of the communication network for an "open society" was taken to its logical
conolusion. A series of dwelling kits would be made available for
proepective tenants to choose from and than personally assonble and later
reassemble, if desired, on the upper level permanent street.

This type of critique of the ideas of Team 10 was paralleled by other
alternative new modernist principles developing in the United States in the
1950's, notably Robert Ventures Comel lt-itr end Contradiction in Architecture (32)
Homer, neither would have much impact on British thinking until the late
1960's and early 1970's.

Ve New Preriodemism
In what way was the Picturesque modernism complementary to the New

Boutaliing And to what extent did the idea of the street-deckcontinue the
tradition of preelodern urban planning.

The picturesque urban-based movesseat was well established in the
Britain of the 1950's following the success of the South Ban Lxhibition in
1951 and the authoritative position ox many of its members (33) Through its

house journal, the Arclitectural Review it called for the design of
distinctive and beautiful local "townscape t (34) Inspiration for design
should come from a "free grouping of parts and a free juxtaposition of
materiels" taking, things on their OM merits and not drawing upon "the grid,
the axis, the module and other aoademic preconceptions" (35) The movement
looked for an open-ended but resolute opposition to the trends toward the
creation of a universal and nondescript urban sprawl now described as
"prairie planning" or "subtopia" - a combination of suburbia and utopia - in
place of the famoup term "comrpation" coined about a half a century before
by Patrick Geddes (36)

The critical position relative to the status-quo intrinsic to this
approach was also evident in the COMUNUM often expressed for the lack of
Wan scale in the large multi-storey housing developments underway at the
time. The solution to this "DIDOWANIproblee could be found in picturesque
design. One new local authority housin, estate, which consisted of a large
number of giant maisonette blooms, was admired in the following manner:

"Tate the Iowan and Roy* housing scheme at Pimlico. It may
truly be regarded not as a feature in the landscape but as the
Imeampe itself, in which the figures of people moving about
the balconies or climbing the glass enclosed staircases have
the same relation to their background as people resting on a
ledge or a mountainside or toiling u a mountain path". (37)

These balconies could not, however, rm913yprovide for social needs. A.h.Cleeve
Barr, Assistant Pausing Prchitect to the L.C.C. in the 1950's made an important
point in 1958;
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"In prewar and early postwar dais the argument was frequently
to be heard that balcony access blocks were friendliest,
because they allowed tenants from the slums to get together
and talk as they used to do on the doorsteps of their terrace
slum or tenement block. Apart from the fact that acmes-galleries
are not usually on the sunny side, to encourage people to linger,
this argument has been invalidated by the rapid changes in
social conditions and improvements in the general level of comfort.
Anyone who had visited a block of flats with internal lift halls
or central access corridors and disou-sed the matter with the
tenants will aprreciate that none would willingly wish to move
to an external balcony access type of block". (3U)

However, by the late 1950's the external deck access idea, haying

been developed at the Barbican scheme within the Cita of London (39) by the

leaders of the more traditional type of arolitecture, emerged into a new
Light of dL.y with the schemes for Cumbermauld new town by Hugh Wilson
(Illum.28) ( .94 and Hook newtovi t/bIr bhankland, Cox and others (Illus.29)
(p.97) Both were beinb prepared in 1959 and 1960 to use compact high density
residential development located within walking distance of the town centre,
withprovision for 100 per cent car ownership. Colin Buchanan published his
fames analysis of the traffic problem, YiTed Blessin ,, in 1958 and J.K.
Galbraith his equally well known study-of The Affluent bocietz

These were new towns for the modern age of growth and change; it was
essential that they be capable of dealing with the new conditions.

The separation of pedestrians and vehicles at ground level on the Mau=
rembahad been underway since the early 1950's when Gordon Stephenson
comialeted a scheme at Queen's Park, wrexham in 1951, J.L. WomersleY
designed another at Greenhill, -heffie d in 1954 and the LIILG Housing manual
for 1953 advocated Radburn design. By the late 1950's however, the suburban
neighbourhood-unit concept behind Radburn bad been replaced by a multi-level
urban-based anti-neighbourhood formula. The two new towns noted above, the
latter abandoned In 1960, were to be multi-level with predominantly deck
access housing - although only one small pseudo-deck scheme was finally built
at Cumbernauld - and so compact as to be full of the urban life - the liveliness
and the realism not associated with the cosy sentimentality of the Radburn idea.
The multi-purpose, multi-level town centre of Cumbernauld, built to allow for
gm/1;1'8nd change and to reflect the "realism" of the machine age structure
and materials is perhaps the most obvious expression today of the ideas of
the 199's and early 1960's.

It was therefore the decade which evolved the concept of "urbanity" as

a euphedsm for realism and modernity. The Civic Trust (otherwise known as
the CoLncil for the Preservation of Lrban lagland) was founded in 1957 by

Doman -andym, the Conservative i.F. an included Anthony 'Crosland, the
Labour g .P. and leading intellectual amongst its members; the concluding
chapter of The Future of oocialism contains an apolitical call for the
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29. Proposals for Hook new town, late 1950's. Plan (above) and.
deck access housing around. town centre.
souree: The Planning of a New Town LCC 1963.
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bulldog; of enjoyable complex cities and the preservation of the countryside.
The following year L.PLT., the Looietzr for the 1 romotion of Urban Renewal
was founded by eminent architects to op; ose the unnecessasy decentralisation
of population from the major cities (la). There was an alscat unanimous
opinion that aaati-level high density citdes bad to be built; that the
remarkable architectural work undertaken at Coventry after the war was
Infinitely preferable to for example„ the snachroniatio and wAsteful planning
by Lutyens and Aburcrombie underte...ken at I ull shortly before and then after
the war (42).

Man; of the required attributes of urban living were to be found in
the bnitS d sHabitation at Marteilles. This architectural edifice was a
welooma surprise to the more traditional architects because its giant scale
and predominant use of concrete suggc.ntou that human qualities would be
missinb . However a basioa.11y conservative interpretation was forthcoming
for es.am le "it remains a tritaaph only to be evlained by the fact that it vr s
desigaed b., a genius" (43) For the vast majority of experts, the Unita' block
was a symbol of truly modern architecture to be admired. and possibly copied
in some measure but never really positively investigated and improved upon.
The influential L.C.C. A.rchiteots` de2...rtment paid homage to the genius
of La Corbusier in one of its most prestigious early housing schemes, the
Alton most estate at Roehampton (44) Hc.ro tho external form of the Units
was copied and eombined idth other hnusin g types in a parkland setting, to
produce a sham expression of classical moclernis' a. In the event the reduction
in scale relative to the Marseilles e1c }lee the informal layout of the
whole scheme, ralative to the landscepe save it a direct eppea.J. to the
linturasque 2kveaent (45).

Overall the architectural profession too- a close interest in the social
and especially aesthetic charecteristico oi the hew Bruta.liza. Accordingly
the Archit-ctural Review included articles by the bmithsons, .tirling and
Reyner4ankiim, eho sae on the editorial staff in the y 195 I s anG. early
1960 1 s. The isabasine also highlighted the merits of the "cluster black" in
Adana" Green (46) Meanwhile Theo. Qroso,)'s editorial control o rchitectu.r.,..91

hata soaped to promote the ideas of tne avante garde movement.
liawalrerg in another direction altogether, not referred to, deck housing

fitted exactly into the premodernist tradition of urban planang. In order
to follow toe nature of the relationship we will first recall that premodern
planning had its roots in a reaction asainst the regimented character of
the late 19th century high density byelaw houcing. IlayronZ taliVin stated:

"The haphazard growth of our towns baa enoouraced lug hazard
thinking about them. The owner of a building site is naturally
obsessed by the importenoe of securing the most intensive
utilisation of it. When he has fully oecupied existing buildings
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he will vent to crowd it with °there, and when these in turn
are °coupled he will seek to pile more storeys on the top.
The town planner, surveying the territory as a whole mey take

very different view: he sees that it is often less wetly
to esquire a second site than to overcrowd the first; he
realises that amidst the scarcity of many things there is no
want of space, and that whatever the cause of congestion it is
not due to the lack of land". Oen

In the famous essay "Nothing gained by overcrowding" tnwin apelied the
townplanner's view to a concrete situation and established that the Intensive
development of a elct of land with parallel blocks of houses and roads was
more elle:lave to landlord and tenant than almost half the number of houses
with far len road space. The minimisin e of the ciroulattoe apace, i.e. roads
and. pevements, so reduced the overall coet of the scheme that, in spite of
the pester cozt of land per house, h-vire, more open space per house - the
total °oat was reduced and a better environment pr.oducede(48) Lower density
aeant social and economic goins to all ocnooneed and. urban form that could be
designed for beauty and a sense of identity, in place of the uniformity
of the byolar street arrengement. This 'breaethrough e led to the development
of the eadbern idea ',hereby the sepaestion of pedestrians and. vehicles
involved the reduction of toad space and the addition of parkland or green space.

A similar analysis can be applied. to deck housing when a comparison is
aade between the building tone shown in Illustratten26 and an alternative
uniform development of tower blocks sure- as that found, for example, at the
centre of the Content orarf Q.V. In tho latter case the tower blocks have a
maxiaem amount of circelation Beetle with high costs and. low amenity value.
Circulation vacs will include roads between each block, two lift sh.efts per
tower stopping at every floor and corridors on each floor leading to the
s000emoeations In contnest medium rise dea l housing at a lower density, will
not require as muoh road specie due to the esreices performed by the deck 14 "144ne

separate housing blooks together, will hey° a flexible relationship between
lift space and am:mei-iodation (at Fork Hill for example, there was one passenger
lift for every 77 dwellings, although this number could have been Increased or
decreased.) to such an extent that the number of lifts can be reduced to an
acceptable MitlitlUM serving a considerable larger number of dwellings than the
tower block; unless, that is, the tower block reaches beyond t'ea economically
and. sociraly aocepteble heights (Je3). law with corridora or deck)! CM every
third floor only there is a saving in circulation space with fewer lift stops
required leading to cheaper and faster lifts.

hence with the street-in-the-sky there is a, saving on circulation space
combined with the addition of communication space, i.e. the street-deck plus
more apace at ground level for necezzare comeunal amenities. Moreover, the
regimented layout of tower blocks required to achieve a hie,h-er density can be
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replaced by deck housing which follows the haphazard form of the sites
available and uses successful urban form from the past as a working model,
that is, the Georgian squares and creacents of London, Bath and Edinbargh.
The Bmithsons, .tirling, Crosby and many others used the medium rise
building forms of the 18th century city as inspiration; this would not be
possible with the tower block.

Althouzh not strictly comparable, these kinds of social, economic and
architectural benefits were behind the design of the Pruitt Igoe public
hourine scheme in t.Louis - now demdlished:(45). here, a comparison was
made between the traditional American cross-plan apartment block project
and the St. Louis slab block scheme, where amenity areas, laundry, drying
and storage facilities with play areattached) were, as we have noted, on
every third floor. It was found that a irvin„ of about X1,000 per dwelling
unit or 15 per cent overall was possible (partly due to the absence of a

basement in the Et.Louis scheme). The details were as follows:-

"The biggest economies of the slab over the standard cross
are in the circulation area a= elevator halls, and in elimination
of thetaseeent. Tho cross pia- project Las almost 65,C0 sq. ft
of service area (laundry, storage etc. ) in the basement. The Et.
Louis plan moves the services pstairs, where they are handier,
gives them 6, Ou sq. ft. more Race and leaves out the basement.
koreover the t.Louis type skip-stop elevator cuts so much square
footage in elevator halls ana circulation upstairs that the
cumbined services and circulation area tetals 99,C 0 sw. ft. less". (50)

The report goes on to record that the cross plan project would require
18 elevators and stop them at every floor necessitating 252 door openings,
while the St. Louis tj e would use only 14. elevators, seip-stop (i.e. stop
ombrevery third floor) for a total of 5C door openings.

Ulehew Urban rcioloey and Literare Et lies 

The direct and indirect support which the idea of deck housing received
from architecture and urban planning in the 195C 's was paralleled by new
interpretations of urban working class life coming from sociology and
literary cultural studies. And in the former case most of the new urban
aetiology was undertaken unaer the guidance of architects, planners and
medal scientist. This wee particularly the case in London, the west
Midlands and in Liverpool (51) where sooiology meant not only the collection
affects regarding the activities of the professions new "clients", the
public, but also specific investigators to uncover to what extent patterns
of "memouniteor Gameinshaft haa alreadd been transformed into a general
form of "association" or Gesellschaft (52) an to what extent people liked
or disliked multi-storey living (53).

One stud; ws particularly instructive. This was kichael Young and
Pearrilnott's Family and Kinelie in rast'^nden pellished in 1957. It was
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the first report of research undertaken at the Institute of Community

Studies located in Bethnal Green, East London. The institute was notable

bolts attempt to .ply the insights gained from pre-war British

antInepology and social survey to understandine the nature of urban working

Clue life.

The investigation compared the extmded family or "kinship" network

of a "slum" redevelopment area, i.e. Betbaal Green, with the introverted
nuclear family life developing in the new overspill suburban housing estate.
The "sum-centred" life-of-the-streets of the older working class urban

village, Which was already under threat from the increasing affluence and
education, the reduction in family aise and the growing institutionalisation
of child rearing practices, was being fenally disrupted by the forced
movement of many of the residents out to a congletely new area. The problem

was that the unplanned personal oommunioation process - mum, daughter, children,

relations and friends - . and its influence over landlords and shopkeepers

yachting broken down by the "planners", Bence the bureaucracy of the local

authority denied any real choice to the community:

"The two councils already own nearly a third of the dwellings
in the borough and are increasing their share every:year. They
select their tenants by different methods. They give preference
to 'slum' dwellers and people whose need is judged greatest,
not on the grounds of a person's family relationships. The whole
complex, informal, intimate and chew network of relative
'speaking for' relative spreads only to the doors of the Town
hall. Inside and at County hall 'speaking for' is not time hallowed
customs it is nepotism". (50
A divided community therefore sprang ups divided by distance, age and

life-style„ the 'slue was extrovert and s5iritually satisfying, the

suburb anonymous and materially rewardikv. The city centre site was rooted

in tradition and morking class consciousness, the suburb laoked any sense of

continuance and solidarity and instead was typified by a continuous process

of movement and change as the children on the new estate hed to move to
other parts of the city, wherever new housing became available for newly

mended couples.

In order to provide the opportunity for the retention of the balanced

three-generation communiteiredevelopment policy had to be changed to take

account of these human needs. Young aaa Wilmott suggested that the cite
population could he maintained at its present level to a far greater degree

by moving industry out or into flatted fectoey buildings, railway goods

yards could be decentralised, some open eecee built upon and far more
achetAng houses retained. Also where redevelopment had to proceed people •

mild be moved together:
'People will have to move about within their OM district,
if not outside it, as the slums beyond salvage are cleared
and replaced. But reshuffling the residents could be
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a000m lished by moving as a block the social groups, above
ill the wider famili es, to which people wish to belong.
Movement of Street and kine1ip ouiAn .,e as a whole, members
being transferred together to a now setting, would enable the
city to be rebuilt without squandoring the fruits of social
cohesion.' (55)

At the present time the planners, especially the urban planners, ware
deliberate]3 "a ' uandering the fruits of social cohesion" by moving people

te areas defined as neighbourhood units and expecting community spirit
to be forthcoming. If this were possible "then there would be no harm in

shifting people about the country, icr that is lost could soon be regained
by skilful arohiteotiz'e and. design". (56) It had. to be realised that,
in contradiction of the idology of urban planning, kinship and oontinuanoe
were the basis of community life, not the physiol environment. AM:

"if the authorities regrd that spirit as a social asset worth
preservir, they will not uiroot more people, but build the
new houses around the social grous to which they already belong." (57)

ut hat form should these houses take Young and Y.'i]nott in a letter to
The Zis rejected the notion that the choice was between high flats and
high dens itj and low density and dispersal:

"In the course of three years social research we have inter-
viewed hundreds of local people; the overwhe14ng majority
of them want a house rather than a flat, inside rather than
outside th 1ast Fnd. should the aim not be to provide as many
new and reconditioned houses as possible while avoiding
dispersal? If this be so then the authorities should build
high only for those who cannot be accommodated on the ground.
Houses come first, flats second". (53)

iohn eatergaard, annthc.r eid.nent aooiolo&ist, replied in order to o1;4

that Young and IWilmott were "unduly pessimistic about the popular response
to imaginative 'vertical' bi4ld.ing." (59) Between these two viewpoints
the new modern architects could take heart that their proposed housing
form would aatis4 the deada of people living in areas like Bethoal Green.

The former opinion was identical to that maintained by berorombie and
other members of the premodeni movement but found to be impractical; the
latter was an impression often woiced by modern architects unduly keen to
build traditional types of high rise "tower block" hOUBSrig. The street-decks
idea could silence both parties and end the "Laeoloical" destrdetion of
the urban oommunity by architects building "yesterday's dreams".

The pessimism about urban culture founc.. in interwar arohiteote had
been ooçlemontod by the work of members of modernist literary circles;
DJi.Lawrerice, P ,R.Leads and D.ILThorzson, and T. S. liliot had written
upeoi&111y nn.pg indictments of' the city (60). In contrast the /ngry
Young Men of the 1950's produced several novie which pia'ported to show
the reality and substance of urban woztin class life, in its interactions
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with the commercial, materialistic world at large (61)
The J figures whose work had match in 003112011 with the new literary

foras wore the painter of industrial city life and form, L.L.Lony (1887-1976)
and the critic Richard Hoggart. The former gained di new popularity in the

1990 I s altboubh most of his best work was done in the 1930's when there had
been a less pertain but substantial discovery of the value of 'slum'
culture (62).	 Lowry's (IIlus.30) G.1% work was undoubtedly critical:

"Ms obuvre, When viewed as a unity, is really a parable of
modem man; of man bereft of his gods, adrift, sans rudder and
sans captain, under factory chimneys belching the black breath
of industry. The titanic stacks are the new gods, the soulless
idols of the Idoginals of commerce and industry. In their shadow
man stelae alone, his whole being washed in the blood of the
cities of the black plains". (63)

Just as Lowzy's work tried to show ix w industrial man was surviving
but threatened by the "new gods" so !boort in The Lees of Literacy published
in 1957, was intent upon showing how the permissive values of popular
commercial literature could invalidate the standards and worthiness of urban
working class culture. This was because its shallow and ephemeral values,
which created a sense of purposelessness in existence, were being advertised
"more insistently, effectively and in a core oomprehensive and centralised
form" (64.) than ever before.

In the analysis of cheer sex and gangster fiotion Haggett related much
of the permissiveness and emptiness evident in the literature to the mass

society developing in the universal city.
%ore importantly it seems probabl that the cheap sex fiction
has developed in the way illustrated pr-rtly because our great
cities /a.ve become wore crowded and because a sense of direction
has become harder to find in the. 	 this is the popular
literature of an empty megalopolitan world". (63)

A comparison of the new planned "megalopolitan world" and the old unplanned
We-of-the-streets reveals a faailiar pattern. hoggart stated:

"It i8 because for all ages such a life can have a peculiarly
gripping wholeness, that after twenty-five it can be difficult
for a working class person to move either into another kind of
area or even into another area of the same kind. We all know
of working class people's difficulties in settling into the
new council house estates. Yost react instinctively against
consciously planned group activities; they are used to a group
life, but one which has started from the home and worked outwards
in response to the common needs and amusements of a densely
packed neighbourhood. In these bride: and concrete wastes they
feel too exposed and cold at first;they suffer from agrophobia;
they do not feel'its homely' or *neighbourly', feel too far from
everything, from their relatives and friEnds and from their
shops; they do not much take to gardening unless they have been
used to running an allotment, and not always then; they long to
put up hen-huts, and they acquire dogs and oats." (66)

Bore was an appeal for the retention of the life-of-the-streets
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and the rejection of the modern urban culture found in the dream world of
the new literature of the masses, and in the "brick and concrete lwastes'."
This and the other socially critical works of the 1950's considered so far

had such in common with Jane Jacobs important work.

The New Urban Planning 

In The Death and Life of Great American Cities Jacobs describes the

harmful effects of tut= planning, modernist and premodernist, and. on the

basis of her criticism prescribes a new approach to the subject based upon

a method comparable to the ideal workings of the market economy.

The central target of her expos6 are the large public housing projects,
whose design and construction has reordered and over simplified the city

and destroyed. the complex community life round in the 'slums'. In place

of the supposed slums large numbers of these estates have created anonymous

and personally dangerous areas and encouraged the appearance of separate

"tuft", each rarely visited by people living in neighbouring areas, so

such 8,3 that they became mutually suspicious of one another. The end result

is an environment which makes impossible the full life of the individual & the

community and the city. In particular street crime becomes a major threat

to the very existenoe of a worthwhile urban culture.

In contrast a diversity in the form, layout and age of the building

stock, containing human activities of all types and at a high density of
persons per hectare will mitigate against the development of the alien one-
dimensional environment. Above all it is essential that the city is not

changed through the injection of "cataclysmic money" but by means of "gradual
mum00; this will ensure "continual, gradual, complex and gentler change". (67)

The mixture of businesses and residential needs in any

neighbourhood. will ensure that the area is characterised by a liveliness at
all hours and in all places. There will be a disordered but nevertheless
structured process of social interaction between residents and between
residents and strangers. The essential life-of-the-streets is retained

because continuous surveillance of the public spaces is a natural and
continuous eotvity.

Jacobs gives the example of a kind of deck housing estate to illustrate
the two sides of her thesis; the community life that canaries from the

correct design of public areas and the violence which inevitably appears in
anommous places. She thereby illustrates the kind of housing design the

new modernists marking in the United Kingdom were trying, unecieciously, to
avoid. She states:

"Troubled, so far as I can determine, less by the amply proved
dangers to human beings in these blind-eyed streets than by
vandalism to property that occurs in them, the New 'fork City
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Housing Authority some years back experimented with corridors
open to public view in a Brooklyn project which I shall call
Blenheim Houses although that is not its name (Ido not wish to
add to its troubles by advertising it).

Because the buildings of Blenheim Houses are sixteen stories
high, and because their height permits generous expanses of
shunned ground area, surveillance of the open corridors from the
ground or from other buildings offers little more than psychological
effect, but this psyohological openness to view does appear
effective to some degree. More importantly and effective, the
corridors were well designed to induce surveillance from within
the buildings themselves. Uses other thah plain circulation were
built into them. They were equipped as play space, and made
sufficiently generous to act as narrow porches, as well as passage-
ways• This all turned out to be so lively and interesting that the
tenants added still another use and much the favourite: picnic
grounds ... this in spite of continual pleas and threats from the
management which aid not plan that the balcony-corridors should
serve as picnics grounds. (The plan should anticipate everything
and then permit no changes). The tenants are devoted to the
balcony-corridors; and as a result of being intensively used. the
balconies are under intense surveillance. There has been no
problem of crime in these particular corridors, nor of vandalism
either. Not even light bulbs are stolen or broken, although in
projects of similar size with blind-eyed corridors, light bulb
replacements solely because of theft or vandalism customarily
only run into thousands each month.

So far so good.
A striking demonstration of the direct connection between

city surveillance and city safety:

Nonetheless, Blenheim houses has a fearsome problem of
vandalism and scandalous behaviour. The lighted balconies which
are, as the manager puts it, "the brightest and most attractive
scene in sight", draw strangers, especially teenagers from all
over Brooklyn. But these strangers, lured by the magnet of the
publicly visible corridors, do not halt at the visible corridors.
They go into other "streets" of the buildings, streets that lack
surveillanoe. These include the elevators and., more important in
this case, the fire stairs and their landings. The housing police
run up and down after the malefactors who behave barbarously and
viciously to the blind-eyed sixteen storey high stairways - and
the malefactors elude them. It is easy to run the elevators up
to a high floor, jam the doors so the elevators cannot be brought
down, and then play hell with a building and anyone you can catch.
So ierious is the problem and apparently, so uncontrollable that
the advantage of the safe corridors is all but cancelled - at least
in the worried manager's eyes*. (68)

These problems may have been avoided on the Smithsond` complex decks,
but in the realised projects, as we shall see, Jacobs' analysis proved
remarkably accurate. The gap between theory and practice was to prove of
Inestimable importance.

Jacobs whole study rested upon a theory of the history of scientific
aethod, which ihile it had much in common with the picturesque modern and. New
Brutalist interpretations of the inter-war period, went someway beyond those

misting viewpoints.
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She proposed that natural and social science had progressed from
an ability to deal with problems of simplicity, through an understanding

of disorganised complexity, to a comprehension of the world as a phenomenon
whioh exhibitied organised completity, She notes:

"Cities happen to be problems in organised complexity like the
life sciences. They present situations in which half a dozen
or even several dozen quantities are all varying simultaneously
and in subtly inter-connected ways". (69) .

The problem is that:

"the theorists of conventional modern city planning have consistently
mistaken cities as problems of simplicity and of disorganised
complexity and have tried to treat them thus". (70)

Deneser Howard (of the Garden City or premodernist tradition) "attacked

the problem of town planning much as if he were a nineteenth century

physical scientist analysing a two variable problem of simplicity". (71)

Le Corbusier assumed the "statistical reordering of a system of disorganised

complexity, solvable mathematically; his towers in the park were a

•elebration in art, of the potency of statistics and the triumph of the

mathematical average ". (72). Now we need to think in terms of organised
owcamity, in particular in terms of processes, i.e. growth and change,
and induction i.e. the "part" before the "whole".

Jambs ideas were welcomed very enthusiastically by both types of

urban planning (73). And in the 1960 g s bererscientific pretensions were
carried forward considerably, from various avenues into a comprehensive
"mtems theory" of organised complexity. However, urban planning never

satisfactorily dealt with her criticisms because whereas it wished to

build new multi-levelgmegastruotures "expressing diversity and complexity,

the theory outlined forbade any planning using "cataclysmic money". Change

should only ooze gradually, thereby preserving a mixture of activities by

size and. age. The ideas of N.J.Habraken come closest to catering with the

issues Jacobs outlined, but even these would require dramatic changes in

order to build the upper level permanent street. The and result was

therefore often a mixture or compromise between the ideal minimum planning

of a market economy and the comprehensive planning of the so-called "post-

industrial" society; the latter tried to produce an environment resembling
the outcome of the former.

The Park Hill Project

In Sheffield we find the building project which expressed, more

decisively than any other, the ideas of the New Brutalists and, at the same
fulfilled many of the aims of picturesque modern architecture and planning.

It was designed by two young avante garde architects, Jack Lynn and Ivor

W.*, under the guidance of an older, more traditional architect, J.Lewis
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ftwasley. On completion it was welcomed by both Avner Bonham, the
modernist architectural critic with some reservations by the architectural
establishment. The overall agreement characterising the history of the
building project made Park Hill an unrivalled example for future urban
braising renewal; other examples tended to be either too picturesque, such
as the Alton Bast Roehampton scheme, or too modernist, such as the Bethnal
Green "cluster-blocks", to attract support across the board.

The quantity and quality of publicity the estate received in the
technical press during the first half of the 1960's was, as a consequence,
completely unmatched by any other housing scheme during that period, and
moreover, it remains even today unequalled in the post war period as a
whole; later well known housing schemes, such as the Lillington Gardens
estate in Westminster or the Byker Wall in Newcastle never generated such
a continuous series of favourable reviews. Furthermore, local authority
homing was a subject of only minor importance in the architectural
profession up until the mid 1960's when the merits of many housing estates
began to be discussed for the first time. Park Hill stood out in the
journals of the early 1960's not only by virtue of its design but also in

terms of representing the council housing sector as a whole.

And yet all of the publicity surrounding this first proper deck:housing
scheme was only really facilitated by the experts willingness to exaggerate
the ingenuity and proficiency behind the design, and to ignore some facts

regarding the unpopular nature of some features of the scheme. That is, in
spits of the undoubted gap between theory and practice and the manifest
disadvantages inherent in the design, significant criticism was absent;
the astmordeck: was generally accepted as 'functionally and socially"
equivalent to the ground level street "without the menace of through vehicular

trafficlit(7‘)
The design was actually completed in 1954 and the estate fully occupied

in 1960 (Illus.31-34) (Plapli))Four huge housing blocks, connected into one
continuous building fora by long pedestrian bridges, meander down a sloping
site, increasing in height from four to thirteen storeys; the roof line
rezaining horizontal. Four 3m wide decks on every third floor connect the
nine passenger lift points - thirteen passenger lifts in all - and three
gods lifts which together provide for vertical and horizontal access to the

565 MR:Dings flats below deck, maisonettes at deck and above deck level.

The decks, all but the highest of which connect with the ground level at
one point, provide for milk and goods delivery, small children's play and
casual social interaction. The whole estate, which incorporates a variety
of amenities end. services, overlooks the city centre and provides housing at
a aaximum net density of a little over 500 ppha (200 ppa).

This final design was the outcome of earlier investigations into the use

of the deck access arrangement in multi-storey housing. While at Newcastle.
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Lynn and ,4mith submitted, with the help of Gordon Ryder, a street-deck
housing scheme for the Golden Lane competition in 1952. Then while at

the Architectural Association in London they combined their ideas and
the Smithsons in a study of the Rotherhithe area of Central London.

The deck was developed by introducing street-corner activities such as
shops, pubs, play areas, laundries etc. and flats for larger family
units were designed to bring the living rooms and sooalled "yard gardens"

together at street-deck level. The wider implications of the study were
of great interest:

"This was a twofold study of mass production tedniques and
metropolitan redevelopment. It demonstrated that, if carried
out on a sufficiently large scale, building economies would
be bound to accrue and a dramatic reallocation of land use
would become possible co that old centres at present tost
in the amorphous metropolis would assert their separate identity".(75)

The origins of this discovery and the idea of the street-deck lay
in the impact made on the two architects by the Uniti d'Habitation at
Marseilles. Typical multi-storey housing, which as Lynn noted "might be

likened to tidy solutions to a Abrage problem" (76) bore no comparison

to this prodact of Le Corbusier's theories. However the continental form

of collective housing found in the Unite did have the disadvantage of

producing a no-man t a land between the individuals front door and the

open air. It had an inhibiting effect upon the life of the individual

family and the community, both of which were very important characteristics

of the successful British, and especially English, habitat:
"The peculiar Englishness of English houses had never been
adequatelyrealised and explained. The Marseilles block,
for instance, appeared to be rooted in the French tradition
of an aprtment building with one common entrance hall complete
with concierge. Centuries of peace and a hundred years of
hexing reform in this country have given us the open street
approachable from either end and off which every house was
entered directly through its own front door - a simple arrangement
which gave complete freedom to come and go, to meet or avoid whom
we pleased". (77)

Thus when Lynn asked "Ara there sociable and antisocial forms of access

to housing?" (78) his answer was that the traditional open air alglish street

realised the former, and the French enclosed entrance hall and corridor,

the latter. Hence we see in the schemes developed before coming to Sheffield

the desire to combine circulation space with what we may term "communication

space" and the wish to do this by responding to the particular place and
its traditions.

On. being appointed to the staff of the City Architect's Department at
Sheffield, under J.L.Tomersely, in 1953, Lynn and Smith set to work on a
parkland site near the city centre. The scheme for Norfolk Park, completed



by the middle of the year, used predominantly large deck ELOCYJEIS blocks

on an irregular layout at the highest part of the site, with Corbusier
"set-baoks" at the lower level. The whole design presented a real
contrast to the form and. layout that vould be used by Womersely, ten

years later, for the actual development of the site (Illus.35) (P•139
In both oases, however, the idea of the residential "city in a park" was
apparently uppermost. When Lynn and. smith were moved in mid 1953 to
consider the Park area, overlooking the city centre, they had to deal not

only with the physical characteristics of the site, and. the potential

for a parkland architecture, butAkethneeds of the local community still
present in the mixture of 19th century and war•time buildings.

In the case of the physical constraints and. opportunities it was

necessary to develop a close relationship between the site boundaries,

site contours, geology and climate and. the standard deck access form.

The crucial design problem, outside of the typical sunlight and daylight
requirements, was how to produce a proper pedestrian circulation system,

a proper link between building and. ground level using the "principle of

human movement as the generator". Smith noted:

"Footpaths then, whether on the ground. or in the air, we
regarded as the stems from which communities could. develop. By
using them, we located. the 'prolongements du login', the play
spaces where the decks come to ground, the pubs at points of
main vertical access, and the shops at the centre of gravity
of movement". (79)

Three types of ground connection were possible: flat unit with private

balcony and living room on one side and bedrooing on the other with grass

on each side for privacy and outlook; maisonette unit with deck on one
side connected to play space, living mom on the other with grassed. area;

and the whole bitilaing on stilts making an open collonade available for
ancillary uses such as shops, pubs, laundry, nursery school, lavatories etc.

A fourth kind of ground connection aoourred at the end of the housing blocks.

Here lifts and stairs were provided to ensure full continuity of access.
The architects had to work out the best relationship between the

building and. the site, not merely to make sure that all the amenities

could be fitted into the required area but to arrange those amenities in

such a manner that Verthelped individual and. community life to flourish.

Any number of afferent positions of the WI-mines could demand a different

distribution of "hard" and "soft" surfaces; the designers had. to find

the most effective. Smith recalled how:

"...that was a very interesting game to play for a number of
months. In fact, it had taken a long time to evaluate in a
systematic way what it meant in terms of the movement of
people, children playing and. so  on". (80)
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The problem of the circulation of people also had to be oonsidered as
part of the general problem of the city centre and the location of the Park
within that. Smith noted: .

"We were concerned first of all with the critical relation of the
site to the city centre. We were not just rehousing 2,000 families
at high density, we were remodelling the most vital hillside in the
city. lust below, the River Sheaf meets the Don, and that is what
fixes Sheffield where it is. From this site you can, as it were,
reach out and touch the city centre and the markets". (81)

The two Park housing &enemas finally built formed part of a multi-level
city centre whose design had been completed by the mid 1960's (82)

(1) alt
Apart from the physical problems and issues, the demands of the local

population were important to the architects. They found that a strong
sense of community life existed and was expressed in the complex built form:

"Housing grouped around courts and streets, was leavened by
pubs, corner shops and small businesses scattered throughout
each generating its own kind of vitality. The men and boys
kept hens and pigeons and a few had pigs on top of the hill". (83)

The existence of this "vitality" was of paramount importance to Lynn and Smith.

One member of the design team, John Forrester, suggested that:

"At Park Hill the important change in creative attitude
that was made was that the designers felt themselves committed
to the lives of particular people, in a, particular place, and
that to those people the/ were contributing not a solution to a
formal problem, but something far and away beyond this". (84)

The first scheme for the whole Park area (I1lus.57) (pa10 was intended
to be developed so that the community and many of its existing bvi ldi ngs and

roads could be preserved. This was the nearest the redevelopment project

come to, as Young and Wilmott advocated, moving as a block the social groups,

above all the wider families, to whick people wish to belong". The new

building; was programmed so that:

"the least number of people would need to be moved out of
the area to enable a start to be made and the great majority
of the local residents could be rehoused without leaving the
district at all". (85)

The multi-storey housing form and layout was an adaption of Corbusian ideas

for internal and external deck access blocks to the existing conditions,

social and pkysioal. The 900 and 3-way angled changes of direction thereby
gave the bui ldings a distinctive character; a particular place was to be
Greeted out of the local historical circumstances.

However, no sooner had the plan been settled than, in late 1953, it was
scrapped. The idea now was to clear the whole area completely beginning with

the lower site; the future Park Hill. Lynn noted:

"There were some misgivings among us that the community structure
would be irrevocably upset, as indeed it was". (86)
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Roving the community by streets into the new estate was never accomplished.
And all of the older parts of the environment were lost; corner shops,

small businesses, the keeping of bens and pigs. Lynn and Smith would

have kept them in one form or another if it had been possible. In the
event corner shops were not to be included, on the decks, only four pubs
"returned." to the site while the pigeon lofts were moved to nearby Skye Edge(87)

The final design of Park Hill does appear to bear witness to the
original attempt at gradual renewal and the creation of an environment of

"organised complexity" The layout of the buildings is irregular, changing
directions at 135P or 1121-41 relative to one another, which suggests a

similar piecemeal development of the urban form as orig i nally proposed by
the Smithson& for the street-deck city. Along with the changing heights
which require wider spacing of housing blocks for daylight and sunlight
purposes there is created a number of distinctive places within the one estate.
Each court or crescent shape is different, some spaces formed by
blocks close together, others by 	 place obliquely to each other,

some distance apart.

These design features actually bad the important function of breaking
up into smaller parts the giant, potentially inhuman scale of the development.

The frequent changes in direction of the building and the switching of

the deck from one side to the other, nearly always facing east or north

away from most of the sunlight, broke the deem up into street-like lengths,

each with a different orientation. To give vertical identity to the dwellings

each three storey height of the building (below deck, deck level and above)

via constructed with purple, terra cotta, light red and cream bricks, within

the standard concrete frame. Also samba the four decks were named after.
streets which used to be in the Park - Lorwich Street, Long Henry Street,

Hague Street and Gilbert Street - and the estate itself divided up into

Park Hill North, Park Hill South etc. The intention was that each dwelling

could immediately be visualised due to the unique combination of physical

surroundings. The individual could thus establish some identity relative to

the built environment in the estate which by virtue of it design had

established an 'old centre" previously-"lost in the amorphous metropolis".

Two other factors were important in the design of Park Hill: the

attempt to evolve a structure suitable for mass production and growth and

change, and the brutalist - artistic inspiration behind the external

appearance of the buildings.

In the first case, Lynn and Leith, with assistance from Ronald Jenkins

ofOveArep and Partners, the consultant engineers, designed a repetitive

standardised 3-bay unit fixed about centml 	 seeped interlocking stairwells.
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This allowed a large nunter of different sizes and shapes of aoartment
to be provided by varying the position of the non-structural party walls.

It was essential not only for housing purposes but to use every space

available in a building which changed direction at such unusual angles.
The development of this new type of modern housing structure represented
the major "breakthrough" in the evolution of the Park Bill project. Lynn

later claimed that the design enabled changes to be made according to

new circumstances:

"we were at pains there to separate structure and services
from dividing and enclosing walls hoping that, in the future,
more wivilised space standards could be accomplished by moving
the latter about". (88)

In total it was a blo lAing method and forn which allowed the maximum
economies to be made by using a maximum number of standardised units,

produced with a minimum of labour, especially skilled labour. It did not

take this idea to the ultimate stage of com,lete factory production mainly
because this would have been a very new departure in construction

technology: Smith noted:

"we discussed at length the use of an industrialised system but
considered that it would be unwise to try to be experimental
on every front". (89)

lote should also be made that the simplification that had to be made to
produce a repetitige economic unit negated many of the other experiments

Lynn and Smith would have liked to pursue. This was particularly the case

with regs.rd to the street deck form and detailing. Lynn noted in 1961
that "many other house plans could be designed which would permit a degree

of variety in the width of the street and in the kinds of entrance which
could be provided". (90) And he concluded his description of the project:

"There are great advances to be made to the design of housing
environment, in the means of access to houses, in space standards
of the houses themselves, most of all, perhaps, in the provision
of really private open space on a generous scale". (91)

There can be little doubt that if the means bad been available the two
project architects would have designed a far more complex and generous type
of dwelling and street-deck.

In the second case, the aesthetics of the scheme, there is no doubt
that Lynn and Smith strove for an external appearance that was not made up,
it had to reflect as honestly as possible the nature of the building and the
function it was performing:

"The elevations were not 'composed' in the usual sense and
indeed were never drawn....The irregular window and wall
disposition which resulted in the facade, particularly on the
deck side, was considered to be an advantage in presenting an
ever-changing rhythm running counter to the regular beat of the
structural grid, the combination expressing the main social theme". (92)
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The "main social them" was presumably the idea of a structured but

iiipiediCtable community development process evolving by means of the

street-deck.

It is, however, difficult to support the claim that the elevations

were not consciously designed to reflect one particular perspective on
architecture, aside from the fortunate "social theme" of the facade. In

the first place the beton, brut finish to all concrete surfaces was
requested by the architects} it had to have a "gutsy finish" if possible.

This was in spite of the fact that the Unite block had a precast concrete
finish on the outside of the dwellings themselves. And in the second
place, an abstract artist, John Forrester was brought into the design team
in 1954 - rather than, saj, a sociologist - to advise and asst in the overall

developnent of the project (Illus.38 1 (p.12; Lynn denied that any deliberate

composition of the exter or, in order to ;lease sentimentalists, was involved;

"There oould be no question of his being assigned or confined to
sections of the building lo deoorate. His contribution was to
the whole concept of the environment we were making and
encompassed in particular the modelling and colour of the
facades, the study of the play areas and the design of the
equipment for the children, the footpath system, the lighting of
the site and protection against wind at exposed situations.
The windscreens he designed were never built". (93)

However, the modelling and colouring of the facades J$1us the composition

of the windscreens would seem to suggest a conscious "artistic" design of

the exterior of the building along with the insistence on the baton brut

finish; there was a process of "decoration" according to principles

similar to those of New Brutalism. Along with the plain functionalism

of the pedestrian bridges and the )ammer-headed lift shafts, ensuring that

the separate elements of the structure were clearly expressed, Park Hill can

be seen as an example of a particular aesthetic and social philosophy (Illus 39)

(p.123). And together with the second stage of the Park redevelopment, Hyde
Park (designed 1960-61, completed 1965) there is presented an urban and

modern townscape; the horizontal form of Park Hill is complemented by the

vertical emphasis of Hyde Park to form an arohitectaral exercise rooted as

such in the desire for visual as social effectiveness (Illus.40) (p.124-)

The redevelopment of the Park, and especially Park Hill, therefore provide

a clear example of Team 10-type architecture and, planning, even if the

architects were not involved in C.I.A.14 discussions. Uthough Lynn and Smith

do not refer to anew age or zeitgeist as the guiding hand of their design

it seems clear that Park Hill was intended to be "a close-knit, complicated,

often moving aggregation, but an aggregation with a distinct structure", as

the Smithsons described their "cluster cit7". Its design was derived from a

reliance upon the communication network and, the local social-historical
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conditions. The first was not fully developed, as Lynn noted:

"The lifts are the one point 'where the free and open natnre
of the circulation system is contradicted. An attempt to
overcome the cleeatrophobic effect is being tried at gyde
Park by putting a 3ft square armoured glass window in the
back of the car gorresponding with a glazed slot in the well". (94)

At the same time it should be noted that even with the addition of such

a glass window the circulation system lacked the activity and human scale

associated with the traditional street; it resembled the blind corridor
criticised by Jana Jacobs and required long distances to be traversed

before reaching ground level, shops or the city centre. There were 110
dwellings per lift point, while inside the dwellings residents had to
go up in the flats or usually come down in the maisonettes before reaching
the front door. Peoples' willingness to walk out of the dwelling, some way

along the deck, down the stairs or lift (or possibly straight out to

ground level) and. then to the play area or shops, was overestimated especially
where at the tallest end of Park Hill movement between ground and upper levels

was difficult. Overall there appeared to be too great a reliance on

pedestrian movement as the "generator" of folsOocation and "vitality". The

plan for the stole city centre underlines this point (95).

The second determining constraint, the existing community, was also negated
by the building project when the decision to se ahead Lwith complete clearance
was made. By failing to move the population en bloc into the new housing Lynn
and Smith appeared to be attempting precisely what Young and Wilnott had

criticised, that "what is lost could soon be regained by skilful architecture
and design" regardless of place. When completed, Park Hill looked like a

modern struczure which could have been built anywhere given the physical
characteristics of the site; it did not appear to express a particular

htglish, Sheffield or Park character.

The three other features of the New Hrutalism were followed with mixed

success. The modulor system was not used although there was some interest
In the idea of a ratio of measurements; the dimensions of Park Hill were

determined by the minimum housing standards of the time and the maximum
capacity of the building blocks on the site * The Domino system was not

applied in full because the roof was not used, although it was used for
"penthouse flats" at Hyde Park. And. the "part" was supposedly given equal

status with the "whole", that is the individual dwelling within the whole
estate. However, because of the regimented appearance of the deck based on
the use of a three-bay residential unit, the limited effectiveness of the

different colour bricks and the failure to produce sufficiently separate
and identifiable parts of the estate deserving of names such as "Park Hill South
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the "part" tended to be lost in the "whole". Indeed the theory appeared

to be much closer to the Corbusian idea of "uniformity in the part, variety

in the whole" required for mass production of the "house machine" and their

arrangement by the architect.

Overall, the gap between theory and practice, or the inadequacy of the

theory left Park Hill far more a continuation of inter-war Corbuslan ideas
than an expression of the new post war modernism. Firstly not only was

the "uniformity in the part, variety in the whole" and the development of

the "machine for living in" with the central services garchey waste disposal

and district central heating intrinsio to the estate's development, but there
was the plain and purely residential form cf the street-deck (Illus.43) (PplaZ))

This bore a far closer resemblance to Le Corbusier's designs than the

architecture of the Rotherhithe or Golden Lane schemes. Secondly the
concentration on provision for pedestrian movement also typified the design
of the Radiant City for example. Thirdly the inclusion of a large number of

neighbourhood facilities in and around the new housing bears comparison. with

Le Corbusier's urban plans especially the Unite block in Larseilles (Illus 4.2)

(p.126 Fourthly the form of Park Hill seemed to owe much to the
plan followed, for example, at Algiers, even if it bore no comparison with
Saint Die; and the structure and arrangement of the mixture of housing with
the building blocks appeared to be no more flexible for coping with changing

needs than, say, the scheme for housing area No. 6 in Paris. Changing the
position of the walls would disrupt the Whole design of the separate

entrances and bathroom/kitchen provision at Park Hill.
Finally, we should note that the scheme fulfilled the basic Corbusian

principles of urban planning: decongesting the centre of Sheffield, augmenting
the gross density from about 150 ppha (60 ppa) in 1954. to 250 ppha (100 ppa)

including the clearance of buildings for the 5a (12 acre) park between the
estate and the railway station, increasing the means for getting about and

increasing parks and open spaces. Hence "the first problem of tour planning"

had been solved, at least with Pars Hill, because the centre was no longer
"like an engine which is seized% and this had been accomplished by solving

the second problem, "how to create a zone free for development" (Illus.41)(P027)
As the archetypal expression of the New Brutalism the Park Hill project

had therefore lost much of the libertarian and utopian position of the

Movement because it had only been realised by adapting to the demands of the
situation. And it was, as a consequence, a building which exhihitied not so
much the principles laid down by the 5mithsons, as some architectural critics

claimed (96) but, to a far greater extent expressed those of the "master" realist
Le Corbusier, and his work of the 1950 1 s; the absence of the modulor was the

only really concrete departure from traditional modernism.
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Another crucial difference, possibly not appreciated at the time,
was that if Le Corbusier had been the architect of Park Hill it almost

certainly would have been far more beautiful. In the move from Marseilles
to Sheffield, the architecture had changed from that typifying a sunny

mediterranean port to that typifying a "brutal" North of England heavy

Industrial city; and this change was not to be welcomed in the long-term.
But can the character and shortcomings of the project be laid solely

at the door of Lynn and Smith? What influence did the picturesque modern
architecture have or the development of Park Hill?

J.Lewis Womersley, City Arohiteot from 1953 to 194 was primarly

concerned with oountPracting the effect of the uniform sprawl of the city

asubtopia" while, at the same time avoiaing placing families in high flats.
This was also the aim of the previous Sheffield "planners", Patrick Abercrombie
in between the wars and J.M.Collie shortly afterwards (97). womersely
set about the task in four ways. Firstly, following the example of Forshaw

andAbercrombies County of liondonPIan of 1943 and not that of the Smithsons

"cluster city", he proposed three residential density rings, with 500 ppha
(200 ppa) right in the city centre, 300 - 250 ppha (120-100 pIa) a little

further out and 175 ppha (70ppa) in the suburbs. Each new housing scheme
built following slum clearance had to be designed to fit this pblicy and,
at the same time, be closely integrated with the whole design for the city -

roads, open spaces, she!pping etc.; Sheffield was to be redesigned and reordered
into a tight knit efficient urban unit beginning with local authority housing
and its associated amenities.

Secondly, there was to be a variety of architectural forms and a variety
of sites. Together they would produce a series of individual housing schemes

offering character, beauty and choice to the public. Each project had to
apply the principles of picturesque townscape and landscape in order to
produce a distinctive and attractive landmark within the sprawling city,

especially when they were built on the skyline.

Thirdly, all housing estates had to be designed for pedestrian movement

and pedestrian vehicle segregation on the Radburn-seli contained community

model, if possible. Domersley pioneered this type of layout at Greenhill and
latme Gleadless, within Sheffield (98)

Fourthly the City Architects' department had to fellow as closely as

possible the recommendations of central government as contained in the Reusing
Manuals of the period and the three crucia.. reports, The Density of Residential 

Areas,  published in 1952, Living in Flats, published in the same year and
kvin“rom the Slums published in 1956. Also it was essential to use
industrialised building as far as possible.
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Park 11111 and Hyde iark fittad neat3y into this overall plan becawe

they were the one estate to be designed for fAX. :jha, they had a character

quite apart from the other schema:: at j.00dside/Burngreave, Netherthore an-

Gleadless, theypresented a remarkably successful examnle of modern townsca:e

and landscape when seen from the city centre, they followed the principles

of pedestrian movement and pedestrian-vehiclo segregation throu gh the use

of the decks and bridges and the stoppin_ of touch traffic (although there

was no intrinsic reason why some vehicular zovemL.nt throu_h the site

could not have been permissible„ they cont_inea all the shors and amenities

necessary to A "town within a town", and, lastly, were designed and built

directly in line with the recommendations contained in contem.,orary

government reports and in particular :.ith reggrd to the need for maximum

industrialisation of house production.

Thus, althou gh one other deck housing scheme was built in the city

following the :ark examl,les (namely the Kelvin estate) there was never any

question of a street-deck city being created.oz...arsley used the ideas

of Lynn and Smith to build a new city centre including high density family
housinr. The architectural tradition cf whihh he was a yart (he had been a

member of the Garden Cities J--ssoci.tion g later called the T.3.p..A..,until

had no model for inner city family housing. Indeed, as we have noted

Abercrombie's central London zone was supposed to be for non-family use only.

It was therefore in order to overcome the shortcomings of the picturesque

modern Approach that the first proper deck housin:- estate was built in the c:ry,

in the foru we have already described.
From Womersley's point of view there was nothing really against clearIng

the site and creating a "zone free for development"; any loss to the
mmo.ulnity was outweighed by the gain in the practicality of the mass

pr duction of housing units. Also the corridor nature of the street-deck '

and the absence of the modulor and domino systems in the design were, if

anything to be welcomed; to have attempted anything elsemightwell have been

impractical and unnecessary. The attempt made to break the estate u p into

identifiable parts, avoiding the "beehive" troblem and to make the accommodarion

efficient and adaptable was adequate. In general the layout and for= of the

estate was testimony to a humane arproach to the problem of housing fa=il:

in high flats and to a determination to avoid, in the pictaresoue manner

"the grid, the axis, the module and other academic preconcePtions". Inc

fact that its appearance seemed to owe more to the engineers "law of economy"

and "mathematical calculation" thmn to the arc:_itect's "sense of beauty"

(to use Le Corbusier's phrases) satisfied lynn and Smith's Brutalist

approach and ;omersely's insistence upon accepting the need for the
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costs and the general eoonomies recommended by central government.
The Park Hill project thus grew from premodern and modern urban

planning. And the end result was a housing scheme which satisfied both
parties more than any other similar type of estate. But how were the

non-experts the councillors and the tenants to be persuaded? And how did

the architectural profession as a whole react to the new urban housing form?

nelodel Estate 
A. principal aim for those behind the Park Hill project was to make sure

that its unprecendented design was found acceptable by councillors and tenants.

For thrill, purpose two unusual measures were taken.
Firstly a tour of European multi-storey housing in 1954. for councillors

and officials, took,as its central task, the evaluation of the design for

Park Hill; this included requesting brief comments from leading continental
City Architects. On return from the exhaustive investigation the Park Hill

proposals were approved. by the full Council (99).

A little over five years later the first tenant of the new estate moved

in; this was the beginning of the second unusual measure. The new tenant
was Ere.J.F.Deners, the deputy housing manager and social worker for Park

Hill. Her task was to help people settle in and pass critical comments

back to the architects for consideration in the design of Hyde Park. In fact,
Ers.Deraers seems to have effectively acted as mediator between the men in

authority and the working class housewles who had to make the scheme work.

She also carried out a sample survey of residents' opinions, before

leaving the estate in early 1962. The report of the survey concluded on a

hopeful note, welcomed by the architects and City Council:

"There remains the undeniable fact that here, from an overcrowded
slum in the heart of an industrial city, with a minimum of fuss
and bother, and witlinan incredibly short space of time, not merely
has a high quality, high density housing development taken place,
but its occupants live a life equally as rich as in a long settled
area, with amenities Which do much to promote their feelings of
being worthwhile and which also help in developing a strong
community spirit". (100)

This apparent and often real sense of agreement as to the success of

the scheme between architects, councillors and tenants, was important for

the wider expert reception of the scheme; serious criticism could undermine

the progress made by the close of the 1950 1 s. Fortunately for both the

profession and the Sheffield City Council, the design and completion of Park

Hill coincided with two important events. These were the 10th congress of

in 1956 by which time the first deck housing scheme had been given the
go-ahead in Sheffield, and the first meeting of the International Union of
Architects in the United Kingdom in 1961 when the estate was officially opened
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and sympathetic evaluations began to appear. On both occasions there was
agreement from the two sides of architecture that Park. Hill was of really

positive value.

In 1955 the first public references to the estate were to be found.

Professor Sir William Holford, perhaps the leading picturesque-modern town
planner, compared the design for Park Hill with the most successful housing

schemes of the time; a sentiment repeated in the Manchester Guardian and

The Time , (101) In the modernist journal Architectural Design and Construction 

(later renamed Architectural Design) Theo. Crosby described the design as
one of the most remarkable achievements of housing architecture outside London
(102) Although he had reservations about the arrangement of the rooms in the
dwellings, and the anonymous aspect of the eleVation, be nevertheless found

it to be "almost the only project that aims at something more than mere

aocommodation". Crosby concluded on a hopeful note, with typical avante

garde thinking:
"But the idea of a complicated architecture, of infinite
permutations, of intimate neighbourly access, of social
excitement, is of value". (103)

Three years later Park Hill was mentioned approvingly in A.LCleeve Barr's

work Public Authority Housing and reported on optomistically by Womersely and

Sweet ( the project's quantity surveyor) for the Housing Centre's first
conference in slum clearance 400. In 1960 the Municipal Journal reported

favourably on Sheffield rehousing (105). However, it was only on its official

opening that people felt able to present a comprehensive analysis of the scheme.

This was headed by Rayner Benham, the foremost new architectural critic of the
time. His support for Park Hill, and Park Hill alone amongst all the new
housing developments, was a crucial factor in the success story.

In "The Vertical Community" Benham described the "spectacular housing
scheme" as "one of the most heartening architectural prospects. in Fingland."(106,
The elevations, the scale and the decks were such humane and effective

features of the estate that Banham was led to believe the age-old arohitectural
claim that "community is a quality that can be designed". And. in a larger
and less superficial discussion of the scheme in the Architectural Review (107)

Benham emphasised its singular nature - the meeting of an 'aesthetic programme

and functional opportunity" on an ideal site. Its unique quality was
particularly evident in the nature of the decks. "Functionally and socially
they are streets without the menace of through vehicular traffic" and the
"act of walicing along one is a some scenic elperienoe, punctuated by
irregular spatial constructions that is continuously fascinating". She
Brutalist character of the development was undeniable due to the "starkness
of its expression", at the bridgds it was clear that the architecture had
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been "pared down to its bare essentials, to communications". Benham found

little to criticise. Some features of the exterior had not been properly

detailed, butthis was "trifling objection because the scale of the detailing

is trifling when compared with the scale of the block". He concludes and
summarises his review of the essentially English building, by high-lighting
the anti-rationalist nature of the design: "what Park Hill abundantly
demonstrates is that there are other kinds of architectural clarity besides

the classical."

Thus while there was an undoubted gap between the Brutalist theory and
practice as evidenced by Farx Hill, Banham was prepared to ignore this.

Architectural Design joined him and made the unique precedent of providing
one whole issue to review picoress in one city - the city being Sheffield.

Park Hill was placed at the centre of the investigations. (108)

Other evaluations were no less determined to fully publicise the benefits
of the new estate. The Architects Journal considered the scheme at length

in August 1961. The value and purpose of the deck system 	 highlighted and

on that basis the conclusion drawn that here was NI really major breakthrough,

demanding an entirely fresh assessment of the planning of high density-housing"
(109) Two picturesque-modern critics supported the design with few reservations.
Ian Nairn, in his important BBC TV series Britain's Changing Towns, looked at

Sheffield and Park Hill in April 1961. Be found the estate to be a surprising

success: "the pigeonhole effect of the big block is almost taken away by the

use made of the street decks". It was a "very heattening" example for

the future (110). Nairn's colleague on the Architectural Review Niklaus
Pevaner, later described the estate as a "visually as well as socially

satisfactory conception" although it will be a slum "in a half a century or
less" (111).

Others were less convinced. John Betjeman found the flats "terrifying
and inhuman" though he became 'acclimatised" on walking the decks (112). Lewis
Watford apparently disapproved in a similar way continuing in the process his

earlier criticism of the "Marseilles Folly" (113) These doubts were referred

to in a T.C.P.A. denunciation of those architectural critics, for example

Reyner Benham, who equated high density with urbanity and sociability (114).
Parkhill, it was inferred (in an opposite link of low density with the good

life) was not conducive to a proper coromimity life because of its inhuman scale
and uniform barrack-like design. The chairman of the city's newly founded
Civic Society, Rev.G.Stanley 'Whitby, later wrote to defend the scheme. However,

a city councillor and future M.P. Frank Hooley, countered this with his view
that Parkhill was a "gtisly monstrosity which almost makes me ashamed to
belong to the Labour Party in Sheffield" (115). His criticism Wasp however,
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very usual for the city. Overall the Garden City advocates criticism was
ineffective. In 1965 Tetlow and Goss's popular textbook Homes. Towns and Traffic
while dedicated to Lewis MUmford and recommending a new town for Sheffield

nevertheless admired the "vigour and boldness of the concept" of the street.

deck.

In 1962 Mrs.Demers findings seemed to justify the prevailing opinion
regarding themeritof the design. A long with H.J.Aldous she presented a
paper on "Problems of Housing Manatement and Design" to the R.I.B.A.'s 1962
housing Conference (116) Here the success of Park Hill was repeated. In

1963 the held its annual conference in the city and thereby gave
further support and publicity to the scheme.

Local confidence and repeated requests for information led the City
Council to publish in 1962 Ten Years of Housing in aeffield 195-63. This
tomcPare Hill as its centrepiece.

Other journals began to take an interest. In September 1962 The
Mconomist reported on the "bheffield experiments". (117) Park Hill was the

"first step in a scheme of undoubted vision and scope which had a social
purpose rather than a mere need to package as its impetus". They did

acommamdge that the design attracted "more than one opinion" but overall

they shared "the excitement of the builders and their feeling that something
significant had been achieved". New bocietv had no qualms as to the value

of the estate and eapeaially the decks which "really do have the animation
associated with city as opposed to saburban streets". (118) Moreover the
decks were "complicated enough to be interesting and simple enough to be

reassi-ring".

In 1962 and 1963 the R.I.B.A.J. published a full history of the projeot

(119). In 1964 four leading architects, Sheppard, Wilson, Stirling and Maxwell
Fry referred to Park Hill as one of the outstanding examples of modern

architecture in Britain (12)) And in the same year Paul R itter's classic

stimlyPlanning for Man and Motor recognised Park Hill as an "extremely important

experiment" (121). He intended to make a special investigation of the whole
scheme.

In 1965 the Architects Journal published another analysis of the
project and the Architects Year Book  contained a full length article by Jack

Lynn on the design and the redevelopment of Sheffield (122). some criticism
was evident by this time. However in 1966 Reyner Benham was still as full of
enthusiasm for the scheme even if his actinism regarding the 'My - -

Afttelisie had waned. In a study which was an eiitaph entitled The New
Brutalismf he stated "regard it how you will, Park Pill comes pretty close

to "another architeoture": (123) And two other journals, Official Architecture 
amillanninc and the Town Planning Institute Journal welcomed the estate



in 1966 and 1967 respectively (124)
However, bjr the late 1960's Pam Hill was no longer sufficient in

itself; and by the early 1970's it had to be defended against mounting
criticism. For nearly ten years it survived without very serioua disapproval
to become the most popular model for urban housing renewal in the United
Kingdom.
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AT 1) Thti LOB, . L. T .1 

eith the exaeple of the Park:Dill estate completed, and its
ikortence established within professional circles, the idea of streets-in-
theesky *read weed rapidly throughout the United Xingdom. however, in
competition with other types of multi-storey housing design e mixhd development
internal corrieer and hammy Looess - its trunsletion into everyday
practice. wes not wafers over time or place. That is, although the other
types of hieh donsity urban housing could not attract a comparable level of
seresaert erom the to tides of architectural ideology, they - especially
mixed develo-ment - centinued to be the Post poplar housing form up until
the aid 196:"s; and after that period alternatives to deck housing remained
the dominant housine form in certain cities and regions. Full details of
all the deck huusing schemes are provided in the second halt of this
chapter and in Appendix 2.

In the first half we wish to describe three stages in the development
of the idea of deck housing. Firstly, the failure of the idea in the first
bate the 1960's, secondly the new popularity Of the building form in the
seoona half of tne decade, which, while supported by a new level of
agreement between supporters of aodern and pioturesque approaohes to
architecture, still failed to evolve into a general plan and theory of
deoehousing; and thirdly; the decline of the ices in the 1970's and early
1980's.

The inaaequate development of this raew" urban housing form, in spite
of the intellectual bailee up of the 195 .e s, the unprecedented and unequalled
publicity given to Park hill in the first half of the 1960 e s and the
continuation of the ilea of the multi-level city, can be traced by looking
at architecturel preotioe in looel end central aevernment in the 60es.

To begin with, the members of liA3S, C.I.A. or Team 10 were not
asked by governmont to conselidate or eeteed theer investigations into new
housing; on the contrary, moat of their emeissiuns were for new
twivereities and cultural or aommercial projects. It was through these
grand build.i ng proeremmes fleet the reputatioreof Vendee, Stirling and even
the Smithsons were faeheoned. The few housine projects only added to their
prestige and auti-erity, that is, the Feithson e s Robin hood Garden's estate
1963-70 (Inez 4a ena	 (;.3.391) Theo Grotleee Fella," etude in 1963 (Illus.55)
(P.163) James Etirling's aoethgate "welleeee estete at Runcorn in 1967 and
James Govan's small balmay acoeue sohezes in Vorth London.

At the same time, within government, a number of well organised and
progressive architecture departments were breakeIng up, notably those at



44. The Smithsons' Robin Rood Gardens, 1963-70.
Source: (ton) Ordinariness and LiRht, 1970
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Sheffield ana at the L.C.C. In the latter case leaders of the professional

individuals directly involved in designing multi-level urban form, moved

out into private practice or into other areas of government. Shankland and

Cox became consultants to Liverpool City Council before the latter also

worked at the NHLG; they would Bombe joined by Salter Be as City

planning Officer, mowing from the LCC Areve-Barrbecame Chief Architect

at the MELG 1959-64 and then moved on again to become head of the N.B.A.

His colleague Whitefield Lewis replace d him at the HMG for the period

1964-71. Other former LCC employees included P.Johnean-Marshall who

moved to Ldinburgh and L.G.Holl Eby who too4 up the senior post at Lambeth.

Evan F.1. .b.h. (many of whose members were employed by the LCC) formed in

1959, disbanded in 1963. Other leading figures, such as L.H.Wilson, Chief

an:hat:tot and Planning Officer of Cumbernauld new town from 1956-62

Joined with Sormerwley in 1964.. Together they became consultants to

Manchester City Council.

In so far as there was any new clustering of the most experienced
and talented architect-planners, it tended to be in the North West of
England where, as we will note, most of the deck housing was subsequently

designed and built. However, even here the two consultancy firms tended

to concentrate on the redesign of the central business district rather

than housing,

In central government, in spite of the influence of Wormermley (on the

CHAC 1996-61 and Parker Norris Committee 1958-60) and former LOC architects,
new ideas were not often encountered. However the prestigious Parker

Norris report on new housing standards, pdblighed in 1961, did at least
note the existence of an alternative type of high-rise family housing.
It stated:

'The human problem for the future in the design of flats and
maisonettes is to provide for people who live in them an
environment which is as workable, and as satisfactory, as for
people who live in houses. Often most of the needs are met in
mixed developments of flats, maisonettes and houses, which provide
the opportunity for larger families to live at ground level or
sear it. For other households, sometimes including families
with children, the problems of living at a distance from the
ground remains. Says of meeting the need for outdoor space may
come to be found in newer forms of access to the dwelling'
associated with covered space in the open air at the level of the
home, and providing some of the virtues of the backyard and the
pedestrian street. Some local authorities are already trying to
do something on these lines". (1)
These "newer forms of access" to multi-storey housing were only hinted

at in the most important government report of the period, Traffic: in Towns.

The study team, beaded by Colin Buchanan, foresaw the end of the 'corridor
street" and the complete redesign of urban areas, following the need to

separate vehicles and pedestrians. A new specialise entitled "traffic
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arohitecture" was identified. It was oheracterised by an apparently new
approach to the problem of urban design:

'If buildings and. access ways are thought of tj•jmt.e.L.er as

constituting the basics material of cities, then they can be
moulded and comoined ireeell sorts of ways, many of which are more
edvantageous Oral the oonventionel street. A useful term with
whioh to describe this process is "traffic architecture' ihich
conveys the idea of buildings and balding groups being purpose-
fuLl,y desiened for tho efficient handling of traffic". (2)

Here was a return to the premode,rreust ideas formulated in the Survey and 

Flan for New Tor': 	 on'i; no the modern building form and the
idea of super-decking were being inoludee. It was the ideas and the
erinciples round at I are. Hill bud Rook, ct ellee te	 natione'l protlem
of (long sted ciUss. It was also an extreeely optieastio and confident
statexent of plennine principles; on VP new teepee eround level an
kmoved, organised and eomelex arohiteet.uue (weld be developed on
picturesque prInciples:

'Although traffie arohiteetare tog:lase:es would involve a
'new look' for urban areas, in many ways it could still result
in an 'tad look' freed from the dominstson of the motor vehicle.
To take an extreme b-at simplified ease, the central area of a
tovn eight be redeveloped with traffic at ground level underneath
a Itetildina deck'. This deck woula rise in a pattern related
to but not dictated ber the traffic below. On the deck it would
be possible to recreate, in an evea better form, the things
that have delighted scan for generations in towns, the smug, close,
varied atmesehere, the narrow allaye, the contrasting open
squares, the effects of light end shade, and the fountains and
the scelpture. The dews ioula be SO litteraLly new ground that
buildings coule be emoted upon it and in due course taken down
and ree laced and sites could be sold or leased in the normal war. (3)

In the suggestion for "partial redevelopment' (1:13.us 41) - the most likely
to be advocated as a oose,romise solution e only Middlesex hospital and
ritsroy Square remain; almost everything else in the *portent part of
sutra London is deLolished to mete weer for the raised deck supports and
traffic routes. A section through a te'etioal Shopping street ghee deck assess
to housing over shops. Also a layout plan for the Fitzroy Square area
proposes at looks like a deck access blook linked to the adjacent tower
blooks and upper level open space. But this can only be supposition. The

report makes no mention of high density urban housing form as such; only

suburban Radburn schemes are illustrated in detail.

In contrast, the nein architectural research work undertaken by the
HLG- the Fulham study end the Old= project - in the first half of the

1,960 1a, speeeneally advocated or actucely ured in the latter case, deck
housing. At Old), the HMG new Reeearch end velop:Ront Omer
cooreeatem with Max Lock and Partners Bed John Laing Ltd. undertook a trial
housing redeveloement scheme. The project cenbined architects, socioeogists,
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builders and quantity surveyors. Its task was to build cheaply, quickly

and efficiently to a high standard and high density for a cross-section of

household sizes. Cost limits had been outlined in Design Bulletin No. 7
and in circular 40/63, standards had been recommended by the PaBcer Morris

committee, dimensional coordination for industrialised building had been

requested by the MPBik and higher densities, but not high-rise had been called

for in the LTLG Planning Bulletin ro. 2"Residential Areas Higher Densities".
The final scheme was for 520 dwellino and 1,778 peorle at a density

of 131) ma and 520 car spaces on a Radburn layout. About 75 per cent of the

population were to be in lone deck housing blocks. These increased from three

to five storeys as the ground fell away; no lifts were provided. Subsequently

a number of large estates with lifts were built in various parts of the

country using deck housing only. Meanwhile the IOLG continued with the

sociological surveys it had undertaken before slum clearance,only now with

the purpose of discovering "user" satisfaction. Other high density housing

schemes were studied for comparison and guidance. The whole project was the

first and most ambitious of central governments investigations into the

solutions to the problems of urban housing renewal (4).

The principles of traffic arcUtecture without deck housing were applied

at Erith (later redesigned and renamed Thamesmead) and World's End (later

redesigned) for example. Both included tower blocks in preference to medium

rise solutions. Elsewhere, the first deck housing schemes were being built.

The %candling and Becton estates in Camden, the well-known Edith Avenue scheme

in Ushworth (later 'Washington newtown) bj J.H.Napper and Partners and the

Yorkshire Development Group consortium, all used deck access to multi-storey

medium to low rise housing.

In Scotland the Brutalist Leith Fort estate, which alone applied the

Moth:10r principles, was completed in 1961. In the following year, one of

the first of Glasgow's redevelopment projects; the Townhead housing scheme,

was to continue the ideas expressed clearly at Park hill. Over 16 hectares

(40 acres) was to be cleared to provide housing for 6,000 people. A mixture

of tower blocks (one twenty storey and three 25 storey) for small households

and several six to nine storey fami ly maisonette blocks would be linked by
upper level streets:

"Continuous horizontal circulation under cover for pedestrians
will be provided by means of walkways or decks lying within
the depth of the wall blocks and spanning between blooxs and
across service roads. These walks would provide busy high
level streets with kiosks, seats and play corners for children,
and allow for milk trolleys and other services". (5)

The design was never carried into practice. Also the second half of the
Edith Avenue and Leith Fort schemes ware not built. Onlj in Sheffield was
an equally ambitious but in many respects retrograde step taken in the
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building of streets-in-the-sky in the first half of the 1960's.

The second stage of Park Hill, the Hyde Park estate, was designed

1961-62 and opened in 1965, while the similar Kelvin estate was desigaed

in 1964 and opened in 1969. In both cases, the community consciousness,

the compromise with a more gradual renewal process, the importance of
easy pedestrian circulation and the establishing of the 'part' within the

'whole' were absent. In many respects while the Brutalist aesthetic had

been rejected - the concrete and brickwork no longer had a "gutsy finish" -

it had been replaced by a new type of inhuman architectural and social

faion. This was a reliance on material things, that is, on technology

and grandeur. The Sheffield architects and the local authority were now

far more confident that they could rely on their own szills, and plentiful
resources (including Parker Morris standards) instead of looking, in part,

to the materials at hand. This is not to deny the importance of the new

and more difficult sites, at the top of a steep ridge at Hyde Park and at
the bottom of a valley at Kelvin.

In the former case, the combination of new circumstances led to

features such as the rooftop "penthouse flats" at bt.John's garden

and "panorama" lifts (that is, large glass panels in the lift shafts

which overlooked the city). The whole estate would provide, through its

vertical contrast to the horizontality of Park Hill, a "Manhattan Skyline" to
the city as a whole (6).

Within the estate it was clear that the whole scheme bad 16st the
continuity of the pedestrian system found in its elder brother. To begin

with, the estate was effectively divided into four parts. One consisted
of two three storey terraces running in parallel and monotonous straight

lines, almost the same length as the Park Hill scheme. Also the design and

location produced a serious loss of privacy at the rear of each block.

The other sections of Hyde Park consisted of one large crescent form

positioned on the crown of the hill, and reaching up to 18 storeys, and

two similar large blocks of housing to the north east and north mitst. The

whole estate had the monumental form of a hill fortress while the poorly

related parts soon gave it the nickname, the "concrete jigsaw puzzle".

Moreover, the largest sections of the scheme were particularly exposed to

wind and rain, and seemed to accentuate the noises made by residents. It was

a different plane as Jack Lynn, its designer, had wished. Unfortunately

this difference was not of a welcome character. The scheme soon proved to

be unpopular with a signifioent number of tenants, principally because

of the anti-social use of the deck. The problems have continued and grown

considerably in scale up to the present dai, an interpretation confirmed



by numerous press reports.

The Kelvin estate has only fared a little better. Built about

a mile from the city centre, it thereby denied residents any of the

benefits of a location near to central shops and amenities. Also, located

at the bottom of a valley, adjacent to a main road and. reaching up to 14

storeys, it appeared no less monumental to the general public travelling

past the estate. Holever, it did provide greater continuity of access

as it increased in height over the site from four to fourteen storeys.
Thus relative to the promise represented by 	 Hill, the first

five years of the new decade gave little hope that a new improved type of

multi-storey housing would be developed throughout the United Kingdom.
There was neither the quantity nor the qiality one would have expected.

Added to this there was the absence or direct opposition to the social

and economic principles of streets-in-the-sky contained in the leading

tcxtbooks of the period.

For example, Cullingworth's FOU.Sill reeds and Flannir Paned-published

in 1960, considers the houses versus flats debate and concludes:

"high density redevelopment is conparatively unpopular,
expensive, uneconomic and cannot possibly obviate
the need for overspill". (7)

But this evaluation was made on the basis of the expensive and anti-social

tower blocm.

ailIrea burns in his well known study of the "technique of urban renewal"

entitled hew Towns for Old and published in 190,eivocated mixed devolepment
partly for the reason tnat "flats can never be satisfactory for children".(8)
The result was, like Cullingworth's analysis, the inevitable dispersal

of the overcrowded inner city population as a consequence of redevelopment
to higher physic]. standards. In an often quoted passage Burns argued
a contrary sociological perspective to that behind Park Hill and British
streets-in-the-skr. He stated:

"One result of slum clearance is that a considerable movement
of people takes place over long distances, with devastating
effect on the social groupings built up over the years. But,
one might argue, this is a good thing when we are dealing with
people who have MD initiative or civic pride. The task, surely,
is to break up such groupings even though the people seem to be
satisfied with their miserable environment and seem to enjoy
an extravert social life in their own locality". (9)

Mere vas, therefore, a powerful current of expert opinion running against

the principles of Park Hill in spite of the gener ,-. 1 consensus that seemed

to surround the building itself. In particular the mainly premodernist

writings of Lewis Leeble l an influential academic anu member of the Town

Planning Institutei stand out as highly critical of all the modernist
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tendencies emerging since the second meld war (10)

1.161-30: The Realisation of the Deck Housing Idea

From the mid 1960's the plans being drawn up by the architectural

profession, in public and private practice, foretold a new confidence

about building a modern urban culture. The idea of a "new age" of realism

of scientific enterprise and urbanity was encapsulated in the election
speechee delivered by Harold Milson in 1964. Under the title "The New

Britein" he began his first speech:

"I rent to speak to you today about a new Britain and how we
intend to brim.; home to our people the excitement there will be
in building it.
For 1964 is the year in which we can take our destiny into
our leads again.
Since the war, the world has been rushing forward at an
uepreceudented, an exhilarating sreed. in two docaaes, the
scientists have made more progress than in the past two
thousand years. They have made it possible for man to reach
out to tLe stars, and to bring abuncance from the earth.
They have aide it possible to end the dark ages of poverty and
want, to take mankind forward to a future which our fathers
would not have dreamed possible. Yet Britain lags behind,
lackine, the will or the plan which can bring this future
within the reach of all". (11)

Thiadnture would include a vastly improved physical environment:

"we are going to create a great breakthrough in science
and technology 	 to construct th9 cities of the future,
cities worthy of our people". (12)

New forecasts of the remarkable population growth over the next 20 years and

the increased demand for all kinds of commodities, combined with the new

t3chno1ogy to push the idea of the multi-level city and the high density
urban form - to prevent the complete coalescing of urban areas - to the fore.
New textbooks provided some background to the deck housing form including
Paul Ritter's planning for Lan and Motor, published in 1964, and Tetlow

and Goss's popular Homes. Towns and Traffic first published in 1965. The
outstanding schemes which were described included Pare hill, Edith Avenue,
Leicester's Highgate, the Fulham study and fulme 5.

Over the next five years the Smithson's ideas were broadcast to the

wider ranks of the profession throue. Urban Structuring, published in 1967
and Le Corbusier's through The Radiant Cite translated and also published in

1967. In addition Runsaild Kunstler's study of Loos was published 'in the same
year with Lissitsky's major work and Kepp's history of "Town and Revolution"

both translated and punished three years later in 1970. Brinkman' s Spoingen

estate was discussed briefly in the Architects' Jnurnal in 1967 (13), the
history of inter war and post war British deck housing was available to anyone

who cared to piece it together.

Of equal, if net greater importance, the aronitectural and. planning



journals, especially the AR. and the a ro began to repeatedly publicise
hosing, and deckhousinz projects in particular. It included those
underway in Manohester, Oldham, Yormshire and several London boroughs.

Evidence for the new confidence in the value and power of modernist
architectural ideas and the deck form was to be found in the call for larger
areas of urban renewal. The AR noted in its Housing Review for 1966:

"The replacement of the traditional point block versus
cottage struggle in the centre of torns by a sane solution
of high density low rise housing, linketi by decks and
penetrated by covered service roads, needs one commodity
above all, land. Last year must have been a lucky one, as the
housing seotion of the Preview had several such schemes. They
cannot be done on half an acre, whereas the traditional point
block cant". (14)

Most of the leading architects of the period were designing deck
housing during the second half of the 1963's. This included the Belle Vale
scheme by Shankland and Cox; the Portsmouth, Southampton and then Hulme 5
schemes by Wilson and Womerseley (aided by Jack Lynn and J.Snow from
Sheffield and other junior members of staff); the other schemes for
Manchester by the Housing Development Group within Manchester City Council,
headed. by R.C.Stones, J.H.Napperand Partners, continuing the ideas they
developed at sdith Avenue for designs at Spennymora and Hartlepool; St. Ann's,
Oak Hill, Claremont and other unrealised schemes by Cillinson, Barnett and
Partners mainly in Rotherham; R.h.Hollanby at Lambeth plus the Kingshold and
Osprey estates in London by Yorke, Rosenberg and Mardall. However Colin
Buchan:mend Partners plan for Cardiff, published in 1966, excluded detailed
consideration of the relevant city centre housing areas; the upper level
pedestrian eystea would simply "extend beyond the business areas into the
residential areas adjacent". (15)

In general large city centre plans tended to exclude the identification
of specific housing forms linked to new central business area, except tall
flats and maisonettes over shopping. And yet the logical extension of the
principles of multi-storey dmvilopment, without high-rise for families, made
•treets-in-the-sky almost inevitable. Thum although plans for London,

Limerpool, Newcastle, Leeds and Manchester, for exasple, kept deck: hoeing to

the new "district centres" there were probably also little publicised schemes

to On the upper level deck out to the nearest housing redevelopment area

or district centre; at Manchester there were actually plans to link the

new ibivarsity deck into the adjacent housing at Hulme.

Other cities, such as Leicester and Sheffield, placed deck housing

within the city centre plan but did not connect it up with a high level
pedestrian system. Mo find a clear linear linkage between new cultural,
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shopping and housing blocks, within one settlement, we have to look to
the smaller city centre plans at Rotherham and F ill ingworth and the large
cities district centres (Illus. 48-50 and 70) (pp. 13QT152 and 163).

In contrast the other relatively small settlements, the new toms, never
really used deckhousing. The original model for Cumbernauld and the design
for Hook were never built or built according to plan (except a small &oboes
at Caebrain, CuMbernauld) the Edith Avenue estate was comeleted before the
design of VasiAington newtown, was underway, after which it became peripheral
to the core of the new settlement; the Southgate scheme in Runcorn, by James
Stirling, did not really use a proper wide deck and the Oldham-type building
system proposed for Livingston new town was, in no uncertain terms, rejected
by the architects in favour of a more traditional Zoottish design:

"The choice is not simply between deaa access on the one hand or
a walk up stair on the other. Deck amass means no private open
space, an artificially-lit kitchen and a heavily over-shadowed
dining apace. The dining-room windows open directly on to the deck.
	 .At Livingston an attempt br.s been made to make flat
dwelling more acceptable to tenants by providing good private open
space to the south with open drying areas". (16)

In a similar manner deckhousing is missing from the plans for the expanded
towns of the Southeast of England, for exapple, Basildon and Basingstoke.

The one city where deokhousing was planned to be very clearly integrated
into the overall urban structure was LivPrpool. And this was the only area
of the country to positively express all the current new theories of urban
planning sumnarised under the notion of "cluster city" and represented
In the form of a "structure plan" within which smaller detailed local ("district"
and "Artima, area") plans would follow - therdhy implementing the proposals
made by the Planning Advisory Group (17)

The "future city structure" basically involved replacing the complex
rail and road routes with a simrler and more effective system linking new
roads and rapid rail services at the ton contra and "park and ride points'.
Also, it meant replacing the pyramidal residential density pattern and linear
shopping with a m-xture of medium range residential densities containing
points of high density about the new shopping centres; together these
'clusters' formed compact district centres. The city population was, therefore,
to be decentralised within its own boundaries.

Each district centre would be multi-level with shopping, employdent and
deck housing at 375 ppha and over. The structure plan would include action
area 	 for each of the ten new clusters of work and home.

Behind this new type of city there lay a desire for an and to the
imposed tree-like simple hierarchy of land use and transportation found in the
premodernist and modernist master plans. alter bar noted in 1966:
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48. Proposals for Rotherham Town Centre, 1965

Source: Rotherham Central Area Redevelopment Town Centre Map 1966
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150. Liverpool: Pro osals of deck access housing in the future city
General model top), deck access spine in the Queens Road. Action
Area Plan, 196
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"I think we may still be insufficiently aware of the
complexity, particularly in social terms, for which we must
plan to provide the physioal conditions which would optimise
the freedom of choice and the richness of life. In simple
terns this means an approach to planning which not only does
not attempt to prescribe everything - however well meaning -
that is plannible, but positively provides the fullest scope
of forseeable and tinforseeable opportunities which will not
fall into the neat pattern we may have in mind with our
perhaps over-orderly and somewhat clini cal approach. Jane
Jacobs tried to convey some of this thi nlrine in her book,
The Death and Life of Great American Cities, but failed to
convince fully many of us, partly I think because of her
highly subjective and emotional approach.

Christopher Alexander in his essay, 'A city is not a tree' 	
puts the Jane Jacobs approach an a rational basis and argues
cogently against the hierarchical tree structure which
planners almost invariably give to new towns," (18)

The same desire to work with the market and with the current progress of

rational scientific: argument so as to achieve a picturesque "organised

complexity" can be found in the two other outstanding plans for deck

housing. These were the cleared sites of Manchester (other than Mime)

redesigned by the local authorities Housing Development Croup, and the

largest vacant site in London at Erith, redesigned by the GLC as the
new town within the capital, Thaaesmead. Almost contemporary with these

urban designs similar would-be "open-ended" but less "urban" plans were

being devised for South Hampshire (by-Colin Buchanan and Partners), for

Wawkington New Town (by-Llewellyn Davies and Painters) and, most spectacular

of all, Niltan Keynes new town. None of these oontained proposals for deck

housing.

The national pattern of streets-in-tbs-sky estates reveals that, in

terms of English economic planning regions, relatively little was built in
the West Midlands, South West or the Ebuth East around London, while a

similar small percentage of the total multi-storeybousing was constructed

in Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland*
Within regions, very little or none at all is present in Teeside„

Xyneside, West Yorkshire - because none was built in Bradford - or South

Wales. Within London no deck housing was undertaken by three inner area
boroughs, Newhafte44 Wandsworth and Mckney. The first, like the West Midlands

and central Scotland chose to use mixed development schemes with a dominant

role for the tower block, while the latter two, like Newcastle and Gateshead

on Tyneside built large internal street or corridor multi-storey estates.

Overall deck housing was to be concentrated in many of the county
boroughs of the North West, Yorkshire and NUmberside and East Midlands
economic planning regions, several of the urban district councils of the

North East and most of the London boroughs.
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1964-70: The New Deck Housing

The desire to, as Bar put it, *optimise the freedom or choice and

the richness of life", reflected back upon the model estate or Park Hill.

In an influential evaluation of mode= housing by the AR in November 1967,
a scientific justification was found for rejecting the honest "brutalist"
character of the Sheffield scheme; New Brutalism one should note, had been
declared defunct by Benham the year before (19) acknowledged by the

Saithsons a few months later (20)

The new interpretation of Park Hill for the journal (actually by
NioolasTaylor (21) suggested that the scheme was a remarkable example of the
achievements or "community building" in the 1950's. This did. not, however,
offset its serious architectural limitations. Apparently, Xra.Demers
soientilloally based social survey found, for example, that the most

frequently volunteered reason for approval of the decks was not *sociological"

but that they were dry (34. per eent) sheltered. (31 per cent) and made it

possible to *walk under clover from one end of the estate to the other" (11

per cent), Furthermore:

"only 9 per cent mentioned the value of being able to stand on the
decks and look at the view - the decks are always on the shady side
or the block and thus are permanently dingy - and only if per cent
remembered that the decks made it possible to stand out and talk to
people. This discounts a good deal of romantic nonsense about the
decks being a hive or activity; as any visitor knows, they are not.
This may partly be because there is a lack of "doorstep space". The
individual homes are identified on the decks only by door and
doormat, there is no attempt to recess them irregularly within the
framework, The deck itself turns corners and crosses from one side
of the block to the other, but that is all, the individuality there is.
Functionally, there is a shortage or space for the hobbies, equipment
and. dry rubbish usuaLly stored in a porch. Seventy per cent or the
residents commented unfavourably to Nrs.Demers on the external
appearance of Park Hill and some emphasised that it gave a false
impression of the excellent internal quality or their homes. On such
a vast scale 'regularity' has produced an undeniable feeling of
living in a barracks".

And there were other drawbacks:

"The major problem is its uncertain vertical circulation. The thirteen
passenger lifts and three goods lifts, although Gleaned daily, are
frequently dirty and out of action; and, so great are the delays
that many people do not botterto wait for then."

The only attractive feature of the estate was to be found at ground level.

Only hare

"does the grimy concrete come to life; pubs and shops are slotted
irregularly into the frame, with exactly the right balance between
its fixed anonymity and the changeable individualism of their
tenant's own choice of faoias and fittings". (22)
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Here, almost overnight, expert opinion decided that the street-decks of

Park Hill MD longer provided for a valid type of community life, the blocks

gave no sense of individuality, the elevations were ugly and the eystem of

pedestrian circulation inefficient. The whole estate was far from satisfactory.

The remarkable fact about this new interpretation was not that it
reflected what many people considered to be true . as evidenced by the MBLG
survey of tenants opinions conduoted in 1967 (23) - or that it ignored the

original intentions of the architects, Whose ideals were compromised when
the plans were implemented. Rather, it was remarkable because it used

evidence which did not exist in order to support its claims. Mrs.Demer's

survey contains none of the findings quoted above, if it had done it would

have been impossible to conclude that the project was such.. success story
up until 1967.

The claims of the AR were used to support the picturesque, pro-market
approach also found in particular at the Liverpool, Manchester, Thamesmead

and Yorkshire Development Group projects. The editorial claimed that

architects needed to take greater account of the demands and character of the
local pleas and looal community. Houses, it was suggested, used to be an
integral part of the fabric of the town; now they were being separated out
with disastrous consequences socially and visually. Preferences for a
private rather than a public area of ground were being denied to tenants and

possibilities for growth and change in the dwelling adnimised. The architect
must "learn to be less arrogant about what he thinks people ought to want". (24)
The artistic aims of many professionals and the attempts to apply the simplistic

formula of urbanity - high population density means commaCity and diversity
were overriding the needs of the individual. More sensitive and detailed
Investigations into design bad to be followed otherwise more slums would be

built "in the next five years than in the past twenty". (25)

The three especially notable examples of a new type of deck housing were,

as we have already noted, Thamesmead, Yorkshire Development group and ManchestervE

Housing Development group projects (Illus. .51-54.) (p.156,158-160).
In the case of MG/ Martin Richardson, the architect in charge of the

design of an especially flitaible type of industrialised blining, professed
at the outset to being dissatisfied with the °illogic" behind the development
of Roehampton mixed development - the variety of house types and materials
with the lack:of social significance in the design - and the overbearing logic

of Park Rill where the individual "was too subordinate to the grand social

and constructional organisation". (26) Richardson was so pleased with the

results of his research that be stated: "Without false modesty, I believe that
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51. Yorkshire Development Group: The basic principles (top) and the
proposals for Bull, Area 17, 1964 (bottom)
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Nark I (that is, the first YDG industrialised house building system) was
a good candidate as a deckhousing volkswagen" (27) It could be used efficiently
as a flat or shopping site, with a density range of 290 to 500 ppha, and
provide a mixture of dwelling sizes varying from 1 to 6 persona, all up to

full Parker Morris standards.

When the system came to be used by architects working for either

Nottingham, Sheffield, Leeds or Hull, large scale projects were developed.

The plan for Area 17, Hull (Illus. 51) was assigned to cover one whole
neighbourhood of the city, linking existing tower blocks to the North,
via the upper level pedestrian systemowith other housing areas on the other
side of the main roads on two sides of the site, In the event only about one

quarter of this proposal was completed with no such connections to the tower
blocks or surrounding areas,

In Manchester in 1967 the Housing Department established the Housing
Development group, Its task was to review and consider in greater depth
the problems involved in comprehensive clearance and rebuilding. The outcome
was a report called Urban Renewal in Manchester (28) Here ideas were put

forward in the form of a general theory applicable to any urban renewal project.
The aim was to specify "precepts" which were flexible enough not to

restrict attempts to return to the cleared site some of the "organic city form"

which had previously existed. The area must be free to evolve an intricate

and humane environment,

Two sets of precepts were established: those relating to the built form

and those relating to the layout. The former included, for example: "city
environment means concentration", "multi-level living is now necessary in the

city" and "upper level living should be as attractive as ground level living".
And in regard to the deviling there were such precepts as "every dwelling at
every level must have a, private open space of room size", "individual dwelling
identity is essential" and "architecture must allow individual expression".
Other form precepts included those relating to focal points and pathways of one

sort or another which would aid the identification of an area.

The layout precepts were to be used to link architecture to site constraints,

so that each irregular shaped site could develop a distinctive and complex
environment. The theory therefore began with the precept that there was no
reason why a rectangular or regular shaped site should not be developed with
a perfectly ordered grid system. Internal structure would be "generated from

the shape of the area and the elements of city-structure building or passing
through it". The city wide transport system, in particular, would provide
the "structure" or "shape" or the site. What was called the "grain" was the
size of the grid system and its directional quality (horizontal and vertical
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Thamesmead: Plan, model and plan
of phase III.
Source: Architects' Journal
October 1972
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in the example of a sugare or rectangular site). The problem was to find a
grid system that could "fit" into an irregular shaped site and provide a guide
to layout. The answer was to use pieces of grid of various sixes and arrange
them in the site area so that no "discordant" areas appeared at the edges and
in the centre (Illus 52) (p.158 ) Instead each piece of grid should be as
near as possible parallel with the "structure" of the site (i.e. its edges)
and interesting and useful spaces or "feathers' left in the spaces between
the grid pieces. In ether words, given a "clean sheet' but one with

particular irregular characteristies, the task was to divide it up into regular
pieces on which the architect could begin his design work (Illus,53) (p.159)

The housing fora which somehow folLmwed from this general theory was a
mixture of deck housing and a variety of low rise designs, The former was

placed on the outside of the site either in the fora of a "barrier block", a
'route and cluster block" (joining up with various community facilities) and

"spur blocks' (a barrier block with building spurs off it into the centre of
the site). The three schemes proposed for the city corresponded to each of

these "models" that is, the Gibson street estate at Langsight, the Wellington
Street estate at Beswick and the Turkey Lane estate at Harpurley respectively

The related idea of greater "public participation" in the planning process

had been counselled Since the report of the Planning Advisory Group in 1965 (29).

Also, a similar criticism, that of "architectural determinism* was being

voiced by sociologists in the late 1960's. Maurice Broady, working sometimes

at the Architectural Association - where deck: housing was again popular (30) -

defined this apparent misconception of the determinants of human behaviour.

In 1966 be sdecried the idea of developing community life for working

Glass areas by attempting to simplyreproduce thb street associated with the
worthwhile culture of the slums. Architects could not determine social
activities by simply relying upon the physical environment. He stated:

"Of such more importance in explaining neighbourliness are the
social facts, first, that the people who lived in the alums had
often lived in the same street for several generations and thus
had long-standing contacts with their neighbours and kin, and
second, that people who suffer economic hardship are prone to bond
together for mutual help and protection. It is true that neigh-
bourliness is induced by environmental factors. Of thee, however, the
most relevant are social and economic rather than physical". (31)

The idea of recapturing or even returning a community to its own patch in

new streets-In-the-ay was, by inference, no longer valid in itself, (although
In the ease of Park Hill there was never any such simplistic plan of relying
eompletaly on the form of the building). Broady continued by citing,

presumably with greater accuracy than A.R. a similar survey to that undertaken

at Park Hill. This was an unpublished study undertaken by the Institute of

Community Studies also in the early 1960's of the Cluster Blocks in

Bethnal Green. Be notes:
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"Conversely, social intercourse, if deeply rooted, may
continue in the teeth of architectural disincentives. The
Institute of Community Studies, for instance, in a study of
tenant reaction to four contrasting types of housing in the
East End of London, found that the people who felt most out
off from their neighbours and who considered that the layout of
the building made it particularly difficult to keep in touch
with other tenants, were the residents of Denys Lasdun's cluster
block, but that these same tenants were nevertheless much more
sociable then the residents of the other types of building. The
reason had to do with their social background. For most of them
had previously lived in one of the most gregarious tenements in
the district and they simply carried on these social activities".(32)

A similar inference may well have been made at this time to explain the
initial success of Park Bill.

It was On this mixture of new ideas and values from architecture,
planning and sociology that a new style was followed in the design of deck
housing. As we have already noted, this was one of a planned picturesqueness
and complexity, suggestive of an historinally evolving individuality and
adaptation of the environment. The most obvious way- of incorporating a
greater appreciation of "user needs" was to use plenty of brick, landscaping
and variety in the built form. Darbo me and Darke's Lillington Street estate
- 525 ppha, a maximum of eight storeys and 60 percent of dwellings with their
min front garden or patio (33) - which epitomised the new vision of ideal
high density housing but was basically gallery access was, so to speak,
joined with the deck aweless of Park Bill. Other popular models of the new

style were the Spangen estate, the centrepiece of Expo' 67 - Habitat '67 (34)
and the mediaeval Mester Rows. In the latter case the contract between
the modern form and the original could be rather striking (Illus 57) (p.165)

The upper level streets in Chester were not far residential but commercial
use, did not go above the first floor and had. a constant variety from one

to the next by virtue of the individuality of each building, its ornamentation
and overall design. Here the 'part' really was distinct within, but still
contributed to the 'whole' street. All the Roes bad changed gradually over
time "bile retaining the basic) unifying structure, the per level deck.
When building firms and architects developed estates such as Netherley (construct
partly by Unit Construction Co. Ltd.) the contrast was even more striking.

(see Illus. 58) (P• 18$.

A different model, and one whose limited success led to a search for
a greater variety in built form, was Georgian architecture and planning. The
squares and crescents of Edinburgh, Bath and. London were a direct inspiration

to a large number of schemes, especially in the former case, to the zany
eourtyard layouts used for deck housing. The mixture of 'machine-like' finish,

that is, not a Brutalist aesthetic and generous landscaping, formed a type of
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Unit System Mid-Rise .
A Middle Ages idea for better living

Aquila whu has eve, Wdikled the medieval lust How -level stiet.ts
el Choto will see where we chew Out inSpirdliun lui Unit Mid -
Rise A wide access deck is 'he plinupal design leatulu ul the 4
le 7 blew groups of Hats and maisonettes Separating people
hom WS. this elevated street takes plains and small vehicles such
as milk Heals—forms a p lace for neighbouis to gossip. for Child-

lull iu play.
What does Mid-Rise offer? The high densities of multi-storey
Us. A closer community enviionment than in high flats where
tech tower is all island, friendlier than traditional 2 storey devel-
opments whew individual houses and gardens promote insularity.
Highly suitable. too. fur sloping and irregular sites
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bultural modernist" image. Notable examples were the '121I Jespersonl
estate following on from the Oldham experiment, Fulham Study, White City
project in Hammersmith, the Lisson Green estate in Westminster, the

Southgate scheme in Runcorn and. the Robin Hood Gardens estate.
Perhaps the largest and best known area to attempt to continue the

tradition of Georgian quality and accomplishment was Huline. Here the

121(Jespersen blocks were arranged in approximate squares, aid while
the ihilme 5 crescents followed the example of 13th century urban planning.
The consultants report stated.:

"We feel that the analogy we have made with Georgian London and
Bath is enoitely valid.. By the use of similar shapes and pro-
portions, large scale building groups and open spaces, and., above
all, by skilfullandscaping and extensive tree planting, it is our
endeavour to achieve at Hulme, a solution to the problem of 20th
century urban living which would be the equivalent in quality of
that reached for the requirements of the Mth century in Bristol
and Bath". (35)

Here the aesthetic interest of architecture had blinded the designers tekt" the
difference in quality between the middle and upper class stone built residences
of Bath and. the public housing at Hulse; a theme which also ran through the
picturesque easthetic associated with the wealthy shops which made up the

Chester Rows.

There was one eruoial difference, other than in the quality, between
Georgian housing and the deckhousing of the late 1960's - access. The
economies underlying the provision of an upper level deck denied residents

the freedom of movement associated with the ground level access of the wealthy
housing areas. No amount of sociological justification could hide the basic

Inequality. The analogy with the working class street bebind the building of

Park Hill had. been replaced by a very different modal which was even less
realistic and. valid. than the original.

1964770: Opposition to the tower block

In general most deck housing schemes of the late 1960"s were designed

in deliberate reaction against the tower block. That is, they were a
technical alteration to building fora undertaken to answer the shortage of
satisfactory accommodation for working class families, and especially the
inadequate provision for children's play. The idea of the street...in-the-sky

was valid from this sociological perspective, if it was not devalued and.
abused. is the AR noted in its 1967 critical review of modern housing:

'Children's play is a major reason for having as many houses as
possible at ground level. It is possible that 'street decks' at
an upper level could be satisfactory for toddlers, particularly
if a whole floor in a tall block could. be filled up as a.
supervised playground. But many so called deck schemes have
merely narrow access balconies dressed up under the fasionable
past Park Hill name. There is much work to be done on decks;
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to give good aspect to the houses they tend to be on the
north side and to be environmentally just as bleak as the
no-man's land of the ground floor lift hall, with its fierce
gusts of waste paper". (36)

The reaction against the tower block was especiaLly typical of many of the
women involved in urban planning and housing (37) - what Dunleavy calls

the "child's lobby". In 1967 Jane Drew, for example, called for a new
policy which put families and their needs at the topc, of the list of

prioritiesq38). And in the following year one suggested that the problem
of high rise living lay in "relating accommodation to the needs of

differing categories of tenants". (39) The correct high rise for hunilies
was deck housing:

"There is no doubt that an ideal high block of flats would be
based on the philosopkr behind Habitat in Canada - each flat
would have its own terrace or garden formed. on the roof of another
flat and protected both for security and weather reasons. High
flats would interconnect by raised walkways and would connect with
pedestrian shopping areas.
Several little moves have been made in this direction: the well4Aown
solution at Sheffield by Lewis Womers ley with its interioestreets"
on alternate floors; the excellent landscaping on top of garages at
LilLington street housing estate by Darboruie and Darke, and the
World's End scheme at Chasse by Eric Lyons". (40)

Pearl Jephoott le famoud study Homes in Figh Flats published in 1971 following
research between 1966 and 1969 concludes on a similar theme. And this
conolusion is reinforced by a small study, Included. in the book, comparing
the experiences of small households in tall flats and deck housing the
BalgrayhiLl estate - opened in May 1968. The stugly found that "six of the
twenty households in the flats, but only one of the ten in the deck &oases
homes had. not yet made any friend on the estate" (41). Those in the deck
housing:

'consistently agreed that it was a place where you met folks.
The other set referred to the peacefulness of their high flats
but the very absence of sound made them feel cut off. They also
said they lacked the casual sight of known faces, whereas the
deck access people did not refer to this". (2)

Evidence could still be found, therefore, for the social value or the street-
teak form. At the close of the 1960's architects, planners and sociologists
len still preoccupied with the idea of deck housing albeit in an unoordinated
manners In 1969 Maxwell Fry could seriously represent Park Mill to his fellow
professionals in the following rather sentimental fashion:

"Park Bill was thought of, you might say, by Gropins and Le
Corbusier, and the MARS Group, and by Ruskin and Morris, and by
Blake, for there has hovered above all movements of reform in
England, the haunting possibility of a new Jerusalem in England...."
Thus you may see the process of architectural creation exemplifying
itself in a series of unified conceptions, each gathering a wide
conspectus of contemporary events into a work of art with enduring
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elements, and not finite or closed, but rather offering itself
to be fertilised further in works that gather new events in new
circumstances". (43)

nue while deck:housing was widely publicised in the journals and textbooks

of the second half of the 1960's, was being built by the most important local
authorities in the country and was, in the last resort, the only logical
outcome of the accepted planning principles of the period, what was the
response of central government? Did it attempt to encourage and coordinate
an otherwise piecemeal planning process?

A964-70: Central Government Initiatives 

In 1966 HAhitefield Lewis, Chief Architect at the MHLG, could
record the growing popularity of deck:housing as a solution to the problem
of high car ownership and pedestrian vehicle segregation in urban housing

areas. Be noted:

'The problems are much more acute at higher densities Where the
car takes a greater and greater toll of space on the ground
for movement and parking. There is a general move towards the
conception of the street-in-the-air or deck:access principle,
first used on a big scale by Lewis Womersley at Park Hill, Sheffield' (44)

The following year Lewis noted that Park Hill was designed when one hundred.
percent oar provision was hardly a thought, let alone a reality, "and at
200 ppa the solution to the additional problem of 50-60 cars per acre,
probabky would have used a rather different scheme". (4.5) There was a need. for
the Ministry to undertake a detailed study of the practicality and suitability
of deck housing:

"This is an investigation, in some depth, of layout in density
bands over 80 ppa, taking into account the recent trends towards
high density, medium rise housing using access decks and other
multi-level modes of pedestrian vehicle segregation. The need
for this study arose sharply at the end of 1965 out of the
increasing number of unusual schemes submitted to us for approval". (45)

The investigation would include tenant reaction and costs:
"Coat benefit studies are needed to show whether some of the claimed
advantages, achieved often by a high degree of complication, and
therefore cost, are worth it in terms of overall user satisfaction
i.e. satisfaction with both the dwelling and the environment'. (47)

Such a study never materialised. eat did appear were various investigations
of design in relation to costs ( 	 and a separate study of tenant reactions
at Park Hill and other high density estates by the IHLG Research and

Development Group. This was later published. in two reports, the most
comprehensive appearing in 1972 as Design Bulletin No. 25 under the title
"The Estate outside the Dwelling".

The findings of this report suggested that the most important factor
with regard to "user satisfaction" was the management of the estate and. not
the design, that term including density, building form, living on or off the
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ground and problems with children's play. And yet when the survey was
started in 1967:

"it was thought that building form, defined. in. terms of access
type, would prove to be a major determinant of satisfaction, and
the estates were selected to provide evidence about some of the
forma in most common use - houses, deck and balcony access blocks,
point blocks and internal corridor blocks". (48)

However, juding by the results:

"No type of building form, whether houses or multi-storey blocks,
high or low, emerged as being generally more satisfactory than
any other. Housewives in any one type of building form were not
more often lonely or nervous, nor did. they have greater problems
with their children's play, nor did they more frequently wish to
move out". (49)

The report does, however, qualify their conclusion by noting that, "it is
preferable for families with young children to live on the ground, and that:

"subsequent surveys, however, have shown that the play problem gets
worse as density increases and that the problem is most acute in
building forms with internal access arrangements and least in
dwellings on the ground". (50)

There was, therefore, a disagreement within central government which did not

appear so forcefully at the local level. Some evidence was found, through
interviews, that housing managers in, for example, Leeds, Liverpool and
Sunderland, resisted the City Architects and Rennie Officer's attempts to

implement plans for deck housing. This was due to what were effectively, the

tenants representative in the bureaucracy, insisting on people's preference
for the freedom of ground level movement; being confined to an upper level

street, especially over long distances, was considered an unpopular design

feature.

Thus, in the second half of the 1960's while on the one hand deck housing
appears to have been the unchallenged model for urban multi-storey housing, on.

the other hand, no cost benefit analysis or overall plan was produced to

guide or encourage its development. At no time, therefore, in spite of the
professional consensus created. in the early 1960's by Park Hill, and in the
second half of the decade by the new picturesque Park Hill combination, was the
idea of streets-in-the-sky given a coordinated and rational basis for development

The rather Utopian character of its development in the second half of the
1960's is therefore, undeniable. From the "freedom" and democracy associated

with the radical social and economic change behind the *cluster city" idea,
through the false data presented in order to discredit Park Hill, to the
analogy between working class housing and the quality of environment associated w
the Chester Rows and the crescents and squares of Georgian Britain, there was
Tel)' little contact with the society which would in the 1970*13, reject the
whole idea of streets-in-thepsky. Aesthetic interests seemed to have
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obscured social, economic and political realities. And the attempt
to reach "reality." and be non-utopian only led to a contradictory, that is,
impossible, compromise with the market and with history. The ideas of Jane
Jacobs and Christopher Alexander were contrary to the whole notion or
comprehensive planning. Any attempt to 1139 their scientifically and. historically
justified ideas to place urban planning on a sound and legitimate tboting
could only lead to failure, while the master plan was still, effectively, being
produced by the expert professionals. In the 1970's another attempt wad be
made to legitimate the practice of planned urban renewal, this time in
response to widespread public criticism and not an abstract modernist or
Brutalist conception of "reality'.

T.23_1112. ) of P.mt_m
In the late 1960's and early 1970 1 s many of the academics behind the

195)'s social and. architectural critiques formed an "Open Group". The
basic aim of the group, which included Rayner Benham and Peter Wilmette
amongst its members, was to oppose the unnecessary extremes of bureaucracy
and plarming. It was, in many respects, simply a continuation of their
original ideas (51) At the same time the so called "Counter Culture" bad.
effectively presented a critical vice regarding the ways and means or the
establishment. Such writers as Sennett, Rosak, IlLtche Goodman and Lens-
Romeiss concentrated upon the ills of the over-planned city (52). ;Sociologists
also 'began to take a more questioning position via a via urban planning and
the progress et comprehensive clearance and rebuilding (93) while new cultural
studies, such as those of Jeremy Seabrooke, described the worthwhile We-of-the
streets which had, been lost in the course of' redevelopment (54.). Rehabilitation,
conservation, a sense or place and commtmitr and the need for public partioipatic
- all these principles of urban renewal outlined in the 1990's, returned with
a new purpose. The anti-master plan studies by Geddes, Jacobs, Alexander,
Young and Wilmott and even briefly Rabraken, supposedly reappeared to become
classics" apparently ignored for much or the 196 O's (55) The Smithsenel

vision of a street-deck city and theory or architecture did not, however.
return In quite the same way.

In 1969 Robert Venturi, who advocated *complexity and contradiction in
architecture' (%) rAtiased the Ssiitheons , evaluation of the work or Lutrono
made in the eentenary of his birth, earlier in the year. Instead of
Approaching his architecture determined to learn from and celebrate his kill
they had dismissed it in an outmoded and doctrinaire fashion:

"This polemic was effective in the heroic period of modern architecture
as a baais for simplistic and moralistic slogans, but is &regnant
tease. (57)

It was no longer appropriate to consider his work retrogressive because he
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took 'the wrong path' or lived 'at the wrong time'; a new seitgeist

amazed whioh left the Smithsone stance outdated. Ventuni noted: "we have
our embattles to fight - different ones, real and relevant". (58) And
most of all this meant an end to architectural arrogance:

"But the most disturbing aspect of these articles for us is the
hollow-heroBlo stance of the saviour-architect, contemptuous of the
mess and sure of the answers". (59)

For examples of the work of the would-be-saviour architect critics often
turned to the barrack-like multi-storey housing blooks dotted all over the

modern city. In 1970 the second AR special on housing dismissed many of

the new estates, especially the deck housing examples, as alien and inadequate

endronments (60)

In he same year, one prominent architectural historian, Anthony Jackson,
bemoaned the results of modern housing architecture, taking Park Hill as a
prime example of the mistaken. policies. He stated that:

"Unfortunately, as built, they were also ugly and ill shaped with
doorways stunted in scale, and quasi doorsteps. Swept with wind
and echoing with noise, they have an even meaner character than the
East End slums of London whose street life was much admired by the
Smithsons and some of their associates. Overreacting to a supposed
prissiness associated with the architecture of the older generation,
the architects have consciously sought a tough aesthetic that has
simply degenerated into squalor". (61)

In the following year Martin Pawleys another important critic, published

Architecture versus Housing. Here Park:Hill and Hyde Park were cited as
unprecedented examples of architectural megalmania and sociological failure
(using the AR's misleading figures published in 1967) In a related article in

pew Society, Fawley noted in the conclusion:

*Unfortunately, from the bard-headed economics that produced the
still empty Centre Point, to the sociological baloney that went
into Sheffield'Ostreets-in-thed-ske the result has been a
failure". (62)

Nevertheless, some deckhousing estates could still attract positive
evaluations, notably the IDG schemes and the super-picturesque Dawson Heights

In Southwark (63). Even the Smithsonis Robin Hood Gardens was welcomed by
AD and BD (64)

However, the design of many other schemes was found to be inimioal to
human presence and community development. This was especially true of the
plan for and the first stage to be completed at Thamesmead. In 1972 the
ANY found that:

• 	 with the easy wisdom of hindsight, it is difficult not to
feel that something altogether more modest and private might have
been achieved, appropriate to a, potentialV suburban situation,
without betraying social and aesthetic ideals 	  The plan also
assumes the public authority distanced from the user in order to
speculate about his needs and engineer his social environment.
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Over the next decade this situation must change as the paternalism
of local authorities is ehallenged by the tenant's associations and
cooperatives articulate about their own values". (65)

Another case was the Aylesbury deck housing estate in Southwark. CVitios

described the estate as a prime example of a "one-class, one income,
architecturally totalitarian township". (66) One writer asked:

"Will the large scale repetition of similar dwellings and blocks,
and the drill-square geometry of the layout, offer residents
any advantages other than quick provision of roofs over their
heads? Is it possible to reconcile people's often stated
preferences foreman estates, spaciousness, good landscaping,
visual variety and an intimate personal scale around the home
with the constraints imposed by large-scale redevelopment, high
densities, system building and only one type of tenant", (67)

One American critic, visiting London, pointed to Aylesbury as an estate
noticeably lacking in what he terms "defensible space",

Deck Housing and Defensible Space 

Oscar Newman, who visited London in 1974. when Pritt-Igoe was in

process of demolition stated:
"When you see the Aylesbury estate fora. the surrounding streets,
its alMost as if creatures from another sorld have come down and
built their own environment - its that foreign. The Aylesbury
Estate has out the surrounding streets off from itself, isolated
itself with walls on all sides". (68)

How does one overcome this problem of an alien environment? Newman's answer
was that you try to create "defensible space" that is, a positive relationship
between behaviour and design such that you return market-type rules to

individual and social behaviour in the city. The problem was that:

"We have been raising generations of young people who are totally
lacking in any experience of individuality, of personal space, and
by extension, of the personal rights and property of others'. (69)

Hence the first objective was to remedy the social disorder prevalent in the

American city; that is, to help crime prevention through urban design.

The solution to the problem in regard to housing, was the removal of

areas of anonymous space. Specific types of access encouraged while others

discouraged vandalism and crime. Where a caretaker or resident could keep
a casual watch over a semi-public or semi-private circulation area, the

anti-social activities of strangers could. be discouraged and the environment

defended against attack.. As a result of its successful:operation:

"the buil dins complex and the residents are integrated into the
community. The complex protects the street as well as itself.
The street life helps in turn, to protect the complex. Instead
of being an act of withdrawal, this design reinforces residents
in their expression of concern for their own domain and for the
streets and activity areas to which it is tied". (70)

Mal3problestwas that modern architeotare had apparently failed to establish

a proper relationship between the building and the ground level activity.

The architect had approached his work as if it were an artistic composition,
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"endeavouring to arrange a series of vertical elements into a compositionally
pleasing whole". (71) A correct approach was to begin "by viewing bilildines

and ground as an organically interrelated whole" (72) This would produce a

"territorially intact project". (73)
The new coseption of private and semi-private space would be expanded

considerably by central government in the 1970's as it tried to tackle the
problem of difficult-to-let local authority housing (74) An important report
in this regard was Shankland and Dox41 Housing Management and Design for the
Lambeth Inner Area Study (75)

Two Examples: Sheffield and Manchester

During the 1970's and early 1980's Newman's ideas would be applied in

particular to the problem of anti-social activities occurring on deck housing.

This was in spite of the fact that the street-deck had actually been born of
the desire fora "territorially intact project". The new ideas led to the
breaking up of the deck and the housing estate into small isolated sectors (76).
This may have reduced the crime level on particular estates, but it also megated
the very raison d'etre of streets-in-the sky, instead of enabling the
rediscovery of street-life as Newman wished.

Ib view of the shortcomings in the theory and practice of defensible
space, Reyner Bonham attempted to negate the empirical evidence, supplied by
Newman. In "The Park Hill Victory" he argued that the Sheffield estate
"broke the rules" (77) because in spite of the supposed lack:of defensible
Space there was very little vandalism, or evidence of crime against the
environment. A. year before two architect.sociologista, Roy and Jane Darks,
gave implicit support to this thesis. They concluded their study of Park
Hill and. Hyde Park with the opinion that the former "must be considered a SWOON

relative, at least, to the latter (78).
Conflicting evidence same from the MHLG social survey rpublished in 1972(79,

This showed that, in 1967, 55 per sent of the residents included in the survey
considered vandalism a. problem - although this was actually almost the same
percentage as that found on all estates. In 1974, another social survey, this

time of neighbour relations on Hyde Park estate found leas social contact - and
by inference less defensible space - on that scheme than on the more
traditional designs elsewhere in the city. The authors considered they had.
fella scientific evidence, like Newman and the MHLG Which Benham and the
Darkes did not supply - which denied the sociological basis to streets-In-the-Ms
They concluded with the claim that the "physical design was in some way
fundamentally inhibitive"r (80) regardless of the unusual nature and history of
Hyde Park relative to Park Hill and other deck:housing schemes. Hence the
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"reality" of life in Park Hill was not settled by the scientific evidence;
in spite of criticism it was still surviving at this stage.

A different situation prevailed in Manchester. There, an attempt to
defend the idea of deck housing and to minimise the initial problems of the

new estates in the city, was simply overwhelmed. by events.

The leader of Manchester's BM, R.C.Stones, published. a report on

Access in Dwelling' in 1974 (81) On the basis of social and economic criteria

and tenant reactions Stones argued that, in spite of its unpopularity,
deck housing still had a role to play in urban development. He concluded.:

"If more sophisticated means of collecting and interpreting
social data and total costs become available and if there is a
reaction to the unrelieved tracts of low-rise housing which
results from an implementation of current policy, then a more
Varied formal language for housing will emerge". (82)

However, judging by other expert opinion, this was an extremely unlikely

course of events.

IR a report entitled *Challenging Rubbish" New Society, the ideal and
the reality of Hulme 5 were compared:

*In the corporation's planning department there was talk that
Hu/me 5 would provide 'urban scale' and that building seven
storeys high would allow the creation of green apace around the
crescents, which it was felt Hulme as a whole rather lacked.
But no one had considered that deck access, communal facilties
and pedestrian segregation might create a new set of clearing and
maintenance problems; or dreamt that communal rubbish chutes could cope w5
the great amounts of rubbish produced by modern packaging, and the
lack of a coal fire to burn some of it on, might quickly turn
Manchester's touch of 18th century Bath into something approaching
a 20th century rubbish tip". (83)

The issue of vandalism and the lack of defensible space was probably of
kieater consequence than the related cleansing and maintenance problems.

A BBC TV documentary broadcast in 1974 recorded how in all the deck housing
estates:

"Few of the Corporation officials who manage these blocks, or the
tenants who live in them regard them as other than a sad mistake.
II Manchester they come in two forms, the 'forts' which look like
outposts in the Sahara, and the Crescents, which form the huge
housing complex near the city centre. The common and fatal feature
is the landings...."streets-in-the-sky" as some optomistic lad called
them. The landings are intolerable. Children fly round, hooligans
break windows andIalp off down the stairs; dogs relieve themselves.
And in some places the landing forms part of the roof of the flat
below. *You can bear the noises all the tine" a tenant said. "Through
the night the bloody things going, somebody's roaming about. One on top
of the other. The landing is halfway across our bedroom and if anybody
walks across, its thump, thump, thump, In the middle of the night". (84)

And the sad record continued:
"Vandalism is largely concentrated on the medium-rise blocks where
the streets-in-the-sky' make easy escape routes. Lifts are a
special target. The most spectacular game is to light a fire inside
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a lift and then start the smoking cage moving up and down
its shaft". (85)

The conclusion was hardly surprising:
"These huge blocks have been built and there is no prospect of
getting rid of them for years to come. But in Manchester at
least, they have stopped putting up any more: MD more flats,
no more crescents, no more streets-in-the-slcy. Prom now on
council houses will be two, or at most, three storeys. They
look pretty much like the old terraced streets which the
planner swept away. Sometimes even everts learn". (86)

The following your Lambaster began s. policy of "defensible space" alterations
to most of the deck housing estates, (87) although the problems continued
into the late 1970's as two ITY World in Action programmes in early 1978
on Hulse 5 described in detail (8c)

The deck housing in Manchester was almost a. lost cause by the late
1970's (89) A more difficult and more important model estate to criticise
if an end to modernist architectural forms was being sought by post-modernists,
remained Park Hill. The now avokedly "post modern" architects had, onoe more,
to distort the facts in order to describe the social deficiencies of the
famous scheme.

In 1977 Conrad ameson wrote an artIole for the pundip, Tines, entitled
"British Architecture: 30 wasted years." Here it was asked:

"There is the building that is as big as the sociology?"
asked Reyner Benham. 'Sheffield gave the answer". A fairer question
would be where was the sociology that was as big as a 	  of
more than 2,000 flats? The design came from a pure speculation of
Le Corbusier that the neighbourliness of the traditional street woull
reappear with street decks in the air. Later evidence showed that
only 4. per cent thought that the street decks encouraged neighbourliness.
Unchastened the architects built more of the same, this time in blocks
14 stems high". (90)

A number of important inaccuracies are present in this description of Park
Lill. Reference to "2,0006 , "Le Corbusier", "speculation", "only 4 per Gent"
and "unchastmed 6 seemed to portray the estate as the work of architectural
segalamanis whose design bore no relation to the existing conditions es-the
success of the earlier project.	 of the supposed facts are incorrect
as we have shown; the whole passage in simply a jumble of words which

serves to deny completely the validity of rodern architecture.
In the same year the a review of post war urban planning cited Paz* Hill

as a prime example of how not to rebuild the oity. Under a photograph of
Sheffield's model deck housing estate - actually Hyde Park - it was stated that
"in the late 19604 planners decreed that these unendurable barracks at Park
Hill, Sheffield, were the latest ideal homes". (91) In fact neither Park Hill
nor Hyde Park, was opened in the late 196u's - when a labour government was
in power - and MOT was Park Hill all "unezuhareble barracks' according to a
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survey Parried out by the local authority in 1976; for from it the estate

was providing "something approaohing an ideal community". (92)
alder another photograph, this time of a pedestrian bridge at Park Hill,

there was the comment "mugger's corner - the concrete streets in the air that
are the threshold to the Park Hill homes". In this case, although no mugging
had taken place in the estate up to this time - and none appears to have taken
place to date di it was a comment which could have been applied to any rather
anonymous street. The important point, however, was not the accuracy of the

statement but the supposition that such an event was inevitable on these now

"concrete" streets-in-the-air.

In early 1978 Bonham once more, but only briefly this time, defended the

estate (93).

A more serious but no less distorted criticism came in 1980 from

Lmnon's Hos Designers Think. Here it was propoaed, building upon the work of

Alexander, that the designer's ability to reflect the real parld was
seriously limited. As a result the imagination tended to simplify and produce

"images" of reality which were actually:3o more than misleading illusions. For
sample, the image of streets-in-the-sky relative to what are, according to

Lawson, no more than corridors. He notes " "streets" have been loaded with
&positive image of fresh open air and sociability while "corridors" are neutral,

inhibiting and aabiguous". He concludes:

"It is difficult to see the physical resemblance to a traditional
Sheffield street, let alone the social resemblance SO Imaginatively
described by the architects". (90
The photograph of the busy-street deck in 1960 is replaced by the

photograph of a deserted corridor in 1980. While the images which architects

used - the bye-law street, medieval row or Georgian crescent - was seriously
mixleading and, in a sense, a simplification ofeeality, the final result
often did not, as at Park Hill, reveal the original more complex intention

of the architect. The new description of the "corridor" which is providing a
"muggers' corner", underlines the important politieil significance of the

exaggerated images of both modernism and post modernism; the limitations of
the image have little relation to the designer's ability and far more to the

shortcomings of the architectural and urban planning professions producing

our particular kinds of buildings.

In 1981 Lord Esher's uncritical history of post war urban planning and

modern architecture (95) highlighted this conflict of opinion over the correct
interpretation of estates such as Park Hill. Worxing from a visit to the

building and the facts contained in Mrs. Demers (1962) and the local
authority's (1976) unoritical surveys he painted an attractive picture.
El began:

"Its great faceted cliffs dominate the central city in rather the
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same mann.er as Avignon is dominated by the Palace of the Popes,
we against the sunrise its siloutte has the mystery and austerity
of a giant crusader castle". (96)

In desoribing the estate in detail Lord Esher notes, in regard to the
appearance:

'And the architecture, in plain protest against the blandness of
Greenhill. and Gleadless„ is by later standards not affectedly
brutalist, it is simply incredibly plain, no doubt reflecting
the no-nonsense tradition of artisan Sheffield, modified somewhat
bf the changes of brick colour that denote the different 'Rows'
and bf variations in weathering, it has not worn badly". (97)

And he concludes:
"There can alas be no doubt' wrote Itefesner in his 'Gest Riding

Guide, 'that such a vast scheme of closely set high blocks will
be a slum in a half century or leas, but hopefully a cosy slums
Mere seems to be some determination to prove him wrong". (98)

This modernist-picturesque interpretation was decried by Booker. Reviewing
the bows for the 122.2atmampl he referred to the "terrifying oong,lex of
"slab blocks" that make up }ark Hill and then quoted Lord Esher's comparison
to the Palace of the Pope at Avignon. Booker concluded his oritioe,Larticle:

*In their heads and their speeches, on their plans and their models,
it all looked fine - very futuristic and exciting.
But when it (same to fit real, living, breathing people into their
celebrated visions of an inhuman, technological perfection, it
simply did not work. But, alas, as Lord Esher's book demonstrates,
the architects still, by and large, haven't a clue why it did not
work". (99)

Bush a misleading exaggeration of the limits to modern urban planning and
architecture is partner to the similar misrepresentation of the worthwhile
achievements of that tradition. The opposing images presented by Booker
and Lord Eicher reflect and are part of' a wider social-ideological apparatus
which has taken estates such as Park 1511 from a self-fulfilling prophecy
of success to a self-fulfilling prophecy of failure. Pacts have been
interpreted to suit the abstract class-bound needs of professional architecture,
which has served under political and economic forces detailed in Part 2. The
new postmodernism is, therefore, no different fundamentally, from that which
it has supposedly replaced, except that the professed aim of being anti-
utopian, and more "realistic" in relation to people's needs and wants,
is no more likely to achieve the correct results. A new image and a new
search for legitimacy will them be necessary.

The Model Estates and their Problems

As we can see from table 1 deck housing was not built uniformly
thibughout the United Kingdom. A regional pattern emerges. Although the
comparison with the only regional figures given by the MHLG/DOE is not
entirely valid, it does reveal a basic growing of this type of multi-storey
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lousing 411 the Worth West, Northern, Yorkshire and Humberside, East
Midlands and Greater London regions. Cimilaely it shows the abeams
of deck housing from the lest Midlands, South East excluding Greater London
smiths South West.

TABLE 3.k rous4	in	 th1121	 ited • d/lg. ge_s). 3c. 3.o al
flatted

(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)
Economic	 No. of Approx. no. of	 High Rise	 Peroen-
PlmuOng	 Schemes Dwellings.	 Approvals 5 storey + tags

4 storsYs 4	 1966-71 (c)	 (3) / (4)Region (a)	 1961-75 (b)

Northern	 14	 5,000 (d)
North West	 32	 19,300
Ions& Bumberside 10	 7,2u0
East kidLands	 8	 3,100
Nest Nidlands	 4.	 1,8(.0
East Anglia	 2	 900 (d)

(a) Used by central government for re.ona1 economic planning.
(b) to neLrest huhdred
(0) krom Emileavy (19b1) Table 2.3
(d) Includes a ciolificant number four storeys high. Hence comparison with

totals for five and over storeys is invalid.
n.a. refers to MD comparable figures available.

We have already commented upon its sub-regional distribution. However,
we would add that it is significant by its presence in the smaller settlements
of the North Last, the South Yorkshire subregion, the Manchester, Oldham and
Rochdale sons in the North Eest and Nottongham*.	 in the East Midlands. Within
London there is an especially large nuttier of dwellings in Lambeth, Southwark
Brent and Haringey.

What is excluded from these considerations is the large number of projects
that were never built. For example, Thameamead, IDG, several London boroughs,
Riaingworth, WashingtoniLliihAmenue, Leicester, Liverpool, Rotherham,
Newcastle, and Glasgow all had. notable plans for deck housing that were never
roalised. As much as three or even four times the actual number of deck
hmudos schemes may now exist if the design and the bui/Eng programme had been
successful. The history of streeta-in-the-s47 is perheps particularly
sipificant as a failed utapiu relative to the success of the premodernist
Pleas for garden suburbs and newtowns. Overall, as built, deck housing forma
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an insignificant percentage of the total local authority housing development
in the United Kingdom between 1961-75, only 2 per cent of all post-war

multi-storey local authority housing and only 7 percent of all similar post

war housing completed in hngland and Wales, where 85 per cent of all deck

housing development was concentrated. Between 1965 and 1973, when the majority
of such schemes were completed this figure increases to 11 per cent (100)

However, if we consider only those figures for medium rise housing, five
to nine atoreys, whose tenders were approved in the second half of the
1960's (the nearest we can get to a definition of deckhousing which does not

include reference to access type) the pasentage figures rise.: to nearer
75 per cent. And this was during a period to which for the first time the
total percentage in the five to nine storey category was greater than the
percentage in other categories, 10 to 14, 15 to 19 and 20+. Between 1960-6k
tenders approved for 5 to 9 atorey ,housing were 25 per cant of the total
number over 5 storeys and a lower total than in the 10 to 3.4. and 15 to 19
stmmuTgroups. In the years 1965-70 the figure for 5 to 9 storeys rose to
taper cent of the total and was a larger number than any of the other
categories. (101) For a short period, therefore, medium rise and
tWideck housing, was an important type of multi-storey local authority
housing.

The Problem Estates 

The nature of the problems found in deckhousing today, and present in
some estates from their opening, can be divided into three categories. These
relate to use of the deck, the standard of construction and the reputation
of the estate.

In the first case the circulation area is especially suitable for a
variety of anti-social purposes, from vandalism to the exercising of dogs or

eats, because of the ease of' access and escape, and the absence, sometimes,
of any residents view on to the deck and in other cases of only a kitchen(
dining room window. It is difficult to achieve a balance of public and
private life on these 'streets' and therefore to sustain a pattern of
organised social interaction and surveillance. Tenants may only meet
neighbours by chance unless they stand out on the deck for some time which
msi be tiring and which may be considered the sign of an over inquisitive nature.
The keeping of pets which need exercise can conflict with the children's use
of the deck to a larger extent that at ground level, simply because of the
restrictions on movement.

In these circumstances the deck can become only a means of reaching
the relative freedom of ground level while the deck itself is left to
Strangers or vandals. It becomes a neutral or positively dangerous area,
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when there are attacks on the individual. When this trend becomes
established the loom], authority response can be to begin moving families
out and single people in, begin police patrols and then divide the deck
up into smaller, less publicly accessible sections where some privacy
can be guaranteed; so called "defensible space". In this case the very
basis of streets-in-the-sky has been permanently Mmeated; it becomes housing
which denies full community life instead of encouraging it.

All deck housing estates were built using some kind of industrialised

building method. In many cases they were constructed following the
maximum industrialisation of the building process, whereby heavy concrete

panels are mass produced in a factory and then brought to the site and
assembled according to some particular "system" of construction. Without
proper safeguards such a "system" can collapse like a pack of cards as shown
at Ronan Point.

Whatever the method of construction, there were two problems. Firstly,
the omission of sufficient heat and sound insulation required on the
additional exposed surfaces adjoining the deck and secondly the unusual
complexity of the interlocking flats and maisonettes. These accentuated
the problems present with what were already relatively experimental building
methods.

Below -par standard of design and construction have seriously affected

the balance of heating, ventilation and humidity. The outcome can be severe
problems of condensation, damp and even water penetration, at the same time
as extremely high heating bills. There is therefore a real contrast between

the aim of a cheap and efficient new building form and the expensive and
ineffioient result.

These two problems are compounded by the size and type of deck housing

architecture which can often attract adverse comment from the public and the
press, particularly at the present time when we are turning to promodernist
traditional forms of housing. The reputation an estate obtains as an
"Alcatraz" or a mum Vallee, regardless of actual social conditions, can
often be as serious a threat to its continued successful occupation as the

problem of vandalism or heating. In other words the housing design which was
meant to fit neatly into the existing urban culture is now seen as a negation

of urban culture, as an alien building form.

This serious and unparalleled combination of problems has led, in a
number of cases, to arguably, the most determined and well-known tenant
protest movements in this country in the second half of the 1970's and the
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early 1980's. The Vetterley Flat Dwellers Action Group, the tenants of

Rulme 5 in Lanehester, the tenants of the Yorkshire Development group schemes

in Bull, Leeds, Sheffield and Nottingham, the Hutchesontown 'El anti-dampness

campaign in Glasgow and the tenants of the Divis flats in Belfast, are only
the most persistent and outspoken protest movements; there have been, and. are

Way, many others.
It would appear that because this type of urban multi-storey housing

attempted to answer both economic and social problems in such a novel and
comprehensive wey that the outcome has been the opposite; a type of modern
architecture especially susceptible to the economic and social problems of
miety as a whole. A. particularly com:lex urban planning exercise has led

to an unusually complex urban plannin& problem. The consequence is, on average,

an urban phenomena which falls as a shelter and a home. Instead of overcoming

the perceived problems of a material and spiritual poverty, deck housing has
brought these social characteristics to a quite new and intolerable
Prom the planners dream to the tenants (and the local authorities) nightmare.

Design Characteristics 

If we now turn to the characteristics of particular schemes, it is clear
that in the design work there was a balance to be struck between the economic
gains to be made by reducing the number of roads and lifts to a minimum, and
narrowing the deck to a balcony and the sociological gains to be made by having
anew and pleasureable access system.

In regard to lifts, the English and Welsh housing standards of the 19602s
ehical became obligatory in 1969 (102) required one lift in blocks of flats
summAing three storeys and one in blocks of maisonettes exceeding four storeys.

In buildings of six or more storeys, two lifts were required. There was,

however, DA stipulation regarding the number of units of accommodation per lift.
Some deck housing up to six storeys avoided the need for lifts altogether

by the auspicious use of the deck with ramps, e.g. School street, Hebbu.rn.
Others provided only one lift shaft for the whole development and staircase
access to the highest dwellings reached from the third floor deck-level;
for example, the Ward Royal estate of 279 dwellings at Windsor.

In the case of the deck width, the 31,1 wide passage of Park Hill was only
repeated in a small number of estates; the Hyde Park and Kelvin schemes in
Sheffield, the Chalichil l, Stonebridge and Kilburn Square schemes in Brent,
the Weaning and Becton schemes in Camden, the World's End and Lancaster Road
&themes in Kensington and Chelsea, the Osprey and Kingshold estates developed
by the GLC and the Hutchesontown "E l scheme in Glasgow. Other estates included
only one deck of this width, for example, the Lylesbury and North Peckham

schemes in Southwark, Roundshaw scheme in :;utton, Heath Town in aolverbampton

andKillingworth scheme in North Tyneside. Besides these the majority were
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slightly larger than the normal balcony or gallery at approximately 2m widthl:.
(6.0ft).

Economies could also be made by omitting balconies e.g. at Oldham,
increasing the amount of family accommodation (i.e. decreasing the number
of party walls and serves required) for example up to 95 per cent of

accommodation is for three or more people at the Killingworth estate (compared
to 60 per cent at Lisbon Green or 20 per cent at Park Hill) and omitting the
better community facilities, e.g. the central heating system and garden.

Following these problems and economies a national picture emerges.
The deck housing in the North West, Yorkshire and Humberside, the Rost'.

East and the east gidlands of England, is, on the whole, a disaster - judging
by its status as the local authority 'sink' estates. There are exceptions.
This would include estates in Rotherham and Tyneside. Also in the West
BADAmds and Greater London the picture is not so clear cut. Nevertheless,
those estates which are °surviving" are not necessarily successful . they
have not been proved to be problem estates - and may well gradually attract

or develop.the same social, economic and physical problems found elsewhere.
In other parts of the United Kingdom there is a different pattern of

development and problems. Northern Ireland has two large and very unpopular
schemes while the scale of Scotland's mainly unsuccessful estates are un-

paralleled anywhere else in the country. Only Wales seems to have practically

avoided the whole issue and its attendant problems.

The remedial work which has been necessary to date includes demolition
or planned demolition at Daaley, Netierley, Belle Vale, Divis, Pearly Bank
and Beswick/Welliagton Street. Other estates have fundamental constructional
problens eh yet unresolved. This includes the YDG estates, Roundshaw, Hulas 5,
Ihktchesontoen n' t Beeswax* Fart, the other parts of Divis and Roseville Street.

Comprehensive environmental improvements inside and outside the home,
including on occasion the division of the estate into areas of defensible

space, is characteristic of Chalehill, Broadwater Farm, Aylesbury, the other

Wanchester estates, all the Nottingham estates, Hyde Park, School street,
Ashfield valley, Oldford, gillingwurth, Edith Avenue, Lisson Green,

Stockwell Park, Thamesmead, the "12m Jespersen" estates, Flanborough Walk,

most of the Glasgow estates, the West Pitton estates and Whitefield in Dundee.

And still more are in need of attention, for example, the schemes in Tower Hamlet
On the basis of this general picture we can now turn to consider each

estate in greater detail.

The North-West of England

Liverpool

The Liverpool City Centre Plan, prepared by consultants Ehankland and Cox
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in 1962-3, was the first to apply Buchanan-type principles to the centre of

a major urban area. About two thirds of the area was redesigned around an

upper level pedestrian deck system. A new rmil loop and motorway system would
link the central area with the district centres in the inner area and suburbs.

These wild be miniature versions of the city centre, with an additional

element of multi-storey housing for families as well as other households.

In a report to the City Council in 1963 talter Box', head of the new City
Planning Department, discuased the aim and method of building low to medium

rise high density housing in the city (103). The existing tower block at

the city centre and pyramidal density profile of an urban area produced an

anti-social and conbested city unsuited to modern needs. District centres,
including alternative types of housing to the tower block, produced a far

sore varied density profile and thereby a more efficient and humane habitat.
The Interim Planning Policy Statement published in 1965 made these ideas

a fundamental aspect of the city's future development. Hance local plans

(called District and ActIon Area plans after the recommendations of the

Planning Advisory Group report published in 1964.) were prepared to specify

proposals for the district centres ard in most cases, their deck housing.
Only three Action Area Plans actually reached the state of sketching out
designs. Netherley (with Belle Vale), queens Road and Chatsworth.

Netherley was to be the model estate for the new Liverpool. The Interim
Planning Policy :tatement described the plans, first published in 1964., as

involving the "full application of the most advanced principles of good design"

(104). Built upon the only remaining vacant site within the city, it would

Incorporate shopping, industry, housing (at 250-200 ppha, 80-100 ppa) a

park system and most other social amenities. in all 170 ha (430 acres) for

20,000 people.

Behind this plan there was the concept of "an interlocking system of

vehicular access roads and pedestrian routes". It was envizaged that:
"The areas of higher density (housing) will be four and six storeys
high with deck and balcony access. Intermediate levels with play
areas, changes in levels at shops and other social foci snould be
tailed to maks the progress of the pedestrian easy and interesting". (105)
In 1965 a revised plan was published. The district shopping centre was

moved to nearby Belle Vale; pedestrian and traffio routes reduced in scale
and a more sympathetio relationship to the landscape 	 pedestrian
circulation would now be via a "spine", upon which "will hang the whole

framework of the layout". (106) Here was a "new concept", that of a
"village street" which would give a "clearly recognisable form and unity

to the whole development" as well as linking with the "country walk"
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planned for the area. The built form would present an essentially

"urban" townscape, due to its multi-storey high density character.

Two years later the consultants' proposals for the adjacent housing

site of Belle Vale were made known. They were based upon a "social study"
of an adjacent and traditional suburban council estate (107) The aim was

to discover the type of housing and environment preferred by the future

tenants. The design for a four to six storey "spine block" of deck housing

with two storey housing on one aide was suplosed to satisfy the findings of

the reserach, for agample, large families in two storey hoasing. The whole
estate, built to a density of 250 ppha (100 rpa) would house 6,600 people in
2,035 dwellings, 1,344 in the spine block, bear the middle of the spine a

local centre would provide one or two shops, a laundry, community centre

and old person's flatlets.
This by 1967 the proposals for Netherley included the Netherley housing

and industry and the Belle Vale housing and district shopping centre, all

linked together bya deck system centred upon the multi-storey housing.
The other district centre plans were not quite so ambitious. The

Queens Road Action Area plan (part of the Evertan District Plan) included a

sketch layout for an upper level street linking the shopping and housing

together (fig.50) Pedestrian circulation, it was stated "should be maintained
at an upper level" (108) with the main part of the pbdestrian spine provided
by a deck housing scheme at Gleave Street.

The Chatsworth Action Area plan found advantages to the use "for at
least part of this area" of . deck hous4; scheme. This would maintain:

"reasonably high densities without the problems of social isolation
and other difficulties created by separate multi-storey blocks.
Continuity of pedestrian access at upper levels is desirable and
will assist in achieving separation of pedestrian and vehicular
traffic but must be carefully related to the pattern of community
uses in the District Centre". (109)

none of these plans for district centres were realised as intended. In

particular at Netherley and Belle Vale the housing, situated Apart and some

distance away from the shopping centre, was of a very poor quality, both in
terms of the balcony character of the deoics the poor design of the whole
structure and the very low standard of construction. No rapid transit links
were established with the city centre and the area soon became an isolated

and below standard form of council housing, with the appropriate reputation
as "Vellum Valley, Aloatres" (110) One local press report in 1979 began its

description of Netherley with these words:

"Gale force winds whistle around the endless blocks of grey and
grim-looking flats, whipping up the litter in swirling streams.
Up the stairs, stinking of urine and rotting scraps of discarded
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food, you unconsciously side-step broken glass that seems to
be everywhere.
Along the hundreds of yards of walkways, or streets in the sky,
dozens of flats have been blitzed by vandals, often the front
doors are vide open. Here and there, you have to duck a light
fitting dangling by electrical wiring from the balcony ceiling.
Some flats are boarded up and on some floors you occasionally
find one that is occupied. It can be a hazardous walk along
the landings, with pools of water flooding parts of the walkway.
The water has leaked from above after water tanks and pipes had
been removed by thieves.
You gaze in wonderment when a lift button is pressed and it actually
works. ThJugh more often than not the stench of urine sends you
to the stairway to walk up the concrete steps". (111)

In 1974 the Netherley Flats Dwellers Action Group was formed before

conditions became quite as bad as the foregoing details suggest. But five

years later, when they were often in such a poor state at least in one part

of the scheme, the tenants protest organisation produced their own re:ort

Odth assistance from the Polytechnic) called "The Scandal of Netherley"

on the standard of the environment- and this led to the press coverage.
After several types of remedial work and stew management techniques had been

trisd without success the worst part of the estate was declared a slum

clearance area, due for demolition (112). The protest movement had been
successful; its history had even been publicised in 'Woman's Own! (113)

(Mus. 58) (p.185)

The Belle Vale estate was smaller and of a different design but

certainly in no better condition than its neighbour. Although a report on its

problems was produced and the matter even raised in the House of Commons by

the local k.P. (1)4) it has never generated the same level of tenant protest.

Manchester

In 1963 Hanchester founded a City Fltinn ing Department, under J.B.Millar,

to guide the redevelopment of the city, aided by the City Architect's

Department, the Housing Department and the consultants, Wilson and Womersely.

Together they replanned the city centre ocording to the multi-level principles

of Buchanan, established a new inner ring road system and pinpointed four

surrounding residential districts in need of comprehensive renewal. These

were Hulme and Mosside, Longsight, Beswick and Bradford, and Harpurley.

Together there was over aoo hectares (2,000 acres) of land contained within

theme areas of which about half was considered ripe for redevelopment to a

new net housing density of 170-200 ppha (70-8p ppa) or gross density of

65-80 ppha (40-50 ppa) According to the planning briefs (equivalent to

Action Area Flans) prepared between 1964 and 1966 all areas would have a

district centre with a number of neighbourhood centres and a mixture of deck

access and two storey housing.

The first district to be the subject of detailed design work was the
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Go. Hulme: The Jesperson system and Moss Side (bottom)
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62. Gibson Street, Manchester
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870 hectare (350 acres) area of Helms and Moss side. Here a new community

would be created, drawn from the "sense of identity and neighbourliness

which was characteristic of the area". (115) Pedestrian ways linking the

two neighbourhood centres and the district centre, wriAla additional social
amenities adjoining the route, would provide a meeting place and ensure the
smainuance of the community established in the area. The form would be that

of a high and ground level °street" or spine with high density housing on

one or both sides. Families would be housed in dwellings which had direct

access to gardens or ground level. But :Lather living on ground or above

ground level there would be full pedestrian vehicle segregation, no through
traffic an 10u per cent car parking ava_lable to residents plus additional
space tier visitors.

The outcume of these proposals anC princiAes was an area covered in
deok housing ani various coemunaty facilities but without the main artery, the
"nerve centre of the new community both by day and by night." There were no
well-defined routes to encourage soaiel mataot save the decks themselves,
which, however, simply followed the layout of the housing bleeds and were not the
soot convenient route for the majority of pedestrian movements. The whole area
was effectively divided into six indepenumt sectxons one of whach was hullo 5,

the four crescents linked together to provide manchester e s model housing
scheme (Illus. 55-61) (P p. 3117.a89)

The rises and results for Hulme (3,480 dwellings of which about 250 were

houses) appear to Lame instilled some uneasiness in the City Council. For
the reuaining three areas, the Housing Department eatablished a. Housing
Devaepuert Groat to renew and consider in greater depth the problems
involved in coeprehensive clearance ar rebuilding. The leader of the HDG
maintained in 197u, with regard to his scheme at Longsight (Illus.62)

"an conclusion it can be said that the Gibson street scheme sue:easefully
realizes the theory of urban renewal advanced by Nana:heater Housing
Development Group and illustrates its validity in practical terms.
It is satiefectory to note that the original scheme 	 has survived
intact all the constructional testa, cost controls and administrative
procedures, without any radical chanc,es or delve and that the
fieished scheme will faithfully reproduce the original meal". (116)

bevertheless, the outcome was a very unpopular form of counoll housing, whose
decks were not apprecieted, whose fora web particularly "alien" - they became

mown as the "forts" - and whose construotion was, in moat cases, below an

&semi-table standard. By 1975, only a couple of years after their cowletion,
tee Chairman of the Housing coemittee %Latta iorta ware a big mistake"e(117)

There then began a series of new managenmat Techniques improving the appearance

of the blocks an& dividine up the decks into areas of "defensible space.

while 'they wore, judbing by press reports, less popular with tenants

than the majority of courtyard deck housing predominant in the Hulse: development,
they were not as unpopular as the Abss aide and Hulas 5 schemes. In 1974 and

1975 the Hoss Side estate was the subject of repeated protests from tenants
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over the general living conditions:" .terraces in the sky" a big flop"

reoorded the local press (118). In October 1975 all families with children
under the ace of 16 years were given the opportunity of moving from the deck

housing estates into traditional two storey houses with gardens. About 60 per cer

had been moved off by late 1979 and a large number of students moved Into the estk

This was especially the case at Hulme 5, the most unpopular of the streets-

in-the-sky. Al]. the extreme problems of this type of multi-storey housing

found at Netherley were repeated at this one-time model estate for the

new Lanohester. The vision of the revitalised c apital of the North West,

represented bj the deck housing schemes up until the early 1970's (119) and

which could well have included other similar estates at Withenshawe for

example (12u) was now in ruins and a new level of problems presented to the

City Council.

Mei' parts of the horth West

The relatively unanlitious courtjard-layout deck housing in Hulse was
produced by Laing Construction Ltd. using their "12m Jespersen" building method:

This type of aecx housing was also used at large estates at Oldham, Blackburn,

Bolton and Macolesfield and was proposed but not built at Stockport (121).
The origina design was developed at Cldham in the early 1960's by the

kinistry of Housing and Local Government in co-operation with Laings. The
Danish system had to be converted to incorporate maisonettes, a variety of

dwellings in one block and deck accesc. It was also to be used for two storey

housing.

The Chief Architeot at the Ministry, H.Vhitefield Lewis, and his deputy
Oliver Cox, along with a team of social scientists began work on a trial scheme

near the centre of the city. Lewis maintained that British architects bad
much to learn from bcandanavian practice, in particular their modest and well
tried designs for multi storey housing. It was the traditional modernist
virtues:

"Mat is outstanding about Scandanavian hou aing is the general
quality of fidsh and internal equipment and, of course, the
care taken over landscape anu the environment generally. These
tend to blind one to the simplicity, repetition and sometimes
monotony of the buildings themselves. One of the advantages of
this repetition is seen in the rapie auvance of industrialised
methods.... Most of our current heavy concrete panel systems are
either made under licence from Scandanaviaaor have developed
directly from Scandanavian techniques". (122)

The resulting scheme, which used a sloping site, was a mixture of two

storey and deck housing arranged on a courty4rd layout. The multi-storey
housing, which had no lift access, increased from three to five storeys.
Several anienities, good quality finish and laaascaping, uere included and
through traffic excluded.
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Local authorities in the North ,ast and inner London used this type
of deck housing as %ell as the areas of the North Vest already noted. These

totalled about 500 on Tyneside although it could have been a great deal more

when the original plans for the Byker area of Newcastle were for a Laings
deckhousing development. In the London borough of Southwark the Aylesbury
estate for 2,500 such dwelling units was the largest deckhousing scheme
undertaken in Dacland (only the lihitfield estate in Dundee developed by
Crudens Ltd. is a s i milar size).

Lout 49'00 units exist in the North nest; about 1,3(,0 in Oldham
(St.Aary's 1,11 and III), 503 on the Victoria lam Entate in aacclesfield
(Illus. 03 (p.194) 369 at the ohaasaorth Cueens }ark estate in Blackburn,
239 on the Sk..gen Court estate in Bolton and the rest in Manchester. The

schemes in kaccleefield and bldoxburn are Laze, almost monumental in seals
and an sloling sites adjacent to municipal parks; the first is adjacent to
the ton centre, the latter out in the suburbs. The thaw Road scheme
(Lt.lary's III) is of a larger and more monumental form than its earlier
partners. 1.11 est,tes reach up to six or seven storeys; in Macclesfield
there ,re thirteen interconnected blocks, in Blackburn nine.

All three estates were the pride of the local authority (including the

whole of St.2ary's) when they were opened around 1966.70 and had therefore

been given the best sites avalleible, i.e. adjacent to parks and open spaces

By 198 all of then. were very unpopular rith residents with the possible
exception of the first two phases of St.Mar5's.

For ex1e in a report to the ..aeolasfield Eousing Services Committee in

Laf 198 , it was reported that:

"The effectiveness of caretaking and maintenance services is being
undermined as the communal areas become the subject of increasing
vandalism and general misuse. The environment is discouraging to
most residents, and as the letting potential of the flats reduces,
there is an unavoidable trend towards allocations to those families
in most urgent need of rehousinE, some of whom have and exhibit
social problems.
The letting difficulties are compounded by the close proximity of
attractive, traditional estates on two sides of Victoria Parx,
and by the poor publicity which the conditions em the estate engender".

The recommendations for action included:

	 division of blooks, provision of an entry-phone system, and
upgrading of communal areas and estate features, and improvements
to parking and traffic arrangements".

At Blackburn there was a long histor; of misues of the deck system

going back to the early 1970's (123). The keeping of dogs, the continuous
vandalism, the rubbish and low standar& of the environment and the reputation
of the estate as "Villain's Paradise" and "Alc..traz" all led eventually to a

major improvement programme and attempt to nake the estate "vandal proof,

in 1979. Families with children under 16 years were moved to other estates
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and the dwellings let west]." to students. At the same time it was necessary
to imerove sefety standards in the event of fire, particularly in those
dwellings situated below the entranoe et deoe level. On the recommendation
of the Fire Offioer structural alterations were undertaken to ensure that
sU bedrooms were closer to the exit than tha living room, the number of
fire doors was increased and redundant heating ducts were sealed off.

These problems heve probably been present at Laoclesfieldaad elsewhere.
And in a similar Leaner tne major reason given for peoele requesteng transfer
from the Iiotoria ler. estate (37A in ea./ 190) - cost of heating/condensation

Wiat. causine loss of sleep led*, - that is inedequate heat and sound
insulation, eill proeabli have been present elsewhere in the North 'est.
Laieg 15ee eacclesfield housine Services Comaittee aernowledged only the
neater "auvice on heazing and coneeesation", ana the need for measures
to reduee noise naisanoe while tne main effort was put into altering and
upweeiing the environment.

All these problems will probably have been experienced in Bolton,
kencheater ana elseXlaere in englana beceuse ce. the standard type of Jesperson
construction. Other tjpes of deo.housizz In ee !lora 'eat Jame similarprobl
In eldham the Pearly hene housine bloce on the eholver estate some way from
the city centre, was such a thorny problem to the local authority, that in
January 1980 it was decided to reduce it to a singee storey terrace of flats
and. meisonettes (124). A similar develoement half a mile away &id, not have
tna se aoele of problems at the time.

Rochdale built three largo schemes; Ashfield Valley, Freehold and Falinge.
The firbt is one of the largest in the region at just over 1,000 dwellings.
(Illus.65)(p. 197i Twenty-six blocks, from four to eight storeys, are linked
into two giant com:lexes. The whole estate ha., a monumentalism and drabness,
due to the heavy concrete panel construction, which is only rivalled by the
other Crudens • kerne" system built estate at Killingworth. In 1979 the
local autLority began work on removing all the bridges connecting the blocks
together in an attempt to answer the tenants' protests about vandalism.
Homer the problems seemed to be related just as much to the heating and
condensation difficulties, the public health standards (insects in the drainage
system, found on other estates, for examele Hyde Park) and the lack of
amenity facilities, e.g. community centre and adventure playground (125).

The Trafalgar Gardens estate in Burnley is of a similar kind of architecture
(alms. 66)(pe198) Seventeen blocks centaining 379 dwellings are linked in a
count/aril pattern, on a sloping site. When it was opened, and up until the
late 1970's, this estate was claimed to be "prebably the most ambitious
residential development ever carried out be this local authority".(126)
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"Obviously", it was sucgested, "a tremendous arount of time, thought and money
has been spent in providing these homes, which one considered to be amongst
*swot up-to-date and comfortable of their 'type in the country". (127) In
consequence the estate was named after a most important event in British history
- the Battle of Trafalgar: Each block bears the name of one of the ships in
the victorious fleet.

However, no amount of propaganda regardinc the "model" status of the
echeme could hide its poor construction and below standard environment. A

large mount of remedial work has been nelessery (128).
At Anoeslej, the Tower Hill estate built by the same firm that was

responsible for part of Nethorley and tte Turkey Lune scheme in kanohester
(and Iltefield square in Knowsley and houthgate in auncorn) that is, Unit
Construction Ltd., has been entirely vacant since 1979. Its history of
problems surpasses even the hetherley experience, although the record of
vandalism is probably not quite so serious in view of the independent nature
of eachbloo.: the est.te is not truly deckhousing because a large number of
Mous are not lireced together to provide an upper level pedestrian system.

The smaller schemes at Salford, anowsl y, Bootle, bireenhead and Preston

have a r latively sucoessful history. The Massell Street scheme in Preston
by Jamee Stirling and Jares Gowan was almost contemporary with Park Eill (129).
It is f r smaller (forming only one part of a larger scheme) and doesn't have

a deck in any way comparable to Pam Hall's, but in contrast to the Sheffield
estate did use VDMO materials and detailing derived from the local culture.
In other words it has a few small features at "monuments of worktown"(1,J).
Otherwise its architects were interested in similar ideas to Lynniind Smith:

"The charaoter of a society is formed to a very great extent by
the buildings it inhabits, and we have tried here to maintain
the vital spirit ("Saturdby bight and ..unday Morning") of the alley,
yard and street houses that the new development is replacing and from
mach its coonpicrs have recently movea". (131)

anoteet and vary different scheme wy James Stirlinb exists in the centre

Of Runcorn new town, adjacent to the sho ring centre. This is the eoathgate
estate, a high aensitj examxle of tra.ly reaarL.Lle modcrr architecture. Inter-
locating 5 storey rectangular shapes with central open spaces, mainly for
children's play and edstinotive circular windows hem) been used following the
inspiration of the Ceorbian squares ane their large windows, Frequent stair

lie,e what is little more than a 6e1lery rith the ground level while
orignallor there were briebes linkinb the estate with the shop:Ang ceetre and
surrounding sites; how there is only one bridge into the shoplAnz centre.
Tedestriem traffic, along tha decza, through the estate, was curtailed at the
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request of the tenants. The whole scheme was not completed until 1973,
about tro year.. behind schedule and even this was after part of theideok4
housing had been replaced in the plams by two storey-housing designs.

The Gastlefield estate in the Newtown, makes a complete emtrast to the
Southgate design. A mixture of long three to five storey deck housing

blocks (without lifts) and two storey housing are spread over a hillside a
little way from the town centre. The busway public transport system passes
throu„h the centre of the site. The whole scheme has the layout and generous
lamina:L ing associated with the Garden city and not the Georgian city of its
botter Amer rival for new tenants. ,outhign te is almost certainly the least
popular of all hyusing estates in Runcorn; Castlefields probably one of the

most porular.

Yorkshire and Humberside

kost of the deckhonsing in Sheffield	 already been described. Two
other schemes at Netherthorpe and Little aeffield, have deck access to

between six and four storey maisonette blocrs, which are partially linked

into an upper level pedestrian system. both estates are at the lower density
of 250-300 ppha (100-120 ppa), have some toter bloc-s for small households

and are built from traditional materials (i.e. more brickworm, tiling and
coloured facia boards); the decks are correspondingly not as wide or as
continuoue as the real Sheffield "streets-in-the-sky" but relative to elsewhere

In the country fall into tie deckhous-ng category. These schemes were excluded
from a special working party study of the four deck housing estates in
Sheffield in 1976 (132).

The remaining schemes in the region more designed by the Yorkshire
Development Group Consortium or the Leeds based consultants, Gillinson, Barrett

and Partners. le will deal with the Iocc..1 authority organisation first.
An late 1962 Huil, Leeds and Sheffield (joined a little later by

Lottingham) City Councils joined forces to produce at first high quality

system built deckhousing,(traditional two storey housing came a few yearn
afterwards). Their combined resources and demand for such multi storey high to
Odium density housing would, they suprosed, ensure that an efficiert, economic
and flexible type of building method could be devised an then mass produced.
This was the only local authority consortium (and the first of all consortiums)
to undertake such a complex planning exercise. Similar organisations formed

a little later throughout the United Eingdnm discussed the idea ofebveloping
deck access housing, for example, in the Lest idlands, North East ard North

West of England, but kept instead to tho mass production of traditional
housing forms with new materials.
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The initial programme WAS for a mimmum of 4,500 dwellings spread over

eight sites in four cities. Each scheme would be nesibned by the local
authority responsible for its development. All bulling, to be undertaken by
F.bhephera and won Ltd. of rorgl %could be completea three years after
commencement in 19b6. The eight schemed were as follows:

Local Authority	 Ph4se I	 Phase II

Leeds	 Leek St.	 Anchor St.
Sheffield	 broomhall	 Lansaowne
Nottin,hau	 Balloontood I	 Balloon Wood II
Hull	 Area 17	 Brandholme (Area A3)

Norwich (which along with Chesterfield and ,,ounthotpe, had joined the

consortium after this programme had been agreed) planned for one large estate

but in the event built a smaller scheme, using a concrete frame and brick

infill construction, to the TIC . design.

Although the initial plan had been for 6,000 dwellings even this second
bast production run was soon running into difficulties due to the standard of

design and construction, and tenant response. Sheffield and Nottingham withdrew

from the second phase while Anchor street was altered so that it could no
longer link its pedestrian system into the Leek Street estate next door (both
forming the Hurslet Grange estate - located where Richard Hoggart had

been brought up and where be based the reminiscences contained in the first

half of The Uses of Literac4. As a result only 3,735 dwellings were produced

and all of these were found to be deficient in Quality in one way or another,

some more seriously than others. None of the estates provided the kind of
upper level pedestrian system which had been envitsaged, notably in the two
estates in Hull and none had the kind of social amenities required, particularly

Balloon Woods isolated on the outskirts of Nottingham (the second phase had been
going to include the shops and play areas). Sheffield and Nottingham did, at
least, use generous lanascaping as part of the design (Illus. 67 and 68) (pa2t4

All these estates nave proved to be vary unpopular with tenants, relative

to traditional types of council housing, and have witnessed determined long-term

protest movements from the residents, especially in Leeds and. Nottingham.

The first phase of the Leeds estate was opened with the claim that it

marked "the rebirth of Huhslet" (133 j . By 1973 when the second phase was

completed, serious objections were beinr made to the quality of life available
on the new housing estate. A large-scale repair pro gramme was instigated.

however, three years later protests weie reaohing a new stage and from 1976
to 1978 the estate was rarely out of the local news (134). The question now
was not whether or not to repair the dwelliuss but whether or not to rebuild

the whole estate. This episode in the history of Lanslet arange, the "all
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67. Balloon Woods , No ttingham ( YDG )
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eleotrio Alcatraz" was nue principella to the work of the Hunslet Grange
Heating Action Group. In MEV 1976 thei kroduced a report "hunslet Grange:
An Mperiment and its Victims". This detailed the continuing problems of
high electricity bills, inefficlient central he..ting and luck of repairs,
Reny of which when undertaken were ineffective. Lut by Ugy 1978 little
progress had been made'." "Alcatraz" of Depair" read one press headliAg (135)
In 1979 the City Council did however bepin proceelings against k.Shephord
and Son Ltd. of York in order to establish their liability for the "gerry-
buildinz". Hull City Council joined forces with Leeds and claimed ilm damages.

Puralet Grange, a couple of miles from the city centre, at least had a
distinct shorling centre built at one end of the 11 hectare (28 acre) site
in 1976. Balloon g oods la.d severe construction and design problems plus an
iaolatea location without proper neighbourhood amenities save a pub, small
communit; centre and mobile shop.

In 1975 temant protest over BdUcon oode reached the local press (136)
Anti-condencation measures in 1970-71 had not proved effective. A report was
producea bl local grou. s (the Balloon -iood Information Centre, Tenants
Association and Self Pell, Association for Tenants) which called for an
investivtion into all asp acts of dampness (both water penetration and
condensation within the flats), 'heat loss', potential fire hazards, structural
maintenance, drainage, improvement of the environment and community facilities,
and rehousing policies. And the rwlrt In be followed up by repair work.

Come positive steps were taken. DJ' 198i a large nunber of families had
been moved out and students in. But the basic problems remained.

In Hall the problems have been well known for some time; in August 1980
the tenants were repeating yet again their Anger with the local council over
the appalling conditions on the estates and. especially Bransholme (137).

The BrooMhhall estate in Cheffiel has a long history of tenants' protests
over poor housing conditions which began with the setbacks which arose during
mmistruotion. In 1968 work was halted after two workmen were killed when a.
concrete slab slipped off its supports. Ibis was followed by a second ant third
incident when workmen narrowly escaped similarly dangerous circumstances.
Those building the new housing estate claimed that ti' ere were stnictural faults
In the flats due to poor workmanship; concrete uall panels designed to lock
together were so distorted on arrival from the factory that they would not
fit together without a4justment(138)

Objections from residents began almost immediately the estate was fully
occupied in 1969. From that year until the present there have been repeated
complaints principally about the heating bills, damp and condensation but also
referring to the lack of neighbourhood facilities. Repair work has followed
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while families continue to leave the estate and the same complaints arise

with each new tenant. The moskeffective protest arose in 1978 when the
tenants association (with the help of a professional architect) submitted a

32 page report on the physical condition of the estate to the City Council.
Boy of its suggestions were still being followed up in 1981.

The second type of deokhousing developed in this region has been fax.

more suooessful. Allinson, Barnett and Partners were primarily consultants

to Rotherham City Council although they also designed a small estate at Pudsey,
West of Leeds. At Rotherham, they were responsible for the StpAnn's estate,

the Central Area redevelopment plan Report and last of all, the 011AM estate.

The first project was for the towns main slum clearance area, right in

the centre of Rotherham. Traditional mixed development was rejected by the

City Counoil for social and economic reasons. Deck:housing was accepted as

the suitable answer to the problem and in 1966 the t.Ann's estate, nearing

completion, was incorporated in a plan for the centre of Rotherham as a whole.

Most of the proposals for a multi-level centre have not been realised,

including the Park Hill-like housing scheme which was to link St.Ann's with
Clifton:Park.

A second project for a large estate on the outskirts was, however,

mamessfully implemented. Designed in the late 1960's and completed in 1974

its landscaping amenities, brick and concrete structure and varied fora makes

&striking contrast to the shortage of amenities and, heavy concrete panel

construction used at St. Ann's.

The Northern Region of England

The main cities on Tyneside do not have a great deal of the kind of

aulti-storey housing found in the North Nest and Yorkshire and Humberside.
North and South Shields and Oateshead did not, originally, (before their

boundaries were changed in 1970 have any; now they each have one scheme.
Newcastle and Sunderland did take a close interest in the new type of high
dmuiVurban housing, although with relatively little material result.

In 1960 Newcastle established a new City Planning Department under Wilfred.
Burns. By 1564. plans had been produced for a matt-level city centre and

various mixed development slum clearance housing estates. In that year the

Planning Department published the first volume of a report on the housing

problems of the oity. (139). Here, for the first tine, deokhousing was high-

lighted as a praiseworthy alternative to traditional types of multi-storey
homing. Park Hill was cited as an example of the effective balancing of the

needs of privacy and social contact. Another report in 1967 considered various

toes of low to medium rise high density housing including streets-in-the-sky.

Meanwhile "heighbourhood plans" were produced for Sheildfeld (1966) and
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Blakelaw (1966) and a "district plan" for Melbourne Street (1966). Each

of these areas of the city was subsequently developed with a portion of deck

housing. The latter, plus the contemporary redevelopment area of Gloucester

street, had a large amount. Particularly noteable is the St. Ann's Close

estate in the Melbourn street district similar to Rotherham's Oakhill.

Two other areas of Newcastle nearly built large deck housing schemes.
At Benwell a large number of administrative delays led to its abandonment(140).

And at Byker the design work already underway (341) was replaced by the

design of the consultant called in to tackle the redevelopment project, Ralph

Erskine. The local authority plan included a housing "wall* or "barrier block"

with desk access housing and two stcirey housing. Eraldne took a similar

approach but with a far more picturesque interpretation. One other scheme,

ai Arthur. Hill, was developed by a housing association.

The limited amount of deck housing in Newcastle can probably be put down

to the innovatory role which the city played in urban planning in the early

1960's and the early 1970's. The streets-in-the-sky, which actually have an

mess arrangement to the dwellings similar to the Tyneside Plat (hence

Park Hill and a street of Tyneside flats have a similar "extra" number of

front doors,)fell between the two periods. They have probably saved themselves

a great deal of troubles The Laing' a 612m Jeapersen" system used. at Shieldfield,

Belbourne Street and Blaklaw is causing some heating and ventilation problems.

However, overall there was little evidence of "problem estates' in this

category at the end of 1980,

Sunderland also established a Planning Department in the early 1960's.
Its first two plans included sketches of deokhousing schemes, but only one
small estate was built.

The Southwick Area District Plan which applied Buchanan's principles and
P.A.G. concepts to one part or the city included in its area what appears to be
the Hatramann Street deck housing scheme. Another plan, the East End Sub-

District Plan, reoommended a small scheme that was never built. The former

estate was proving very unpopular until it was converted for use almost

entirely by old people. It is presently a "model" of this type of "sheltered"
accommodation.

Outside of what were the county boroughs of the Northern region (including

Teeside, where, as we have already noted, there is no deck housing) there is
a distinctive concentration of the deck access type of multi-storey housing

in what were called urban district councils, local authorities partly under

the control of the County Councils of Durham and Northumberland (there being

Do such housing on the Cumberland, coast or in Carlisle). These are the schemes

in Washington newtown (formerly Haworth urban district council, Felling,
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Sebbunn, Spennymore, Longbanton (Xillingworth expanded town) and Hartlepool,
&Municipal borough (Illus. 69 and 70)

The Edith Avenue estate, developed before the area was declared a
new town in 1964, was designed by A.Collerton and W.Barnett of J.Hjapper
and Partners (who also designed the schemes at Spennymore and Hartlepool).
Only the first phase of the scheme was developed, 6.5 ha of the 16 ha site
(16 acre of the 4. acre site). This included 673 dwellings at 340ppha (136 ppa)
with district heating and 100 per cent oar provision. Built on a sloping site
Increasing from 3 to 5 storeys and designed to fora six linked courtyard areas,
it provided family maisonettes, with their own gardens, at ground level, and
smaller units above, with direct access to the deck or "high level street".

The later phases were to include schools, adventure playground, a church,
communal buildings and more housing. Unfortunately not only was the 'urban'

settlement never completed but the design for Washington newtown placed the
town centre on the other side of the designated area to the high density housing

scheme. The Edith Avenue estate was thereby left adjacent to a new industrial

estate and bounded on its other sides by a pit heap, railway and 19th century

terrace housing. Thus both its design and location tended to militate against
it.

Hy the early 1970's the estate had become very unpopular. When

Sunderland Borough Council became managers of the scheme under Local Government

Reforms in 1974, measures were taken to rehouse as many of the dissatisfied

people as possible and to attempt, by careful planning and community work, to

minimise the vandalism, overcome heating problems, remove the stigma attached
to thesrea and develop a viable neighbourhood. However, by late 1979 it had

been decided that the only option open was to sell the estate, by individual

dwellings, at bargain prices and minimise the social and economic costa of

the scheme. Its name was changed to Waterloo Gardens, substantial environmental

improvements undertaken and its advantages advertised: the new brochure for

prospective purchasers noted that "it is situated equidistant between

Sunderland and Washington town centres, being close to all local amenities

yet in a quiet rural atmosphere". Here, furthermore, were low cost homes on
offer; "an exceptional chance to own your own home".

Nearby at Hebburn, now in South Tyneside, there are two estates, one of

Murty-four linked five storey blocks in an isolated spot near the Tyne and

another of three linked blocks, 8, 11 and 17 storeys, adjacent to the town centre

The first has the dull appearance and minimum landscaping associated with local

authority housing schemes developed by Crudens Ltd; the second has a slightly

more attractive appearance. Both were the subject of extensive dwelling and
environmental improvements in 1979 and 1983.
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69. Flanborough Walk, Hartlepool.
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70. The Towers Estate, Killingmrth. Original Proposals.
Eouroe: Architectural Review Jan. 1968
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At Felling, also on the Tyne and now in Gateshead, a very large

scheme was developed next to the town centre (what is little more than a

neighbourhood centre within Gateshead). Although it covers only a

relatively small area and reaches up to six storeys, the bulk of the

development gives it a monumental charm:ter. In 197n a special council report
found "a multitude of management problems* at the estate (142). Two years
later extensive improvements had been made to the outside of the scheme.

Another deck housing block of a siailar design (Laing's 9.2m despersen")
was situated. a little way outside of Felling town centre.

Spenn,ymore, near Durham (now part of Sedgefield District Council) was

the subject of a town improvement project, organised by Durham County Council
in 1967. This meant virtually rebuilding the town, concentrating public
Investment in this one "growth point" rather than spreading it th 4n3y over

the declining coal villages of the region. The report on the planning

proposals for the town anticipated the building of a model estate:
*The improvement of the town's environment can be aided if all
future developments are well designed from the outset. The
U.D.C. have set very high standards for their next major housing
project. Consultant architects have prepared a scheme at a fairly
high density on the reclaimed. site of the former Tudhoe Ironworks.
The houses will be of the standards set out in the Parker Norris
Report 	 and the layout will allow for increasing car ownership
and. usage by separating the footpath system from the roads. This
area, to be lmown as 'Bessemer Park" will be linked to the town
centre by a pedestrian way". (143)

The outcome was a "spine' of fourteen, five storey blocks set in a

courtyard layout, with two storey housing to the South. The whole scheme
was of an extremely dull, heavy concrete panel appearance, with the
minimum of landscaping. No special pedestrian way linked. the Scheme with the

town centre.

Possibly more important was the fact that the scheme was not well
designed or built* but was an example of 'Jerry-building" second. only to
Netterley. In 19V8 a full report on the scheme found. it In need. of extensive
alterations and repairs. But by mid 1980 little action had been taken.

The Flanborough Walk estate at Hartlepool was a smaller version of
Bessemer Park. Originally intended to be adjacent to the town centre, the
tiommeroial activities of Hartlepool had, in the event, become concentrated
elsewhere. In mid 1980 some repair work was in progress.

The only deckhousing scheme noilkof the Tyne, now in North Tyneside,
is the NiLlingworth estate, known locally as the Towers. This was part of
the expanded town developed jointly by Northumberland. County Council,
Loagbenton Urban District Council and Newcastle County Borough. An original
plan for the town forsaw a high density 'urban' form with terraced two storey
hoselng adjacent to the centre of the settlement. However in 1965 three years
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after this plan bad been published, it was decided to build a, giant deck
housing estate either side of the new shopping centre; a total of 61 five to
ten storey blocks linked by two deck levels. The 1,562 dwelling units would
have six multi-storey oar parks.

By 1970, when barely half of one side of the whole scheme bad. been
completed (a scheme which had to be altered to include more high blocks)
the second phase was cancelled for social and economic; reasons (114) In the
event, therefore only 30 blocks were completed. But this was enough. The
estate was unpopular in 1970. By 1979 when a study was made of Killingworth's
housing management problems, within the North Tyneside Metropolitan Borough
the ibwers were"difficult to let","difficult-to-live-in" and "difficult-to-get-

out-of" (145)

The East Midlands 

Nottingham and Leicester present a real contrast in their development
of deck housing. The former has six very different schemes in a mixture

of locations. The absence of any plan behind these examples of modern housing

architecture was not mirrored in Leicester. But here the development of an
estate of asthma; importance pro.sd to be icepossible t 'the plan was unrealistic.

Leicester established a City Planning Department in 1962, under
W.I.Smigielski. The plan produced by 1965 concentrated upon the needs of

vehicular and pedestrian traffic, with the latter kept at ground. level
wherever possible. Two deck housing estates were to be built just outside

the (sitar centre. The first and most prestigious was Nightields, later called
St. Peters. The original design envisaged the use of 56 four storey blocks

linked into squares around a neighbourhood centre. In the aid. 1960's Stephan
George, the City Architect, created a new design which used. a mixture of very
tall point blocks and low rise maisonette blocks. All buildings were to be
joined by a raised and completely separate deck system. When construction began
In 1968 it soon became apparent that the scheme was architecturally and
financially impossible. A modified design was devised which reduced the height
of the tallest blocks (from twenty to fourteen storeys) and scrapped the

walkway writes. The press reports of the time recorded the deep felt
disappointment at this alteration:

"When the scheme was originally announced it was described as the
most exciting new look housing estate ewer to be undertaken in
Britain with one of its most striking features, a network of
elevated walkways allowing residents on the twentyone acre estate
to reach every part of the estate without ever touching the ground". (146)

By the end of 1969 the entire project had been scrapped. All that remained

was a few maisonette blocks which had been altered to allow ground level access.
The St.Andrews scheme, the second of the two projects, was successfully
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designed and built with a similar independent deck system providing access

to medium-rise housing blocks. It is now one of the city's least popular

housing estates ()47)

Nottingham never attempted to build such a "futuristic" scheme as

St.Peter's and nor did it produce an overall plan for the city in any way
comparable with Leicester's. It did undertake a large and somewhat prestigious

redevelopment scheme at St. Ann's, the early sketches for which suggest a
deck housing form (140; this never materialised. And. with the help of

Paul Bitter (as an interested observer) and David Jenkins City Architect,

leader of the Y.D.G. in the late 1960's and one-time City Architect of Hull,
it did embark upon some overall urban design for the city. However, the
deck housing estates give little evidence of any coordination and logic
behind the development of the city relative to the activities to the north
of the East Midlands, within England.

The Kildare Road and Caisnton Avenue schemes to the east are small and

low rise, with brick and concrete, breeze block-type construction, respectively.

Byson Green, just to the north of the City Centre is a far larger estate.

There are 31 five stock blocks linked around a large concourse, or upper level
deck, underneath which there is extensive garage provision. The whole scheme
has a very drab appearance: the heavy concrete panels have a "finish"
identical to that found at the Elephant Souse in London Zoos (Illus.71 and 72)

(P• 212-213).

Old Basford is an even more accomplished example of monumental concrete-
:aesthetic architecture than Hymn Green. Situated about three miles north
of the city centre, it has linked six storey blacks with four tower blocks

incorporated in the scheme. Only the Balloon Woods same already described

looks as inhospitable as this estate - which does at least have some shops

and proper neighbourhood amenities. The Radford estate is little more tolerable.
Over 50 linked small five storey blocks of brick and concrete construction
are arranged into an irregular layout.

All six 'states have become the most unpopular of Nottingham's local
authority housing. Extensive remedial mark has been necessary at Kildare
Road., Radford, Old Bazeord and Balloon Woods; Caunton Avenue and Eynon Green
may well have faults which have not been dealt with to date. Environmental
improvements and alterations have been carried out at all of the estates

except Radford. Tenant protest movements have been active at all estates

*inept Radford and Caunton Avenue.

;oath Bast England including Greater London 

This region can be divided into four parts according to the nature of
its deakhousing. These are: inner London north, Inner London south, outer London
and South-East exoluding Greater London.
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Hammersmith, just to the north of the Thames, witnessed two exoeptional

projects for the building of super-deck housing schemes. The first was the

Fulham Stvdy, headed by Theo. Crosby, and completed in 1963. This attempted

to demonstrate that for pedestrian vehicle segregation to be viable, housing

densities must be between 500 and 750 ppha (200-300ppa) Otherwise the cost

of providing vertical segregation :Ionia not be spread over a sufficient

number of people. Moreover at that density a diversity of human activities

*mad be supported, within walking distance of the home; the second floor

"pedestrian ways set within the six storey terraced housing, mould perform

a crucial service (149)
A slightly less theoretical exercise was the White City Be llew; it loss,

however, no less ambitious and no less impossible. The plan, published in
1967, imposed an unequalled mix of urban activities within one enormous
multi-level struoture, covering 28 hectares (69 acres). At ground and first
floor levels there would be industry and vehicular traffic, including parking

macs. Above this a large deck would support housing and all the amenities

necessary to serve the residents of the low r4ise maisonettes and high rise
flats. Decks or "streets" would join together the squares of maisonette

blocks, apparently suggestive of the Georgian squares found elsewhere in the
capital. The milk and bread floats allowed at this upper level would be qn

important ingredient of the new life-of-the-streets. The report states in
this connection:

NA central theme of the planning of this development is to create
by planning, a renewal of the community neighbourliness which
is being destroyed by the average redevelopment going on in our
towns. The courtyard approach prevailing throughout the scheme
is a step towards recreating the 19th century street in 20th
century terms but without the destructive bisection brought about
by the motor car ....The treatment of these squares between the
buildings is of the utmost importance andmust be such that
recreates the London Street and square atmosphere, where residents
can meet and children can play in absolute peace and safety, the
children easily supervised by their mothers from the maisonettes". (150)

After such grand architectural conceptions the only scheme completed

was a small and apparently successful one at Chessman's Terrace, elsewhere
in the borough

The borough of Kensington and Chelsea next to Hammersmith, were similarly
aspiring to build a housing development of national importance. Two Eames
were prepared, one by the borough, of Chelsea prior to its amalgamation with
Kensington in 1965, and one, a little later, within the Kensington area of

the new borough.

The former was the World's End housing estate designed by Eric Lyons and
Partners. Originally designed for housing and associated amenities at a
density of 550 ppha 1200 ppa) above the G.L.C. zoning of 340 ppha (at 136 ppa)
on a multi-level principle, it was an impossible vision by the late 1960's
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when approval was finally given to break the density zoning. (A sinilar problem
would have arisen in Hammersmith if the projects had gone ahead). The final

design, which was constructed between 1969 and 1977, kept community facilities
at ground level, modified the first tower block design to incorporate some
variation in form (compared to the flat surfaces of concrete panel construction)
and included medium rise deck housing to link the tower blocks together (151).

The second scheme was prepared. by Clifford Weardsn and Associates. The
multi-level scheme for Lanoester Road incorporated virtually every type of

land use activity bar industry and covered 11 hectares (27 acres). It was
never built. Another housing scheme on the same site has a small section
using deck access.

There was no record of these being particularly unpopular types of
modern urban housing.

To the east of Kensington and Chelsea is the borough of Westminster,

Lillington Gardens estate was built here in the early 1960's. No less
ambitious an innovation was the Lissom Green development; although it made
a direct contrast in its use or system building techniques and a comprehensive
deck access design. The first design was unveiled in 1966. It included
eight storey and tower blocks linked by a very generous and extensive deck
antis, which even went over adjacent railway lines and channelled the
pedestrian towards Regents Part:. A large number of social amenities were
to be provided for the 5,000 people housed in 1700 dwellings.

This design was nodified in the late 1960's. The tower blocks were
excluded and the deck reduced in width and length. Nevertheless, it reined
a large scheme with two deck levels and a number of community facilities; the
blocks were arranged into squares comparable, apparently, with those of
Georgian London. In late 1980 it became necessary to introduce "defensible
space" alterations to the estate.

A second scheme, the Brunel estate, followed the Lis son Green tradition
but with a much less impressive deck system; it was, in all, one step removed
frma the architectural status of Lisson Green. Another scheme, Wessex Gardens,
had closer ties with the LiLlington Gardens estate although it did use an
per level pedestrian system.

The Gospel Oak scheme in Camden next to ftstminster, was another would-be

model estate. It was part of the Kentish Town redevelopment area designed by
oonsultants Armstrong and NacAanus and included the Wendling and Becton estates.
Both these have very widffi decks incorporated in the four storey buildings.
The Dundoyne Road, Gredhy and Westheath estates do not quite fit into the
category of deck housing because of the limited nature of their deck access
design; they are really part of the remarkable mixture of architectural work
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undertaken in the borough in the 1960's, culminating in the Alexandra

Road balcony access scheme (152). None of them appear to have the status
of "problem estates" found elsewhere.

Islington built the reasonably successful Packington Street estate (153)
Otherwise it steered clear of "modernist" forms; hence the development

of the Margress Road pioturesque 'ahem° by Darborne and Wake (the architects

of LiLlington Gardens; Darke designing phase 3. of that estate).

The only other inner London borough north of the Thames to build deck
housing was Tower hamlets, in the East Encl. Two large estates (plus a single
isolated block at Manchester Road) were built at Old Ford. These were the
Tredegar Road and Lefevre Road schemes, similar to the "12m Jespersen"

estates found in the towns of the North West, like Macclesfield and Blackburn

(and built by Laings using a similar building method called usectra") Both

are very unpopular in the borough.

South of the river, Lambeth, Southwark and Greenwich developed a great
deal of deck housing in a far more comprehensive and coordinated manner than

that found in the inner London boroughs, whose situation we have Just described.

Lambeth aimed to redevelop its commercial heart at Brixton and. establish

a new multi-level centre (a distinct centre in the Greater London Plan)
with deck housing estates linked to each other and. into the new shops and
offices, by high level pedestrian ways. Unfortunately, although the modern
housing was completed, the commercial centre was hardly touched (save a new

underground link into central London). Stockwell. Park, Angell Town and

Loughborough Park (the latter still under construction in 1980) have used

traditional materials and in the first two cases are low rise buildings without

lifts; the latter is a 'barrier block". Al]. estates, plus the Flaxman Road

scheme to the east of Angell Town, were provided with a large number of

neighbourhood amenities. Stockwell Park has, however, become the problem estate

In the borough due to vandalism; preventive measures were beginning to be

taken in mid 1980 (154.).

Neighbouring Southwark has three enormous estates. Two of these, at the
northern end of the borough, namely, the North Peckham and Aylesbury estates,

were meant to fore part of a pedestrian system linking the Elephant and. Castle

in central London with Peckham town centre (155). The rather informal plan

was never realised and it is doubtful whether it would. have proved popular

with residents; both estates have had considerable problems in maidng

themselves acceptable to residents, especially Aylesbury - the largest deck

housing estate in England..

The third estate is Dawson Heights at Overhill Road.. Set in suburban

London on a similar site to Park Hill, its irregular form and predominant use
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of brick make it a picturesque alternative to the desiga of the Sheffield
scheme (156).

Greenwinh, further to the east, built three large estates: Cardwell,
Connaught and Glyndon. The first would have been similar to but larger
than Park Hill if the original plans had been implemented; only nine of
thirtor-two blocks were completed. They are located around Woolwich town
centre and were intended to form part of a pedestrian system, mainly ground
level, which would have resembled the rim and spokes of a wheel in layout.

They appear to be successful developments (Illus.73)(P.219)
The outer London boroughs of Brent, Harringey, ;althea': Forest and Sutton

present a rather different picture. The first built a near-copy of Park Hill
a couple of miles from Wembley Stadium. This scheme, called the Chalkhill
estate, can be distinguished by its loser height (reaching up to six storeys),

basically level site, industrialised construction and variation in design.

(Pam Hill's crescent shapes have become "claws") It has also been very
unpopular and rarely out of the local news for one reason or another (Illus.74)

(NZ* Another large scheme, using similar building methods, exists at

Stonebridge with a small development included in a mixed development estate
at Malvern Road. The Kilburn Square estate is a more attractive example of

modern housing, near to shops and open space on the Kilburn Road.
The three other boroughs have monumental examples of deck housing equivalent

to Chalwil ls Haringey's Broadwater Farm estate, Waltham Forests' CaUall
Road and Hollywood estates and Sutton's Roundshaw estate. All have been
unpopular; Roundshaw the subject of serious design and construction faults.

Earriagey has a number of smaller lowrise brick built schemes, which,

by all accounts, are satisfactory types of urban housing. These are at Peat
Lane, Renbury Road, Pelham Road, Uplands Road, Riverton Road and Braemar Road.
Sutton also has a smaller and more acceptable scheme in the Benhill estate.

The Greater London Council built five proper deck housing schemes, none
of whioh appear to merit the "problem" status, although they' are not, by all

accounts very popular. These are the Smithson's Robin Hood Garden estates,

two giant 'brutal' blocks of housing located on what is little more than a

traffic island in the East End; Yorke, Rosenburg and Harden's	 Osprey
Estate in Southwark, a relatively small scheme adjacent to a shopping area

near the Surrey docks and the much larger Kingshold estate in Hackney. Both

schemes have wide decks which travel throughout the entire housing estate.
Another less ambitious scheme is the Shanklin estate in Sutton.

Over and above in importance, all the deck housing in London is the
Thamesmead development by the G.L.C. located in Greenwich. The original design,

for what was then called Erith, consisted of a series of tower blocks and

low rise housing resting on an upper level pedestrian deck. However, when a
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new plan was unveiled in 1987 it was clear that a completely new type of
modern housing architecture had been evolved for this new town within London
(Illus.75) (p. ) A "spine" of six to eight storey deck housing, derived
from the architecture of Park Hill, but with a *ore irregular form and
picturesque deck, would wind through the whole of London's modern equivalent
of Venice, joining up the highway system, waterways, open space, high end low
rise, public and private housing and industry. Hence the deck housing would
not only be a "barrier block" against the noise from the roads but a
unifying visual landmark and. a social equivalent to the village street.

In the event however only stagee I, II and III were completed., the latter
in an emasculated form, leaving the more advt.nturous and Park Hill-like
structures of stages IV to VIII to the north, unrealised. Moreover the deck
hosing that was built was altered so that the upper level street lost its
purpose; not only were the links between stages II and III lost but the
brewers wanted the pub on the road not on the decks, the primary school end.

youth clubs were pleoed adjacent to the playing fields, not the deck, and
the old peoples' clubroom was detached from the upper level access route. Thus
it was concluded:

*Unfortunately the vision of a village street in the air, alive with
corner shops, occasional small industries, nursery schools and so on,
has not been realised". (157)

When the first stages were opened serious problems arose with the accommodation
(158) and in 1980 "defensible space" alterations were being planned; the
history of Thanesnead has all the usual ingredients of a history of deck housing.

Outside of Greater London, the Ward Royal estate in Windsor, the Cannock
Lawn scheme in Portsmouth and the Pleasant View estate in Southampton are
unpopular housing developments; the first has only one lift for 279 dwellings,
the last no lit& in a four storey scheme of 124. dwellings; the first is in the
town centre with little relation to surrounding uses, the last incongruous in
a suburban location. Cannock town was so unsatisfactory that the tenants'
protests set a precedent for later action against the local authority (159).

Other Redone of Eniaand 

Probably the most successful large deck housing scheme is the Heath Toys
estate in Wolverhampton. Four 21 storey blocks, three nine storey and several
four to seven storey stand either side of a main road, connected together by
an upper level deck which leads to other rather narrow decks; some of these
are accessible from the higher end of the eloping site. The whole seta% Is
located about a large neighbourhood senta re. The Perk Village estate nearby
is little more than a balcony access scheme and is therefore excluded from
this study.

The other schemes in the West Midlands are the Islington Row estate in
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Birmingham (160) (which now only has a deck over garages providing access to
stairwells within the housing blocks, although the original plan was more
ambitious) and the Sponend estate in Coventry. Both are modest schemes,
the latter has had considerable construction problems.

The typical urban housing estate of the West Midlands is however of a

mixed development design. Outstanding in this category is the Castle Bromwich
estate. Here the 5,000 dwellings are provided in the form of two and four
storoy dwellings and 25 sixteen storey tower blocks (161) The whole design

makes a striking contrast to the equivalent modern housing architecture found
in the North West of England (Illus.76)

In East Anglia there are two schemes, one in Norwich and another in
Cambridge. Although Norwich planned to build an equivalent to the Park Hill
estate and a YDG scheme, neither were realised. Instead the far more modest
Vauxhall Street scheme was developed; it had. serious construction problems

which had finally been resolved in mid 198L. The Roseford Road estate in
Cambridge has an urban appearance and location (162).

Ma* Regions of the United Kingdom

In wales there is the Oldford estate in Welshpool, the Hightown flats
estate in Wrexham and a few blocks included in the central housing redevelopment
of Flint. The former has proved a serious mistake for the local authority both
in terms of design, building construction problems and tenant reactions. The
other two schemes are relatively successful.

Scotland has an unusual history. The Leith Fort estate in Edinburgh was
almost eontemporary with Park Hill and included two deck access maisonette
blooks with another two which were never built. The whole scheme proved to be
unpopular in spite of the fact that it applied Modulor principles which were
of course, supposed to be a means of creating popular architecture (163)

In Glasgow one of the first of the twenty nine comprehensive redevelopment
areas included in the Development Plan was to be a superadockhousing scheme.
This was the Towahead estate in the city centre. The design was never
*lamented. Instead after innumerable tower blocks (including the famous

Rail Road estate) had been completed or were still underway, Park Hill was
rediscovered and three estates built in that tradition - but without the
positive ideas contained in the Townhead scheme. These were Balgreyhdl,

=park and St.Andrews Drive estates (164). Three other relatively modest
designs were the Woodside, Ferábank and Greenhill Court (originally outside
the sity) estates. Hutchersontown IL/ in the Gorbals was a far more

axwmental example of modern architecture and Darnley in the suburbs, almost a

complete deck housing new town, but without any of the attractive amenities
associated either with the original idea of streets-in-the-sky or with a
topical new town (Illus.77)
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The Hutchesontown 'E° scheme was a disaster from its very inception.

The power of the tenants' protest movement against the problem of damp and
the whole alien environment, which left the estate virtually empty by mid
1980, has perhaps not been rivalled anywhere in the United Kingdom (165) The

Darnley estate was the subject of a major local scandal after part of the

proposed scheme was cancelled and one block demolished shortly after its
completion and before it could be occupied (166). The 'hole project came at
the tail end of the deck housing development programme. The three Park Hill-like
estates have been divided into areas of "defensible space". The Pernibank
estate appeared to have the typical problems of damp and vandalism in mid 1980.

Dundee has another deckhousing suburban new town in the Thitefield estate;
this is just as unpopular and troublesome as Darnley though not quite so
monumental in fora. The Maxwell Town estate near the city centre is not a
typical streets-in-the-sky estate because the narrow decks are accessible

mainly from a raised upper level on ',Lich stand typical lower blocks; they

are really an extension of this upper deck rather than "streets".

Edinburgh's Leith Fort and Carnegie Court, in the South side, were completed
in the early 1960's and are still reasonably tolerable housing estates,
although the former has a poor reputation within Leith and the latter has a

'brutal' Scottish fortress-like appearance. Two larger estates are Vest
Pilton 'V and West Pilton !B°. Both have unusual access designs, the first
with a two level deck, the second with an independent deck similar to that

found on the St.Andrew's estate in Leicester. Design alterations were in
course of preparation in late 1980 for the division of each estate into areas

of "defensible space".

In Northern Ireland there are two infamous deck housing estates; the

Divis complex in oentral Belfast and the Roseville Street flats in the centre

of Londonderry. There is also a small scheme at Tallyconett on the outskirts

of Belfast.

The two largest schemes probably provide the worst physical and social
environment of all deck housing in the United Kingdom. In January 1980 a

comprehensive package of improvements was put forward to selve the problems

of the Divis complex, which as Mr.C.E.B.Brett (Chairman of the Northern Ireland

Housing Executive) said at the time, "are amongst the most difficult which the

Emndive faces in Belfast or elsewhere". (167) The in problems were

listed as inadequate and poorly maintained refuse disposal system, ventilation

system and vertical circulation, plus the problems of insulation within the

dwellings, noise, vandalism and social isolation. Proposals included the

demolition of 2 of the 7 blocks with new housing to replace that lost, and

improvements in the services, insulation, environment and management, at a total

cost of	 million.
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In Londonderry the smaller Roseville street scheme was, literally, an
maple of "Jerry-building in political and constructional terms. On top
of this it had the service problems and extreme valdalism found in Belfast.

Some remedial work has been undertaken.



PART 2

A POLITICAL ECONOMY OF DECK HOUSING-

IN Tire LltdITED 101 G-DOM
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CHAPTER 5. , PARK ELL. SHLPIILLD and the 1950's. 

In thi.s chapter we aim to answer the questions: Why was the first deok

housing estate in the United Kingdom built in Sheffield in the 1950 1s? What

were the forces determining its design and location within the city? And how

was its "success" guaranteed given the inherent disadvantages of the new

housing form?

We outlined in chapter 1 the basic theory of political and economic

forces behind the history of deokhousing. In regard to the history of

Sheffield we have to consider how the local political and cultural factors

combined with the latest design of urban multi-storey housing to present

a 'resistance' to the dominance of finance capital in the United Kingdom

soonomy. What was the relationship between on the one hand the socialist

local authority and its advisors and on the other hand the fortunes of

industrial capital and the scarcity of land, labour and capital for council
housing? How did local government adapt to central government's control
over the resbruoturing of industry and urban form? And, thus, what were the

unique combination of circumstances which evolved in Sheffield and not
elsewhere in the country?

These questions can be addressed bearing in mind that Park Hill was not

developed where one might expect, that is, in one of the two largest cities
in the United Kingdom - London or Glasgow. Both cities had inadequate
supplies of land (and, inevitably, labour and capital) for new local authority
housing in the 1950 2 s; hence the building of the new towns, notably Cumbernauld
in the case of Glasgow. And at the same time there were also substantial

demands for slum clearance and rehousing, both places had a strong tradition
of working class labour party politics, a distinctive sense of urban
community street-life, a dislike of the idea of moving people away from their

home territory following redevelopment (as the sociological studies of Young

andalmott and Brennan (1) emphasised) and a recent history of attempts

to introduce new types of multi-storey housing; the cluster-block in Bethnal

green and the Townhead project near the centre of Glasgow bore witness to
these pressures for change (2). However, neither city eabarked upon any

building scheme as radical as the design of fully-fledged streets-in-the-aky

during the 1950's.

In order to explain the political and economic conditions of Park Hill's
development we will begin with the national context (industry, land supply mnd
housing; finance) and then detail the local situation and. response.

Indintrial Capital and Sheffield

A "bonfire of controls" followed the departure of the Labour Government

In 1951. The freedom of the market was to replace the austerity and
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centralised planning associated with the 154.0's; the consumer society

and the pursuit of private affluence in place of public programmes for

reform.
Nevertheless, one sector of industrial capital survived with a measure

of government planning and control. This was the steel industry. Although it
was denationalised under the 1953 Iron and Steel Aot, the Iron and Steel
Board, which had produced plans for controlled expansion under the previous
Labour administration, was continued to allow, "an adequate measure of

pail() suprvision". (3) The consequent national economic planning practice
of the Board was an cspeoially important undertaking for the later development
of stata intervantion in the fortunes of industrial capital. Shanfield noted
in 1965:

"The Iron and Lteel Board 	 found that its attempts to guide the
direction of steel investment and to check whether its volume was
adequate required a close examination of trends over the economy
as a whole. The third five year aevelopment programae issued in
1961 was in some ways a pilot project for the full scale planning
operation on which the British Government embarked with the establish-
ment of the D.E.D.C.in 1962. It was not accidental that the first
Director-General of N.E.D.C. Sir Robert Shone, was an outstanding
steel economist who, as a member of the Iron and Steel Board had been
responsible for working out the long-range investment programmes of
the industry.
In steel there was a special relationship between the Government
and private enterprise, which supplied a propitious soil for this
type of experiment. It was unique in the Britain of the 1950's". (4)

Sheffield had a 'unique' part to play in this attempt to regenerate one sector
of industrial capital because it was "steel city", the "most important centre
in Great Britain for the manufacture of high quality steel". (5) Moreover,
it had a large concentration of related metal industries, including of
course, cutlery and machine tools, whinh made the local economy an especially
interdependent one; steel production relied for much of its raw material upon
scrap from the local industries while those same industries looked to the
cites steel manufacturers for their supply of raw material.(6)

But why was the steel industry so important and how did the modernisation
of Sheffield fit into this modernisation of the steel industry?

The low productivity of the steel industry was a real, and potentially
even greater, bottleneck on the growth and competitiveness of the national

economy in the 1950's (7). This was because steel formed the basic material

essential to capital goods such as armaments, vehicles and buildings. It was

medal at home and for exports. Also, the growth of durable consumer goods,

ma which so much of the increased income of the period was expended, depended
upon this raw material. Demand was outstripping supply in an expanding economy;

productivity and capacity had to be increased and capital had to be attracted
while profits were maximised through mergers and rationalisation of the

industry. State planning was essential to coordinate operations and ensure
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that finance and industrial capital worked together at least in this one

important sector of the economy.

If this programme was to be successful it should be reflected in the

fortunes of the city of Sheffield. Just as the planned restructuring of the

steel industry was important to the international competitiveness of the

United Kingdom, so the rapid and comprehensive modernisation of Sheffield,

ahead of other urban centres in the country, was important to the progress

being made in the steel industry. Thus, presented with the same constraints,

in terms of the supplies Of land, labour and capital for the city council's
slum clearance programme, as were other parts cf the country, an innovation

in the means of modernising the city centre using local authority housing

was essential. The central urban environment had to be transformed and taken
from the largely 19th century chaos and decay present in the early 1950's,

to an ordered efficient and healthy mid 20th century system which could
retain and attract greater amounts of capital and labour. Such local
modernisation, removing the constraints on demand and supply, would depend

in large measure, upon the condition of the building industry. If rapid
progress could be made slum clearance and new council house building could

proceed, new roads be established and space provided for industry and commerce

to expand. The new educational and shopping facilities (the University,

technical college and market) were part of this rebuilding project. Thus

public investment in urban redevelopment was &prerequisite to the spiral of

local economic growth.

An innovation by a socialist local authority in urban renewal policies

thus represented an attempt to aid the improvement of British industrial

capital. As a result, while the reorganisation of the steel industry was a

model for later economic planning, se the reorganisation of Sheffield was seen as

the model for physical planning in the 1960 1 s, when comprehensive urban

redevelopment was a widespread activity. There were, of course, other examples

to follow, especially French economic planning and American physical planning.

However, Sheffield did receive an unparalleled amount of publicity in the

early 1960's (with. Park Rill as the centre piece) as a model for new types of

multi-storey and suburban Radburn housing, for the plan to make the city centre

into a multi-level complex and for the overall comprehensive plan into which

each new element was meant to fit. This is clear from the long articles

appearing in the early 1960's in AJ, the RIBAJ and AD (8), Ian Nairn's BBCTV

programme (9), The Economist's article (10) and Banham's original praise of

the City as "one of the most heartening architectural prospects in England6.(11)

There was also the VFLG's inclusion of the multi-level city centre design in an
earlyrianning Bulletin (12) and Sheffield's own and unusual publication

Ten Years of Yousing in Sheffield k 125343, which included a general portrayal
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of planning activity in the city obviously meant for international as

well as national circulation.

This was the background to the radical initiative taken in Sheffield
in the 1950's. However this need not have led to Park Hill. The high density
design was due primarily to the political and economic problems consequent
upon the unwelcome sprawl of the city. And this was due to the unusual power

of fineries capitals investment in land in and around Sheffield.

Landed Capital and Sheffield

Much of the pre second world war suburban house building, especially by
the local authority, was undertaken on the lend owned either by the Duke of

Norfolk (to the east and north of the city centre) or the Earl Fitzwilliam
(to the west of the city centre) (13). These giant estates, particularly the
Duke of Norfolk's were developed through town planning schemes prepared under
the 1909 Housing, Town Planning etc. 416 They covered much of suburban
Sheffield by the close of the first world war; an exce2tional rate of progress(1
By this time "a large section of the landed interest had already transformed

themselves into finance capitalists to all intents and purposes".(15) Although

all the town planning schemes were not realised immediately, the basic principle
was followed throughout the interwar period. ?Then the 1909 Bill was being

debated in the House of Commons one member made the implication of following
this principle, clear:

"The principle of town planning will extend the market for building.
Instead of landowners being forced, as they are at present, to sell
small paroels of land upon which houses are packed at immense inconven-
ience and great unsightliness, the tendency of this legislation ought
to be to extend the zones in the suburbs, to spread the building
operation, and therefore, to bring much more land into profitable
occupation and by that means to create a larger area upon which the
profits of building may be made to recoup the landlords for the lesser
number of houses which they will be permitted to place upon the acre".(16)
The resulting spread of the city, had, by the close of the 1940's become

an uncontrolled sprawl. This was also due to the power of the county councils,

representing the farmers and rural landowners, following on from the big urban
landlords. The lest Riding of Yorkshire to the north and Derbyshire to the
west and south, had reluctantly accepted population overspill from Sheffield
from the late 19304, but only if they could build at a lower density than
the city desired and after considerable administrative delay lasting up to

. 18 menthe. The loss of revenue to the city, i.e. the loss of rates with the
cost of construction outside the city boundary shared amongst fewer ratepayers,
was compounded after 1948 when, from that year onwards, a loss of population
and property could lead to a sizeable reduction in the level of exchequer grant
to local government (17). Thais, as we will note in due =arse, if Farz Hill
had been built outside Sheffield there mould have been a loss to the city, in
the form of the "exchequer equalisation grant", of £32,373 (more than half the
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total exchequer contribution to the actual cost of building end

paying for Park Hill) (18).

After the houses had been built and occupied permission could and was
usually, obtained by Private Bill through both HOLUM of Parliament for the

extension of the city boundary to include the developed portion of land. By
this time, considerable time and money bad been lost and the city had been
spread out even further; this was not conducive to efficient and effective

local government. In this way urban sprawl could be associated with the power
of the county councils over the expanding country boroughs.

It was against this background that the Sheffield bctension Bill was drawn

up in 1951, in au attempt to gain more council house building land for the
city before the boundary was extended, and thus save time and money. As Fred
kulley, the new Member of Parliament for the Park constituency, stated when
introducing the Lxtension Bill to the House of Commons:

"the planning authorities insist upon planning the city's overspill
population on rural lines. Sheffield has, therefore, experienced
cuts up to 25 per cent on the sites we have planned. The city has
been forced to become bigger than it wanted to be". (19)

The City Council felt that, if normal procedures were followed, Sheffield would

pass the point at which it could be organised into the required compact

optimum size. However, the Minister of Local Government and Planning in the
Labour Government, Hugh Dalton, opposed the Bill on the grounds that it

would preempt the planned reform of local governnent. He thereby effectively

accepted the arguments of the rural districts (Chesterfield and %ortley) and
county councils opposing the Bill, that the extension would lead to an
unnecessary loss of farmland and power from the local authorities surrounding
Sheffield (which would presumably not be so seriously affected if the county
councils could exert control over Sheffield's overspill projects) (20)

Sheffield attempted without success to rally support for its proposals
from other local authorities wishing to widen their catchment area, prior to
the imposed (if unlikely) initiative of local government reform. Its aim'

of extending the City boundary before the required housing development was,
it seems unusual. (21) Dalton had warned the City Council that he would,
if necessary, stop the Bill in the second chamber. In the event the Bill was,

Weed, defeated in the House of Lords (22). Thus unless the city council were
prepared to build outside the city boundary at this time or to use the slow

and cumbersome porers for "expanded town" agreements under the 1952 Town Devel-

opment Act, a large "overspill" estate had to be built quickly and cheaply on

social" valuable or financially expensive sloping or sUbstandard sites within

the city. liecemeal, slow and inadequate rebuilding had to be avoided if the

city was to proeress as a whole. It would &Tear that a large scale high
density arid low cost local authority-housing scheme, which could De legitimated
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in the eyes of the public (while breakine the tradition of garden suburb
housing) was essential to the future of Sheffield and possibly the steel
industry and hones even the monow as a whole, in spite of and indeed because of
the restrictions imposed by the dominanoe of finance capital (on urban-
induatrial expansion and public investment).

btu now turn to the history of local authority house building in the
195e's as a =text to the specific development of Park Hill.
peusine Iinanoe and 'Fuse Builitas 

aaisaboth Layton in puildini . )3J-15901.1 AutIcrities (19C1) deaoribed the
basis ralationship between the political ma ecanomic structure and local
aateorityhousanb projects in the 1950s:

"Thruubhout almost the whole post war;period the country has been
faced with the problems of inflation end with the difficulties in
the balance of payments. These have erupted at roughly two year
intervals into a situation of financial crisis: each crisis his had
immediate reperaussions an the local authorities, since this is the
sector of the economy, apart from its own operations, on which the
Government has the most direot influence, Calls for savings in
costs, reassessments of programpes or flor the postponement of leas
essential schemes have succeeded one another so frequently that
authorities have felt much uncertainty- and frustration". (23)

The monetarist policy behind the Hous.ng Acts of the 1950's can be seen
clearly in the second reading of the first Housing )ill. On gaining office

the Tory party had inherited a grave balance of payments de:ioit, a three per

cent sale of interest and anew level of subsidy available to

local authorities to provide housing for all, under the 1949 Anuains,Act.
By early 1952 the interest rate had been increased to 41 per cent. The
kinister of Housing and Local Government, jamold keel:111mo when introducing
the Bill, justified a "policy of Lonetary stringency to meet an inflationary
situation" in the following manner:

"It is not merely apiece of sadism or masochism by whioh we are
torturing ourselves to no purpose, for if it succeeds it will be
justified in every sphere of our national life. Nowhere can it be
of more value than in the sphere of housing, for it will result,
let us hope, in a reduction, or at least a halt, in the increasing
costs of hoese-building which have been such a malignant feature
of recent housing history. When I an told, therefore - which,
incidentally is not true - that the increased rate of interest will
put so Amy shillings on the rent of the tenant, I would remind the
HOWIG that if this monetary policy socceeds it will do just the
opposite, for it eill :prevent that general increase in rent which
higher costs must in some fbra or another eventually involve. It
may even lead to a. reduction of costs and to a corresponding
reduction of rents.
However, apart from this reason, it i.e obvious that an expanding housing
proeramme can only be based upon a healthy national economy. If we
cannot solve the urgent economic pr eblems of the day, if we cannot
deal with the question of the balanoe of payments then goodbye to the 16°1
housing drive - for even if the local loans on housing were reduced to
1 per cent or less, there would be no foreign exchange With which to
buy timber, pulp and all the rest of it, which go to make up the
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essentials of housing. Therefore, if this monetary policy
can succeed in helping to avert national bankruptcy it will
save not only the whole life of the country but also those
social serkices of Which housing today is perhaps the most
important". (24)

Several Labour members took exception to the content of this speech (Mr.C.

de Freitas (Lincoln) and Mr.C.Parnell (Leeds, West) ). They claimed as

we do in this study, that the increases in interest rates would produce
a substantial rent increase, and thereby rates increase, or, in other words

fuel rather than hat, inflation. In the long run this could only damage

the balance of payments and mean the loss of foreign exchange. The increases

in the exchequer subsidy provided under the 1952 Housing Act, 1.26.14s for

houses (more on expensive sites) and a flats subsidy of X52.16s(increasing
according to site costs, with a lift subsidy increased to £10.10s) were a

means of increasing the output of local authorities, but also, and. primarily
amens of financing the rise in costs for local authorities consequent upon

the increase in interest rates.

Hence from 1953 the number of starts and completions by local authorities

actually began to fall as the subsidy did not cover the increase in costs (25)

A good deal of the new subsidy level represented a direct transfer of

taxpayers money to the bankers, along with the increased amount also passing
to finance capital from the ratepayers and tenants. When private completions

began to increase, public housing subsidies also became burdonsome (about

AZOm in 1954) and the total number of houses comrleted, 264,000 in 1953 and

over 314,000 in 1954, threatened to overload the economy and further encourage

Inflation. Hence the subsidies were lowered (to X22.18 for houses, 45.180

for flats) on 1st April 1955 and the interest rate increased to 4.6 per cent

(1955-56). This further curtailed local authority house building.
But this was not enough. In 1955 the new Minister of Housing and Local

Government, Duncan Sandys, introduced a new Housing Bill which would eventually

remove altogether general needs subsidy and concentrate local government

activity on slum clearance leaving more room for private house__ building.

Following the financial crisis of that year the new leg islation was justified
by its sponsors as a means of reducing investment and spending power while
at the same time encouraging new building for special purposes and "economic"
rents.

The need for slum clearance was noted in the 1953 White Paper Houses:
As Next Step (omnd 8996) In 1954 the Housing Repairs and. Rent Act required

local authorities to estimate the size of their slum problem and to submit

to the Minister a five year plan for dealing with it. With the passing of
the 1956 Housing Subsidies Act increased subsidies (backdated to 3rd November 195.
were available for multi-storey housing, increasing with the increase in
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height especially for dwellings built for slum clearance, for new town

corporations or "expanded" towns. There was also an additional expensive

site subsidy. The separate lift subsidy and density-adjustment (under the

1949 Act) were discontinued. The general needs subsidy for houses was out

to £10 per annum and then abolished as part of the abolition of general needs

subsidy under the 1956 Housing subsidies Order. The only exception was one

bedroom dwellings.

Contemprary with this change in central government policy - a Change

which represented the very antithesis Of the proposals enshrined in the

1949 Housing Lot of high quality public housing for the whole community,

houses and low to medium rise flats - interest rates increased from 3.8 per cent

in 1951-55 to 4.6 per cent in 1955-58 and 5.6 per cent in 1956-57. The

Labour party spokesmen thereby repeated their earlier criticisms. Wir.C;Lindgren,

LP, (Wellingborough) for example, suggested that:

"The increased subsidies have gone not towards the production of
more and better houses but straight into the pockets of the
financiers".(26)

In actual fact the higher mate of multi-storey housing meant a larger

transfer of capital to both finance and industrial capital, along with the

increased amount going to the City consequent upon thesice in interest rates.

The 1956 Housing Subsidies Act, and the subsidy it provided, was to

remain until the 1961 Housing Act became law; there was therefore some

continuity ensured for the design and builAing of multi-storey housing by

local authorities. In 1958 a, new design manual Flats and Houses was

published to aid local government architects and surveyors keep their costs

to a minimum. This was an ever more pressing need as interest rates rose to

6 per Gent in 1957, following another 'credit squeeze", continued at this

level to 1959, fell to 5.8 per cent in 1959-60 and then rose once more, this
time to 6.1 per cent in 1960-61. Between 1953 and 1961 the number of
dwellings completed by local government fell from 229,305 to 105,529, a fall
of nearly 54. per sent. Over the same period the number of multi-storey

dwellings increased dramatically (although the requisite data is not available).

The growth in this type of public: housing was really part of a general

lowering of standards. As Layton noted in regard to the period:

"local authority-housing designs were rigorously examined and
pruned, and an all-out effort was made by the Ministry to
keep housing costs from rising as fast as building costs and
to economise on the use of scarce materials. In this it achieved
considerable success, though at the price of a detailed scrutiny
of housing schemes, the sacrifice of many amenities and the risk
of higher maintenance costs during the life of the houses" (27)

The supplements to the 1949 Housing Manual, published in 1952 and 1955,

were used to describe the means by which this economy in design could be

achieved.. The first illustrated how, "by compact design, building costs
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could be cut by 1250 a house, and space and materials saved without loss

of standard or amenity". (28) thereby compensating for the rise in rent and

building costs. The second manual (and third supplement) emphasised the need

to "raise densities and reduce development costs by better integration of

house design and layout" This meant that "economy in the use of land, in

the construction of roads and services, and in the cost of houses must

oonstantly be kept in mind from the start" (29). Housing schemes within the

gross density range of 75-100 ppha or 30-340 ppa, with a large number in

term(' form and arranged on a Hadburn-like design ( miniaising road space)

was the ideal. An accompanying document entitled The Density of Residential

Leabr	 published in 1952, analysed a variety of layouts and justified the

new approach by decrying low density "sprawl" and noting the:

"general ale to economise land and to redevelop towns no that they
are compact and urban, with a vide variety of accommodation in
flats and houses to suit different tastes and with a rich and
characterful variety of scene. (30)

Whether such a variety was economically preferable at this tine in the

urban areas, seems doubtful. Only on expensive sites was the flats subsidy

(double the housing subsidy although twelve storey and over flats were
only about 70 percent higher cost (31) ) available, between £1,500 and 44,000

per acre and increasing when above this amount, while the subsidy to houses

only increased for sites of 4,000 per acre and over. In other words, on city

centre sites a such higher subsidy was available for flats. Henry Brooke noted

in the second reading debate of the 1952 Housing Bill:
"I submit that the effect of these new subsidy rates will be to
make it much more attractive to urban local authorities to
build all flats and no houses where the site costs are between
E2,500 and say L17,000". (31)

This lowering of standards was compounded by the reduction in living space

and the production of "the people's house" having a gross house area of
about 900 sq. ft (three bedroom, five person dwelling). However, in the case

of flats standards could be even lower. A two bedroom, four person house was
to have a gross house area of 770 sq. rt. but a similar type of flat approx-
itately 650 sq. T16 (33). As a leading architect noted at the time;

"Flats have always been officially regarded as "non-family" dwellings
and the only space criteria insisted upon have been minimum bedroom
and living room sizes. When one considers such vast schemes of
multi-storey "family' dwellings as have been built in some cities
it seems a strange anomaly that such lower space standards should be
permitted, and that some compensating living-space area, for example,
a balcony or enclosed sun-room, have not been made obligatory on
all local authorities - at least for family dwellings". (30

An important reason given for the reduction in dwelling space was not
only the lowering of posts and rents (even though, as we have noted the
principal reason was to offset the increase in interest rates) but, along
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with the use of multi-storey housing, was stated to be the preservation

of the countryside and agricultural land. Harold MacMillan emphasised its
importance in the foreword to The Density of Residential Areas. He stated:

"Manyaores of land are being taken for development every year;
and much of this is good agricultural land 	 it is essential
that the amount or land taken should be kept as small as possible". (35)

In 1955 Duncan Sandys (founder of the Civic Trust in 1956) expressed
his concern at the unrestricted sprawl or the great cities and asked all
relevant local authorities to consider defining green belts around the city. (36)
Decentralisation, which could possibly be associated at this time with
anti-urban sprawl, was minimised in the 1950 / s. No new towns were established

in England and Wales during the decade and, under the Town Development Act
1952, population overspill into 'expanded" towns was a slow, cumbersome and
evasive process (37).

Hence by appealing to the universal values, on the one hand, of

countryside preservation and urbanity and on the other hand to the control of

inflation, the supply of land, labour and capital for local authority house
building was minimised; even though very little land was actually saved and

only at great cost (38) 4. henoe fuelling inflation. Meanwhile private sector

house building and agriculture benefittel. Above all finance capital gained

*rough the increase in interest rates (which were supposed to cure inflation

but actually just transferred more capital from the state, i.e. from the

taxpayer, ratepayer and tenant, to the bankers) and the increase in government

winding overall as local government was guided towards redeveloping the

expensive and difficult city centre sites with costly multi-storey housing -
an exercise which the private sector was no doubt unwilling and unable to

eontemplate due to the financial constraints and need for keepingrents low

for those moving from the slums or off the waiting list.

Multi-storey dwellings cost more than traditional houses in Britain

because according to one prominent architect:

"(1) a block: of flats requires public circulation areas (entrance
halls, lifts, staircases and balconies or corridors) as well
as amenities which are not usually provided. for houses:
private balconies, play-spaces or shelter at ground-floor level,
privacy for ground-floor tenants by raising the block: off the
ground or by fences, paving, gardens or other means of keeping
the public at bay, laundries, drying-rooms, stores, etc. These
public access areas and amenities amount to 10 to 25 per cent of
the cost.

(2)The services generally require more extensive mains systems,
and often require s higher standard of specification either
for protection against fire or noise, or for maintenance purposes
(e.g. electric cables in concrete floors, access to plumbing and
water services in ducts).

(3) The struotureT including roof, floors and foundations, although
shared between many dwellings, is intrinsically more expensive,
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partly to meet higher standards of fire protection (walls,
floors and roofs) and sound insulation (floors) as well as
for reasons of stability.

(4) Both from the point of view of design and of erection, a block
of flats is more complex than a house or a terrace of houses.
It requires more complicated drawings and specification, the
employment, perhaps, of structural and mechanical engineers,
as well as of specialist firms and a higher standard of
organisation and supervision. This complexity is reflected
in the costs of production or overheads of both architects and
builders". (35)

The omission and minimising of some of these standard characteristics of
multi-storey housing will have been prevalent in the 1950's. However, over

and above these differences there was the lack of investment and competition
sithLu the building industry which left it short of low cost innovatory

techniques, for example, regarding the construction .of high rise buildings,

and tied it instead to the traditional production of, for example, private
sector two storey houses; a typical or perhaps extreme 08.156 (4) of a

section of industrial capital denied the kind of support of the State

and finance capital which would have made it internationally competitive in
the period before the 1960's. As the one detailed study of the building
Industry up to the early)960's concluded:

"at important stages of the buntl i ne process there appeared to
be an extraordinary lack either of effective stimulus to
enterprise and efficiency or of penalties for their absence,
neither juicy carrots nor big 'sticks' e di (40)

Old fashioned and expensive designs were still being used in the 19502s.

Steel, for exempla, was still the preckainant material in multistorey
structures up until the *lose of the decade, although reinforced concrete,
perfected some time before was from 20 to 25 per cent cheaper. It may, in

fact, have been partly the inefficiency in this industry and the need for

multi-storey housing, which led central government to pay special attention

to the reform of the steel industry (41). And., in a similar manner, the

eventual introduction of reinforced concrete, and later industrialised

building, could have been to some extent a response to the long term failure

of the plans to rationalise the steel industry.

Overall it was the free market monetarist policy which formed the

background to the development of PHA Hill as an example of 1950's local

autboriV housing. This was a policy which actually encouraged inflation

(interns of rents, rates, building costs) and demanded that the most

Unpopular and expensive accommodation, on the most expensive sites, be

provided for those least able to pay. Sheffield City Council had to resolve

this contradiction by providing low cost and low rant, but acceptable housing
on difficult city centre sites, if it and the steel industry were to grow

and prosper within the United Kingdom.
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The Park Hill Project: The Politics and the Problem 

A calendar of the main events in the history of the Park Hill project
is provided in Table 1. Central government initiatives are clearly

Table 1. The Park Hill Project

Date

Dec. 1936

July 1937

May 1953

July 1953

Nov. 1953
Feb. 1954.
August 1954

Sept. 1954

Event

Application to the Ministry of Health for confirmation of
clearance orders Nos. 200-204 $14.1 in Notes to Chapter Voonfirmed
November 1937) under the 1930 Housing Act.
Application in the Ministry of Health for confirmation of clearance
orders hos. 255-204 (fig.1 in Notes to Chapter 4-) (confirmed
April 1938)

Purchase of a large quantity of freehold. property (South Street,
CPO No. 202a 1935) from the Duke of Norfolk for A:17,600.
Rousing Committee (Chairmen Alderman Albert Smith, appointed 1948)
consider prospect of erecting multi-storey housing with lifts.

Housing Committee (Special, 29th Sept.) agree policy of erecting
multi-storey housing up to six storeys within the city.

Sheffield Extension Bill ready (backed by Con.Lib.) • -

Sheffield Extension Bill rejected by the House of Lords)

J.Lewis Woltersley becomes Sheffield City Architect (W.G.Davies
having retired); F.G.Jones, City Treasurer, had been appointed
In 1952.

Jack Lynn and Ivor Smith begin work on the Park area (and cease work
on Norfolk Park site).

First scheme completed (maximum 11 storeys). Also, City Architects
Dept. reorganised and enlarged..

Begin work on the second scheme (maxim' um 13 storeys).

Appointment of consultant engineers.

Council decide to send deputation to Europe to study cost and.
character of multi-storey housing with particular regard to the
evaluation of the designs for Park Hill stage 1.

European Tow by Ald.C.W.Gascoigne (leader of the Council and Labour
parlor, and member of the Housing Committee) Cn.H.Lembert and. Aid.
P.J.L.Turner (Con-Lib member of the Housing Committee). Also
J.L.Womersley and Henry Smith (Head of the Public Works Dept.)

Remaining clearance order, CPO Parx Hill 1955 (fig.2 in Notes to
Chapter 5) applied for and Quantity Surveyors appointed, Cyril
Sweett and Partners.
Flats versus Houses debate between leaders of the two parties in
the local press (The Star 15.2.55)

Housing Committee approve the bit ildirig of Park Hill.

Full Council approve Park Hill.

Exhibition of model of !Flat Town".

Ministry of Housing and. Local Government approval.
Public Inquiry CPO Park Hill 1955 and invitation to seven leading
firms plus the Direct Labour Dept. to tender ft* the contract.



June 1959

Oct. 1959
Nov. 1959
March 1960

gay 1960

jung 1960

Jan. 1961
June 1961
Aug. 1961 -
Mar.1962

1964

August 1956
Nov. 1956
April 1957
April 1959

April 1959

CPO Park Hill 1955, Town Clerk authorised to proceed.
Public Works Dept. tender accepted.

Work commences.

Foundation atone laid by two members of the Housing Committee who
are also the longest serving Aldermen on the Council, Alderman
Gasooigne (leader of the Labour party) and Ald.P.J.M.Turner (Con.
Lib). Also Park Hill shops completed and Cn.Harold Lambert
became chairman of the Housing Committee in 1958.

First dwelling completed. Housing Committee and officials visit
multi-storey housing in London to decide on the beat social,
recreational and general amenities for Park Hill.	 .
A small number and variety of furnished dwe.11ings are opened to
the general public.

Publics Meeting at Park's school hall (2 sittings)

Mrs .Demers begins residence and, first dwelling let.
Serious problems on the estate: Report to the Housing Management
Committee (S.Telegraph 22.3.60)

Local Press report success of Park Hill as accommodation and, as
a community (The Star and Telegraph 19.5.60 and. The Star 27.4.60)
Commtmity Hall opened replacing temporary location at 120 Hague Row.
The laundry had. been opened the previous month.
Park Hill completed.

Park Hill opened by Hugh Gaitskell.

Park Hill Survey by Nrs.Demers (and ftyde Park design up to
10 storeys, completed)
J.L.Womersley and Jack Lynn leave Sheffield (Ivor Smith left Dec. '6o

reflected at the local level. The Housing Acts of 1930 (consolidated. In 1936)

and 1949 provided for the first and essential ingredients of redwielopment with

multi-storey housing. The absence of a Local Government Act ensued that

the Extension Bill was rejected and then the subsidies provided by the 1952
Mousing Act, the recognition of the need for slum clearance in Houses: The next

.§.. and the design guidance in the housing manuals, formed the context to the

completion of the design for Park Hill in 1954. By the time the scheme had

been accepted by the politicians, the local press and, to a certain extent,

the Sheffield public, the new subsidies available under the 1956 Housing

Subsidies Act and, the new rate of interest on loans (4.1 per Gent in 1953-4.,

5-6 per cent in 1956-7) had appeared.. And with the completion of the scheme in
1959 and its occupation in 1960, after which full rent and rates could be

colleoted, interest rates bad. again risen to 6.1 per cent by 1960-61. Hence
there were two distinct periods; the first, when the architectural exercise
was completed, was a period of central government encouragement to local

authority house and especially flat building for general needs, lehile the

second represented a time during which local government was guided towards
providing high rise housing at minimum cost for special needs only i.e. mainly



slum clearance for the working class. And over the quarter of a century

troll elearanoe to rebOlSing there were overall a good many changes in local
oireumstances which tended to pivot about problems of the changes in the
costs of land, labour and capital, as controlled by central government. How
did the local labour-oontrolled city council cope with these constraints?

The record of socialist achievement in Sheffield really began with the
election of a labour party majority in 1926; the first provincial county
borough council to become labour controlled (42). In the following years up to
the second world war, with the exception of 1932-33 when the Con-Lib group
gained control, remarkable progress was made in laying the basis for municipal
socialism, with efficient local services, including a large direct labour
department, and an exceptional quantity and quality of new council housing.

Between 1933 and 1939 when the National and Conservative government were
making an attack upon council house provision, 45 per cent of Sheffield's
housing was built by the local authority; twice the national average. Also
the rate of new dwelling construction: 44 per cent of those cleared, was
the highest in the country (43). The following claims therefore may well be

Justified. The pamphlet "Six Years of Labour Rule", published in 1932
suggested of the period 1926-32:

"in the period we were in office more property was condemned, and
larger numbers of families rehoused from slum areas than in any
other comparable city in the country". (44)

And In 1959 V.M.BUghes (the City's Housing Manager) stated that:
"Between 1930 and 1939 there took:place the biggest housing push ever
in this country and the speed of construction WA such that Sheffield
Corporation was reaching unequalled production of nearly 3,000 annually,

a record among all housing authorities at the time". (45)

In addition the houses provided were of a high quality. Hence, for example,

the council managed to resist the temptation to build the rows of tenement
fiats and the new multi-storey schemes typical of the 1930's, and found in

London, Birmiogham, Manchester, Liverpool end Leeds.(46) The prevalence of
the garden suburb-type development may, of course, have been a contributory
factor in the large use and low density of the city and in the reaction which
appeared in the early 1950's (47).

In the 1950e s labour politics was supreme; between 1953 mud 1959 the
majority in council was the highest an record taking between 70 and 72 per cent
of the seats (48). As the city competed with other county boroughs it may well

have determined., given the context of building for urbanity in place of

"sprawl", to take up and better the example set by other large cities and their

well known multi-storey housing schemes completed in the 1930 1 s. Although

there is no direct evidence that this was the case, the example set by nearby
Leeds with its world famous: Quarry Hill flats was noted by Roy Hattersley M.P.
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.1bl'e or::c	 AltLe	 ' d )L) i n hi . G n, dtic lc 'crt.L"-c.

(1.76, !1- Ltatec:

"Lcouc :a_r_ in cons-uant conrctiticn w:th a:- native ”leffield 	
wc IlLa bi.„ -er majoriti tnan thcirs and	 had a thirty year

history of continuous LLDOUr rale wir_ch the./ could not match.
but Leads had to nan:festations of renuine civic virtue
unriv-llea thrcuzhout Yorkshire and Lezona. They had Leeds town

hall and .cuarry hill Flats". (45)

Ecnce, L- later cc_c1 ,-des kreferrin, to T—v. C: .:e c .en in con, leader of

	

Leeds L-cL .... r p_rty 1:	 19.5C's):

"7.c_ty :-L_rs after % -arry iill 7 .as coa. letca, 2.uttint: asiae our
1.rez:aaicer an: our pri:e, we J,...nt from Eherrield to learn from
Lee-s.	 nc., and nuc:, better, flats ne built r-vc a tribute
to	 if no one in So,:t:. Yo::lashire vould ever cEmit it.

7sy z111 venain in praise of him loLL- aftcr t,,uarry hill is -culled

ao- • ". (5u)

It shoula also bc noted that in xel.ra_r.,

larest c:ty	 'i't'	 G=-e-al estimated

Leeds Ic.p..aation nt 5C7,%:C an. Ehcf.:eld's a' 5C3,4LC. '"niz w_s Llaced cc

f-ct tl_at	 ffi.l had built Zu,	 _ LELs outside the city boundary

in %c..-tley zIna	 oth_r r...-scn for wIsh n r- to exten_

thc city bounaary tc include thL.se	 z. Cni: cn the 1=t	 1967 did

the c:ty n.c_im its :osition tit', the inclusion c' a 1:.: .5e a-ea of Zhester:':::-

(unaar t:.e 155 Loc-2 GovLr2z..-ent Act). B: that tine thc city's lopulation,

in the old boundary, had fallen to 49C295U whil e 1.eed.s stood at 5C8,790

The attca t to ir.:rove the city anE retain its ropulation as not therefore

provinG to be vory successful in thcse terns.

Givcn th, existeLce of a d J tcrnine: lcc-1 auther't:, in which there was

a larce acasure of L_r%...:unt bet.ecn Ia....our and 3sn-LiS grours, hoy aid it

co_e with JcLe -1-rob1sms oon:rontin7	 L. 	 slum cle-r,ncc in

155, 1 s: 	 hc.	 t/-e stra_zle xith comcaic and lo -Ntical conditions -

coac tc resolvi_ itseut in thc 'or.: an_ loc:t:on c' :_r:

c-n first consider tlic problans cf t.c cic_.u.d for acco.=odat ion aLd

1555 ::ieLA ceased to be Yorksh'-c'..

the sup .,1., of land for ccunci l hoas:nz. %--____,	 aecaae the ce-an_ .Lor

e suhouein c; incrc_sec, csiccially 1-„rionL	 and ccea persons,	 th	 -.

of land decreased.

In 1957 there r.ere 25,0U0 fanilies on the 7.ait i nG li st an 2C,VA h:u-cs

unfit for hulan habitation; by 1953 thLra	 37 , 57 householas on the

list. Between 1939 12.a 1953 only 1, f:32 hcu_cs	 &am clearance areas z=r%

vacated an- may 723 of these by the _ocal aut-zority. he com:-siticn cf

queue for bettor acccznodat I on, OVE: t:e 1-..avad 195 . to 1 5K, is sh0.2.- in

1Table 2. Clearly althcuLh fr-!lies and married cculles especial' .ere

bein„ rehoused durinc the 155:'s - r.eriç 13, CC Ewellinms were col..;:ste:

the city bet4een 15, and 1561 of Taich only about E ,.r cent wcre	 E.r."
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there was still a substantit demand for all types of accommodation in 1959

and 1960 as they had originally planned for in 1953 when Park redevelopment

began.

Table 2 Composition of the Waiting List 1954-1960

2.12,	 2.-25.2	 nal
14,902 15,201 15,049

20,049 17,875 15,992
8,793	 9,062 10,120

4.3,744 4.2,138 41,161
Source: Housing Deports, Sheffield City Council 195440. All figures were

given for 31st karoh.

The shortage of land to answer the increasing demand for all sizes of

dwellings was apparent immediately after the war, The report Sheffield
Replanned by the City Planning Officer, J.M.Collie, published in 1945, admitted
that, "the area available for new housing within the at* boundary is,
however, not entirely adequate for the future housing needs of the city" (51)

The future Park Hill site was designated for flatted housing; "a continuation
of the present 'flats' development, but enhanoed by the suggested green belt
of terraced gardens below the flats area", (52)

By the beginning of 1949, when the Housing Act was passing *brough
Parliament (the second reading was in !Larch) it was decided to consider the
prospect of building multi-storey housing with lifts, to provide more dwellings,
of a greater variety, on the land remaining undeveloped within the city(53).
After the inspection of flatted housing in London and Soandanavia, it was
recommended to the City Council at a special meeting of the Housing Committee
on the 29th September that "the policy of erecting flats within the City (as a
general rule not exceeding six storeys high, with lifts in flats exceeding three
storm) be approved in principle". Hence, the Looal authority was taking one

step further along the road to Park Hill ( and the other mixed house and tall
flats developments) and away from the example set by the Duke street and Edward
Street flats begun in the mid 1930's and nearing completion at this tine.(53)

Other decisions taken at this meeting were to lay the basis for the Park
Hill project. Besides the move to include flats and a flat scheme in the
manutan estates being designed at the time (Manor Park, Broadway and Greenbill),
the City Arthiect was requested to prepare basic information on flats, 3 to 6
storeys high, the City Treasurer to prepare comparative coatings of houses and
flats, the Planning Officer and City Architect to prepare a rough layout for
Norfolk Park including, "the area which they suggest is suitable for development

Pousehold, l95 1211 1956 .122..

Single People 9,115 11040 13,588 14,659
Married Couples 25,373 23,830 21,817 20,677

Aged Persons 5,143 6,415 7,417 8,240
Total: 39,635 41,383 42,876 43,576



as a flat scheme" and the City Architect and Superintendent of the Refuse
and Cleansing Department prepare a report upon, "the various methods of
central and district heating now available with estimates of cost, including
&plant which will destroy refuse and which (if necessary supplemented by
normal fuel) will provide hot water for the flats and the laundries and central
heating for the flats" to the new Norfolk Park estate.

This, however, would not be enough to satisfy the growing demand for
local authority housing. Hence at the same meeting the Parliamentary and
General Purposes committee were requested, "to consider and report upon the
desirability of taking steps to extend the boundaries of the City on the lines
suggested to the Boundary Commission", The Sheffield Extension Bill was the
remat. The original proposal was for the inclusion of 3,970 ha (9,925 acres).
This was reduced to 3,010 ha (7 0 525 acres) after consultation with agricultural
Interests. Of this area only 904 ha (2,261 acres) was suitable for housing, -
13,500 houses in fact. This represented a six or seven years builAing
programme, or if prewar conditions returned, only enough land for three years.
Even this was, of course, welcome because, it was claimed, there was only
300 acres of housing land left within the city boundary after "every step to
economise land within the city consistent with decent standards has been taken".
51.).

The rejection of the Extension Bill and the effect it had upon the location
and supply of housing within Sheffield became apparent at the Public Local
Inquiry into the proposed Sheffield Development Plan (prepared under the
1947 Town and Country Planning Act) in 1953. Land in Norfolk Park, in the
greenbelt and a small area in the central business district (Devonshire street)
was to be used for local authority housing, while half of the 49,000 new homes
rewired were to be built outside the present city boundary at some future date.
X21951, at the time of the Extension Bill, 449940 houses were to be built
outside Sheffield.

When the approved Development Plan was published in 1957 these figures
were altered to reduce the demand and increase the supply-within the city.
TWul, the level of demand had fallen to 47.500 houses, while the 34 1000 unfit
dwellings which, in 1953, it had been hoped to clear by 1971, had now been
reduced to 20,813, only half of the 17,000 dwellings situated in the areas
mood for industry would be cleared within the plan period (i.e. by 1971) and
the number of dwellings in areas over a net density of 143 ppha (60 ppa) -

and therefore considered in need of redevelopment - had fallen from a 1953

figure of 133,000 to 46,217, for no apparent reason; three residential sones

(lkm. 33, 35 and 61) were to be over the permitted level (i.e. 68ppa, 69 ppa and
64ppa respectively).

At the name time 69 per cent of the required local authority houses would



be built inside the city boundary; that is, 29,2)5 and not 241500 as
suggested by the city council in 1953. And this left only 13,295 and not
24,500 to be found space outside the city. 'While there was a 22 per cent
Increase in the number of houses to be built in Sheffield by 1971, the
Development Plan included proposals for only 12,500 dwellings to be built
by the local authority in the first five year period (8,515 on the slum
clearance sites and 4.9000 in the Green belt at Gleadless) Idrile 12,298
dwellings were to be lost to other land uses during the plan period and
various sites left vacant for other uses; for example, only 20 per cent
of the industrial land at Tinsley would be developed in the first five
years.

Thus following the Development Plan inquiry the pressure on council
house building land, and open space, within the city was further Increased,
as, it seems, they received the lowest priority after agriculture, Industry,
commerce and private housing. These further constraints upon the redevelopment
of the city were however some way in the future when a start was made in
3953, following the reorganisation, enlargement and new importance given to
the City Architect's Department (replacing the dominant role of the City
Engineer and Planning Officers' Department).

Various reasons were given at the local level for the decision to go
ahead with larger and more ambitious multi-storey housing schemes, then

hitherto. The need to reduce or minimise journey to work distances and the
immobility of the heavy industry making decentralisation of industry and work
force into a new or expanded town, difficult if not impossible. In the case

of Park Hill there was the desire for a city centre population and a 'lively'
and busy core to the urban area after 5 p.m. which could supposedly be ensured
by building for a large population within walking distance of the central
shops and recreational facilities.

Ho wavers the princip4 reason was Used on the need to modernise Sheffield.
In partnership with the new subsidies available under the 1952 Housing Act,
(for flats only when erected on expensive sites (over 1;1,500 per acre) relative
to the suburbs or say Norfolk Park with an extra 120,105 for the lifts
required in blocks of four storeys or more and a statutory rate fund oontributior
of one third of government subsidy plus one half of lift subsidy) for the site
and location of Park Will and Hyde Park, was the fact that their partly
cleared, site, if developed with a high density scheme could provide the
surplus population, which followed slum clearances with accommodation, as
this was not available elsewhere. In 1953 there were only 800 dwellings left
at the Park; the new sulti-storey housing could provide about 2,300 units of

accommodation, a surplus of 1,500, which while not approaching the 13,500 which

were to be built in Wortley and Chesterfield (before the 1932 Housing Act had.



been contemplated) was a large enough number to allow clearance of the other

"slum" areas in the city. The first five year slum clearance programme
included four central area sites: Park Hill, Netherthorpe, Woodside and

Burngreave, the latter three developed:fiat thelcum PILLity of 250 ppha (100 ppa).31
A

All four schemes were different in design although the latter three were

similar mixtures of tall 13 storey blocks for one and two person households,

and 4 to 6 storey maisonette blocks and a few large houses for families; only
Netherthorpe included the deck:form in the 4_ to 6 storey blocks, although

these were not li rared round the site and nor were they as substantial as

those at Park Hill. The four estates did, however, all make the best advantage
of the sloping sites, with some kind of balcony access from ground level

where possible, taking the pedestrian horizontally to higher levels. The main

contractors for the schemes were W.J.Simms Sons and Cooks Ltd, of Nottingham,

M.J.Cleeson Ltd. of Sheffield, George Wimpey and Co. Ltd. of Hammersaith and
the city councils public works department. All four placed a considerable

demand upon the local labour force and industry and thereby ensured that this
was something of a "boom" period in the city when joined to the other building

projects underway in the centre and the suburbs.

The site behina the railway station where Park Hill now stand:: had a
small number of dwellings, about 180, relative to its actual capaibily if
measured by the other slum areas, because of the break in housing renewal
between 1939 and 1953. The clearance orders declared in the area in the 1930's
totalled fourteen and contained 1,218 houses, a large number of which were
"back to backs" (CPO's 2)2, 260 and 261 included over 70 per cent of this
type of accommodation). And although by 1939 a total of 22,808 houses were

included ial clearance orders of which 10,368 had been vacated and 9,441
demolished throughout the city, this had. not left the Park area ready for
rebuilding prior to the war. A substantial nudber of people were moved out into
the new suburbs, particularly the Parson Cross estate. Nevertheless some houses,

most or the shops, pubs and schools remained after the war, with the addition
of several prefabricated houses.

The future site of Park Hill therefore presented an opportunity for

housing gain and for the minimising of the costs of land and property purchase,
endolearance, and the minimising of delay in the administratige process of
housing redevelopment, because so much of that work had already been completed.
Other low cost factors were the strong geological structure of the site (55),

which reduced the cost of the otherwise expensive foundations readred for multi.

storey housing, and the slope of the site (from 190' OD at the Midland station
to 400' OD at the highest point where kvde Park would rest) which was well
suited to the use of the balcony access principle and the consequent reduced
number of lifts. The other physical and economic reasons for the location
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Included the position of the sits close to but on the windward side of
the Don Valley, the natural amenities of plentiful light and, air, and

magnificent views and the easy access in nearby open space at Skye Edge

and Norfolk Park. Furthermore this was the ideal location for the new model

housing scheme, the symbol of the new progressive Sheffield which was leaving

behind it the depressing 19th century environment, replacing it with a clean
well built and ultra-modern city centre. Here architectural projects could

be well integrated into a unified plan, with shops, transport and. other

amenities near to the multi-storey high density housing, justifying its
existence against the spread out or absent amenities of the suburbs. Those
visitors to this part of England, as well as the general Sheffield public,

would. inevitably be impressed and enoouraGed in a ;Renner impossible if the

Park slums had been left untouched. or replaced with a typical mixed development
scheme. The new estate was unlikely therefore to have been developed in
Norfolk Paris., even if' subsidies had. been available, because the location, a
little way from the city centre, was not so well suited to such a remarkable
exercise in civic design.

Jaok Lynn and Ivor Smith ceased work on the Norfolk Park site, which
had. first attracted attention in 1949, and in Nay 1953 began to investigate
the Park area. Their first design for /2,000 dwellings, an extra 1,200 ready
just two to three months later, was based upon avoiding, as far as possible,

further redevelopment costs. The buildings followed, the street pattern and
skirted round the larger dwellings, the schools and pubs and the shops.

Lewis licomersley noted in 1958 (50) that the site, including the Hyde Park
area, contained. 635 unfit and. 432 "fit" dwellings. And in regard to the
whole slum clearance programme he noted:

"The number of fit houses which will have to be demolished to carry
out this redevelopment on comprehensive lines is large and. will be
a heavy financial burden. Over 1,000 dwellings in the four areas
are classified as "fit" and replacements will generally have to be
provided without subsidy. It is hoped that for the future of proper
planning the standards or unfitness will be revised. to avoid this
burden'. (57)

Toward the close of the year the City Architect and City Treasurer took

the unusual step, at the time of joining forces, to decide the most economically

realistic "corporate' approach; here was the first example of the preplanning
and eo-ordination between experts and departsents (mainly the City Architects,
City Treasurers and Public 'Works) which was to prove such a crucial factor in

the success of the scheme. It was decided. that a larger cheaper and better
building could be constructed if the whole area was cleared to allow the

economies of scale to operate. One of the main reasons for the European Tour
(Copenhagen, Hamburg, Netherlands, Antwerp, France and Zurich) in September

19541 by officers and councillors, was for the City Architect (and thereby
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the City Treasurer) to oonvinoe the people's representatives that csomprehensive
rebuilding with multi-storey housing, las preferable. The consultant quantity
surveyor, Cyril Sweett, noted in 1963:

"Just before he want on tour with his councillors1r. Womersley had
told him (Mr. Sweatt) that he was vial: to take them abroad to
convince them that living in fiats was a reasonable thing". (58)

Womeley was singularly successful in this objective; the conclusion to
Mati,Storea Housing in Europe, states:

WEN

"The schemes visited focussed attention an the foot that to obtain
the fullest advantage of multi-storey bui ld ing, large redevelopment
areas are required whereby such schemes Key become important
examples of Civic: Design, playing a major part in the redevelopment
of the City as a whole and at the sac time reducing the costs of
construction and communal services". (59).

There can be little doubt that there was widespread agreementeamongst
the elite of the Sheffield Labour party, that comprehensive clearance and
mendlding with multi-storey housing was the correct step to take. This would
include Alderman Albert Smith, Chairman of the Housing Committee 1948-58,
Councillor Harold Lambert, Vice Chairman of the Housing Committee 1955-58 and
Chairman 1958-74 (except 1968) Alderman C.a.aasceigne (1884,1967) leader
of the party, Chairman of the Estates Committee 1952-56 and deputy
chairman of the Town Planning Committee 1947-62, Councillor S.I.Dyson deputy
chairman of the Public Works committee 1947-55, Chairman of the Transport
Committee and a member of the Housing Committee for much of the 1950's and
1960% Councillor P.Dinaley, chairman of the Publio W rkm committee 1952-60,
Vioe chairman of the Housing Committee 1948-54 and Alderman J.W.Sterland
chairman of the Town klanning Committee for nearly 30 years, 1946-74 1 with
the exception of 1968. Councillor ParelaTurner, Con-Lib, was an influential
member of the Housing Committee who aecomanied Gasooigne and LaMbert on the
European Tour. Hence there was no more than say ten Aldermen and Counoillore
and about the same number of officers, who occupied key positions In the local

authority and carried Zheffield forward into the nes-age. And it was fitting

that the Park area should witness the bailding of the most ambitious part of
the plan because important members of the labour party leadership had been
Councillors in the area, C.W.Gasooigne betmen the two wars, J.I.Sterland

437-52 and S.I.Dyson in the 1950's.
Following the decision to scrap thn first design for the rebuilding of the

Park area, a second scheme, this time only for Park Hill, was undertaken and

completed In 1954. Towards the dbae of the year the remaining previously
unaffected area was the subject or another compulsory purchase order, CPO
Park Hill 1955. The total cost of this section of the Park Hill area was
about 4205,500 or 60 percent of the total of £176,000 paid out between 1937

and 1957; this percentage figure does not take amount of the inflation in
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land and property prices over the twenty year period. Especially large

sums were exchanged in the 1950's for the pubs, £18,000 for Brampton Brewers

Co. Ltd., leasehold and freehold rights, 4,000 for Hope and Anchor Brewery

freehold Sights and £5,900 to Duncan Gilmour and Co. Ltd. for freehold rights.

In addition large sums went to the Co-op (8,000) and a number of small firms,

with the Church (Sheffield Diocesan Trust and Board of Finance, the Vicar and

Church warden of Staohn's Church) receiving £12,000. The figure would have

been larger but for the retention of the school, a church and some of the

original roads. In total there were over 150 vendors of freehold and leasehold

property rights within the 13 ha (33.21aore) site. In March 1955 ground rents

fnr the area came to just Z1,500 in other words most land was purchased

freehold. A new headquarter% for the Salvation Army to replace the one

demolished was built nearby. Also the return to the site of a number of the

original shopowners and the inclusion of four pubs within the new building

(which minimised the cost of building separate public houses as they had

existed before) were further testimony to the original idea of retaining much

of the existing buildings and uses. However the variety and complexity of

uses, for example 24. pubs, which had existed in the early 1930's and which

had developed gradually over half a century, were slowsly lost over the twenty
five years leading up to the design of Park Hill; to all intents and purposes

there was nothing substantial left of the original social and economic life

of the area, prior to comprehensive clearance and rebuilding.

In 1955 and 1956 the design was accepted by local and central government.

Controversy meanwhile arose in Sheffield regarding the decision to accept the

tender from the Public Works Department. Following the invitation to seven

leading firms to tender for the building contract, J. Laing and Sons submitted

a proposal to build Park Hill in one year less than the time to be taken by

the Publics Works Department - one of the largest in the country - although it

would cost £200,000 more. This type of multi-storey housing had to be

completed in large sections before it could be let, thereby delaying the speedy

collection of rent to begin paying off the loan as soon as possible. However,

the Public Works department tender was A76,349 below the ceiling set by the

architects and quantity surveyor and over the next few years, in close co-

operation with the other local authority departments it could aim for a lowering

of the cost still further and a speeding up of the building process. In the

event Park Hill was completed several months ahead of schedule with a saving

of £325,891 or if per cent of the original figure of £2,158 ,587; the labour

party insistence upon using its own direct labour department was justified (60)

as was its faith in the careful planning of the project. The quantity surveyor,

Cyril Sweett, noted in 1963 regarding the importance of the planning exercise:

"So the contractor did have an enormous amount of information, and
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and as a result of that, the tenders when they came in (much to
their relief) were at about 4E1,900 per basic unit, which was quite
remarkable. He (Cyril Sweett) thought it was the result of complete
integration of all the professional skills at the design stage. This
had continued right through: every variation was masted and looked
at carefully	 " (61)

Park Hill and Local Government Finance

Voe have so far described the corporate planning practice behind the

Park Hill project and the basic economic objectives behind its design and

location. But how exactly could Park Hill be economically defended relative

to subueban housing? If it was proving to be much more expensive then this

could undermine the legitimacy-of its socially experimental character and

make the planned model estate into a costly mistake.

The original justification for Park Hill was presented by the City

Treasurer at the Housing Committee meeting in March 1955. He divided his

analysis into the effect the scheme would have upon the Housing Revenue Account

and the Genera/ Rate fund Account. All calculations were based on the

contributions mable under the 1952 Housing Act. The site costs were given

as £9,512 per acre (taking the net residential area of 17.91 sores and the

site cost at k170,364). Hence the subsidy for flats on expensive sites between
£8,000 but not more than 4114000 in blocks of 4. storeys or more with lifts

was £59.9s per flat per annum, with a compulsory site fund contribution per

flat per annum of X24.188. This would have produced an exchequer contribution

for the 976 dwellings included in the scheme at this time (the final number
was 995) of £67,793 per annum with a compulsory rate fund contribution of

t24002. However the City Treasurer calculated the respective contributions
co the basis of the lowest subsidy of £63.6s and X22.178 respectively. The

figures were included in the housing revenue account presented at the time and

are reproduced in Table 3. If the Housing Committee had waited another week

or so until the 1st April 1955 they would have known that the basic exchequer

contribution would fall to £45.18s for flats and R22.18 for houses. And the

interest rate (i.e. debt charges incurred) rise from 3.8 per cent 1954,-55 to

Wiper cent 1955-56 (Financial years also run April-March). Thus while the

flat subsidy was reduced by 13 per cent, the house subsidy fell by over 17
meant. The overall effect was a larger increase in rent for the houses than

the flats to compensate for the smaller contributions and higher debt charges;
an 	 reason for building Fsai: Hill and building it at as low a Wilt as
possible. A leading architect noted in the 1950's: "A rise in interest rates
of 1 per cent on the capital sum borrowed for a dwelling costing say £2,000,
represents an additional weekly amount of 63.8d to be met for 60 yrs. from
local rates or rents". (62)
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Table 3. Estimated Annual Effect on the Housing Revenue

Head of Account
Account

itagaditure 	 Park hill	 iC	 Houses 
1.Debt charges	 108,b86	 71,182
2. Replars	 7,776	 7,776

Supervision and Management -

3. General &penses	 2,916

4. special Expenses	 141494
Total:	 133,672

2,916

24.3

82,117
Income

5. hxchequer Contribution	 61,965 21,4-33
6. Rate Fund Contribution	 22,365 7,144
1. Ground Rents	 1,500

Sub-total	 65,821 28,577
8. Rent	 47,851 53,540

Total:	 £133,672 £82,117

9. Net rent per week (50 weeks collection)	 15/8d R1.2s. Od

Source: Park Hill Redevelopment Proposals, Sheffield. March 1955 Table "A"

The total cost of the Scheme at the time, estimated by Cyril Sweett,

was £2,293,228 or £2,360 per dwelling. The costs are summarised in Table 4.

(per dwelling to the nearest R.) This was compared to the cost of a suburban houE

Table 	 Construction and Site Develo merit Costs

Details	 Cost ge
Site Clearance 27
Foundations 116
Superstructure (972 dwelling exclusive of
services - note 976 was the number used elsewhere)

1,300

Passenger and goods lifts installations 27
Lightning conductors
Plumbing 126
Fire Hydrants etc. 3
Heating and Hot water services 184
Boiler House and Fuel store 29
Extract ventilation Pans 2
Gachey refuse disposal system 84
Refuse disposal station 23
Electrical installation 50
Builders' work 70
Site layout 91
Add 5 per cent unforsean item 107
Consultants fees 112
Preliminary expenses for site exploration
Estimated cost per dwelling 2.360
Source: Park Hill Redevelopment Proposals. Sheffield March 1955. Table "A" page]

•••=1111.1111•111n11•••••••	

jutla,650 ard the cost of suburban lend, only E110 per acre compared to
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£9 10 12 per acre in the city centre. This meant that the total cost of
suburban development (16 dwellings per acre, 60 acres total) was R1,5%.000
or 31 per cent less than the city centre scheme; this was reflected in the
different debt charges. The final expenditure (Table 3) would be nearly
39 per cent below that incurred at Park Hill. There was therefore considerable
pressure to minimise the cost of the multi-storey soheme in spite of the 65
per cent greater exchequer and rate find contribution per flats in contrast
to houses. Only in this way could the debt chazges rate contribution and
rent level be minimised.

If we work gradually through the items listed in Table 4. we can note
the economies made. Site clearance and foundations we ha.ve already noted.
However, the latter fact is substantiated in large measure by two studies. In
the first, the foundations cost of an eleven storey eighty dwelling, balcony
access, maisonette block, is given as £281 with a total dwellinb cost of

£2,816 (63) Hence a similar multi-storey housing scheme had, in this case,
well over twice the cost of foundations at Park hill. The second calculation wa
made in the Architect's Journal in 1961 (23rd August). The comparison was as
follows:

Bowater house	 Southgate,	 Park Hill
1. Preliminaries, work below lOs 94d	 9s 10d	 3s ?idground floor level
2. Structure	 27s Oid	 27s 114d	 27s 99d
3. Finish and Fillings	 lie 5d	 128 6:10. 	 as 42-14
4. Services	 122 lia	 25s 2d	 13s 914

Total cost per sq.ft of net 61s 
4d.	 758 ad	 53s 71ddwelling area

Tender data	 Aug.'53 & Sept.'54 Nov. 1 58	 Sept.'58

Note also the low relative cost of the finish and ofittings. Hence the AJ
maintained that, "Park Hill seems to owe its remarkably low cost mainly to
good site conditions and simple foundations, and to the very economical finishes
such as exposed concrete for the ceilings". What these figures seem to

contradict, however, is the low cost of the structure at Park Hill, which made
up 55 per pent of the total cost of each dwelling.

The report of Kara 1955 nevertheless emphasises the low cost of the
superstructure: Womersley's report notes for example, ritewimaxy esononet.
of the scheme lies in the use of a standard repetitive structure into which the
variety of dwelling types referred to have been fitted". And the City Treasurer

noted that, "the Park Hill flats are estimated to cost considerably less than
is normal for multi-storey development due to the system of construction and
layout employed". (64) In general Womersley stated in another report in
comparison to houses:

"Something like plus 40 per cent should be sufficient to cover
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such items as heating, lifts, refuse disrosal, balconies,
lift wells, ducts etc. At Sheffield they had concentrated on
simplicity in building form and repetitive work. Consulting
engineers and surveyors were appointed early, and the surveyors
produced supplementary data showing the amount of repetitive mirk
involved. This additional data, bringing the contractor into the
minds of the designers, was important. An all-out effort had been made
to create as economical scheme Which would have all amenities, and
this the team had achieved 	 Buildings lasted sixty to 100 years,
so that there must be time to do the prelimimary work properly. In
their first postwar multi-storey schemes, Sheffield had allowed the
technical advisers plenty of time to make their plans. This was
very wise, and others would do well to follow the same course". (65)

Cyril Sweett, in an article which compared the cost of balcony access

and staircase aooess flats (66) aocordirg to variation in the size and
height of dwellings, showed that tte superstructure costs were the crucial
item. And AM.Cleeve Barr, Assistant Housing Architect to the L.C.C.
proclaimed, in 1958, that Park Hill, "comprises one of the most economical
structural and plan forms yet devised, in which four dwellings (each with a
private balcony) are contained within a three storey "basic unit" which is

repeated throughout the site". (67) Undoubtedly this was, therefore, the
central design exercise; the unusual form and layout of Park Hill would
appear to have been a method of maximising the building development on the
site using the three bay unit given the need for various amenities within
the scheme (68.)

The design of deck housing, as we noted in Chapter 4, was based upon
economy in the use of circulation areas and flexibility in the number of
lifts. Hence one of the Architect's Departments reports noted:

"The design of the deck system was based on the fact that the
most economical form of access to high flats is the traditional
balcony serving the maximum number of flats from one lift point". (69)

Cyril Sweett, in the article already referred to, illustrated this argument
by comparing staircase access with balcony access flats. The difference was
most pronounced with small dwellings at six storeys and over. Hence if a

400 sq.ft. balcony access dwelling was coated at 100 units, at six storeys
it was 126 and at 12 storeys 143 while a similar dwelling in a staircase access
block was 155 at six storeys and 164 at 12 storeys. Park Hill practised
precisely this economy by going to 13 storeys and. using the small dwelling
sizes preferred by the Ministry of Housing and Local Government. In 1955 the
dwelling sizes for Park Hill were:

5 person maisonette	 Total area 797 sq.ft4	 u	 II	 p	 72].	 P

4	 "flat	

•	

" 699'
3	 a	 H 	 664.
2	 •	

▪ 	

a 444.

▪ " 409 "

These sizes of accommodation contrasted sharply with the size of a three
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bedroom house in 1951, 1,050 sq.ft and in 1954, 909 aqat.
The subsidy available under the 1952 Act was increased to E10.10s for

flats on expensive sites in blocks of four storeys or more with lifts (but
only up to 50 dwellings per lift). Hence by minimising the number of lifts
a larger amount of etchequer and rate fund contribution could be used to
offset the exhorbitant coats of vertical movement. At Park Hill there
were 13 passenger and 3 goods lifts. Bence, in 1955 there were 61 dwellings
per lift (or, assuming a population of 3,187 with occupancy rate of 0.89 pp room,
200 people per lift). lore realistically there werc 75 dwellings per

passenger lift (or 245 People per passenger lift) and with only eight lift

points (five lift shafts had two lifts) 122 dwellings per lift point (or

nearly 400 people per lift point) In spite of all these economies, the cost

of £27 per dwelling for the lifts was still nearly three times the extra

subsidy available.

And yet in comparison with the 11 storey balcony access block referred

to earlier, with AID dwellings per lift shaft, this was an economy because
here, In 1957 the total came to X133 per dwelling, which was about average;

for staircase access schemes it could be three times as much.(70) In 1958
A.I.Cleeve Barr described Park Bill as, "probably the most economical scheme
in the use of lifts ever designed in this country".(71) FurtLer savings

were probably to be made in builders' work and rate layout due to the
Radturn-type design Ala minimised the number of roads.

In direct contrast there were the amenities - the plumbing,district-heating

and hot water services, boiler house and fuel store, Gachey refuse disposal
system and refuse disposal station; nearly 19 per cent of the total cost.

The latter item oost well over double the normal refuse chutes (and plumbing).
However, it probably saved the additional expense required in site layout

and labour for the collection of refuse from the refuse chute bins. In the

11 storey balcony access block the cost of refuse chutes and chamber, alone, was
(17; at Park Hill the Gachey refuse disposal system was an extra 477.12s per
dwelling.

Given this remarkable mixture of "extreme" economies and especially generou
amenities both representing particularly unusual features of multi-storey
housing scheme in the 1950's, how did the product compare in terms of rent and.
rate fund contribution? As we can see from Table 3 the rent level was below

that of a suburhan scheme; no rent pooling and subsidies from the rents of

other inter war estates, where the debt charges had decreased, was necessary.
In terms of the rates due from the Sheffield public, we can see from Table 5
that an actual gain was predicted, in spite of a near trebling of the amount

contributed (E22,365 instead of £7,144). .The main reason was firstly the
omission of various services from street lighting and highway maintenance
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to removal of refuse although these were actually paid for in the
"special expenses" category of Tablt, 3 (from which the six staff and 22
workpeople required to run and maintain the estate and its deck were employed)
and seoondly the omission of a library, park and recreation ground and school
at Park Hill because these facilities already existed on or near the site.

TABLE 5. Estimated Annual Effect _on the General Rate Fund
DeveloPment insiOe the -11.1nakEPSEIL4nagikULL

City bounder!GittbounderY
Park Hill	 Houses Description of service Houses E
22.365 7.14 Housing (net charge) 79144

19 106 Fire Brigade
82 Street and Gulley cleansing

5130 Highway maintenance
646 Street lighting n

1,265 Sewers
1,500 Removal of Refuse
4940 Library
2,915 Park and Recreation Ground

1.253 250420 Education
23.628 4.1,798 Total (sub) 7,144

757 15,278 Less Specific Govt. Grants
27.871 26,520 Total (sub) 7,3.44

21,598 23,116 Less Addn. rate income
1,273 3,4.04. Total (sub)

2,859 3,315 Leas Exchequer Equal. Grant 32.373 (loss)
1,5e6 69 ...Let increase in Bete harden 39.517
Redu tion

Source: Park hill Redevelopment Proposals, Lheffield Larch 1955 Table "B*

The in difference in Table 5, after this, therefore lies in the specific
government grants to houses within the city. Park Hill was an economically
Justifiable proposition because the £34,977 extra (i.e. C15,278 less E757)
going to the suburbs was far less than the 4A4532 extra (i.e. £61,965 less
£21,433) going to Park Hill. Overall central government was paying an extra
£25,555 per annum (i.e. 40,532 less E114977) for the building of a eV
centre estate while the local authority was gaining overall in terms of rent
and rates. There was also the saving to the tenant on transport and shop
prices by living in the city centre. The City Treasurer therefore concluded
his report:

"it would seem that flats built on the Park Hill site could be
let at rents less than the fix:anomie rent for houses now being
constructed; that the cost to the tenants for rents and other
outgoings would be materially less; and that the overall
charge to the General Rate Fund would be little different" (72)

knd he had. not included the savings to other bodies, that is, the necessity
with a suburban estate of new water and transport undertakings, the extension
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of gas, electric and postal services and private development of shops
and churches, for example.

Development outside the city boundaryvould Salle the cost of providing
community facilities: because these would be financed by the count/ council and
rural district authorities. However, the loss of the rate income and exchequer
equalisation grant made this a completely impractical proposition.

Hence we can say, in conclusion, that the reason for the design and
location of Park Lill, as proposed and abreed in Miami) 1555, lay in its
superficial ability to balance the potentially conflicting demands of:
(a) central and local government;
(b) the county borough of 'Sheffield and the surroendinn county councils

sith their suIporters in the natienal Farmers Union, the Council
for the Preservation of Rural Ingle:1,1 and with the local aathority itself;

(0) th profes ionals in favour of urban containment and "humane" multi-
storey housing and the local politaoians, both labour and Con-Lib,
who desired local economic developn nt an- progress and an improvement
in seci-1 conditions;

(d) the other urban land users and the local authority as the provider
of new council housing;

(e) the ratepayers and the Council tenants; and
(f) industrial capital, the local steel based economy, and the building

industrj, through the process of 'modernisation, and finance capital
because of the increase in debt charges in the housing revenue account
(which amounted to a transfer of the tax levied by central government
to the balzera).

saw insofar as Uis physical renewal of one part of the national economy was
to be acli ved with the minimum increase in public expenditure, it reinforced

the freemarket ideology expressed by tLe Conservative Government and finance

capital. All this could not have been achieve& with a suburban housing estate
within or outside the city.

However, behind this facade of agreement and compromise there remained,
infect, a serious imbalance of politic-A and economic forces. Besides the
minus social disadvantanes inherent in the design of Park Hill, and its

limitations as a housing estate, which we rill detail later in thip6hapter
there was tte fact that the city of WI-Meld had net found it possible to

extend in a rational manner by build*: the most popular type of council
bnisint, in a sufficient quantity to satisfy demand. Instead it had been

forced firstly to experiment and build a b-lor standard ay:pensive structure,
madly to develop an inadequate amoant o: now housing, and thirdly to build

on valuable open space elsewhere in the city. 	 Central nevernment, both
Labour and Tory, had in fact been the guiding and in some instances commanding

Anme behind the changes occurring in Shefflad; that is through central

control of the steel industry, the Sheffield nxtension Bill and local

government reform, the Development Flan, the relevant Housing Ants and the
approval of the Park Hill project itself.
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Zaus on reit aeon it is clear th t in addition the aims of the county
councils had in fact emerged suocesofu.13,y compared to the aims of the exeunt"
borough, the professionals, especially the architects, had been able to express
themselves and use their technical expertise in the process guiding the
councillors tower& the scoot tale evel ation of modern housing architecture,
the other urban land users had reined tk, the clearance of unfit housing,
the buildine of roads eta. and the ratei ajers had benefitted to the extent
of a cheap r	 ins develoement with th clsedvantrege fell ing on future
council t rid-ate. l'or over due to the no Fro- 'ess made with inadequate
res ves t, El J. id was, in f...ct, slor to r 'erase; the Perk Ian project
repres nted a limited form of pro -rest., f r the local industrial capital,
wheree.s fin no c pita stood to gain d	 612.1100BLI or failure of
ti e ne multi-storey h usino schemes. Th only grow a i o may not have
ben fit	 sr.. edietely were the	 t of a 11 businesses and landlords
previa sly e. le lithe at th Par an ti e pritrte builders who felled to
reoeiv th c rtr-ot for are Iaii.	 rev r these interests had. other areas
to t re t f r Investeont or markets.

It she id be neted that a number of et:a -r alternative desivas for multi-
storey or lo ri.58 hoesinu at the Dare. colad have been considered in 1955, end
an ad.dition to the oalculations contain d in Tables 3 and. 5. They would not,
however, have represented any more viabl solutions to the problems of the
period than	 t suburban schemes. Traditional two storey housing would not
have provided	 extra a000mmodetion r 'eared for overspill from other
slum ale rano areas. Limed developm n schema would have been expensive
and sooialler un oceptable.

To (Lehi vi.. a similar density of 17d y; a or 450 ppha, with up to 70 per
cent family aceommodation as at Park sill, uvula probably have required. a
series of ten to fifteen storey blocks with only a very sma.11. number of houses.
The oontemp rary Alton Latate at Roeh '-r ton with a net density of 100 ppa. or
250 ppha, could only provide 27 per cent of accommodation in four storey,
maisonette blocks and terraced housine. Ti‘o use of internal corridor desiglas
Bay, a series of linked mite-like blocks, while possibly economically
acceptable, would not have been able to Buz:gest a continuation of' the life-of-
the-streets, i.e. a combination of modem amenities suoh as central heating
and. continuous het water with a proper coneemity life. Park Hill was a

particularly fantastic and potentially alien structure rising amidst the
nineteenth century low rise city centre; its leL itimation in the eyes of
the public) an1 future tenants war esscrtia.3.. A balcony or central corridor
or "street" desin could not have guaranteed this important means of' creatiec
consensus aria. sd.nimisins dissent.
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£2,000 per acre £.2,000 per

for each addn
£1.95 plus for each ad8n.Z1,000

or part of £273 plus £34-40
acre
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The New Subsidies 

:Chili was the situation early in 1955. From the 1st April, as we have
noted, subsidies were reduoed while interest rates increased. In 1956 the
housing Subsidiec Act was passed, with new exchequer contributions backdated
to the 3rd hovember 1955. Under this Act the basic subsidy provided for
aulti-storey housing in replacement of slum dwellings increased with height
and with the cost of the site. Howevor, the exchequer contribution at 4. and
5 storeys, £32 and 438 per dwelling per year respectively, was clearly below
that available even after the reduction maue on the let April 1955. Also,
as the dwelling density and thus heigkt incre-sea, so the amount of subsidy
per availing obviousli decreased; for examele, between 4.42 u00 per acre and
L5,t.0u per acre, at 4J dwellings per a.re, 41.2 per dwelling. For each
£1,00 or part of 41,0u0 in excess of £5,000 per acre an adaitional £34 per
acre w-s made availaole. in iiable 6 a oomparison is made between the three
subsiay levels with variation in site cost, taxing 40 dwellings per acre as an
average density for multi-storey housing. at 6 storeys, 1.50 is available

with incre-ses of 41..15s per flat for each storey in excess of six. The

rx,J5L.L. 6. halti•••n tO re_Y Housingbuosidies: hates of _Annual Lxcheauer subsidy
payable	 er g 1952 I-ousirg Act arid 19__ .ubsidies Act.

Fite Cost	 1952 Act
4. storeys or more
with lifts to

1952 Act
4- storeys or more
with lifts from

1956 Act 40 dg's/acre
Blum clearance from 3.11.55

Lo. of storeys
31.3.55 1.4.55 6 10 15

3-9500-4,0L0 £63.3
ANIMA!

136.4 £50 £57 ,L65.75
4,000-50 u 164.95 45(1.05 £51.5 E58.5 £67.25
5,00a-6,o a £66.0 £59.1 £52.5 £59.35 £68.1
6,000-7,0
Lauo-8,0
8,000-9,000

£67.5
£67.5
E69.45

£6" .6
£60.6
£62.55

£53.2
£53.55
£54.4.

£60.2
460.55
£61.4.

£68.95
£69.1
£70.15

9,000-10,000 £69.45 £62.55 £55.25 £62.25 £7110,00u-11,000 £71.4 X64.5 456.1 £63.1 £71.85
U,000-12,0'o £71.4 £64.5 £56 .95 £63.95 £72.1
12,000 + £71.4. plus Z1.95 £64.5 plus £56.95; E63.95+ £72.1 +

figures in the table show clearly that multi-storey housing would have to
reach 10 storeys. before it deserved a subsidy comparable to the one available
from the let April and up to 15 storeys if it wished to attract a marginally
larger contribution than that available prior to the 1st April. The only
compensation was the abolition of the compulsory rate fund contribution
following the 1956 Act. Local authorities could now either subsidise the
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housik, developments to a greater percentage from local rates, or they

could increase the rents, and possibly move toward a system of raising local

revenue tied more closely to "economic" or free market criteria. Given the

serious nature of the cutbacks involved in the new subsidies most local

authorities will have raised both rent and rates, especially when interest
rates increased in 1956-57 to an all time high of 5.6 per cent.

Later in the year the Housing Subsidies Order brought an end to general

needs subsidy except for one bedroom dwellings. kollowing the 1954. housing

Repairs and Rents Act, Lbeffield bad decided to let 50 per cent of its
dwellings for slum clearance purposes (73). Following the 1956 Act when

much loser subsidies were available for general needs, current projects
will have been reorganised to attract the higher subsidies; the almost

total abolition of general needs subsidy will only have tended to complete

this process and move current building away from letting for a mixture

of tenants towards the "one class" slum clearance provision. In the case
of Park Hill the percentage VAS altered to 70 per cent slum clearance and
about 30 per cent general needs i.e. there were to be 296 one and two

person dwellings out of a final total of 995.

How did the new central government policies affect the design and
building of Park hill? It must have been very difficult to calculate the

new subsidy when the scheme changed in height from 4. to 13 storeys or from
a subsidy (for a 54. dwelling per acre density on a 19,512 per acre site)
of £35 .18s at the lowest end to £66,3s at the hiGhest point. If say,
11 storeys had been taken as the average, there being far more dwellings
at the taller end of the estate, then the total subsidy for the final figure
of 995 dwellings would have been almost the same as that available in March
195„ excluding adjustments for inflation. Some alterations in the Park

Rill project were nevertheless necessary in the interests of economy.
Two alterations were made, between 1955 and 1961, in the types of

dwellings available in the model estate. The number of one person dwellings
was nearly halved while the number of two person dwellings was doubled;
and the number of four person flats was reduced from a possible 191, to just
59, while the number of three person flats was increased from 0 to 140. This
had the effect of increasing the rent income from small households and
decreasing the total cost by building more small dwellings. Overall,
hemmer, after the total number had been increased by nineteen, the number of
six person maisonettes increased and four person maisonettes decreased slightly,
the total number of people who could be oontained on the estate remained
roughly the same, 3,420 compared to 3,448 in 1961. The net result was a fall
in the number of four person families to be housed on the estate involving a
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drop in the potential child population of one hundred or nearly 6 per cent
i.e. from 1,659 to 1,565. hence both social and economic criteria were
probably behind this decision (74.) The relevant figures for 1955, and on
the estates oomiletion in 1961, are Almon in Table 7. From this we can see

T-1111 7, , ld;,La...k2tenil	 Liii. 195

Accommodation
Maisonettes

3.955	 1955	 1961	 1961	 3.955 1961
(possible) (1.o. of )abit- (as	 (No. of habit- (No.of (Po.of

able rooms)	 built) able rooms) people) peoLle,
••n•••n1•••••••••••••••••••n•n••••nn••n•••••n•nn••=111.0.1."..4.0"............'

	 	 4.1=0m

6 person 5 room 30 150 46 230 180 276
5 ,	5" 213 1065 215 1075 1065 3.075
4.',	4."
flats

259 1036 239 956 1036 956

4. person 4- room
3',	 40 193..

764, 59
140

236
560

764 236
420

2	 "	 2	 " 92 184 189 378 184 37u
1"	 20 191 382 207 214 191 1C7

Total 976 3581 995 3789 3420 344C

Note: Nett Residential Area 17.91 acres, Gross omitting Para 21.41 Gross
including Park 33.21. Also no. of people assumes 1 p p =WA.

	.00111.00111•41.111n.	
that the actual capacity of the estate had inereased by 208 rooms or nearly
6 per cent. When Park Hill was opened the suatimum occupancy was given as
3,448 people or 3.4 people per dwelling. The initial occupancy was, however,
stated to be 2,9U0 people or 2.9 people per dwelling (and 362 people per lift
point). The net density (under imperial measurements) was therefore 162 ppa
and not the 192.5 ppa maximum. Also the gross residential density, after
Including the 3.5 acres for the schools and shops and the 11.8 acres for the
park area was 87 ppa instead of a possible 104PPe. Bove the 200 ppa net
density eftea referred to regarding Par:. Hill is actually derived from the
1955 figure of the number of habitable rooms divided by the nett residential
area, 17.91 acres. The 1961 equivalent was 212 ppa. These are figures for
the nett accommodation density, not the population density. Hence, when the
first deck, housing estate was opened, the density sones of the city were
given as 150 ppa, 100 ppa and 70 ppa; the central some had been reduced from
the generally recognised and aimed for level of 200 ppa net density. Thus
national economic pressure on monism City Countil did not lead to an
overcrowding of lark Hill. In fact, just the reverse; its most accomplished
multi-storey housing estate was not going to be threatened by these
"destabilising" forces.

In other ways, however, this was to he the case. When completed in 1959
and 1960 Put; Hill had lost some of the features which had characterised it in
1955. Garages were reduced in number from about 100 to 74v although a
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brochure published in 1960 by the council suggested the number would be

239; parxing spaces numbered 100. The omission of shops and laundries

at the foot of each lift shaft, special windbreaks, adequate play and

public open space facilities and within the dwelling, the lack of cupboard

space, sufficient radiators (in the 1-rge dwellings) and easy-to-clean

windows, was due to a reduction in expenditure. The poor finish and low

quality materials were testimony to the cost-cutting exercise followed

by the Public torks Department (75)
however, it should not be thought that the estate represented an ideal

form even in 1955. As Jack Lynn noted in regard to economy; "it was on

this basis Viet the design had proceeded ana this had been the major
disciplin of its develerment u (76).

Before the luropean Tour, the qualtitj surveyor ana the design team

were set the task of producing an avarage dwelling, with Gethey system, for

L2,000. eweett later suggested teat it was remarkable that the costs had been

kept down co a tendering figure of 4,1,9W with all in wets nearer R2,400(77).

A member of the consultant heating engineers team thought that the low cost

was due to "ruthless rationalisation of the scheme", which, if anything,
had been out "a little too drastically" (78) And one architect who attended

the LIB.A. discussion about the Park Hill project in 1963 stated: "the
architects have done remarkably well on far, far too little money" (79)

The whole project represented a dilution and compromise of modernist
ideas and aims. Lynn and Smith's original objective had been for kr large

housing block suitable for a cross section of the community, built to the
quality found at the Unite in Larseilles, with lift operators (attendants
were present for a briefaovirg.in period), pigeon lofts on the roof, all
modern amenities in the home, including wkrench" windows and a generous
number of cosumnal facilities, especial4 a new school designed as part of
the project. This w s not to be. Lynn was aware of the problems. In
conclusion to his article on"The Developmerxt_pf the Lesian upublished in the
RIBAJ in December 1962, he notes in regard to costs and rant:

"..o often it is in the regions of activity which lie beyond the
architect's reseonsibility where the most telling contributions
could be made to the problem of rehousing urban communities. How
long, for instance, will architects be content to disregard problems
of financing? 	 while our profe.,sion is put to such pains to plan
the costs and control the costs of housing within very fine limits,
the means of financing the projects are so crudely conceived that
basic costs are often multiplied bj as well as four times in the
process of obtaining credit to pay thee. (80)
The rent level of Park Hill, based largely upon the interest rate was,

when opened, above the level charged on pre-war estates, but with heating and
other savings approximately equal to post war schemes (81). It seams

millikely, therefore, that the original community could have returned even if
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the redeveloI mont process had been carefully managed to achieve such an

objective; most poorer occupants of' unfit Iwusing would have chosen the

low rent prewar housing estates. Park hill, as the model estate and one

of the first slum clearance schemes, was probably occupied by the model

oitisens near the head of the queue and a refuLly chosen by the Rousing

Department.

However, &tat Lynn only acknowledged the effect *doh the financial

arrangements had upon materials and deaim. In regard to the first he

points out the effect which cost cutting has won the long-term life of
the building whereby architects are fonea "to select materials which

have low initial oasts but which often require a lot of maintenance. A large

part of the huge labour force employed full-time on maintenance work could
eventually be freed for new building if we wore allowed to select materials

for housing work unbiased by the concern for keeping down initial costs".

But his concluding oomment refers to the economic constraints on

architectural form and standards:
"There are great advances to be m-de in the design of housing
environment, in the means of access to the houses, in space
standards of houses themselves, most of all, perhaps, in the
provision of a really private open space on a generous scale.
Only the financial structure is likelj to hold back these
important developments". (81)

We have so far in this chapter, attempted to provide en explanation for
the development, form and location of Para Hill. The theory put forward
suguests that local political and economic interests in the form of aiding
the steel industry and. overcoming the shortage of land, labour and capital
for housing development, have been the crucial determining factors. Tie
must now turn to consider those other causes which are often used to explain
the bui lding of the model deck housing estate and legitimate it as a
"success" story.
Local Politic 1 and Cultural Conditions 

Regardless of the actual advantages and disadvantages of Park Hill
there were various local cultural circumstances behind the building project
which helped to secure its development and widerspread acceptance amongst
the general public. These circumstances tended to revolve around the
notion of a sense of pride in place end people. This meant that Sheffield
vas seen as moldng progress ahead of many other areas of the country without
losing sight of or sacrificing, such universally held values as tradition,
public service, oommunity and a fit and proper physical environment. And,
to a certain extent, there followed from these values a sense of pride in
the labour partw as true representatives of the people, especially, of course,

nougat the leaders and members of the part/. The "radical" tradition
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had been continued by building a model housing estate of unequalled

technical skill and social ptapose. Here was evidence for the whole

country, and beyond, that Sheffield was a city which could justifiably
be proud of itself. As the kunicinal Journal suggested in 1960:

"Sheffield people like being good neignhours. They are interested
In everyday events in their own localities. They do not want to
be out off from their neighbours in huge blocks of flats of the
old style where the individual feels of least importance.
So neighbourliness is the inspiration of Sheffield's current
redevelopment scheme. In planning them kr.J.L.bormersley, the
city architect, has thought in teras of people, not of housing
units. After considerale researcl. on the social problems
involvea kr. tomerEley and his staff have designed specially
for the tenants - the people of Sheffield". (82)

What, besides the strength of socialist politics, planning and idealism
lay behind the success story?

Firstly, there was the tradition of excellent municipal and public

servtes. un tle one hand this can be seen as an exklanation for the

innovation in social work and housing management mhich led to the deputy

estate manager, krs.d.F.Demers, being the first resident of the Park Hill

estate. Her tasks as a woman, was to persuade and help the tenants, mainly

housewives, to accept or adapt to the conditions, to get to know the

neighbours and help each other to form a lively and healthy community. Given

the unfamiliar nature of the surroundings, the disaavantages, and the

crucial importance of the estate to the whole redevelopment programme,

Krs.Demers stay at Park Hill for over two years, was an important undertaking.
The social survey she conducted and published before leaving the estate was

also especially valuable in helping to secure agreement regarding the

success of the experiment amongst those in authority, mainly men, and

especially those in the architectural profession. An equally important
aspect of her work was the feedback she provided regarding the experience of
the 'users" mhich coula then be evaluated, in time for the im i.rovement of the

design of Hyde Peat. The criticisms vitiCed. by the new tenants were not,

however, ones regarding the fundamental in-built disadvantages of the scheme.
Instead of notinb the difficulty in having control of the "street" and social

life due to the absence of a private view, i.e.a window, on to the deck,

Ars.Demers noted:

"People could have maximtua privacy or maximum contact, whichever
they wished. In other words, once one closed the front door
one was completely cut off; but if one wished one could come
out and join in with new neighbours or see what was going on on
the deck". (83)

And in regard to children's pla, on the deck and the danger of an

adventurous individual climbing over the railing, i.e. falling from the deck,

unless continuously supervised by the mother, and the general problem of
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supervision salon at ground level, for ed.atelo, tee danor of felling
from the large-scale play equipment, she stated:

"The younger children, the under-fives, would play quite happily
on the deo with their toys; or their elder brothers and sisters,
or the parents, would take them down to the play areas. One found
this hap.ening at school holiday time, when the older siblings
would take tle younger children down to the play areas or to the Fargo
which was not so far away. Otaervise, they would play quite happily
on the dacha. he had asked parents if they had any fears an they
had said: "On the contrary we are lent worried here becauee there
is no traffic, and there is always someone about on the deck who
can s 8 the, ana we know they are su.fe". (84)

Clearly at this stao in the history of r...rx fall, the fact that ".Jheffield
peolle li 6 in ood neighbours" wa paramant for one reason or another.

This traaiti 11 of a caring comautsity woula also alpear to lie behind the
exceptiou...1 ini rtauce vhieh the Christaan churol attached to the housing
:Wiese. In eta, r .1.959 nearly 30 rek resentatives of the religious denominationt
in the city offerea their help mith reL,...rd to the development of a full social
life at Aar hill; the offer was politely rofeze1.(85) however, in April
196 a eharaL f ar aland vicar, the Rev. Lrian i-ritchard, and his wife,
moved on to the estate, with the expres purpose oi promoting a proper
comalanity ana raibious life (86). aside from this "social work" a
kev. C. etanl y •hitby founded the Sheffield Civic Sooiety in 1961 and remained

its chairman until 1966. he seems to have been particularly impressed by
Iark hill (87).

t.ird examele of a sense of soci-1 res_onsibility was the work of the
Social tueies Leiartment at the Univers_ty of ...heffield. In 1954. in.6.Bodges
ard C. •amith conaucted, in cooperation with Liverpool bniversity, a study of
*RITA rn as tat to see what community life had developed; this was/Sather
unusual exercis in the early 1950 1 s (0v) They found that rehousing policy
had ooncentrated on physical planning without giving adequate thought to the

social im_lications. As the sociologist John pencer noted:

"The research team very wisely concluCe from their study that
there is a need for rehousing to be retarded more as a social
service ana that more attention shoula be paid to the "community
builaing" wiect of housing manage...ant i . (89)

And this, of course, is precisely what was attempted, as part of the Park
Hatproject.

A second cause for pride in Sheffield was the remarkable tradition of
tom plauzing and countryside preserv tion which had developed in the area.

This had begun with the work of the Liberal party in the suburbs before the
1st world war and then in a variety of STa8 after the war (90) An interesting
temple in the latter case is provided by .ir John Tudor Nalters (1868-1933)
who was a.P. for the Brightside division of the City for 16 years, 1906 to 1922.
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be was adviser to Lloyd George on to planning matters, chairman of
the local government boards committee on building construction, whose
report in 1918 led to the 1919 Lousing and Town Planning Act, a director
of the Hawstead Garden 1uburb Trust and President of the Housing and
Town Planning Trust Ltd. Between 1922 and 1929 Ualters planned and built
through an organisation called the Industrial Lousing Association, 31

model villages within 20 miles of rheffield. In all 12,000 houses were

built at a coat of am. The project was funded by Lord Abercanway
(1879-1953) who, amongst other things, ins chairman of John Brown Ltd.

of ..heffield and Yorkshire Amalgamated Colleries (91).
For part of this period Fatrick Abercromb e, the leader of premodernist

plannin,„ in Britain, was producing his first 1-rge urban plan. This was

undertaken for Sheffield between 1919 and 1924.. The resultine Civic

burvej and 'len wrs followed by a sub-regional plan published in 1931.

The un sual amount of time Abercrombie spent in the area was continued

when, from 1936 to 1939 he was joint consultant (with the City engineer)

to the tow Town Planning and Civic Centre Comaittee, which had a full time

Plannin„ ef icor, C.G.Cr ven, 'parkin, under its guidance. A city centre

plan ef some merit was pro uced durinL th three year period (92).

In the 1950's it was therefore no accident that the city council

managed to attract leading or future leading members of the town planning

and architectura professions such as maerslej, Ivor :mith and Andrew
Derbyshire, the latter being mainly responsible for the city centre plan

produced between 1955 and 1961. Womorslcy, it should be noted, was an

important figure in central government circles while at Sheffield. From

1956 until 1961 he was a member of the Linistry of Housing and Local

Governments Central housing Advisory eonnittee and from 1958 until
1961 a member of that ministry's Parker rorrie Committee on housing standards.

Far.1101 ritl- this movtment for tic rOanning of the city there arose
a powerful group *Else aim was to secure t' preservation of as much country-
side in and around Sheffield as possiu1,4	 groar which would attract the

support of tborcrombiei Craven, Collie and lomcrsley. This was the Sheffield

and Peak District branch of the Council for the Preservation of Rural Imgland,

whose first President was Patrick gbercrombie. Fcunded in 1925, in the

same year as the National organisation, it caepaigned with some success. In

1927 there was a ZIAN6 the idountrisite 	 ib tion in Cutler's Hall, Lheffield
and in 1937 a second exhibition attended by over' 16L0 people (93) In 1938

the group secured the declaration of a greea belt round part of the City; in

1943 the organised, in conjunction witl. the Tom and Country limning

Association, a Planning Conference attended by over 20 local authorities
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and in 1951 they could boast the founding, of the first National Park -
the Peak District National Park - under the 1949 hational Parks and Access
to the Countryside Act. For most of its really influential period tir
William Rothenstein (1672-190) was President. One of the leading art
historians and teachers of his den President of the Royal College of Art
1920-35, he took a special interest in Mafield. From 1916-1922 be was
Professor of Civic Art at the University.

A third feature of the bheffield maturn1 context was the strength of
opposition to multi-storeybousing, esiecially for families, and the reaction,
in the post vs‘r period., against the fLatureless and isolated council house
suburbs.

In the xi 1930's when other Englieh cities such as London, Liverpool
kanohestLr, Birmingham and Leeds, were Luilding large multi-storey housing
estates, as w have already noted, Sheffield /xis only eObarting upon two
relatively small projects at Duke Street and Edward !treat, amid prolonged
controversel as to their value and suitability (94) By 1966, even after
much housing redevelopment had been corn,, eted Sheffield still had the
lowest percentage of houses in multi-storey buildings, in comparison to the
other five cities. The figures were, Greater London 23.8 per cent, Liverpool
12 per cent, Leeds 11 per cent, Birmingham 9.5 p r cent, kanohester 9 percent
and Sheffield 8.9 per cent (95)

As we have already noted there was widespread concern regarding the
unwelcome sprawl of the city in the 194.'s end. 1950's. The housing estate
which was detached from the main body-of the city, without real character
or proper amenities was a symbol and &cause of this problem. In the case
of the Wybourn estate these disadvantages existed even when the scheme was
near the city centre as Beddes and with discovered.

Park Lill was a reaction against both the inadequate suburban and
flatted housing and the grim and patently unacceptable nlnetenth century
housing, inclucing some back to banks, still existing at the Park in the
early 1950 0s. But it was also an attewt to capture the advantages of these
alternative Wes of habitat. The first deck housing where aimed to combine
an environment of variety, chareoter and amenity, inside and outside the home,
with a sense of tradition and neighbourliness for all types of household,
families and aged persons.

A fourth feature of Sheffield's local culture was its reputation as the
"largest village in England". Other areas, sloh as Young and Wilmott's Bethnal
Green, and Boggart's Henslet were only parts of cities. Abercrombie noted,
In 1924, using his own language, that ..heffield was "perhaps the largest
example of mass Heredity In an English Tonn" (96) And over thirty years
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later another studat t of urbanism maintained that Sheffield retained

"many of the essential characteritsticc of the small market town of about

five thousanc . people from which it has growl in the apace of two and a half

centuries". (97)
The reasons for this opinion lie in the social and economic characteristics

of the population. Up until the mid 196 is cheffield was a largely working

class area with a lower proportion of non married workers than any other
English City of soreparable size. Vaithin the working class the skilled manual
workers formed a higher percentage of ti e labour force than in other cities.

Th656 facts can be joined with the notion of a stable non-mobile population:
"There h.s been no great movement of population into Sheffield,
either from overseas or from the more distant parts of the British
Isles; nor has there been a M.& rut- of emigration from the city.
T le general impression remains therefore of a city which is
homogeneous in its population, relatively statics in its composition
and comparatively unaffected by the outside influences that affect
a major centre of commerce or comuumication".(98)

The last local cultural circumstance we wish to consider is that relating

to the desire to change the regional and national image of the city from

one of an extremely grim and unhealthy heavy industrial area without any

attractive features to one of beauty and progress. This was especially

ortant in the case of the Park area because of the social disorder which

emted in the city in the early 1920'5 and which was concentrated in the
locality. For a short period Sheffield was known as ingland's "Little Chiceco"

bemuse of the violent struggle between two organised gangs for the control
of an open air gaambLing ring on Skye he.ge, behind the Park Bill site.

The so-called "tossing ring* in the lurk leo the scene of a new scale
of illegal public gambling in the years 1923-25 when the auxiber ounemployeil
reached a new high level, Because of its position the police could be seen
approaching and the proceedings halted so as to avoid disturbance and capture.
As profits increased so the Mooney ana Gavin gangs fought for control of the
site, Sir I ercy Sillitoe (chief constable from 3.926) is credited with
bringing the new crime wave to an end, lie recalled how one of the gangs:

"had tirtually complete control of the poorest districts.....these
districts were without doubt as rough and lawless as any to be
found in England. The publioans and. shopkeepers lived in daily
terror. Frequently victims were tail= to the infirmary terribly
injured.. But the gangsters had. spread such teror that the injured
victim would rarely be persuaded to come voluntarily to court" (99)

This was certainly how a good many people In theffield imagined the situation,
*Specially in the Park district. Bence Pars Bill, built near the site of this
unhappy event, and rising amidst the deoaying fabric of the 19th century city
centre, symbolised a new age and a newL.-hoffield to the local and national public
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2e Public Accerftanee of Park Hill 
As we have alread,y noted, the first deck housing estate had aerioue

disadvantages. These can be summarisod as follows:
(a) difficult access to ground level, lalonG the deck and then down in

the lift (wLioh is especially busy at the 14 storey end) or stairs
after leaving the dwelling. Within the maisonettes, the living room
is often on the first floor, furthest from the front door (end on a
different level to the kitchen). Flats (often used by older people)
are below deem making access to ane from troublesome. Overall the
supervision of children's play at ground level and communication
with old pee le (especially when they arc in poor health) is beset
with problems. (In the final scheme there were 76 dwellings per
passeng r lift)

(b) the deck is not equivalent to a street because there are no gardens
or yards (even at ground level) n r endows on to the deck which
makes the meeting of neighbours or strangers and the control of children
a chance affair unless the individual is prepared (as they were in the
early days especially) to stand out end wait for people to come along
or until the children have finished playing. The 'supervision' of
the general public and the dogs and cats which residents keep (unlawfully
until 3.961) and. whose exercise can conflict with children's play, is a
full time occupation.
The oasual and accidental meetings between people using the corner
shops, cleaning windows or the pavement is not possible on the deck.
Also all decks face east or north and. therefore have relatively little
sunshine and can be rather inhospitaLle places (given the poor appearance
of the concrete, poor drainage especially on the bridges, and the lack
of any landscaping) to sit out on and. pa.33 the time of day (especial/3'
popular with the older people isolated in their flats). The complex
interlocedng of the dwellings not found on a street also interrupts the
normal process of identifying neigl-bours. The failure to move whole
streets into the new estate as originally intended made the process of
malting friends even more difficult. Use Demers awle survey liound
that about 15 per cent of the original residents of the site in 19.30
(before clearance began) approximately 5,000 people, had returned.
13asically the estate was the normal mixture of people from various
parts of the city with some feel l4er and some unfamiliar faces.

(a) problems in the dwelling due to the nature of the dwelling itself and
its position within the scheme. The unusable escape balconies in the
smaLl flats, the poor finish of the ceilings, woodwork and walls
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(passing expensive decorations or to the resident) problems
associated with the Gachey waste disposal system, window cleaning,
cupboard apace and achieving the right balance of heat and ventilation
are all small but ivortent details. Slots below deck, dwellings
adjacent to lifts and children's play areas (on many parts of the estate)
or above shops and pubs can be subjoot to an unwelcome level of noise
during the dgy and even at night, and disturbance (apart from that
oomine from adjacent dwellings)

(a) mane of these problems are combined in a particularly unsatisfactory
design at the junction between the stair well and lift shaft and the
dwellings. The result is that BMW dwellings can only be entered from
the stairs, some dwellings are below the area where people wait for the
lifts, ethers have a continuous "deals" balcony (which prevents
adequate daylight and sunlight eateriug the dwelling) and, at the lie
storey end, the dwellings which adjoin the external stair well have a
serious loss of privacy.

(4) one other unsatisfactory architectural exercise was the design of the
whole structure which provided little means of identifying the individual

dwelling (henoe the "rabbit warren" 1.bel) and ensured, through the

inadequatsaar designed finish (and painting, although this was altered

in the early years to minse the drab arpearance) that the estate would

obtain a reputation 1111 a "prison-like" structure, whose decks were
reminiscent of the uniforaity of barracks.

Of course relative to traditional types of multi-storey and unfit

housing the estate had distinct advantages inside and outside the home due

to the modern amenities (central heating, gachey waste disposal, large

below in most cases, pubs, shops, launderette, polices station, play areas,
nursery school and garages) the opportunities presented by the deck for

social interaction and street-like activities for the whole community (milk

delivery, children's play) and the location near the city centre. As the
Council's report on kulti-Atores Boueine in l'erope pub:Liebe in 1955 concluded:

'housing development in the form of the well-desiped multi-storey
flat can provide living standards which are in every way adequate
as an alternative to two storey housing. For families who do not
desire life in a suburban house with a garden, a multi-storey flat
can give exceptional amenities in the form of open space, community
buildinge, services and equipment - amenities which, it is considered
mayhem a particular appeal to the younger generation of parents".(1 0)

This was a comment made in regard to all the slum elearance schemes planned
for the city, but it Applied especially to the Park Hill estate. The local

press reports referring to the project made that abundantly clear. This was

to be the scheme which Sheffield could be proud of; it, above all, encapsulated
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all that the cithl stood for (ana which we have sammarised. above).

Publicity began as early as 190 when the linister of housing and Local

Government, Harold kamaillan, visited the city. He was shown on the front

pabe of The Star aamiring an early model of Park hill (111us.79) (p.302)

The headline confidently proclaimed "City L4yecrapers will draw world" (101)
Two years later when the full Council gave the go-ahead for the project the
local press maintained tLat, "the scheme would set a standard for flat
devclo mant throo„noat the country" (1e2) .ne month later it was reyorted
that "Crow-. Much to model Town" (1C3,. It Lbla even aucosted that "nets
scheme eal start this year", so that soon one coule read "handreds assing:

when d wa go. (104; The everts and t _e ,olitioians woral.ng with the
pros wer cetaini, ratYer carriea aW1.4	 iaea that a "breaatiwough"
was beinc m-e.

"the tame tle schene was unaer o nstruction in 1959 arospective
tenant., enc4 tYe public at large had repeatedly been told about the merits

and statue of la,a hill. One heaaline aally in the year read "Lational 'match
Citi acheme - Iaats to be tallest in provances' (105) I:hen part of the
estate eas nearina oomi letion and was ready  for public( inspection (along with
part of the hetiortnorpe estate) journaliets were allowed a preview.
ConsequeLtly on qien day local press headlines were ready with, "Lucky people
in fraa-1-4114A1 s". (106) 1arthcr encourageaent followed: "If there is any
feeling against the multi-storey flats no being built by the Sorporatian in

LhefLicl , 1 slould liAa to try to dispel it". Tie article then described how
the "better homes" wore "spacious, airy, conveniently situated and labour
sevinb". (107) And on the f flowing day' thare was the predictable hoadline:

"The Verdict: Uonderful", with a number of appropriate quotes from enthusiastic
members of the public (108) Some criticism could be found in the yanchester
G ardian and in a couple of short latter. published by the local press (109)
but these were re.114 inadmissible comaeats at this time when everyone was 80

apparently united behind the project.
Tie public meeting held soon after the open day in Park School hall for

all those interested in moving into Fara Lill represented an opportunity for
the officia s and politicians to pusi hme the advantages of the new estate.
Press rel orts record how the Chairman of the I-ouaing Committee (Councillor
Larold. Larbert) told those present at the meeting that Park Uill was one of

the finest modern housing estates in Europe, a development of which
Lheffielders should be proud. It was ',Aare, realised because of the hard work
of their own looal autnority, designed by the City Architects' department and

built by the nirect Labour departaent. Councillor Lambert continued:
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"Tie scheme bas the finest contom orary features, semi-detached
houses are 'square' in comparison, am Corsard looking peolle
should Look forward to living there. They are almost perfect
dwellings. It is now up to you, the would-be tenants, to mass
this a worthwhile community which ic not just technically correct
but socially comsat". (110)

Far more peoele turned up to bear the noes than had been antioipated (in spite
of a bus strike) two meetings had to be bold instead of one.

One month later the first tenants moved in. They were a couple who
had lived just across the road all their lives (111). In early 1960
success seemed to be guaranteed. One heauline re.4 rFlate becoming more
popular: act:U.81d change". (112) A social event at Park Hill organised
for residents and officials was reported as "Uncial big Business" at a
"getting to know you affair". (113) In Lay 1966 a full length article on
the estate was headlined "The Verdict: It's "omashing" living right up in
the ale. (114) Details suggested there was a "rip-roaring" success because of
the sense of contInuity provided by the estate for old residents of the Pam,
combined with an active participation of a large number of tenants in the
many well organised activities. There was none of the loss of individuality
or amenities iu comparison to traditional housing, such as might have been
expected (115).

In January 1961 the public works Department basked in the limelight (116)
Six months later Park Dill was opened bj the leader of the Labour Perth kr.
Thigh Gaitskell. The special edition of the Morninr Telegraph on the estate
proclaimed rark hill to be a real urban oommunity, in contrast to that found
on the tdpical suburban estate (117) - a judgement which could be supported
by the facts collected by Mrs. Demers.
Tenant Reactions

bevertheless certain problems were apparent from the press reports and
the social surveys carried out in 1961 (by Mrs. Deners) and in 1967 (by

the Linistry of heusing and Local Government).
In early 1960 one press report of a "sociological study" carried out

for the Housing hanagement Committee described bow the estate was !becoming a
nightmare for many tenants pestered by canvassers, children playing in the
lifts and violence from teenage groups"(113) Part of the problem originated in
a coffee bar, at the shopeing centre, which was open until late into the
evening. The dismation: the young peoile caused was leaving some residents
"at their witte end". (119) Another problem was that due to the noise from
the nearby steel works in the Don Valley *Joh sealed to be caught and
increased by the form of Park hill. A silencer put an end to this relatimaly
minor difficulty (120).

The residents found other more eerious and long term draubaoks in the
new environment. Men the community ball was opened Mrs.Demers reported that
the amenity was essential partly because many or the old people "are lonely
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and spend the day sitting in the libraries or out of doors". (121) - hardly
the kind of activity one would expeot from a "proper community%

itra.Lemers e survey revealed eons other problems. Although it was only
la-sed upon a 20 per cant sample it did suGgest that, in general, there was a
large minority dissatisfied with the living conditions. Thus only 68 per cent
had actually chosen to live on the estate; the other 32 per cent had been
indifferent or actually opposed to the move. Over 58 per cent were in dwallint,e
the same sise or even smaller than their previous homes. Hence 44 per cent
actually had to dispose of furniture due to the lack of space and 37 per cent
found they had storage diffieu3.ties, especially families in maisonettes.

For 37 per cent the noise level was a problem. Over two thirds of those
complaining lived in flats below deck. The vast majority saw no problem
regarding privasy, although nearly 64 per cent saw less of their neighbours
and only 15 per sent considered they saw more of them than in their previous
home (which may not have been in a norm.1 street). A total of 28 per cent
missed or would have liked a garden. The lack of proper neighbours and of a
garden or yard was probably compensated fur by the active community organisation
in the early years, although Lirs.Demors found that only 11 per cent attended
tenants association meetings. The vast majority of those participating, 74

per cent, attended the tombola (i.e. bingo), tote, ladies social and old
people's club which suggests that family and children's activities were far
less in evidence.

Way 19 per cent used the new laundry (4.8 per cent suggested this was due
to the delay in opening). The pedestrian routes were well used. However
27 per sent found deleya with the lifts caused annoyance and some did not
bother to wait.

Questions about the Gachey system reVealed that 20 per cent found the
smell a problem, 49 per oent bad had blockages end 13 per sent were worried
about thil overflows of rubbish into the kitchen. Dry rubbish collection more
than once a week vas requested by 22 per cent and 47 per cent would have liked
space for a dry rubbish cupboard. Dissatisfaction was also expressed regarding
window cleaning and the exposed concrete oeiLing.

Children's play seriously worried a per cent of the sample. However, as
a whole, the survey found considerable satisfaction with the deck and the
appearance of the whole scheme.

The results or this analysis of tenants' reactions did not really justify
krs.Demers conclusions (referred to in Chapter 3) because they testify to an
appreciable level of discontent even amongst peorle who bad just moved from
the "slums" to which many or them had been confined for up to thirty years
(1930-1960) itoreover many crucial questions had not been asked, for exerylet
regarding the location of flats below deo u, the access problems and the
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supervision of children, the keeping of pets, the low quality of the

finish inside and outside the home and the particular problems of those

livia,, in dwellings adjoining the lift shafts and stairwell.

However when a press report in 1964. aimed to answer the question

"Has the hilltop castle become a home?" (122) it only found complaints about
the pollution from the railway station, the high prices in the shops, the

drabness of the concrete and the difficulty of cleaning the windows. It

concluded by referring to the strength of the community, a fact which was

confirmed a year later when a "meals for aged plan" initiated by residents
was noted by the local press. (123).

In 1906 the City Architect, J.B..arren, expressed his concern about
Park Hill. Only when the landscaping had matured, the pollution departed and

the city centre been rebuilt could the estate begin to be a real success by

attracting the younger and more energetic feeilles (124). Otherwise the

estate would move toward a below standard one-class environment. The following

year opinion expressed by the local press began to turn against the estate.(125)

And one re ort referred for the first time to vandalism, on this occasion, in
the shopping centre.(126)

The survey by the Sociological Research Section of the Ministry of
Housing and Local Government in that same year (but published only in 1969
and 1972 (127) found only 17 per cent really dissatisfied with the estate.

A much larger percentage were ready to complain about particular problems
especially those related to children's play and management of the estate.
Thus 49 per cent thought that the provision for play and recreation was

unsatisfactory, 60 per cent experienced problems as a result of children's play,
55 per cent thought vandalism a problem and 59 per cent considered the lift
service unsatisfactory (suggesting some trouble with vandalism as well as over

use). In the year 1967-8 there were, in fact, the largest number of children
(under 18 yrs) on the estate in its history and this probably explains why
it was such a dominant factor. (128) However there were other unfavourable
motions: 48 per cent found the estate unattractive, 55 per cent did not
went to come to the estate and 52 per cent found the rent too high. Also
30 per cent were not proud of Park Hill and another 30 per cent just considered
It "alright". Particular problems inside the dwelling related to noise, waste
disposal and window cleaning. And probably the most damning statistic was

the 35 per cent of housewives with children who were unhappy living off the
gmmnd.

Other data reveals that by 1967, 38 per cent of the original "pioneer"
group had left Park Hill (129) And a survey of political opinion in the city
In the same year found that the residents of the park area (including )ybourn
and Hyde Park) had the least attachment to their surroundings and the least
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interest in local politics of all areas in Bheffield.(130)

Clearly it is difficult to decide whether or not Part Hill was a
"success" up until 1967. To many people, more than was recognised by the local

authority and to local press, it was not a satisfactory environment. Par those
who stayed there was the ims ortant determinant of the self-fulfilling
prophecy of saccess. That is as the leaders of public opinion and the
many admiring experts from all over the world testified to its success,

therefore it became a success (131) The resident could feel priviledged and

important to be living at Park Hill. 311-t when the local politicians and
experts stopped admiring the scheme and the visitors dwindled to an insignificani

number, tenants were probably not so sure of the advantages of the estate.
And then, after 1966-67, as public opinlon actually began to turn against the
design and find fault in its form and standards a self-fulfilling prophecy of

decline could gradually replace the previous certainty of success.

Thus in answer to the questions raised at the beginning of this chaper

we have sucgeste the following explanation: that the first deck housing
estate was built in Chatfield in the 1953 e s because of the interaction of
important local socialist and cultural traditions with unrivalled concentrations
of industrial and landed capital combined with the particular scarcity of
capital for local authority urban housing. Its design and location were the
result of Park Hill's role within the local political economy, that is, as
the overspill estate required quickly and efficiently for all households so
as to allow a start on clearing the alums and restructuring the city centre.
Behind this process lay the need to compromise and thereby build an estate
with certain disadvantages. Nevertheless its success was guaranteed by the
strength of the local political and cultural forces as expressed through the
local press.

The outcome of this progress in urban renewal was a model for the

physical planning of the 1960's to partner the model for the economic planning
of the same decade; both activities being aimed at overcoming the domination
of finance capital in the political economo r of the United Kingdom.
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CHAPTER 6. The Restructuring of British Cities. 1961-81 

In the previous chapter we suggested that the explanation for the
location, form and standard of aocommodation provided by the first deck
housing estate lay in the interaction .of economic and political-cultural
forces, and the national and local government attempts to modernise the
economy. We now turn to the other schemes, using the understanding gained
from the case study of Park Hill to shed light upon a total of six issues
apparent from the details contained in Chapter	 These are the (i) quantity
(ii) timing, (iii) form, (iv) distribution (inter-regional) (v) quality and
(vi)decline, of the estates designed, built and managed in the 1960's
and 1970's as part of the restructuring of British cities.

The facts regarding each aspect of deck housing in the United Kingdom
are as follows:

(i) Deck housing amounts to only a small percentage of all post war
local authority housing and multi-storey housing in the country,
but a large percentage of local authority houses built during the
second half of the 1960's when the most radical restructuring of
British cities was underway; however there could have been a far
greater total number if all the plans had been realised;

(ii) only a small number of designs for deck housing were actually
implemented up until the mid 1960's and from the early 19701s,

with the vast majority begun or completed in the late 1960's;

(iii) there are one hundred and forty different designs having in

common a high population density (250-500 ppha) high family
occupancy (50 to 95 per cent for three person and over households),
high oar parking space provision (between 50 and 100 per cent, and
over= occasion), medium rise design (usually 4. to 14. storeys) and,
on average, a large scale development (about 250 dwellings) with

some amenities.

(iv) they were built on inner city or suburban sites, sometimes adjoining
district centres providing an urban distribution of some variety
with, however, a concentration in Liverpool, Manchester, Sheffield,

Nottingham, Oldham, Rochdale, Hull, Leeds and the London boroughs

of Lambeth, Southwark, Greenwich, Brent, Haringey and Sutton; also
a sub regional concentration in Merseyside, the Manchester conurbation

South larksiare and. the inner London boroughs; and finally regional
concentration in thgland, and within that country, the economic

planning regions of the North West, Yorkshire and Humberside, Last
Midlands, North Last and Greater London;

(v) this waStsupposedly "modal" scheme in design and construction
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standards but only a small number were completed to a high

quality (such as Park Hill, the Greenwich estates, Oak Hill, St.

Ann's Close). The large majority were produced to a low standard,

quid

(vi) on average they provide an extremely unpopular design of multi-
storey housing, difficult-to-let, difficult-to-live-in and
difficult-to-get-out-of.

We cannot pretend to explain or attempt to explain all these aspects
of the history of streets-in-the-sky in the United Kingdom; this would

require 140 oast studies. Our approach can only indicate the general

reasons why these issues came to characterise deok housing.
Overall our Approach tries to link the failure to achieve the

desired quantity and quality of deck housing to the failure to regenerate
the United Kingdom economy and the failure to produce and implement

Labour Party policies supporting home-based industrial capital. That is,

tits example set by Sheffield for comprehensive urban physical planning

and the steel industry model for economic planning were not carried forward.

The Conservative Government and the new planning

The struggle for an improved rate and standard of alum clearance

reached a high point in the early 1960's (1). In 1961 a labour Party-Fabian

group of experts on physical planning, including Alison and Peter Smithson,
Peter iilmott and Graeae ShankAnd, produced a programme for reform (2).
It called for a Ministry of Town and Country Planning to be established

whose task was to "have supreme control over planning for location of

employment; for house building; and for communications"(3) One of its
most important tasks, through ad hoc Regional Planning Authorities and a
National Development Corporation, would be comprehensive rebuilding of urban

areas. The report stated:

"Large decaying and congested areas within towns - and some
obsolete towns in their entirety - should be redeveloped
simultaneously according to three-dimensional comprehensive
development plans. Urban renewal should no longer be carried
through piecemeal". (4)

The failure to proceed with required urban renewal - especially housing

renewal - was tied to the problem of the decline of the United Kingdom
economy. Another Fabian, J.B.Cullingworth, produced both Housing Needs 

and Planning Policy in 1960, and, with S.C.Orr, Regional and Urban Studies 

in 1961. The latter formed part of the new interest in inter-regional

economic planning (5). Under, in particular D.J.Robertson, at the
University. of Glasgow, new links would be forged between physical and

economic, intra and inter-regional planning.

The Conserirative Government also combined the two problems; as we have
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noted, by the early 1960's, "the poor growth performance of the United
Kingdom became one of the main preoccupations of economists and policy

makers". The hitherto free-market ideoloa changed rapidly into a pro-

planning ideology. And the boost to the building industry consequent upon
the 4 per cent national growth target, set by the new National Economic
Development Council, represented an opportunity to tackle both the problems
of slum clearance and economic decline.

Two reports were produced by the EDO, the corporatist body in charge

of "Great Britain Ltd". These were Growth of the United Kinrdom Foonomv

1961-660 in 1963, and in the following year The Growth of the Economy. In

each report the problem of the "bottleneck" - the one sector which stood
In the way of all round growth - was emphasised. As ghonfield noted in

regard to national economic planning:
"The problem here is the identification of individual, bottlenecks -
whether in capital equipment, in the supply of certain goods
and. :services, or in particular types of labour - which threaten
to hold up the advance °O much wider front. To eliminate these
requires the aotive concentration of effort and resources at
particular points in the productive system". (6)

The building industry was identified as a bottleneck, especially in

the reconstruction of the congested city centres and. yet in additionA as

&potential "multiplier" in the national and. regional economy (7). As the

greater influence an this sector came from the government, they were in an

especially important position to boost the economy. Shonfield noted that

in the early 1960's:

"the public sector as a whole was responsible for over JO per cent
of all fixed investment and for as much as 50 per cent of the
building work done in the country. In terms of strategic control
this gave the Government outright possessian of the 'commanding
heights of the economy"'. (8)

Because this control only produced its effects over long periods and

could not be shifted or changed in response to short term fluctuations in

the state of business or the balance of payments, an overall reform of the

relevant section of government was required. This led to the creation of

the kinistry of Public Buildings and Works under Geoffrey Nippon (a future
Chairman of Cubitts Construction gystems Ltd. 196449) The justification
for the new department ran as fellows:

"The construction industries stand. at the centre of economic growth.
The tasks before them, are very great. They must dramatically
expand output but witlt virtually no increase in the total labour
force. To do this they and the professions associated with them
must make the maximum use of the most modern techniques. They must
seek the best balance between oapital cost and maintenance. They
must combine high quality with economy 	 The scale on which
modernisation is required is so large and the problems involved are
so complex that a strong lead. from the centre is essential". (9)
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Rippon consciously set out to use the vast mass of construction under

his control - some £250m a year - to induce builders to adopt new methods.

These would raise productivity and reduce the need for skilled labour,

especially in housing. The consequent increased industrialimtion - mass

production of components in factories before site erection - reached its

most efficient form with "systems building". It was essential that a few

large and progressive firms captured the majority of the business because

"the distribution of out put in industry ought preferably to be such that

something close to 80 per cent of production comes from about 20 per cent

of the firms". (10)

One of the tasks of Keith Joseph (a director and then chairman of

Bovis Construction Ltd. in the 1950's) the new head of the MBLG, was to

persuade local authorities, and especially consortiums of local authorities

to order system built high density housing. This was achieved using

ciroulars (e.g. 40/63 and 59/63) and the new Design and Planning Bulletins.

The basic message was that large orders would ensure greater productivity

and speed of construction combined with lower costs and superior quality.

The Yorkshire Development gsroup, set up in 1962 was the first to

follow this advice. In the North West, the new MHLG Research and Development

Group project at Oldham was to follow a similar path. Both aimed to use the

new Parker Morris standards and apply the recently established Housing

Cost Yardsticks. These, and the other local authorities, could look to the

National Building Agency for advice on industrialised building. This was

a quango set up in 1963 to encourage the use of the new methods and mediate

between local government and the building industry (11)

Other changes, besides the reform of the Treasury, Cabinet, two vital

Ministries and the new guidance to local authorities, such as the higher

and simplified housing standards contained in Homes for Today and Tomorrow

(1961), included the Planning Advisory Group set up in 1964 and the

Ministry of Transport's report Traffic in Towns of 1963. The former, when

it reported in 1965 on The Future of Development Plans, provided anew

procedural theory for broadening, simplifying and speeding up the plan

making process which complemented the new substantive theory outlined by

the Buchanan Report. Together these two documents plus the Parker Morris

report, provided expert guidance to local authorities wishing to embark

as soon as possible, on the modernisation of their local housing and

infrastructure. This had to be done as quickly, efficiently, and speotacu-

larly as possible, in order to be ahead of other areas in the race for

resources. Outstanding in this regard was Newcastle, with T. Dan Lmith and

his Planning Officer Wilfred Burns, and the two new planning departments

established at Liverpool and Manchester. Sunderland and Leicester were
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also ahead of many other areas of the Country. Physical and Loonomic

planning, the modernisation sought by architect-planners and by national

or local government, were therefore working together as never before.

At the regional level other reforms in government administration and

policy makine were underway. The NNW established its first regional

office in Manchester in 1962. In the North Fast and Central Scotland.,

following the rationalisation of the coal and shipbuilding industries and

the deflationary policies of 1961 and 1962, a regional "growth point"

policy was introduoed (12). By this method public investment in new
infrastructure was concentrated outside of the major cities, in declining

areas of high unemployment in an attempt to attract new private investment.

This, so the theory went, would then lead to self-perpetuating growth. At

the opposite extreme, and at the other end of the country, congestion, a

shortage of labour and an inflation in Land and property prices led to

the publication of a special report on the problems of the bouth East
of Xngland (13)

The contemporary opinion and polioy was summed up by an article in

The Economist in late 1962 (10. It suggested that urban redevelopment
the creator of "new cities", lay at the "heart of the most urgent of
Britain's regional problems". It stated:

"The essence of the matter is twofold, to cater for the growth
industries in the growth areas by relieving congestion on a regional
scale, including the release of land for building new planned
communities; and equally to reinforce the viable sectors of the
declining areas by improving their amenities and encouraging the
establishment of new industries in those regional localities where
they are most likely to take root". (15)

It suggested that there were three aims in redevelopment:

"First to concentrate the housing effort, particularly in the North
West, on the replacement of obsolete buildings......seoond, to
redevelop central areas both as attractive foci for recovery in
declining areas and to cope with new growth in growing areas.
Third, to take proper account of traffic and parking problems in
these urban areas in terms of the doubling or trebling of car
ownership in the next generation". (16)

All three were being tackled by central end local government, along

with important attempts to restructure the coal and shipbuilding industry,

as we have noted (17), the textile industry especially in the North West (18)

and to switch the whole economy from a continuing reliance on rail and coal

to road or air transport and oil. (19) The Beeching Report on The Reshaping

of British Railways, in 1963, was a logical partner to the Buchanan Report
of the same year.

The main push for reform via the local authorities continued to be

housing. The 1961 Housing Act perpetuated the incentives to high rise

housing.foUnd ImAhe 1956 Ant(under which the Hyde Park estate was developed)
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to those looal authorities considered "deserving", by means of two rates
of standard annual sUbsidy.(20) It was effectively a means of reducing
government expenditure and concentrating what remained in "urban areas

with high lend costs and a large proportion of high rise developments",(21)
although this was not linked to regional policy but rather to an attempt

to force local authorities to charge economic rents. (22)

Overall, however, there was a "very strong upward trend in municipal

*tarts after 1961" (23) After the mild recession of 1961 and 1962 the
Oancellor of the Exchequer (and chairs= of N-DC) Reginald *ladling
announced in October 1962 a series of stimulating measures including an
increase in public expenditure for the following year. This so called
"dash for growth" continued into 1963 "in which year real output exceeded
that of 1962 by 5-6 per cent" (24). Total housing output was to increase
to 350 ,00) each year following the 1963 Mite Paper: Housing (25) A few
months later, the Winister raised the objective to 400,000.

These were optomistio targets and upending programmes because the
buildinz industry did not appear to be res2onding sufficiently to calls
for modernisation. At the same time there was the constant worry about
"overheating" with consequent inflation in building costs. A special report
on the construction industry by the NEDC, published in 1964, stated:

"There must be a marked acceleration in performance during 1964.
Even if additional labour can be obtained and there is a drive for
imrrovement in all sectors, the industry will still be operating
at full stretch and there will probably be overloading in some
regions and in some types of work. Moreover, there are already
delays in the delivery of certain building materials and the very
high rate at which houses were started at the end of 1963 could
lead to some shortages of materials during 1964". (26)

System building was proving to be of limited value in attempts to speed. up
and -reduce the -cost of the rebuilding process:

"It must unfortunately be accepted that the amount of building using
industrialised techniques which has so far been completed in this
country provides little conclusive quantitative evidence on their
advantages" (27)

The report concluded on a pessimistic note:
"What is clear is that there is MO certainty, in present conditions,
that the intatry will be able to meet the demands upon it. And the
possibility cannot be ruled out that by falling short it may hold
back the expansion of the economy as a whole". (28)

Thus in the space of two years the planning experiment had reached a low ebb.
The attempt to inflate the economy over the long term had led to little

prospect of success and, instead, a short term prospect of high inflation
with little increase in productivity. In 1964 there was an unmatched

balance of payments deficit of £751m combined with a continuing hesitancy

about the wisdom of a fully fledged planning operation; the Conservative
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government preferred preCerred an indicative or advisory lead. from the
centre so as not to jeopardise the ideology of the free market. This may
have increased the income to finance capital which fought against incorp-
oration into the NEDC machinery, but gave industrial capital little hope
of the accelerated growth required to catch up with foreign competitors
and retain the long-term confidence of the Banks. In the face of this
difficulty the Labour party found an opportunity to take office with the
promise of increasing the coops of central and. local planning and channell-
ing sufficient public investaent into the country to attract private
carital over the long tern.

eleerl,y, therefore, in the first half of the 1960 1 s, the political
conditions for a rapid and covrehensile modernisation of the United Ling-
dem evonorc did not exist. Nev rth...less, the ground work was laid for
ftrt...er ezcanziett in t....et second half of the decade, especially in the North
'est and Norte. 4.ast of England, CenUftc.1 Ecotland and to a lesser extent,
in Torkszire and anaterside. In spite of the incentive to build high-rise
not limited to any specific modernisation policy under the 1961 Housing Act,
a start vas zeal's on deck housing in the rorth cast "growth points" at the
future Lete....trzuri Neetowa site (Edith !venue) and KiLlingeorth (before it
proposed to use deck hermin.; at the new to centre (29) in the North Nest
With the CIAIan project in Yorkshire and Humberside with the YDG consortium
and mitt eccerinentm in a mall number of London boroughs. In Central
Seatland. tte tee..11 sahenes in Edinburg', (Leith Fort and. Carnegie Court)
were to be fence:el Ire' tte ankitions 61.twribead. estate in Glasgow. However,
each att Lia:.1 	 of local ant/exit lti-storey housing appears to
tate flcuteritZ ;]..vMs fel' extremely high rise - and thus eventually low
wet - L. gar sCtr lbc-asing 121 this part of central Lootland. In many
respects tarry was sUll insrefin...e4 at tine and resources to experiment
with new t-re es of t	 dcatity ho.aIni. Architects and the building
indast-3-, imitsan. of isnevaUz ig in produaU..ons, chose to attempt to increase
Coe rate et ;minted= of lamlitiaza3.	 ; for exasaple, the tower block.
is Icy:tar Lss sc	 422201.5 6.1) betwem 1345	 1955 non-traditional types
of honsrzi, mecsibmzetze. became vall-astallshedSn ootland, the South West,
Tales, ie rl'ir so	 •Ir...11.mda, last =I eat Ridings of Yorkshire and the
&nit. it ela saate	 nom-traltf.saul erpos were little used. in the
Northcm, zest, ureems, Ifrelt Vast an. Loath last districts. Here vas an
a,-;randsate base to ILA* later Lenk .. sant of 604 housing, an industrial
itmesitsm in Vas taxis 	 strUm In tele rorti- Vett, north FAst, keit
Ittelan..'It W Zsr AttIrs miEadosaills	 Aterffihne, reaorks Of &gland.
In 	 tIs tanfems7 tmott:=4 sr; mita/141e4 Wilding tradition
wiz opErreafiny Erastect	 tbm lire.a.lxc of 1-Xm kart &Mt kalvin sulA ths
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Table 6 (1) , ReOnnal Jistribution of permanent houses built by local 
authorities in Great Britain (2). 1 April 1945 to 31 March '55. 

District
(1)

Total
permanent

houses
(thousands)

(2)

Permanent
non-traditional

houses
(thousands)

(3)

Co&.(3) as
%of Col.(2)

(4)
'IMO=

Northern 122.5 16.8 13.7
East and West
Ridings, Yorks. 112.1 24.6 21.9
horth Midlands 122.2 30.3 25.8
East 125.3 17.2 13.7
London 186.6 14.8 8.0
South 88.3 18.9 21.4
South-west 96.0 44.4 45.0
Wales 80.0 25.6 32.0

139.9 32.9 23.6
North-west 162.4 23.3 14.3
South-east 84..6 7.9 9.3
Scotland 203.2 * 100.6* 49.5*

(1) Source: Bewley, M. The British Buildina Industry: Four studies in
Res,onze ana Resistance to change CUP 1966 Table III p.203

(2) Includes hoses built by Development Corporations for new towns
in England and Wales and by the Sail% and the new towns in Scotland

* From 1 Jan.1945 to 31 Dec. 1954

	VIINe..11•111011. 	

important role played in the founding of the YDG, also in the early
development of low rise industrialised bwilAing, the moaned
system (30). This, in turn, we have argued, was due in part to the

importance of the steel industry in the city and in the national economy.

The Labour Government and the new planning
The leader cf the Labour party, Harold Wilson, made a series of

election speeches in 1964 under the title, The New Britain (31). In these

speeches - already dhsatibed briefly in Chapter 4 - Wilson emphasised the

failure of the Tories economic management techniques and their alliance

with finance capital. They had thereby failed to harness the technological
progress required for economic growth:

"The Tories have proved that they are incapable of mobilising
Britain to take full advantage of the scientific breakthrough.
Their approach and methods are fifty years out of date". (32)

It was necessary to:

"Streamline our institutions, modernise methods of government,
bring the entire nation into a working partnership with the
state". (33)

The problem was that there had been:

"a complete failure to plan ahead for the future 	 our industrial
system is held down, stagnating, every spurt of expansion followed
by crisis and long periods of reconstruction". (34)
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Rance, Ails= suggested that:
"The kei to a strong pourid lies not in Britain's finances
but in the nation's industry. Finance must be the index, not
the determinant of economic strength". (35)

There must, therefore, be an end to a phi1oso,by:
"which identifies the national interest with the interests of
those who make money rather than those who earn money, with,
if you like, speculation rather than industry". (36)

The ideas voiced by the Labour Party Fabian group in 1961 were, therefore,
going to be realised: at the centre of the effort for social and
economic progress stood the desire to "constrict cities of the future,
cities worthy of our people". (37).

The new plans for urban construction and renewal involved a boost to
house building - partly by holding back unnecessary and speculative office
building - the rational non-speculative development of urban land, by
taking into public ownership all Ian& schedule& for new building or
rebuilding and putting into force the "socialist plans to guarantee
reasonable interest rates to local authorities for their house building
programm s". (38) Also, the building industry would be mobilised by a new
organisation, the National Building Corporation, "of which the Government's
last minute National Building Agency was a faint carbon awe. (39) A

body such as this could tackle the development of system building with
new purpose and confidence:

"lb encourage new methods, there Is a lot to be said for handing
over the building programme of a *omelete new town to one or two
big contractors who are prepared to use non-traditional methods". (40)

Buchan exercise "cannot be done from slitehall. Regional regeneration
and urban renewal will require a courageous degree of administrative
decentralisation". (41)

A. Labour Government was formed in 1964 with its programmes for rafbrm

contained in the provisions and organisation of the National Plan. This
was prepared and published in 1965, by the new Department of iconomio Affairs,
under George Brown, the First Secretary of State. This department received
assistance from the &MC, the Board of Trude and the new 14inistry of Tech-
nology and worked in cooperation with the new regional economic planning
councils. Laoh of these councils produced its own economic plan (42)

These sections of the state stood in direct, but unacknowledged, opposition

to the power of the Treasury and the Bank of hhgland representing the
ideology of' monetary control of the free market and the power of finance

capital.

When the Lational Elam was published the impossible task before the
new Government became apparent. Its aim was nothing less than to resolve
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the basic contradiction at the heart of the British economy; that is,
it accepted:

"The task of correcting the balance of payments and achieving
the surplus necessary to ropey our debts, while at the same time
fostering the rapid growth of the economy". (43)

Given the very serious balance of payments problem inherited by the new
government this stated objective amounted to achieving both the contraction
and the expansion of the economy. The National Plan recognised that it

was only by overcoming this seemingly impassible situation that we could:
"'pay our way in an increasingly competitive world in which we have
for too long been losing ground steadily to other industrial
countries". (44)

The Plan was designed to achieve a 25 per cent increase in national

output between 1964 and 1970, 3.8 per cent per year. The main body

of this, 3.4 per cent, would have to come from increased productivity and

not just from a largerkbour force. In regard to the construction industry,

a "specific area of strain", a 31 per cent increase in out put was planned;

4.6 per cent per annum (or 5.3 per cent, if repairs and maintenance were
excluded). This would be secured, as in all sectors, by joint planning,
by tieing government expenditure to private expenditure and to the rate of
growth of the economy. Hence the Plan noted:

"Care will be taken not to destroy the complex mechanisms on which
the market is based. Two end product of both cooperative planning
and the market economy is an Internationally competitive industry;
and in securing this aim they complement each other". (45)

Hence, for example, the aim for housing production was to achieve annual
com;letions of 500,000 dwellings by 1970 with the total divided equally
between the public and private sector.

The MHLG, under Richard Grossman until 1966, was responsible for

reaching this target, partly by promoting the use of ystem building within
the public sector; a method which, it was believed, would achieve the max-
imum growth in the economy at the minimum cost. However, while the

government and the architectural-planning experts promoted this technique
the basic contradiction at the heart of the economy reasserted itself.
Richard Grossman recalled in his Diaries one typical meeting with civil
servants and representatives of the largest building contractors:

found Dame hvelyn entertaining Meurice Laing, McAlpine and others.
We had a lively little dinner. If we are really going to get indus-
trialised building going it will only be through the collaboration
of these men. Donald Gibson, who was our old city architect at
Coventry and is now boss of the Ainistry of korks, has been insisting
that we ought to establish at least sixteen factories for the basic
parts of industrialised building, and here I found Laing and
1. 1:A1pine saying the same thing. But the difficulty revealed itself
when all of them at that dinner exTressed doubts as to whether the
Government would be prepared in a period of crisis and economic
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difficulty to sustain the industrialised. building, and whether
we were going to cut back the building programme". (46)

With little cooperation from the NBA (no NBC was founded) and few personal.
contacts (unlike the Tory Linisters) Grossman appointed two experts from
the building industry itself to promote system building - Peter Lederer of
Costain and then Ken Wood of Concrete Ltd. 3uoh incorporation was
necessary in the attempt to get the econom.j moving and minimise the doubts
expressed by the major builders about long-term prospects for growth.
Creasman also made special personal efforts to gain the confidence of the
construction industry. then he visited the kinistry's	 D.G.working
on the 5m and 12m systems in 000peration with Laings, the opportunity, backed
up by the architect-planners, was not to be missed:

"In cony rsation I asked why it was only 750 houses they were building
at Oldham; why not rebuild the whole thing? Wouldn't that help
Lain,, the builders?' "Of oourse it would' Baia. oliver, "and it would
help Oldham too", "well, why don't we do it?" "It depends on the
Linister". And Whitefield Lewis, the Chief Architect, smiled and
I saia, "thy shouldn't we? tihy shouldn't we assume that instead of
doing one little bit of the centre of Oldham we should use the whole
300 aores and have a real demonstration that our system building can
work and really does reduce costa. Let's see that one piece of
central redevelopment is really finished by us.

I drove 1:rok to the Ministry....warmed and excited. I'm going to
insist if I can that we should persuade Oldham to let us do the
whole thing; there's no doubt that Laing would be delighted because
they will be mass producing for a long continuous run, so that costs
can be cut". (47)

Oldham was not redeveloped completely, although the bt.kary's scheme was

extended into two further phases, to 	 another 1,000 dwellings.

Nevertheless, Laing became a very imiortant builder, two of whose four

systems were used to build deck:housing in the North test, North East,

Inner London and Northern Ireland. They had a sufficiently large run on

production to claim economy and speed of construction - or "completion
on time" (Illus 78) (p28)

Overall, about twenty five firms built deck housing during the boom

period of the second half of the 1960's. Of these only Laing, Sherberds,
Unit and Crudens concentrated on the new form of high density housing.

b derswimpeyplargest	
ConereteThe	 uil,	 r.-ana bates, built relatively little.

Other big firms, Reese, Bryant and Mowlem also built very little. Between
1964 (when figures were collected for the first time) and 1971 (when the
building boom, at least for deck housing was over) thirteen firma with

their own systems took nearly 60 per cent of the whole industrialised
building market with Wimpeyoutstanaing at 23 per cent. In total there

were 170 systems in use. They had been used to complete aoout 332,000

dwellings by 1971 of which about 20 per cent were, at this time, deck housing.
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78. System Building and deck housing: The Jesperson Example.
Source: Housing and Planning Revie w. Dec. 1967
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The top twelve builders of deck housing who took nearly two-thirds of the

market are shown in Table 6.2 along with the comparison to their total

production by the respective building fires and the role of those firms in

the grand total of production. Clearly the failure to build as many

deck housing estates as the architectural, urban planning professions would

have wished must have been due, in part, to the failure to persuade both
the largest builders, including other local authority consortiums, and the

many small firms to experiment in this way.
Tible 6.2 The Construction of Deck Pnueinp 1964,-71

(to nearest 100)

( 1 )
Building Firm and
Danz /lousing system

(2)
Total Deck
/lousing

(3)
Total Constr.
all systems

(4)
Per Cent
Deck Hog.

(5)
Per Cent of all
Production
Grand Total(1971)

Laing - Sectra and
12m 10,000 22,700 44.0 6.8

Crudens - Scams 5,000 7,400 68.0 2.2
Cubitts - Ba1ency(1) 4,800 9,1GC 53.0 2.7
Unit - Comus 4,500 7,900 57.0 2.4
Sheffield - IDG 3,700 7,d00 47.0 2.4
Wates - bistem 3,500 19,000 18.0 5.7
Concrete - Bison	 J. 3,500 28,600 12.0 8.6
Larsen & Leuber) /, A
An/ate	 -	 ) .

2 rinn
_	 ''-‘' 8,000 31.0 2.5

!Ciao Tcolls - Prates 2,000 8,800 23.0 2.6
timpey - 1,000 76,400 1.3 23.0
Farxinson (2) 1,000 3,200 31.0 1.0
Direct labour (3) 7,500 14,000 54-.0 4.0

Totals 499000 212,900 23.0 64.0

(1)A much smaller number were actually in deck form.

(2) Sir Lindsay-Parkinson actually used Concrete Ltd's BV F system on occasion
- for example, at Stann's, Rotherham.

(3)Not all direct labour used a proper "system" , for example in Sheffield
only the Broomhall estate used advanced industrialisation techniques.

For further details see Appendix 2.

The Labour Government: The Housint, and Planning Reforms 
Administrative and financial reforms in the means of local government

planning control and house building continued many of the previous government's
Initiatives and theity acted in partnership with the cost-saving and time-
wring aims of systems building. The recommendations of the Planning Advisory
Group resulted, directly, in the new powers and procedures of the 1968 Town
and Country Planning Act. The "Structure Plan" speeded up and lessened the
bureaucratic costs of schemes for restructuring urban areas, leaving the
subsequent rather awkward detailed working out of the broad principles
to the autonomous local authority Action Area and District Plans.
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Grossman began this programme of chance at the same time and as
complementary to the reforms in the management and performance of local
government as a whole. The Radcliffe Maud Royal Commission on Local
Government in ngland and Wales, appointed in 1965, stated in paragraph 41:

"The general point is this. Everything conspires to increase the
demands made on local government and, therefore, the need for the
highest possible level, in local authorities, of management skill
and technical efficiency".

The increased demands came principally from central government; paragraph
36 recorded:

"it is the fact that so much is now asked of local government that
is in part responsible for the increased involvement of Whitehall.
The reverse side of the coin is that central government has become
increasincly dependent on local authorities. Ministers cannot
scours the results they want 	 except by means of fully competent
authorities..., it has, indeed, been the recognition of this that
has led successive Governments to stria,gle for reorganisation of
loc 1 government, and finally to our appointment".

This increased interdependence of the two levels of government was, in

turn, due to the developing interaction of physical and economic planning.
Paragraph 51 stated:

"If central government is inextricably involved in local planning,
so is local government in central planning. It seems often to be
assumed that economic planning is a matter for central government,
while land planning is, initially at any rate, for local government.
But the two are indivisible 	  In an area where the prospects
are poor, one of the main concerns of local government ought to be
what it can do to improve them, to increase the attractiveness of
the area to employers, to help labour to move from declining to new
employment, to provide new opportunities for employment. Local
government has not, so far, been encouraged to do much in this way...
partly because it is not geared to do it but partly also because its
responsibility for economic planning is not recognised".

Hence the new Provincial authorities would make possible "a better
informed and a better coordinated approach to regional development"
(paragraph 522); they would overcome the principal drawback:of the
previous arrangement whereby "no single authority is responsible for think-
ing about the totalit, of related services and their inadequacy for local
needs; no sing&e authority is responsible for considering the community as
a whole". (paragraph 92)

The provisions of the Housing Subsidies Bill, eventually passed in
1967, were complementary to these aims because it provided central govern-
ment with the power to subsidise all new housing costs over a 4. per cent
interest rate. Local authorities with different needs and problems could
design and plan ahead with the confident understanding that the quantity
and quality of new accommodation would not be affected, at the last minute,
by an increase in borrowing rates. kthen Robert Mellish first introduced
the Bill, in December 1965, he emphasised the assistance it offered to
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relatively poor authorities and to the need for long-term production.
Thus he stated:

"a flat rate unit subsidy payable irrespective of the actual cost
of the house leaves too much burden on the authorities in areas
where costs are espeoially high". (48)

And then emphasised that:
"an essential requirement of 1ncrease0housing production - especially
where increased production requires industrialised building - is
the forward planning of housing programmes and the placing of long
run contracts. For years uncertainty about interest rates likely
to be payable on houses yet to be built has put a curse on long
term planning". (49)

Besides the aim to ensure proper pis/ming there was the need to raise
subsidies to pay for higher costa and hiaber standards. Hence, in addition
to the interest rate subsidy multi-storey housing was also subsidised
a, 4 storey, 1:14, 5 storey and XS, 6 storey-- but not, as was usual
above six storeys. tallish maintained that:

"with the increased use of industrialised building methods, it is
no longer true, as it was as recently as 1961, that bail d ing very
high is very much more expensive than building to 6 or 8 storeys".(50)

Alth ugh Crn ssman suggested that the particular discrimination in favour of
high buildings "has in fact been removed" kellish insisted otherwise. In
reply to a question from Frank Allaun J.P. he stated:

"I would not like it to go out from this house that somehow we
are providing a disincentive to build high, particularly in the
conurbations, where we must build high in order to achieve the
housinG target. I assure my friend that this aspect has been
thought out very carefully. We are convinoed that, with oar' . new
basic subsidy up to six storeys, and bearing in mind the cost of
building each storey above six, is nothing like it was, there sill
be no disincentive to any looal authority building as high as it
can in order to cope with its housing problem". (51)

Dunleavy has calculated that the net result of the new interest rate
subsidy - which inoreased witb the cost of the building- and the multi-stormy
subsidy was to lower the cost of medium-rise housing. He states:

"These figures are calculated on the basis that high flats would
cost= more than horses; in fc..ot they would receive a larger
basic subsidy plus the high flat addition, implying that flats
up to around 6 storeys in height would receive almost as large
an increase in aubsidy as houses, end. that the incentive to build
high built into the 1956 structure would only begin to be reduced
significantly at the upper storey height levels. High flat
subsidies were effeotiftly doubled, and their higher costs more
fully offset than at any time in the past, particularly below about
10 storeys". (52)

The new arrangements actually became operative from bovember 1965. Soon
afterwards the TCRA criticised the provisions and proposals of the new Bill;
in the process largely confirming Dunleavy's calculations. They calculated

that, under the Housing Subsidies Act, a flat in a 12 storey block costing
1.28.2 8u0 would receive a £60.5 per annun subsidy under the 1961 Housing Act,
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174 p.a. undor the new Act when there was a 5 per cent rate of interest

and £122 p.a. when there was a 6 per cent rate of interest (53) Their

report noted that "the extra subsidj cost of tal flats, already very
substantial, is going to be greatly increased in terms of both unit coat

and annual total". (54). The increased annual total was estimated as

follows in Table 3 (in 1967-8 the subsidy actually rose to 7 per cent.)

Table 3. Fin...m3_2111.E.2._icaM.ons of the 1261 Heusi/Lai Eubsidies Act for
brlend and Wales 

Year	 Total L.A.dg's	 No. of flats over	 Cost of extra
completed	 4. store's	 subsidy

1964	 147,0[0	 4.7000	 41.3m
19u6	 260,0 0	 6C,666 (2:1)	 £1.8m
3.966 (El/624,11) 2u0,60u	 66,666	 £2.5 Approx.
1966 6 perceit	 2J ,0.0	 Aq.umo much larger 	 4.32

proportion due to
emphasis in urban
r,..neu,..1.

.....n.......••n••n••••nnn••••••••••••••••n••••n•n•n••••••••••••

Central government wass therefor-, increasing public expenditure
in order to in rove the quantity and quality o f high density housing, and
to increase the speed of production, as part of a coordinated, total
approach to local authority needs; and that meant, if possible, linking

physical ana economic long term planning at the local level to ensure
rapid and efficient restructuring of British cities.

The problem was how to control this new freedom from the centre. The
old meehanism, of increasing interest rates to curtail activity and lowering
them to incredse activity, was no longer in use. The cost yardsticks
introaueed in 1967 (circular 36/67) were meant to provide clear guidance
regarding the type and standard of accommodation; if local authorities

went above thp yardsticks the scheme would not be approved by central
government. Unfortunately the quantity of new housing could not be con-
trolled so easily, while the deck housing now often recommended, and finan.

°Jelly encouraged by central government from 1965, was not proving to be
especially economical according to the MITIAG "Desk Appraisals". (55) Bence
the total number of new dwellings in multi-storey blocks was costing the
same, at constant prices, as earlier forms of high rise; with inflation
and high interest rates high density housing thus became simply too
expensive in comparison to a traditional two storey dwelling. The especially
prestigious YDG estates coat well over 30 per cant more than an equivalent

number of suburban houses. For example a three bedroomed maisonette on

Balloon Woods in Nottingham cost between 44.275 ano 44,293 to build in
November 1967 while a three-bedroomed house in the East Midlands (900 sq.ft.)

cost 42,617 to build with a selling price of 43.140 to £3,210 (56) Much of
the increased cost was actually met from higher rents (on the estate, and
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by rent tooling, on all other estates) and rates, that is from the

local level. In comparison to Park Hill there had been a noticeable

shift of the cost of repaying the loan as we can see from Table 4.

Table 4.. B__evenue'koursesfortwchoussohemes.

YDG (Balloon Woods) 	 Park Hill

Rents	 45	 36
H.R.Aoot.	 22	 18
Ex. Buby.	 33	 4.6

Total.	 100 per cent	 100 per cent

source: sea note (56)

The Labour government plans were gradually going astray; they were
attracting the displeasure of the local populace as evidenced in the

unprecedented defeat of labour councillors at the local elections in
196d (57) and the outright opposition of those at the opposite end of
the political power grouping namely the financiers, as the scale of

public !pending outstrirped the rate of growth of the economy.

The Ldoour Government: The Local Plans Defeated

In toe 1960a the principal centre for the building of deck:housing
was eanchester. Here could be found a legacy of industrial and housing

obsolescence requiring radical modernisation if the city was to progress

ahead of other urban areas of the country. In 1965 it was estimated that
the city region had a housing deficit up to the year 2,000 of 386,000
dwellings. And during this period 294,7 0 dwellings would be required

following slum clearance alone; hence some of them would no doubt fall

within the deficit total (58).

In the industrial sector, there was a general change of employment
over the period 1959-64. of -4.7 per cent in the County borough compared
to +6.9 per cent nationally. Overall employment during the same period

fell by 29.7 per cent in the primary, 12 per cent in the secondary and
rose by only 1 per cent in the service industrial sector; this compared

with the Great Britain figures of -24.7, +5.7 and +11.7 per cent
respectively. Although there was a substantial loss in the vehicle manu-
facturing sector the most serious problem came from the restructuring of

the textile industry following the Cotton Industry Act of 1959 (59).
Between 1959 and 1964 employment in the city fell by 38.6 and 22.2 per cent

in the textile and clothing industries respectively. This compared with
Great Britain figures of only -9.5 and -3.3 per cent respectively (60).
On top of this rapid and very serious restructuring the city was excluded
from development area status; it received none of the regional employment
incentives available elsewhere to aid recovery from these social and
economic changes especially in the basic export industries.
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lanchester therefore had a serious task ahead in the mid 1960's.

The Ilanning Department set up in 1963 had produced its first report
for urban renewal two years later. This was entitled 1.A. Lew Community:
The Redevelopment of Lame', it proposed a rebuilding project structured

around an upper an ground level's treat' • The immediate outcome was

a series of linked '12m Jespersen' deck housing blocks to the east and
north of the site. Later in the year the consultants to the City Council,
Ailson and. kormosley, produced their I mposals for the nnulme 5" area,

This as to be the model estate for lonohester. Its decx access design
was the outcome of considerable experience in dealing with this building
form. lower/31Q plus Jack Lynn, J.S.Lackle, }.right end J.Snow had all

worked on or studied the ram Lill estate rhile lilson had ..ncluded such
schemes in the original design for Cumbernauld. koreover, the consultancy
had alreaay experimented with two crescent-shaped system built !schemes in
the south-east of Englana. These war.. the Connocz Last estate in
Portsmoutn and the Pleasant View estate in Southampton. Both used an
adaptation of the Beene	 system after the design of the deck housing
blocs was comlleted.

The design for the 38 acre site in the centre of Hulse 1 four Inter-
lined crescents, was therefore an extension of the consultants' earlier
work. The bullding firm, Frans Gerard, were selected to devise a means of
satisfactory construotion. keenwhile the politicians were persuaded that
here was the matchless kind of housing project they had been looking for.
In contrast to the working-class bye-law street idea behind the Park Hill

estate this was a scheme whose design would apparently emulate and deserve

comparison with some of the most famous upper-class domestic architecture
in the world - the crescents of Bath.(61)

Clearly, however, there could never have been anything in common
between the materials, standards and costs of Georgian residences and working

class housing in Lanchester. To make my comparison was the outcome of an
extreme type of idealism - ideas abstracted completely from their social

context. land yet in a desperate attempt to push ahead of other cities it
seems that government and media were prepared to believe this stupendous
claim. Even the architects can hardly ha e made the suggestion in all

seriousness, although it was referred te arirovingly in professional circles
(62). There were a couple of improvements on the Park Bill estate - the deck

and the living room on the sunny south side, and the avoidance of stairs

down to dwellings, however, many of the saving features of the earlier

scheme were missing; ease of access on e sloping site, the wide and safe
deck, the privacy in the home, the central beating and garchey waste
disposal system plus the solid construction. The new design was therefore
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inferior to Park fill, let alone Georgian Crescents. And behind these
features there was, at Sheffield, close cooperation between architect

and builder, architeot quantity surveyor and city treasurer and architect
and politician backed up by a sympathetic public and well-prepared housing

department. At Manchester there was a completely different set of relation-

ships, a privete architectural practice interested in selling an idea, a
private building firm intent upon an experiment from which they had little
to lose and a city council determined to regain legitimacy after the

dramatic wholesale clearance of Palme.

Loreover, there was some disagreement in professional circles over the

modernist cheraoter of nulme and the linkage of the projeota within the

whole plan. As a result in 1966 the Housing Committee sot up a Housing
Develoement Group (MG) to study the remeinier, three clearance areas
in Ere ter de:th. The outcome was the more picturesque design detailed in
Chapter 4. Baini this superficial ohenze there ley the same utopian
ideal en.' objectives. Although there was no mention of historic examples,

perallels might yell have been drawn by the professionals between the

Nellington Street, Gibsol Street an Turrey Lane schemes and the best
medieval aronitecture. Loreover, the whole design package was produced
without an' st7d3 of tenant preferences and no investigation into costs and

construction t chniques. In the event the first two schemes were built by
Concrete Ltd. and the last by Unit Construction Ltd. mainly while the Labour

Goverment.' national policies were under attack.

The L bour Governm nt: The rational Plans Defeated

The kgroesman Diaries clearly record tne strubble between the political
and economic forces represented by the treasury and the spending departments
within the new Government. It was a struggle which characterised the Labour
partj in power from 1964 to 197C.

In July 1965 a spending program-e, to Labour's regret only .C2U0m over

and above that of the Tory government, because of the threat of inflation,

was agreed.less than a year later Grossman aescribed his "first really big
reverse':

"Finally we got to mar housing subsidies. I stated the ease for
increasing my allocation. Calla hen stated his case against giving
me a sinele extra house, and rallied every spending minister to
his side by asserting that housing could not be given any more
concessions without destroying the whole FM:: (Public Expenditure
Survey Committee) agreement of last Jule. (63)

The cutbacks were to no avail. In July 1966, as we have noted in Chapter 1,

%its= announced the most savage set of deflationary measures since the war;

k500n in total. And the cuts, with corresponding increases in interest

rates continued into 1968 and 1969. The number of housing starts fell from

a figure of 191,985 (the highest since 1954) in 1967 to 1490% in 1969.
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Cost yardsticks were not updated with thc inflation in building costs
makik, some projects impossible while oth-rs already in the pipeline were
cut back to such an extent as to jeopardise their whole basis as satisfac-
tory forme of accommodation and environment.

On top of this the plans for,system-built housing boom collapsed.
The basis to a proper and efficient encouragement of this section of

industrial cerital never materialised. As one commentator noted:
-cono.io roblems were for midable. Costs per sq.ft proved higher
in britain than Europe due to relativelf small production runs,
sa-ller dispersed contracts; there w a e lecx of "fit" between
the closed systems a-id the requiremcats of British space standards,
dwellin. mix an the unwillingnecs of many architects to accept
the constraints of the system used. The proliferation of about
3(0 s ste s was self-defeating. 1k/ factories attemited to
o crate on a plant utilisation factor as low as 30 per cent with
inevitaLlo financial failure. IinUly any of the factories were
closed or converted to other uses". (64)

In ea ly 19'3 tle proeressive collapse of a section of Ronan Foint, a local
auth rity system built lower block in lemLam, was the almost predictable
outcome of the whole history of industrialised multi-storey house building.
The re)ort of the inquiry recorded many shortcomings throughout the building
procee e. besides the failure to design the tower block with sufficient
s feguards against progressive collapse. Thus, for example, the report
noted that the consultants to the building firm:

"erred in appointing so young and inexperienoed a man as the resident
engineer on a contract of this magnitude and novelty. He was a
young Chinese, not yet felly qeslified as an en4neer. He had
difficulty in expressly', himself rhen giving evidence to the tribunal,
and this, coueled with his youth and inexperience, woula undoubtedly
place him at a serious disadvantage had it been necessary to assert
his authority on the site". (65)

The Amin Point disaster and the subseq ent inquiry thus uncovered an
extremely inefficient and hurried building process. The construction of
many deck housing estates almost certLinly followed a similar path. After
the debate surrounding the collapse had died doun struotural alterations

to strengthen system-built blocks plus the rerlaowent of gas with electric

heatirg, via ordered by central goveriment, witi local government footing
up to half tie cost. The resulting often last minute change in construction
seriously upset the finanoil and decigr calculations behind individual

estates, for example, the TEG schemes.

The use of electric heating also tended t, further unilanoe the
heatiegAtentilation/insulation technology. The condensation problem sometimes

already in existence was exacerbated. Already in June 1970 the Ail could

note that "Condensation has been compared with Ronan Point and described
as a national disaster". (66) It continued, "This is surely alarmist
exaggeration" - a statement that could not be qualified as the ner decade
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progressed and more and more such problems became apparent. The Ars
advice in 1970 would soon appear a gross understatement:

"uvery architect should be worried about condensation. Although
nobodj knows how many post-war buildings are affected, evidence
suggests that it has become a serious problem, particularly in
the last few years and particularly in public sector housing. But it
is likely to occur In any building where the architect has not taken
account of the latest advice OD the subject in his design".

Meanwhile, local government reform had been the subject of an intensive

inquiry whose proposals were only made public and then scrutinised by the

Government shortly before they were replwed by a Conservative administration
In 1970. By 1972 when the Local Government Reform Bill was passed, the new
process of ton and country planning had often been long delayed awaiting
the new authorities with their division of posers and services between the

counties and districts; the task of restructuring for growth had been

replaced by plans for st...bilitj and reha'ilitation in preference to
redeveloement. The hopes of widespread moaernisation of the industrial-

urban base had been well and truly halted.
-conomic Declin and Political Protest

Stephen /errett describes the effect of the decline of the national
economy on the publio housing programme in the following terms:

"The c,..ntr 1 impact of the crisis on the local authority housing
sector was in raising the unit prices of land and construction
out put; in lifting the rate of int rest on new and outstanding
debt, und in persoaAlog the governnent and senior civil servants
at particular turning points in economic polioy that state
housinb production had to be out back (or held down) in order to
reduce effective des.and and the public eeotor borrowing requirement".(67)

As the estates were completed and onouried in the early 1970's there was,
therefore, no option but to ensure their use as long as possible; finance
for proper remedial wont, better management or new construction was not

available. Tiose moving on to the model housing schemes were often chosen
quickly and without due consideration to their needs and wants, given the

need to collect rent as quickly as possible especially when interest rates
were high. Also, with the overall decline in the economy and the consequent

fall in the rate of population growth and slum clearance, demand was falling.

Hence deck housing residents were often chosen from a relatively small
waiting list.

In these circumstances the two main problems of the new type of high
density housing were very important. firstly, they had often not been
constructed efficiently or properly. They were usually hurriedly adapted

from continent-1 system building methods, had additional exposed surfaces

occasioned by the three sides of the deck aria, as we have noted, were built

at the tail end of the public housing drive, when expenditure was low and
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interest rates high. Deck housing therefore played an important part in

the developinu crisis in industrialieed house building that occurred between

1974. and 193) (and continues today). The journal BD highlighted the

problems in March 197C and November 1979, on both occasions showing clearly
the national scale of the construction faults; condensation, water

penetration and unstable structures.

Secondly, they were unpopular with the residents, mainly due to the

presence of tie deck which actual1y provided unsuitable and dangerous areas
for children's play and faailitated a. ti-social behaviour, that is,
vandalism, aria public health danger fror litter and noise. housing manage-
ment . not rcLdy and failed to 00,e ulth those new problems. By the
second half of te decade the lack of aefensible space" was part of the

"urban proble ' az outlined iv the z l'c7. for ti-e Inn .r Cities, the white

paper published in 1977. This aefincd a phenomenon called "collective
d rivat:on". It arose from:

"a p rvacive serse of decay and ne31ect which affects the whole
area through the decline of com-unity spirit, through an often
low standard of neighbourhood facilities and through the greater
expos re to come and vandalism, which is a real form of deprivation,
especially to old people". (68)

The Dei rtmert of hnvironment investieat'on into "difficult to let"
accoaaodation between 1974 and 1930 was an unacknowledged part of the attempt

to remedy "collective de.rivation". A three volume report published in
198( (HDD Occasional papers 3/d0, VW and 5/80) brought together many of

their findings.

Followlne ti' eir refusal to isolate arki one design as particularly

troublesome - as outlined in the reports, The Lstate outside the duelling 

(1972, an Th Social affeots of ).ivimr. off the ground (1974) - the HDD
defined a management problem, one of fitting the correct tenants to the
appropriate building type. As F.J.Tay;or has noted:

"Tke problems of difficult-to-let housing estates are to be used
to increase the status of housing managtx... The relatively low
states of housing managers in local government and in the
Department of the Environment are explicitly referred to and the
opportunity is taken to link their striving for recognition with
a problem which the Department's elm research shows goes far
beyond local government relationships". (69)

The conclusion to the three volume study serves to emphasise how the problem

of difficult to let accommodation is tied to "local government relationships"
and therefore is totally inadequate to the scale and seriousness of the
problem.

"There can be no single prescription for remedial measures which 1111
vary with the cirtumstances of each estate. Uhere technical defects
exist, rapid and effective remeaial action is essential. There is
an especial need for increased technical expertise to deal with water
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penetration, condensation and heating. Aare a programme of
improvements is proposed it must be rblated to current policies
for allocation, new build and disposal, closely tailored to local
needs, and preceded by very thorouGh discussion to establish
tenants' priorities. It is essential that any programme is
supported by continuity of funds and personnel". (70)

The purpose of better management was to overcome the "impersonal management,
backlogs of repairs, stigma and social isolation" and the poor design and
location and poor 000rdination between local authority departments.

The general conclusions were based on cuss studies of a mixture of
estates. Netherly and Breadwater Farm were oonsidered in the final report
as representative of deck access. The "general findings" included this
comment on deck housing:

"Dock:access blocxa in particular kr...d extensive pedestrian routes,
some shared by over a hundred dwellings, mem so bleak that they
reduced incentives to tenants to care for them, and some so
intricate that it was difficult to find ones way around. Entrances,
staircases and decks often had nooks and crannies which could be
exploited by vandals or intruders". (71)

But it was not just the lack of "defensible space" which made them
difficult-to-let.

For example for the new Metropolitan borough of North Tyneside the
Aillingworth Towers presented an historical problem repeated in many other
parts of the country. A study undertaken in the late 1970's found that:

"Despite the fact that there were over thirteen huddred families
on the waiting list and milling to move within or into the Killingworth
district of North Tyneside, the Towers have never been fully occupied.
In the period under discussion (1976-78) there were Oxeye between
thiref and sixty units available to let. The only families accepting
temanoies are those in the most desperate housing situations - the
homeless and those on the eating list willing to accept almost
anything. The end result of the process of avoidance by all but the
most desrerate is a concentration of families with real financial
and social problems in this one part of the council sector". (72)

The Towers became a well-knoin symbol of inhuman modern architecture.
Possibly even better known within the 'hole country were the problems in
Manchester. At the beginning of the o nsiderable national media coverage

detailed in Chapter 4. - the House of Commons debated the problem of
multi-storey housing, the only such debete in the 1970's. The subject was
Manchester's deck access housing.

In the first debate in May 1974 Gerald Kaufmann MP flu. Ardwick and
Under Secretary of State for the Environment, pinpointed the unpopular
diameter of deck housing in comparison to traditional tower blocks. And
than in November of that year, Frank Hutton, M.P. for Moss Side (which
includes Hulme) exchanged experiences with Kauffmann. It was clear that a
great deal of feeling lay behind public discussion. As Hutton noted:
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'It is not difficult for me to describe the anger, bitterness
and frustration of tenants who reside in this a000mmodation.
I receive their cries of anguish in my daily post bag and when
I meet them in py constituency at the weekend". (73)

hauffmana agreed and criticised the "architects' fantasies in which people
have to live. (74)

Over the next five years the protests continued. In October 1977 the
leorle's Lights Centre published Inner City Crisis: Manchester's Hnlme

As a result tIse ITV  iorld in Action teen broadcast its critical study of
the u le pienomenon of dm. hoesing in Ley 197u. tiroblems continued,
and on th other Lanchester estates, t ,n-sit resistance to occupation led
ev.nta.aLr to tle dec'sion to demolish noet of the 6ellington Street/Fort
Les40- est t_. Ihe result was nation-1 e iublicity with features on
L., TV's A oralar news programmes %eusn: wht (3Lt hov.1981) and nationwide
(19th Jan. 182 1 L. Januar 19d2 the Iew 't tes Gn rel.orted that
Dort Lts,:ck 1.s foaad to

--tructural failures of bridbo joints - all bridge supports, some
of them 6 feet ur, are described as 'suspect'.

-Priv t bLloonies failing d. e to 'original inadequate structural
uesibr.

- tdr toaers starting to lean auty from the main blocks.

- ater pe etration throughout tae conerete.
-'Rcrid aeterioration' of tae roof asLphiat (75)

Almost, equ-11y sell known were the protlems of the retherley and Lelle Vale
estates in Liverpool; the latt-r had Leon described in detail in the HOMO

of Commons in ay 1979 (76) One section of hetherley had been demoliehed. by

Janu,..ry 158-; th remainder was alm st entirely vacant.

keanwille some estates were surviving only to be attacked and undermined,

es a comeunitf, by the "establishment". eark Hill represents a striking

example.

Park Hill: A Frobba astate? 

In the history of Park Hill local oe.Lnion has tended to mirror national
opinion emu vice versa. In 1967 when the AA turned against the model estate,
criticism wab for the first time serlo4sly levelled against the scheme within

Sheffield. :hue local councillors felt moved to respona in a letter to
The Star. It began, "ha a social exierimant these estates are a resounding

success and the sudden denigration ce tacm for Obscure reasons wants nipping
in the bud". (77) A heightened level o; anta Lpnistic publicity continued
until in 1974 Benham's praise of Par- nill provoked one local councillor
to subgest that the flats were a "gigantic failure'; the tenants apparently
lived in "utter desperation" due to thc oonditions on the estate (78) Earlier
in the year Bryant and .Qlowles study findings were quoted a,provingLy in the
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local press. They now claimed that "ours was possibly the first voice to

be raised against gyde Park, Park Hill and Kelvin". Indeed, "it was as a

direct result of our findings (in a survey of old people's housing problems)

that the deck access principle was dropped from Corporation housing schemes".(7

The local press therefore took this opportunity to persuade the local
populace that it represented their interests.

Two years later the local authority policy committee's investigation

into the four deck housing estates in the city, which concentrated on the

problem of veadalism, found little evidence of a lack of community spirit and
instead a satisfactory level of tenant attachment to the estate. (80) Park

Hill vas "providing something approaching a model in terms of community

interest and pride". A related stady of residents reasons for leaving the

schem c. fauna that the small size of the accommodation, health reasons,

"no reason" and the preference for a house were most important. The lack of

play are,.., vandalism and problems of living off the ground were ranked only

fifth to sevanth in the records. The outcome of the inquiry - to begin to
move f.mLlies with yoan0 children oat of high densityAftkaecess housing -
was therefore applied only to nyde Parz and Lelvin to begin with.

The 1971 census figures also su czested that a community had become

eat blished - or still existed - at .ark Bill. Mice 1961 about 20 per cent

of the total number had left leaving a population of 2,486. In the process

two distinct resident groups had evolved, the pioneer group and the new comers.

The first tended to live in underoccui.ied accommodation following the doper-
tare of some members of the family; the second were in overcrowded accommodatic

as a tem:orary measure, earning the right to move on to a better estate. There

had therefore been a trebling of the number of one person households, a 48

per cent increase in two person households and a 63 per cent fall in four

and five person households. These figures contrasted with the 22 per cent

increase in the number of 6 person households. koreover 35 per cent were

living at less than one person per room and 7 per cent at more than one
person per room.

The electoral role subgests - no doubt not very accurately - that after

1971 the two groups became even more clearly distinguishable. Thus although

after 1971 the annual percentage leaving the pioneer group fell from 5 per
cent (1961-71) to 2 per cent (as those remaining longest were less likely

to leav) by 1979 the number who have lived in Fark Hill for more than ten

years ("pioneers) for the first time fell below the number who had lived

there for less than ten years ("newcomers").

At the sane time there is no concrete evidence that this was an

unusually high rate of decline of the number in the pioneer group. In

comparison to two other estates the position is unclear (partly because
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turnover does, of course depend upon a good many other factors than the
condition of the estate, for example, the availability of other and better

aocommodation). Table 6.5 summarises the position on three estates after
20 years occupation.

Table 6.5, Pooalation Turnover on three local authority housing estates
(0-2K. years, eercentape ffipiures) 

Length of stay Park Hill
(years)	 (1979) (1)

Quarry Hill,Leeds
(1958)(2)

Wybourn Estate
(1952) (3)

15-20 36.8 31.0 49.6
le -14 12.4 13.1 18.4

5-9 15.4 18.5 13.3
1-4 31.4 37.4 18.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(1)Lased upon an analysis cf the eleotral roll

(2) sec. Llison 1-avatz -cdel Estate 1574
(3)See naldrin J "Problem Housing Jastates - Perceptions of Tenants,

City Officials arm Criminologists" Social and 
Econ. Admin. 8: pp 116-35 and

rote

Quarr5 all was a model multi-storey housing estate before Park Hill, using
staircase access; Iiybourn, an inter-war suburJan estate, was the problem

scheme before the deck housing estates took its place in the mid 1970's.

Other inforeation on Park Hill suggests that its problems may not be as

serious as su,gested by the local press. This was the local survey of the
characteristics of the population (49 per cent sample) for the Sheffield inner

city study (in response to Policy for the Inner City). The details are shown

in Table 6.6

Table 6.6 Household Surve  Data 1977Aoercentage figures) 

Foiling Elderley H'Capped Damp No Bath Unem- Single 6+	 Sharing
District	 played parent family

City 22.4 12.2 13.1 6.8 6.1 2.7 4.2 1.8
inner City 22.2 13.8 18.6 10.1 7.0 2.9 5.2 2.6
lybourn lo.9 17.0 27.8 1.4 13.6 4.1 10.2 3.1
Castle (1) 21.2 16.6 14.7 0.7 9.4 4.1 4.9 1.1
(1) Includes Park Hill, Hyde Park and Duke bt. flats.

Here we can see that there is no clear evidence of a "disproportionate share
of unskilled anE semi-skilled workere, of unemployment of one parent families,

of concentration cf immigrant communities ana overcrowded and inadequate

accommodation"; this was the definition supplied by the Tlita Paper. Nor

is there necessarily evidence of "ccliective deprivation". Although the

figures for handicapped, unemployed, and single parent are high aany of these
would certainly have been concentrated in the two estates adjoining Park Hill.
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keanwhile the numbers of elderly, large family damp and sharing were

not especially hit). Overall the case was better proven against Uybourn

than the three "problem" estates, two of which were certainly less popular

than Park Bill in 1977.

In spite of these facts there was little public objeotion - save

from some tenants - to a letter published in the local press in mid 1979

entitled the "Prisoner of Park Bill" (81) The remarkable tone and

distorted ViGW of this communication wi.rrants its reproduction in full

(111us.79) (10 .3C2) Virtually every social problem and physical discomfort

that can bc imacined was noted 813 existing on the housing scheme. There

was a "distorted and abnormal world" of "4Ai1y tortures and torments"

fostered by drug addicts, prostitutes, recurrent bad language and behaviour

(daj and nibht) blatant damage to and abuse of person and property,

widespread and permitted foulinb of the area by dogs and cats, foul rubbish

thrown deliberately from the decks, continually faulty lift service, excess-

ive amounts of graffitti and vandalism and inadequate and damaged landscape

and pl y facilities. Mile an occasiona example of each of these problems

would be founi on the scheme at the time -1 speak as a one-time resident

and student or the social conditions - as tuey could be on many housing
estates, the, %arc certainly not as rrevalent as the letter suggested and
led the general public to believe.

lowever, no public figure or representative came to the defence of

the enviroment and its residents. Boyhattersley highlighted the

importance of Park hill in his personal history of Obeffield for Yorkshire

Television in June 1981 ("The name on the knife blade" broadcast on the

8th Jane) but did not seek to uncover the "reality" of the community life

still existing. Instead he tended to emphasise its problems, mixed with

a serse of pride at its achievement in the context of the 1950's and early
1960's. The result was an ambiguous statement:

"Lookinb back these were probably the wrong houses to built at any
timer it probably would have been better if we had tried to build
two storey traditional houses with little gardens and their own
front gates. But I'm sure what we did in 1961 was the right thing
to do then. If we hadn't built this sort of development quickly
and I think built them well, we wouldn't have had the change in
1981 to argue about the sort of homes people wanted to live in for
the rest of the century. It was by building this way then, at this
speed, and in this style, that we were able to clear the slums and
end the waiting list. Looxint; beak it might have been the wrong
thing to do; I'm sure it was the right thing then".

How long can Park Bill survive? The neighbourhood centre established in

1979 for the whole Park area brought together a number of local authority

departments, councillors, local teachers and interested tenants under

finance from central government (75 per cent, urban aid) and local government.

It helped to establish a new youth club in the Bard street flats, for the
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ably become distortions of the so-
called acceptable standards of their
more affluent and well-housed coun-
terparts in society.

Young mothers and their babies. old
People and invalids, become virtual
prisoners trapped in their flats.

Children have inadequate. unsuit•
able and insufficient play areas.

Teenagers often become members of
Pecs of vandals anc basilican% run-
time riot. creating mayhem. and
damaging all and everything in their
path. fur want of either a job or
somenine better to co. Adults even.
maily revel in complete apathy, bingo,
bonze and belting shoos. then tranquil-
luers.

The whole area nudes an atmos-
phere of resigned. apathetic and utter
ben:ogle.% as if to say. "Here you
Mk end here you slay. whether you
!kit or not."

At.....Telg. Edits. blitant damare.
*Inc mien and ',mousy. corn-
eine min disrerard of conditions
of leo •res and the law, are as cent-
ime-place at the mem,. marlines.
Warrens and vermin, nod the dogs and
tab 1 .:at continually foul the ss hole
arta, often in sight of and with the
Moral of their proud owners.

Sheffield's Park Hill flats.	 • '•	 •	 '•• •- •	 • '	
'7-
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bottles. urine and spittle. From time to
time the assortment is varied by the
occasional random quantity of human
excreta neatly packaged in old news-
paper that bursts with spectacular
effect 011 impact.
NOT A SINGLE item of property is
safe. An unattended car may be stolen,
damaged permanently or have its tyres
slashed or deflated. •	 •

Graffiti adorns most surfaces, some
almost inaccessible. Grassed areas. Or
what is left of them; are often used as
driving ranges for golfing teenagers.
and for knife-throwing practice.
archery, cricket, football. rounders.
tennis. etc.. with complete disregard
for windows or tenants.

Most of the still surviving trees are
rm. aped by constant climbing and
defoliated by the breaking off of bran-
ches. Grass is stripped or dug up leav-
ing a dust that blows up like a sand-
storm and settles everywhere.

The "Garchey" ss•stem of waste dis-
posal in which all liquid. sniall and
perishable waste is disposed of down
the sink unit, often gets blocked by

'The decks (landinpq are converted 	 thoughtless tenants stuffing empty beer
Into Lunching ghat,' los time every con-	 cans and other osersize rubbish down

This immediately causes an overflow
of communal effluent into the kitchens
of tenants directly below the offenders.
Inflicting permanent damace to the

• contents Or the kitchens and permeat-
ing the whole flats with an indescrib-

• able stench which lingers for weeks.
All service areas have become so

infested with vats and other s pecies of
vermin, that workmen, including Post
Office telephone engineers. refuse to
enter them to carry out necessary
repairs.

There is festering and sometimes
hidden prejudice, racism, drug addic-
tion. theft, violence, obscenity. prosti-
tutiois and corruption — Phenomena
that are the inevitable results of a
declining high-density area.

Within 20 years, thanks to a variety
of reasons. Park Hill has developed in
many ways into a gum to compare
with the Gorbals in Glasgow. and there
seems to be only one logical conclu-
sion. difficult and costly as it may be,
and that iota demolish the whole thing
quickly before it gets worse and make
room for decent housing.

If a graph Were p latted cone g ining all
the data of this sb. cenerating society —
its morals, ha standards, its destructive

4 -7a

tendencies and its future — the trend
would be a sharp downward slope.

TM* thought. though not necessarily
expressed in these terms. usually
crosses the minds of the unfratunate
tenants who have to rely on the lifts —
those latrinak black. smelly hoses.
somci Ones ascending. sometimes
newentime. frequently stuck between
decks with occu pant% very frequently
not workin g, and generally vandalised.
CIIILDREN learn quickly at an early
age, not nursery rhymes, but obscene
expressions far too filthy to put into
print. This vacabulary soon enlarges to
include approriate gestures as they are
absorbed into the maraudin g gangs.

Complete OralOrie4 and perform-
ances may occur nt an y tune between

"families. neighbours. panes, and often
across the whale !meth and breadth of
the flats. Any attempt to admonish a
group of children or youths results in
torrents or this abusive and I any vern-
acular.

Park Hill is, however, still the per-
fect district for insomniacs and noc-
turnal creatures. A rude awakening is
definitely guaranteed by inebriated.
sub-normal, often violent hooligans
between 2 and 3 a.m. on any day of the
week, particularly on stag-nights.

Their brawling, shouting and filthy
operatic prowess is transferred from
club and disco for the benefit of all
tenants, health . . ill or dyin g. )oung or
old.

ir the whole area is a Microcosm of
the macrocosm, then we know what we
are in for. Whatever sogintogists, yeti.
gious leader s, councillors. MPs, or
governments may try to make us
believe, ethnic nouns w al not integrate
within the foreseeable iniure; society
will continue to deeenerate and
decline: apath y will predominate inde-
finite's; and this civilnalion will es en.
Man y pass into obscurity as did its
predecessors.

This is ant a prophecy of doom. It is
the lc:nett:Mr cons unit's alter :41
years tii living. e grericricine and
observing life iii the dr turP,I and
abnormal s•culd of ilt.--e -De• len •
Award - Wmnin g ." "Fs .sbaw piece."
"Model • of filch - Densit y • Dwell.

"Ktr.te st lgunder.” Park Hill
Flats.
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use of all young people in the area, including residents of Park Pall,

and it encouraged the founding of a new tenants' association on Park Hill,
rem by some of those originally involved in the development of a strong

community life. Also it may well have helped to defeat a local authority

move to ban all pets in shared access dwellings in the city, particularly

in deck housing. The local press also played its part in voicing public
objections to the new policy. In late 1980 it gave considerable publicity to

the:problem and posed the issues in an editorial:

the Housing Committee Chairman, Clive Betts, says the majority
of all tenants in flats are backinb the ban.

Thee are, he saes, fed up of the mess and dirt that pets in flats
are causInE, in the walkways. In some places, caretakers are
refusin to clear up the moss.

vault is the case of tenants with pets? On tho whole, they say, it
is stray dogs from outside the flats that cause the problems.
Certain]." almost all owners se simee to stressed that their dogs
went olt only on d lead 	

To judpe from BOMb of the remarks we encountered, the Housing
Coneittee is likole to face a scries of martyrs when the time comes
for enforcing the ban.

Is it too late to hope there mai be a middle way?" (82)
The end re.Jalt was probably that a number of 'pioneer" or "respectable"

tenants who took care of their dogs moved. Gut prior to the deadline of
let January 19,,1 (after whioh residents had to leave or dispose of their

pets) leavinb room for newcomers to further threaten the decline cf the

el:amenity spirit. When the ban was removed under public pressure it was
too late. Thereafter the problem worsened as the caretakers refused to

clear up the mess which had only incre . ...ed as a result of the attempted
imposition of a 210 pets policy.

Za this situation it seems that the spiral of decline is inevitable.

The disadvantac,es in the estate become major stumbling blocks, which,

combined with the adverse or inadequate sanagement by the local authority
and the 'biased' publicity from the local press (prepared to inaccurately

criticise all local authority housina, especially if it is multi-storey

and monumental/inhuman in design) leads graaually to an irreversible process;

the estate becomes a major "problem" even if a significant number of tenants

think otherwise.
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ChAPTLIt 7, Wallin ion 

The history of deck housing that we have 'tax cod has been a pattern
Of conflict and consensus between opposed ideas and interests. In the
first half of this century the reflective-romanticism of premodernist
urban desim evolved in orposition to the realist-romanticism of the
abode:mist approach. s`vidence for such a contrast in aims and methods
was found In the modern movement's evolution of a 'tryouts-in-the-shy
type of urban housing. Underlying this building form was the idea of
anti-funotionalism, whetaor it was 'Ix:pressed as the "world of the
spirit" of the Futurists, the anti-retionalian of the Expressionists,
the "simple loe.cal entities" of the Austrian school, the supremacy
of feeling in the art of kalevich and the Russian tradition or the
"spiritual mechonics n of Le Corbusier and 0.1.1 .Ac. In each of these
examples the belief remained V-at architecture should somehow go beyond
the essential reasoning of the machine age engineer without falling
Into the trap of mere self-expression divorced from the needs and demands
of society. Althou h we did not consider all forms of multi-storey housing
deck-access emerged is the most obvious ex ression of the basic aim
of combining sound economic construction with anaesthetic and. social
purpose.

The British-Amerioan premodernist tradition of architecture and
urban planning, while no less anti-functionalist, was tied to the vision
of a past golden age. This limitation led to an inability to answer the
demands for urtaaa (as opposed to suburban) working class housing renewal;
the two plans for London clearly revealed that shortcoming.

The contrast in built form and land use planning could be seen most
clearly in tae comparison between Le Corbusier's Radiant City proposals
for a Paris slum clearance area (Illus. 3.3 to 16) and Forshaw and
Abercrombie's equivalent proposal for the East End of London (Illus. 23)
If the former had been built it would have contained two large buildiogs
designed for pedestrian movement on three levels - the ground level park,
the upper level "streets" and, the roof level. The appearance, and behind
that, the construction, would. be  the expression of machine age architecture.
Alternatively, it the latter had been completed, the pedestrian would have
been far more restricted on all three levels, with the attpea.ranee and
construction pro Yriding a synthesis of British pseudo-Georgian and pseudo.
modern architecture.

In the post-war period, the British modern movement began to realise
the importance of survey, place, community and the market processes. The
discovery of these "realities" was, however, based upon the disminsal of
Inter-war modernism as funotionalist. The consequent move over to an
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even grekter reliance upon realist-romantic philosophy led Team 10

and especially the Smithsons to become tied more closely, on the one

bend., to the political status quo, and on the other hand., to utopian

speculations and proposals. Furthermore, the 'end. of ideology' perspeo-
tive, whereby the open city of the open society would be free to respond
to growth and. change divorced. from any in.tellectual preconceptions,
led to serious contradictions in the analysis and proposals. Thus the
Ssithsons advocated the retention of community in a 'mass culture' but,
at the same time, wished to introduce a completely new building form
and planning system. Gradual but nevertheless wholesale clearance

followed, by reconstruction with the communication 'fixes' applicable to
the new age - the street-deck and the motorway - were symptomatic of the
rejection of the 'old' society. Reflective and realist romanticism, the

market processes and planning, the architectural elite and. the demands

of the general public - all these apparently contrary principles were to
be combined in modern urbanism.

And. yet, despite the contradictions, a synthesis of these ideas did.

develop. There were two reasons for this. Firstly, because followers of

the premodemist tradition came to realise the limitations of their past
models for urban housing, especially in view of' the experience at

Roehampton; only by combinin' g the two aspects of the Scheme - the piotur-
esque modem Alton 'best and the pseudo-Brutalist Alton East - could a

fragile consensus be ensured in the arohitectural profession. And, in any
ease, the estate was not adequate to the task of providing a model for
urban housing renewal because of its low density and. low provision of

family accommodation. It provided neither an aesthetic model nor a

socially realistic answer to the problems of post-war redevelopment.

Secondly, a synthesis developed because influential sociological,

literary and artistic innovations gave support to the rediscovery of the

uorking class neighbourhood while Jane Jacobs's important work was highly
critical, like the Smithsons, of the master planning aspect of inter-war
modern and. premodern proposals. Hence there were notable areas of
agreement in the culture of the 1950's about the idea of combining
tradition with new forms. A housing project which expressed urbanism and.
identity in the sprawl of the modern city, community and working class
street-life, Englishness and a sense of plaoe, freedom and. openness
relative to the restrictions of the past, would consequently receive much
implicit support.

Allied to this consensus, there was the theme found. in the policy
making of the Conservative government from the early 1950's to the early
1960 1 s. Their ideological stance and direct control over the supplies
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of land, labour and capital for council house building, especially

multi-storey council housing, proved to be unoontroversial. A monetar-
ist philosophy, using high interest rates and a restniotion on the

gel:mit/of cities based upon a limitation of the land required for working
class housing and slum clearance, did not conflict with architectural
and associated interests.

The Park Hill estate emerged from this set of circumstances
creating a firmer-based consensus between architects, political, social
and economic interests than at Roehamptau. There were a number of

reasons. Firstly, there was a compromise between the two types of

Romanticism. Wormesley and the Smithsons, Lynn and Smith were all a direct

Influence on the building project, while other architect planners such as
Oliver Cox (architect of Alton *Test's high rise blocks, Hook:new town with

Graham Shankland, and of Oldhams 12m Jeapersen scheme) and the Modernist
historian Rayner Banhan were agreed on its value as a model housing

scheme. In addition the sociological interest was carried forward by
Mrs.Demers work in the process creating a broad area of agreement that Park

Hill wasAn architectural and planning success story.

Secondly, a lbalance' was apparently achieved between the opposed

demands of several pairs of interests. Industrial and finance capital,

central and local government, Conservatives and Socialists (at local and
national level), county council and county borough, professionals and

politicians (and thus the Romantics and Socialist intellectual traditions),

other urban land users and council house builAing land provision, rate-

mars and council tenants - all appeared to be in agreement or, at least,
not opposed. to the seheme, because of the perceived advantages and con-

sequences of this form of development. Behind this initial success lay
the combination of excellent facilities and technical innovations such as

gangley waste disposal and district central heating with a low cost but
acceptable form of construction and access (based upon maximum industrial-

isation and minimum expensive circulation areas). It was a building whose

form, location and existence were explained, on the one hand by

and international forces such as the importance of the steel industry,
he power of landed capital an the overall control of central government

tthe latter through the rejection of local government
/ndbrm and the Sheffield Extension Bill, the provisions of the 1952 and
1.956 Housing Acts, the steel industry plans and the final approval of the
scheme) and on the other hand by local forces and interests including the
local socialist tradition of rapid and thoughtful alum clearance, compre-
hensive provisions for municipal enterprise and a caring community.

Together, these varied forces and interests ensured that Park Hill, as t he

first city centre clearance estate (i.e. the overspill scheme) was
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successful in solving the housing problem and the modernisation problem

(being the need to restructure the core of Sheffield as quickly and
efficiently as possible).

Nevertheleos, this superficial and temporary consensus could not

hide the fact that a distortion of the real costs and benefits had been
necessary. The architectural experts interpretations of Park Hill were
'Wailed' in favour of its social and aesthetic advantages while the local

politicians and press carried this bias into the active efforts to

persuade tenants of these perceived advantages. This meant that the

disadvantages of the new estate relative to the preferred option of eABrid-

ing the city boundary were not made apparent. Industrial capital, local

government, the labour movement, the county borough, council housing and

council tenants were all to suffer costs in the long term as a result of

compromise, from the alternative of a low density and premodernist form
of peripheral housing.

However, regardless of these underlying problems, the scheme was

considered. successful for a long period. of time. On this basis the first

deck housing estate in the United Kingdom became a model for urban working
class housing during much of the 1960's (in competition with other designs

such as balcony access, mixed development etc.) In addition the planning

approach taken by Sheffield became an important model for comprehensive

physical planning, while the experience of attempts to regenerate the

steel industry in the 1950's provided a vital ingredient in the economic
planning of the 1960s. Together these experiences helped foster a

consensual form or corporate planning which emerged in the new decade.
And yet, in the 1960's the uneasy juxtaposition of interests and

potential conflicts which had been successfully synthesised around the

Parkhill scheme was not so well contained either in the architectural

or the political and economic spheres. In Manchester, for example (whose
importance, for our purposes, was matched only by planning activity in

Liverpool and Thamesmead) the "cultural.modernist" Georgian and the
"picturesque-modern" medieval architectural styles provided alternative

influences on building design. And, underlying this uneasy coexistence

of "ideal" forms there lay an ill-fitting division of labour in the
redevelopment process, between public and private and public interests.

It was on this basis that various deck housing estates were built in
Hulme, Nosside, Longsight, Beswick and Bradford and Harpurley; none of
these, inspite of the promises, even had the merits of the original

streets-in-the-sky in Sheffield.

In more general terms a fragile consensus was built upon reaction

against the tower block and the supposed functionalist principles behind
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housing design in the previous decade - symbolised by the new and
unfounded interpretation of Park Hill whioh produced an "undeniable
feeling of living in a barracks". (AB:November 1967). Within Central
Government there was a split in professional opinion between the
possibility-of creating an ideal type of access to multi-storey housing
suitable for all uircuastanoes and the notion of filling tenants to

accommodation. As a result of this ambivalence the MEW failed to

produce a cost-benefit analysis or any thorough evaluation of deck

leaning. In fact no satisfactory central government plan or architectural-
social spin= research policy materialised in relation to deck housing;

instead it existed in the 19608s only as a short-lived, rather utopian

experiment.
Complementary to this limited progress was the struggle between

finance and industrial capital for control over the physical and economic
plans for the modernisation of the United Kingdom. The attempt to expand
the economy in the interests of industrial home-based capital led to
Widespread and rapid upheaval in the machinery and policy of government.
Weed, such was the urgency of this taskl in order to keep finance
capital at bay, that the end of regeneration of the national economy

tended to justify the means. Crossman's efforts and the official appoint-
=Am he made in regard to promoting system building, encouragement of

latcal government reform, the new urban planning system following P.A.G.
and the 1967 Housing Act - all these initiatives were attempts to ensure

that local authorities could restructure their cities as rapidly as
possible at minimum cost, free from the restrictions of the central
government bureaucracy and local resistance to change. However, as the
money available for the replanning began to dwindle and the cost of deck

hawing remained high, the possibility of comprehensive modernisation of
the urban fabric alongside the regeneration of the economy diminished.
Increased public spending by the labour government was halted and many of
its policies and plane put on the shelf as finance capital asserted its
authority. Also, industrial capital represented by the largest builders
(limpey, Concrete and bates) was not convinced of the benefits of
innovation in terms of deck access housing design.

However, amidst all this turmoil and uncertainty a consensus was
established sufficient to produce 140 estates and 75,000 dwellings scattered
throughout the United Kingdom. The small quantity, the timing and the
unsatisfactory quality of these schemes have been attributed to the rapid
expansion and then equally rapid contraction of the economy dgring this
period. The regional location of the estates, away from the congested
areas of London, has been related to the location of the economically
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declining or static regions of &Eland. That is, where the basics

export industries of coal, iron and steel, shipbuilding and. textiles
were subject to the most comprehensive state controlled restructuring

(excluding Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) this new and innovative

type of multi.-storey housing was constructed. The large-scale public,

investment in these areas was often accompanied by labour resistance to

change in the industrial sector in the 1960 1 s. Government sponsorship
of a form of high density housing whick made it acre acceptable (then the

tower block for example) to financially over...burdened local authorities

and appeased the 'anti-flats' culture of the English can be seen as an

attempt to find. a way through the policy minefield. The physical planning
of urban housing areas undertaken by local government can therefore be seen
as politically and. economically complementary to national economic

industrial planning.

After the completion or commencement of street-deck schemes another
type of perspective and. consensus began to emerge. It was derived. from

two new tendencies. Firstly, the anti-functionalism and anti-master
planning of post-modernism which was in part a reaction against the
perceived architectural implications of street-deck housing. Secondly, the

gradual move against "going for growth" by nationatplanning led on to a

long term monetarist policy and return to market philosophy.
. We can, therefore, begin to perceive that the defined "success" or
"failure" of deck housing estates was connected. to the overall ohanges in

state capitalism (and not to any final and. objective measurement of

"user satisfaction"). The connection can be typified. in four stages.
Tile economic expansion and political optimism of the 1950's, when streets

in-the-sk;y were first designed in Britain; the enthusiastic reception of

Park Hill in the early 1960's when the economy was beginning to grow at

an accelerated. pace (and architect-planners required a model housing form

to help in the task of an expected and widespread urban renewal programme);

the mixed fortunes of the economy in the 1960's and the mounting criticism

of modern architecture and finally, to the economic decline of the 1970's

when deck housing estates were often defined as subject to "collective

deprivation" regardless of the facts and circumstances.
In the space of a quarter of a century we have therefore moved. from a

self-fulfilling prophecy of success to a self-fulfilling prophecy of

failure. This process has been aided by four consensus-forming mechanisms.

Pirstly, the frequent changes to new types of anti-functionalist

architectural Winking i.e. Team 10, the late 1960 1 s, early 1970's and.

the emergence of post-modernism. Secondly, the I scientifio° surveys,

including Forshaw and Abercrombie's, Airs.Demers, the AR's report in 1967
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and. Bryant and Knowles study of Ifyde Park in 1974. Thirdly, the

opinions of the professional and government elites in the 1950's, late

1960's and today. Fourthly the corporate organisation of government with
emaitl from the centre especially following the establishment of compre-

hensive physical and economic planning in the 1960 1 s. Lastly, the
'bias' of the media, especially the local press, Park Bill is an especially

&Mena example of the plwer of propaganda. Overall, consensus has been

based either upon a false interpretation of history and/or a distortion of
the facts collected by government, the professions or the media.

We have thus attea,ted to trace, through this study, the history of
deck housing by following a dialectical framework of analysis. This has

applied both to the history of ideas (the synthesis of contradictory
realist and reflective romanticism and market and planning processes) and

the political economy of the United Kingdom (the synthesis of oontradict- -

tmy, financial and industrial interests). lie have also attempted to
explain a particular design or form of housing by referring to both ideas
and the general cultural context, and political and economic circumstances,

rather than to one or the other. Thiii explanation has been helped by an

analysis of most, if not all, the major deck housing schemes in the United

Kingdom and, before the second world war, in Europe. She final outcome
is, as we proposed in Chapter 1, an interpretation of the development of

mmidng class housing in the public sector contrasting directly with the

alternatives prevalent in oontemporary culture. These are the post-modern-
ist and neo-marxist theories of urban form and change (while the more

traditional work of, for example, Alison Raves (1..) has here been incor-
porated into a much wider and more theoretically structured framework of
analysis).

Our disagreement with the post-modernists has led to four criticisms.

Mums are, of their interpretation of the supposedly functionalist tradition

of urban planning and architecture, their portrayal of the ideal modernist

liming form as the inhuman tower block, their analysis of the socialist

tradition behind plans for urban renewal (in place of which we suggest the
dominance of the Romantic philosophy and, in the political economic sphere,
of finance capital) and, implicitly, of their PoPerian simple empirica 1
method of analysis (rather than a theoretical and dialectical analysis
which recognises the need to explain the contradictions inherent in
society).

Our conflict with the neo-marlist position has been based on
replacing the rather divisive and ineffective approach led by Castello

with a broader picture of the totality. Most important, we have tried to

Wmm too things. Firstly, that urban phenomenon and urban planning cannot
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be understood aside from their roles in the economy and particularly in
relation to industrial production and international competition fbr
markets which has forced upon pvernment the need for economic planning
accompanied by the rapid and wholesale restructuring of our cities.
Secondly, we feel that alarmist theories must confront ideological and
cultural issues and begin seriously to debate the relationship between
architectural form and urban change and development. In the process the
broader significance of cultural movements such as post-modernism can be
assessed.

It is on this basis that we are forced to look at Dunleavy's
important work in a highly critical way. At the beginning of this study
of multi-storey housing (which in some Ways complements our own Nark),
Dunleavy describes how the process of urban renewal:

"destroyed • et landscape of small houses' and. the community
life which went along with it and replaced. it with 'mass
howling' - large flatted estates of uniform housing quite
distinct in form from the kinds of housing provided by market
mechanisms". (84)

The idea of streets-in-the-sky was, however, an attempt to continue the
form and community life of' the 'landscape of small houses' originally
provided by the market mechanism; there is no simple contrast to be made
between a model British mass housing of the 1950's and 1960's as Dunleavy
sees it and traditional housing because the street-deck idea (which
Dunleavy conveniently chooses to disregard.) was means to provide a
ptarsioal and social synthesis of the two.

Dunleav also describes a crude environmental determinism behind the
idea of deck housing (denied by Sheffield City Council's use of a social
worker to settle inoomers to Pa* Hill) and dismisses the outcome of
Sheffield's famous experiment as an outright failure. Thus he notes the
architects' sense of responsibility which:

"came to mean incorporating in high flat designs features which
it was supposed would produce desired forms of social behaviour.
The leading instance of this was the adoption of Le Corbusier's
'streets-in-the-air' idea at Sheffield to improve contact between
neighbours (an effbrt in tick they failed dismally)". (85)

If we logically follow Dunleavy's line of argument there will be a tendency
to reach an agreement with the postmodernist ideology and culture. We feel
that this represents a major failing in his nark, which otherwise amounts
to the first attempt to Link architecture and. design with the overall
mosses of urban change and conflict.

As we suggested. earlier Park Hill emerged. as a building form to be
explained on the one hand by national and international forces and on the
otter by local forces and interests. Following its development the new
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housing estate had a small but significant impact on arohiteotural
thinking and government action during the 1960's. We have argued that,
in terms of completed street-deok schemes, there is evidence of a regional
pattern of' location. This has been presented as liarther evidence of the
oombined national/local forces which underlay the initial innovation.
Inevitably there are exceptions ID the inter-regional perepeotive and we have
not been able to pursue discussion of the °Duplex intra-regional patterns
without fUrther exploration of the impact of important and peculiar local
interests, However, in relation to the explanation of the relationship
between built form and the context fbr understanding innovation we feel
that this study of street-deck housing goes much beyond the simple
neo-marxist arguments (which see built form as a mere 'reflection' of
dominant economic forces in the 'base' or as a secondary process of
creation of surplus value) and the equally simplified analysis offered by
the postmodernists (who concentrate their attention upon the history of
ideas).

How, then, can the critique voiced here be fUrther developed in view
of methodological problems and the validity of the kind of analysis we
have undertaken? What obstacles stand in the way of the advance of
theoretical understanding of the evolution of housing design and urban
planning?

To begin with, let us state more clearly our methodological and
epistemological position and. then proceed to identify specific problems
within that framework.

In this study it has been found necessary to break new methodological
ground (in relation to previous research on the development of housing
fora) in three ways, Firstly, by investigating the historical basis of
contemporary issues. Secondly, by attempting a summary and assessment
of the totality of social relations which impinge upon the provision of
housing at a particular period in history; and, thirdly, we have used a

dialectical effroach in order to understand the structure of that totality.
le have, in other words, as we maintained in Chapter 1, attempted. to
'comprehend using facts and hypotheses, the 'thole of' society (base and
superstructure) as a dialectically structured system whose inherent
contradictions lead. to an historical process of motion and change".

By so doing we aimed to fulfil the aims expressed. by Castello - to

demystify the dominant ideology held by the dominant class and provide
a source of reflection fbr opposing political tendencies - thereby
challenging the "establishments new definition of the modern housing
situation as a socialist disaster". The two problems requiring simultaneous
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resolution were the basis of postmodernist ideology and culture and

the socialist explanations of urbanism and urban planning which only
went so far as to provide "an alternative but not a critique".

Although in the first chapter we attempted to 'complete' the
various forms of interaction of the five levels identified by Castells, in the

study itself the principles of dialectical analysis led to a more straight-
forward investigation of the interaction of the economic structure or

base of society with political and cultural orsuperstractural elements.

Our alternative to an ahistorioal, deterministic and divisive
"structuralist" analysis can be summarised by referring to the following

simple interaction diagram and the resulting four types of analytical

estagory.

Base	 Superstruoture

Base	 1	 2

Superstructure	 3
The first category (base only) deals with the relations within the

economic ethic tore which, in the instance studied here, was seen as

dominated by finance capital. The second (Superstructire - Base) interaction
deals with the effects of superstructural elements on the economic base i.e.

the positive mad influential role which the state, media, labour movement
and ideas regarding housing design, housing constriction mud urban planning,

ladon the cycle of production and consumption in generwl and on the

legitimation of the social relations within this process. The third

interaction (Base-Superstructure) deals with the Influence of the base on

the superstructure where, in our study, it is suggested that specific ideas
and the synthesis of opposing ideas only achieved importance or a determining

(ant when the economy was either undergoing expansion or contraction. The

fourth category (superstructure only) is concerned with the history of

ideas and culture in itself as a relatively autonomous sphere of change and

development. Part 1 of this study was concerned with the last category,
whilst Part 2 with categories 1 to 3.

Several problems are attached to the more complex explanation suggested

by this categorisation - (that is, relative to the 'structuralist'
mpluudions). Those problems are intrinsic to our understanding of the

*MOW= of deck housing. They are: the question of the selection of
particular facts and the interconnection (often implicitly assumed)

Wham these facts given the wealth of historical material from which to

dowse; the question of the specific interpretation to be made of the

concept of totality given the enormous number of possible uses of the term;
the question of the isolation of so-called opposites in society as a whole
with the attendant possibilities of oversimplification and distortion and,



lastly, the question of the relativity of knowledge as social
dreams twice', change.

In response to the first guestion it is clear that feats and.
theories,interpretations and presuppositions, interact and can develop
BO long as one explicitly recogoises the importance of both as sources of
knowledge and understanding. Hence, our view of the 1950's, for example
(Chapter 4.) was assembled. not simply by the gathering of all information
about street architecture and social life, nor by the omission of facts
which did not suit our dialectical framework of analysis, but by the
gradual evolution of facts and. explanations for them. This would include
noting where there was frequent reference to a factor by more than one
person. In terms of the development of ideas and. links between strands
of thought during a particular period in time the attempt to follow up
and only consider information if' there was a direct connection between two
people or institutions was soon abandoned in the belief that important
connections and insights were produced infi context of' general social
movements and conditions; they were not produced only by personal contacts
between specific individuals, for example, Young and. Wilmott and the
Bmithsons who were interested. in the East End of London at the A az e taw .

It is therefore the case that, in the interests of advancing the
theory put forward in this study, we require both additional facts to
support theoretical insights (for example, regarding the importance of the
steel industry for the unusual progress in the modernising of Sheffield) and
further theoretical investigation to explain certain facts (for example
regarding the inter and. intra regional distribution of deckhousing).
However, from our conversations with key individuals who were working in
architectural design and have insight into this period of recent history,
we feel that enough support and collaboration has been given to the
approach and conclusions for us to have some confidence in them.
Additionally, without considerably more intensive delving and interviewing,
we feel that it mould not be possible, if at all, to achieve any greater
confidence in the conclusions. They will have to stand the test of
possible future refutation or revision like any other scientific statement.

Tbe second and third questions can be considered by referring to the
open-ended nature of the concept of totality. As theory and empirical

investigation continue (for example, into the economic causes of
modernist and premodernist ideas or the other elements of the superstructure,
such as the influence of American and Continental ideas in the post war
period) so the particular interpretation of' the 'whole' will inevitably widen.
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Similarly, with regard to the danger of oversimplification in the

interest of identifying opposing tendencies, with more research it may
become apparent that there was a more complex evolution of, say,
architectural and urban planning ideas. The principles of dialeatioal
inquiry and science do not exclude that possibility.

Lastly the problem of the relativity of knowledge (saying that values

and beliefs are relative to the social contexts of their production)

raised the question of the researchers' own perceptions and insights as
themselves being relative. Thus, when deciding whether or not Park Hill
was or is a success or failure in any absolute sense (that is, apart from
the description of the Reelfpfulfilling prophece) this can only be made
according to certain agreed criteria. The important factor is to note
the purpose of the evaluation and whose interest is being considered.
Thus Park Hill can only be defined as a success or a failure from the
point of view of say, finanoe capital versus industrial capital or the
county councils versus the county borough etc. For the former it was a

success and for the latter a failure in comparison to the preferred option
of building a suburban overspill estate.

Hence the answer to each of the four origina1 questions regarding

methodology and epistemology is that they oannot be resolved definitely
but that confidence in any one oan be increased by broadening the scope

of the inquiry. We are of the view that explanation can be more comprehensive
and embracing of all relevant information if undertaken within the basic

franework we have established - that of a dialectical analysis which
considers the interaction between basic and superstructural factors in an
historical political and social context. In the final analysis a fruitful
way forward for such en analysis is by direct confrontation of opposites in
the manner that is encapsulated within this thesis whereby postmodernist

ideology and the meo-marsiat theory have been analysed and_transtencled.
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Appendix 1. Analysis of the two plans for London, 194.3 and 1944.

The population capacity of the County of London and Greater London was

basically calculated under the following arrangements

(1) density within dwellings and site;
(2)density of dwellings on the ground;

(3)density of the whole neighbourhood; and
(e) density of the "industrial boroughs".

Ile will discuss eaoh section in turn (using imperial units).

(1) Density within the dwelling and the site.
For any group of people, the number, size and type of dwelling must
correspond to the number, size and type of household. For example, the
greater the number of large famifles, the consequent increase in the

number of large houses.

Abercrombie and Forshaw based their analysis of the household sizes
present in the London communities upon the 1931 national census figures

(Table 3 Analysis II p 172 CLP) However, the population of the industrial
boroughs of the East End. and South London, the subjeot of comprehensive

clearance and rebuilding, were not typical of the whole country. A more

realistic figure was in fact provided in the Greater London Plan for

imposes of calculating the housing needs of the new towns (Appendix 214.
p 221, M.A.Abrams, Housing of the Working Classes, London 1937). We can

therefore make the following comparison:

Table 1. Household Size and Number of Rooms

No. of persons
in household

Percentage
(1931 Census)

Percentage
(1937 study)

No. of Rooms(1)

1 3.5 3.1 1
2 19.5 14.2 2
3 27.0 22.6 2/3
4 22.5 22.6 3/4

5 & 6 19.5 24.8 4/5
7+ 8.0 3.2.7 6+

Total 100.0 100.0

(1) Abercrombie assured an average of 1 p.p.room, with a maximum of 1.5
Also an average of 3.6 p p dwelling

The 1937 study clearly makes a substantial difference: there are nearly
10 per sent less people in households with 1 to 3 persons and 10 per cent

more people in families of 5 or more persona. Hence if the 1931 census
figure were used in calculating the needs of a working class population,
overcrowding would occur - for every 100 people 324 rooms would be provided

when 360 were in fact required - and, a sizeable number of familiss would be
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forced to live in the multi-storey housing supposedly provided only
for the needs of the smaller households.

Two residential densities are considered in the plan for these areas;

100 ppa (250 ppba) and 136 ppa (340 ppha). Table I and II of the CLP (Appendix
3 p 173.) suggests that at 100 ppa between 86.5 per cent and 80.6 per cent of
a given population would be housed in two and three storey dwellings and

at 136 ppa between 38.9 per cent and 38 per cent. Therefore at the

preferred plan density of 100 ppa with 1931 census figures only people in

1 and 2 person households would. be  in multi-storey housing (8 storey in

this case). However, since 136 ppa was the agreed density in the plans and the
1937 survey represented the actual breakdown of household sizes only those

people in 5 or more person households would have been housed in two or

three storey accommodation.

Another analysis of density and. accommodation, (Table 5 p 174. CLP)
considering this time only 2 and 3 storey houses at 130 ppa, suggests an
even more depressing picture. On an actual site (Column C) only 24..5 per

cent of the population could be in houses - possibly only those in the

6 or more person households.

However, were any of these based upon accurate estimates of the number

of houses which could be included at these densities?

(2) Density of dwellings on the ground.

The number of dwellings that can be included upon any area of ground will

depend upon the size of the rooms and dwelling itself and, the distance

between the buildings (which will depend in part upon daylight and. sunlight
standards). The plans used, the following figures for the size of room

and dwelling:

Table 2. Size of Dwellings and Rooms (sq. ft.) 
Dwelling Ground Frontage Total Ko.of

Area Rooms
Area of
Rooms

(a) 3 bedroom 2 storey house 4.25 20 850 4. 212.5
(b) 4. bedroom 2 storey house 489 22.8 978 5 196
(s) 3 bedroom 3 storey house 341 13 1023 4. 256
(d) Average size of Flat 625 25 ,	 625 1.4. Variable
Source: Analysis 2 u 172 CLP
and the following for the distances between buildings:

j3 Distance between buildings (in feet) 
Da...1_1111n Front to Front Back to Back
(a) 2 storey houses (rear gardens) 54. 80
(b) 3 storey houses (communal gardens) 90 75
(a) 3A storey flats ao 80
(a) 7 storey flats 150 150
(e) 10 storey flats 200 200
Some: knalvais 2 P 172 CLP
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Clearly flats, and in particular the larger accommodation in multi-storey

housing, had much the inferior standards relative to those of traditional
two to four storey houses. Area per person was adequate for the typioal
house (in comparison with the 194-9 Housing Sanwa range of 200-300 sq. ft/p)

but for any flats above two room size there would appear to have been
inadequate extra space allocated. Distance between blocks decreased as the
height increased; hence at two storeys there was an average of 33.5 ft. at
ten storeys an average of 20 ft. As the Architectural Review noted at the
time (Vol. 96 1944, p 84):

"Twenty two-storey houses are to have 14,000 sq. ft. of
land, while the same number of flats it ten-storey block
get a mere 6,200 sq. ft; two-storey houses are spaced at a
distance apart equal to approximately four times their
height, while ten storey blocks are grouped together (which is
quite unnecessary) and spaced at a distance equal to barely twice
their height, which gives a poor outlook and poor lighting
conditions on the lower floors".

(3) Density in relation to the neighbourhood 

Besides the demand on apace from the dwellings themselves there are also

the other parts of the neighbourhood required to support the population,
namely schools, shops, public bindings, open space, roads and light

Industry; heavy industry is excluded. Additional space has in be

allocated. to account for difficulties with the existing topography and

other site factors e.g. preservation of existing bi ll 	 Porshaw and

Abercrombie allowed. 20 per cent of the site area for this kind of "inefficiency".

Prom the totalling up of all these demands upon the land* at serious

densities, the actual number and percentage of the original population

who can remain can be calculated and., correspondingly, the number required

to move out of the area decided upon. However the standards adopted for

such a calculation are inconsistent and. therefore questionable.

Per example, in the "theoretical" (i.e. excluding 20 per cent inefficiency)

neighbourhood developments (Ch. 5 figs 11 and. 12, p 30 and 31 CLP) the

space required for main roads, schools, shops and community buildings is

taken as 25 per cent of the residential area. Thus for an area of

constant size where the population and density is increasing the space

remaining for neighbourhood needs actually falls (2.5 acres on the 100 ppa

site, 1.8 acres on the 136 ppa site and 1.25 acres on the 200 ppa site).

In the actual exercises on supposedly realistic sites the figure actually

remains fairly constant (2.5 acres on the 100 ppa and 200 ppa sites and

2.8 acres on the 136 ppa site) Nevertheless it does not actually increase

with population increase.
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In a calculation made elsewhore (Appendix 1 C,.#1) there is an allowance
of only 10 per cent of the residential area "Inoludire, roads" for
epublio braidings" excluding open space. And in the exte:e lea already
quoted for the development of a proper site the act...al percentage of
the residential area is not taken as 25 per cent but 25•4. per cent at 100 ppa,
3d.4. per cent at 136 ppa and 50 per sent at 2.0 ppa,

Another investigation, tLis time into an area of London, uses much lower
standards (Table 6 Appendix 3 pp 175-176 CLP). At 1 0 pi a non-residential.
land is 27.9 acres while the population of 5,954. will rewire 23.8 acres
of open space. The 6.1 acres remaining is only 6.9 pr cent of the
residential area. At the other densities of 130 ppa, 160 p, a and 200 ppa
open space needs actually emceed the non-residential land available.
Hence standards must have been broken in an effort to retain the maximum
population. Nevertheless at 130 ppa for example, there is still estimated
to be a 23.4. per cent necessary reduction in population, while only 34 per
sent of those remaining can occupy houses.

A ikirther demand upon the land was that due to the 20 per cent "ineffioiency"
loss. In a separate calculation (Table 5 Appendix III p 174. CL?) the
ispaot which this loss wad have upon the population and housing type
are calculated. For exacple at 3.30 ppa there is to be either a 15 per cent
reduction in population or a decrease from 42 per client to 24.5 per cent of
the population in two and three storey houses.

Over and above all these neighbourhood calculations, the standards actually
adopted ize.the plans (Ch.5 fig. 23 p 82 2.5 aores/1 ppa) are actually
about half that found in other contemporary reports*

Tatle it reighbourhood etnnihnte 

Lane Use	 Acres/1000 r ea	 Source 
All Schools	 3.75	 199 Education Lae
Community Buildings
(including light industry) 	 1.11	 DudleyNeport

Main streets and oar parking	 14

Aside from these ideal standards the actual 'avow" of demands, on
standards, upon the land can be appreciated further by looking at the
Pnotioal examples pr• Tided in the County of London plea. There are
sugeested layouts for Stepne,i/Poplar and Bermondsey 'Chapter 7) with
detailed analyses included (unlike other illustrations in the plan) These
ma be tabulated in the following manner including comparison with the t_
"theoretioal" scheme (Ch.5 Fig.12 p 81) of the same density:
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Table 5 Neighbourhood Examples

Land Use Stepney Bermondsey Fig 12(1) Fig 12 (3
per cent of area per cent of area per cent

area
per cent
area

Residential 43.2 44.4 55.7 51.7
Schools 4.0 3.4.
Hospitals 4.32 2.4
Public Buildings 5.65 4..7
Shops 1,53 1.6
General Bus. 17.2 4.2
Industrial Commerce 4,0 14.4
lain Roads 7.05 5.6
Total Non.Res, 4.3.75 54-.3 30.4- 28.4.
Open Space 13.05 21,3 13.9 19.9

Acres Acres

Residential. 184.3 522.0

Open Space 55.28 250.75
Hon. Resid. 186.68 402.0
Population 24,900 70,932
Open Space Regd. 99.6 283.7

Here we find a decrease in the percentage of residential land and an increase
in non-residential excluding open apace in comparison to Fig 1.2. The 17.2

acres of general business at Stepney and the 14.4. acres of industry and
commerce at Bermondsey are the moat obvious reasons. In total the non-
residential area excluding open space, far exceeds the 25 per cent and 38.4.
per cent of residential area in Figs. 12(1) and (11); the figures are 101
per cent at Stepney and 7 per cent at Bermondsey. Moreover the amount of
open space is below standard by 44.5 per cent at Stepney and 11.6 per cent
at Bermondsey, although the absolute percentages compare closely with Fig.12

The reduction in the residential area relative to the quantity provided in

Pig 3.2 leads nevertheless to a-correct residential density of 135.1 ppa at

Stepney and 135.9 ppa at Bermondsey. At this density Stepney has 33.8 per
cent and Bermondsey 22.1 per cent of its population in two a torey houses.
The majority of the housing stock are in the form of four storey flats
(41.6 per cent in Stepney and 51.6 per cent in Bermondsey). Pull detail::

are included in the following table:
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Table 6.DwelLings and population at Stepney and Bermondsey proposed
neighbourhood units.

Accommodation Dwellings Population Neighbourhood,
ligs. eig_L &ad tlea. per cent

2 storey houses 1486 22.3 8470 33.8 Stepney
2	 "	 " 2655 15.1 15701 22.1 Bermondsey
i storey flats 4.29 6.5 1372 5.5 Stepney
3	 "	 a 1286 7.3 - 4448.:. 5-9 Bermondsey
4	 "	 " 2715 41.6 10359 41.9 Stepney
4.	 a	 a 9061 51.6 • 35191 4.9.6 Bermondsey
f	 N	 N 562 3.2 . 104.0 1.5 Stepney
10	 "	 N WO 22.3 . 3054 12.1 Bermondsey
Existing flats 4.70 7.8 . 1700 6.8 Stepney•	 V 4014. 22.8 . 14852 20.9 Bermondsey
Total 8574. 100 24.900 100 Stepney

' 17578 100 70932 100 Bermondsey

Another 45.1 per cent of the stock at Bermondsey are either in the form of
ten storey flats or existing flats.

Other figures provided show that the overwhelming majority of the population

In each neighbourhood (7) percent at Stepney and 90 per cent at Bermondsey
required more than 1 bedroom accommodation; the former accords with the

1931 census and. the latter nearer the 1937 study, at this end, of the house-
hold soale. These two examples were also made on the assumption that there

would be 1.85 people per room (a very high number) and a 55 per cent
reduction in population at Bermondsey (no figure was given for Stepney.)

The general picture therefore is of an overwhelming majority of the population

in overcrowded flatted. housing especially in Bermondsey, with inadegate open
space but a large amount of land given over to general business, industry and
oomaeroe and, main roads. And this is after over half of the original

population has been moved out of the area (at least in Bermondsey) and. a

eoaplete new alien and regimented environment established which bears no
resemblance to the original area except in name and. location. A new urban
village as attractive as the distant suburbs indeed:

(4.) Density of the "industrial boroughs"

The total number to be moved out of London is calculated from a table on
p.156, Appendix 1 (in the County of London Plan). Here fifteen boroughs
are listed, fourteen of them to loose sufficient population to lower their
density to 136 ppa, with a gross density which allows open space to be at a

standard of 4. acres per 1,000 persons. The table is not, however, consistent
or comprehensive in several ways. Firstly several boroughs or parts of'
boroughs which must have had an overcrowded population, including families,
are excluded. Parts of Lambeth, Southwark, Bermondsey, Finsbury and
Holborn plus the Cities of Westminster and London are included in the plan
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in the 200 ppa zone, which is given over to business, main roads and
single or two person households only living in multi-storey housing only.

Also within the 136 ppa zone the boroughs of Kensington, Paddington, Staarylebor

and Chelsea are not mentioned, as if there were no overcrowding or inadequate

amenities in these areas and no plans for new roads which would inevitably

displace some of the population. The fourteen boroughs (or parts of those
boroughs) have been selected without any explanation; there are no details

about the severity of the problems and the consequent scale of migration

of population and employment out of the area.

We have attempted to rectify this omission by the inclusion of Table 7.
flare the figures for factory and population loss are included, the
population of the boroughs in 1938, the planned population reduction and

the resulting population in 1945 from Table 2 Appendix 2), which

presumably includes an allowance for war-tite redactions. The percentage

population loss is given in the final three columns, the planned reduction in

columns 10 and 11 and actual reduction in column 12.

Pros this table it is possible to see the overall inoonoistency of the

decentralisation proposals. For example a large and. unplamied population
loss is somehow assumed from the City of London (23.7 per cent), Fulham
(10 per sent) Hannersmith (8.1 per cent) Holborn (17.7 per cent) and
StAarlaboola (7.4. per cent) with additional substantial losses from the
original boroughs suitable for redevelopment that is, Camberwell, Greenwich,
Islington and Lambeth. This leaves a total of 125,932 people above that
envisaged in the Table of Appendix 1 (i.e.a reduction of 736,800 and anot

610,868) for whom there are no plans of resettlement. But bowery these
reductions to be justified given past trends? Fulham and Hammersmith
vaned in population between 1901 - 38 while the City of London, Holborn
and Stalarylebone were subject to exceptional reductions, in excess of

those predicted. Others were to be the subject of very little decline up
to Walthough they suffered notable losses up to 1938 e.g. Chelsea and
Finsbury.

Overall there appears to have been no necessary connection between the

zoning, the factory and population loss up to 1938 and the planned and

Unplanned population loss up to 1945. The selection of the fourteen boroughs an
parts of burroughs therefore appears arbitrary.

The second inconsistency in the original table (Appendix 1 p 156) relates
to standards. Hence the 10 per cent allowance for "public buildings" is

clearly inadequate, there is no mention of the 20 per cent allowance for
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"inefficiency" and the open apace needs are calculated from the lower 194.5

population level (i.e. the 125,932 less population in Table 2 Appendix 2 than

in the decentralisation table of Appendix 1 means that 503 less acres would

be required for London) instead of the "proposed population" in the

original table.

The end result of the planned population reduction of 610,868 from the

fourteen boroughs was a gross density of 54-.3 ppa and for the whole County
of London 4.6.1 ppa. This had fallen to 44.4 ppa in 1943 if, in view of the

overcrowding of the boroughs which the plan proposals have suggested was

Inevitable, the gross density of the capital were reduced from the 1938

figure of 54..3 ppa to 40 ppa (the 1952 ISEEILG study The Density of Residen-

tial areas recommended between 30 ppa and 4.0 ppa for a neighbourhood unit)

the population in need of a home in the outlying areas would have been

1,068,000 (26 per cent of the population and not 15 per cent) a 4-3 per cent
increase on the original figure or over 50 per cent, if the proposed

decentralisation were to be only half a Killion (which the County of London

plan assumed for the period after 194.5).

The Greater London Plan

The second of the two plans for the capital also included some proposals
for population loss, this time from the so called Inner Urban Ring. This

insbuled twenty two local authorities near the boundary with the County,
Including West Ham, East Ham, Layton, Walthamstow, Tottenham,- Willsden and
Croydon. The total suggested for dispersal was 4.15,668 (69 per cent from
the seven main authorities). If however all these areas were redeveloped

to a gross density of 413 ppa (i.e. net 79 pa, see Appendix 7 p 192, an,d.
assuming 137,780 total from West Ham and 71,994. from Willi:den) then an
additional 129,175 (or 31 per cent) would have to be moved out; a total of
54,843. The need for further decentralisation over and, above that

recommended, is illustrated. In the two examples included in the plan for
redevelopment at West Ham (see ohapter11). Here, in the first case,
industry once more makes a large claim upon the land to the loss of open
space provision; in the second case 25 per cent of the population are in
ten storey flats and a low percentage (relative to the first c 	 ) given

over to "other uses" (i.e. 23 per cent of residential land in comparison to
35 per cent).

The total number of "regrouped population" given in the plan is 1,033,000
(the figure for the CLP upped to 618,000). We would suggest from the
foregoing analysis that a more realistic figure would have been 1,614,643
(say 1,615,000) or 56 per cent more than the plans suggested; approximately
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16 per cent and not 10 per cent of the total Greater London population in
1938 of 9056,000. And according to our calculations Abercrombie's con-
olusions„ in the second plan regarding the number who would be housed in
multi storey housing was also thereby seriously misleading, lie maintained:

"It *enact be said, therefore, that the effect of these
two plans will be to turn London from a city of small
houses so characteristic of this country, into a city of
flats on the oontinent,a1 model". (P.175)

This statement was based upon the following table (Table A p 175 Ch,12 GLP)

Table 8 Proposed provision of Houses and Flats under the County of
London and Greater London Plans

Population	 Population 

Greater London Plan
	 in Houses	 in Flats

1 Population proposed between 30 and	 5,935,000	 none
75 per acre plus that decentralised
from the boroughs with a density
over 100 ppa.

2 Population proposed in boroughs 	 541,000	 180,000
which will be reduced to a max.
of 100 per acre, 721,000 at 25
per cent in flats, 75 per cent in
houses.

Country of London Plan

3 Population proposed in boroughs	 297,000	 603,000
which will be reduced to a max.
of 136 per acre, 900,000 at 67
per cent flats and. 33 per cent
houses.

4 Population proposed in boroughs	 1,575,000	 225,000
allowed a max. of 100 per acre
1,800,000; 25 per cent redevelop-
ment of which half might be in
flats.

5 Population proposed. in West End	 60,000	 540,000
boroughs, 600,000; 90 per cent
redevelopment at 200 per acre

TOTALS:	 8,408,000	 1,5Z,.8,000

We are not able to give an alternative set of numbers for the population in
flats because the congestion need not find expression in multi storey
housing - it could also lead to deficiencies of open space and community
needs. However, it can be appreciated that if groups (2) and (3) were
forced to place all their population in flats as one way out of this
problem for inadequate supply of land, 2,386,1)00 people would not be in
houses, 24 per cent instead of 15.5 per cent or J.8 per cent in the County .
of London instead of 39 per cent i.e. about half the population of London.
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appendix 2. 

Deck Housing in the United Kingdom

Local Authority and Estate Total No. of Dwellings
and bedspaoes

Date from design to
completion

Liverpool
Ratherley 1,812 1964-71
Belle Vale 4.61 1970-74
(leave Street 1967-70

Manchester

Hulme 2 4-20 1,512 1965-68
Milme 3 1,301 4,658 1965-70
HWWm 4 424 1,526 1965-69
Mem 5 918 3,300 1968.71
bmm Side 900 3,002 1968-71
Olson Street 591 1965-71
liellington Street 844 1965-71
Turkey Lane AD 2,870 1965-71

Oldham
St.Maryl a I 400 1,778 1964-67

8	 I/ 266
6	 ill. 700

Sholver 4-11
Crete Street 290
Primrose street 290

Rochdale
Ashfield Valley 1,004. 3,526
Freehold 414 900
Palings 529 1,266

Blackburn
Queens Park 369 1,410

Burnley
Trafalgar Park 392 1967-71

Salford
Brindleheatb 245 878 1969-81

Runcorn

Castlefields 1,379 5,000 1968-71
Southgate 1,355 4,500 1967-75

Bolton

BkaBSA Court 239

Macclesfield
Victoria Park 503 2,078 1967-69
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Sefton

186 85sBootle Village

Knowsley
Tower Hill 611 1966-73
Ithitefield Square 1970-74

Wirral

Exmouth Street 1969-73

Preston
Russell Street 1957-61

Sheffield
Park Hill 992 1954.-61
Hyde Park 1,169 1961-65
Kelvin 945 1964•70
Browahall 653 1967-69

Rot:ethos,
780 1,042 1966-68St.Anni s

Oak Rill

ke.ds

607 1,915 1969-74

Hunslet Grange 1.249 1967-70

Lu_dsez
Claremont 135 365 1968-70

Hull
Thornton/Area 17 558 2,106 1968-70
Bransholne 627 2,501 1969-71

Nbacastle
Gloucester St. I
Gloucester at. II 174. 605
Shieldfield
Melbourne St. I 151
Melbourne St. II 258 887 1974-77
Blakelaw

theshead
Yelling
South Tyneside
School Street 854 3,536 1966w71
Sebbin Itiaoen 339 1,356 1971,45

Sunderland

Halmenvuu Ste 208 708 1965-68
Edith Avenue 673 2,207 1964-66

Sedgefield,

Bessenter Park	 557
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Hartlepool

73 140Flanborough Walk

North TIA1 aside

Killingworth 740 3,292 1968-73

Lobes ter

Bt.Andrews 198 594 1968-71

Nottinsham

Balloon Woods 647 2,387 1966-68
Kildare Road 201 743 1966-69
Hyson Green 697 1967-70
Camf.on. Avenoe 50 160 1967-71
Radford 520 1967-70
Old Bamford 822 1968-72

Westminster

Lisson Green 1,467 5,532 1965-75
Brunel 4.17 1,203 1967-74

Kensington and Chelsea

World's Fad 340 1963-77
Lancaster West 51

Hammersmith

Cheeseman' a Tarr. 287 1970-75

Lambeth

Stockwell Park 893 3,400 1968-72
Plauman Road. 281 938 1968-72
Angell Town 731 2,707 1969-72
Longborough Pk. 693 2,536 1972-80

Southwark

North Peckham 1,01 5,500 1965-73
Aylesbury 2,400 8,000 1967-71
Dawson Heights 296 1,232 1968-72

Greenwich

Cardwell Est. 268 1,023 1965-68
Connatight Gdns. 330 1965-68
Glyndon Hat, 188 1965-68

Tower Hamlets

Lefewre Road 567 2,318 1967-70
Tredegar Road 608 2, 224. 1973-76
Benches ter Road 72 283 1965-70

/alington

Packington St. 538 1965-68
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Camden

120

69 255

196347
1963-67

lendling
Baoton
Fleet Road
Crosby
lebheath 14.6 297

Brent
Chalkhill 1,263 4,500
Stonebridge
Kilburn Sq.
lalvern Rd.
Barringey
liarrinmey

Broadwater Fa. 1,063 1965-69
Park Lane 255
Penbury Rd. 186 1965-70
Pekham Rd.
Uplands Rd. 82 205 1965-68
Tiverton Rd..
Braemar Rd..

Waltham Forest

Cattball Rd. 850 1963-75
Rolywood

Sutton

Benh11.1
Roundshaw 1,400

C.L.C.

Thameanead 4,500 1967-73
Osprey Est. 167 524 1964.-69
Kingshold 712 2,686
Robin Hood Gardens 214 698 1963-72
Shanklin

London
279 781 1966-69lard Royal

Southampton

Pleasant View 126 558 1966-69

Portsmouth

Hyde Park Road 113 526 1965-67

Cambridge

Roseford R.cta 682 1964-67

Norwich

Vauxhall St, 212 668 1967-69

•
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Coventll
Bponend 158 711

Birmingham

Islington Row r16 722 1967-72

Wolverhantim

Heath Town 1,765 4,574. 1966-69
Park village 184 (4000) 1968-70

Welabeeol

Oldford 208

Flint

(,J)

Wrexham

212 808hightom

&mu

Woodside 543
Ass & D

Balgrayhill 557 1965-68
Fernibank 199
Greenhill Ct. 135
St.Indrew Drive 320
Hill park 210
kunley

•1Hutehilton tom	 .r.

1,338
759

1970-76

Edinburgh

515 1,186 1965-67lost Rce,„, 4 P

*est gli-i,....'B' 585 1,487 1965-67
Carnegie Court 65 1964-66
Leith Fort 157 510 1958-63

Dundee

Whitefield 2,4.69 1968-72
Maxwell. Town

Belfast

Wu Cs 700 79634
Tullyoonett 120

Londonderry

RossiifaX St. 178

um iLkaIauld

?
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Examples of Construction Costs

Estate Can No. of dwellings

Netherley 7.5 1,812
liuIme 5 4.5 918
Wellington St. 4.0 844
Turkey Lane 740
St.Eary's 13.475 400
Queen's Park 2.4. 369
Trafalgar Park 1.8 392
Brindleheath 1.0 24-5
Southgate 12.5 1,355
Victoria Park 3.25 503
St.Ann's 1.1 780
Oak Hill 2.2 607
Amulet Grange 4.4. 1,24.9
school St. 3.5 854.
HeY..Thl Neu) 7-6...,^ 3.0 339
lialuieudiAn Street-. 0.9 208 Total Cost c152.65m
Edith Ave. 2.0 673
Bessemer Park 3.75 557 Total number of
Planborough Walk 0.5 73 Dwellings	 37,918
Balloon Woods 2.5 64-7
Kildare Road 0.7 201 Approximate Total
Byson Green 2.8 697 Cost of 75,000
Radford
Old Basford

2.1
3.4-

520
822 1d9v11361-11111197g5s 43008

Lisson Green 33.38 1,4.67
Cheesmens Terr. 3.0 287
North Peokham 8.5 1,401
Aylesbury 1 2,400
Dawson Heights 1.6 796
Werra Road 3.0 567
Tradegar Road 6.4. 608
Paakington St. .5 538
weitd-tAg 0.9 120
Chalk/411 5.72 1.763
Broadwater Wm. 6.3 1,063
Park Lane 1.1 255
ihritiRoial 1.3 279
lest Pillion 3.5 1,100
Whitefield 8.5 2,469
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Construction: Examples of Companies and Estates 

Taylor Woodrow Anglica Ltd. 
Limn Green, Broadwater Farm (approx. 2,530)

Laing
Aylesbury, CardweLl Latate, Lefevre Road, 'fredegar Road., Manchester Road,
Park Lane, Radford, Lt.Mary I,I1,‘,111, Queen's Park, Beazer Court,
Sheildfield, Melbourne St. It Blakelaw, Felling lia1"e".40.".. 	 DZAhs:r...k."ec.tv.e.k-/Roseville St., Victoria Park (approx. 9,000)

Rates
Paoldngtan t. Roundshaw, Ward Royal, Death Town (approx. 3,00)

attis.
World'. End, Thameemead (approx. 41800)

Gleeson
Cheeemons Terrace, Wendling (approx. 00)

Direct Labour
North Peckham (with Bowie) Connaught, Clyndon, Park Hill, R7de Park,
La	 Balgraghill, Darnley (part) (approx. 7,500)

Concrete Ltd. (Bison Wall Frame)
	  Stonebridge, Malvern Road, Oldford, Gibson St. Eholver,

Bessemer Park, Flanborough Salk (approx. 3, 500 )

Shepherd Ltd. 
TOG, Vauxhall St. Oak Hill (epprox 4,000)
ihit Construction Ltd.. (Comma)
Tutu Lane, Netherley, Southgate, Tower Hill, raitefield Sq. (approx 4,500)

Parkinson
StpAnn's, Gleave St. (approx 1,000)

Selnio Nicholls 
Castlefields (approx 2,000)

Crudens (Skane)
ishfield Valley, Pill irterrorth, School St. Whitefield (approx. 9,000)

Ihmtz
Rethelley, Trafalgar Park (approx. 1,000)

Gilbert Ash
•

Hutcheson Town "E"
	 (approx. 800)

Most of the remaining estates were built by sme3.1er or more local firms.
Clearly no one developer built a disproportionate amount of deck housing
except Laing.
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Other details relating to the estates and their construction•were
extremely varied. This includes:
•Number of parking spaces (usually 100 per sent)
- gross and net density (usually between 100 and 200 ppa
range of aocommodation (usually between 50 and 90 per cent 3+ h/h's)
• neighbourhood facilities

-layout and landscaping ("spine"/wall or country ad)
- room and dwelling arrangement
• standard of accommodation (balconies, heating etc.)
- width of deck and. extent
- size of site and. buildings

• materials (concrete or block)
- remedial work (defensible space, other alterations and improvements)

There are, in fact, 140 very different estates. In many respects the only
feature they had in common was the deck type of access - and even this was
difficult to separate on occasion from gallery access or a completely new upper
ground level access.
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